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NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY 
CENTRAL SECURITY SERVICE 

FORT GEORGE G. MEADE, MARYLAND 20755-6000 

FOIA Case: 61 7058 
5 September 2017 

This responds to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request of 28 April 
2010 for "a copy of each issue of the NSA Crypto-Linguistic Association Clarion 
Newsletter." A copy of your request is enclosed. Your request has been processed 
under the FOIA and the documents you requested are enclosed. Certain information, 
however, has been deleted from the enclosures. 

Some of the withheld information has been found to be currently and properly 
classified in accordance with Executive Order 13526. The information meets the 
criteria for classification as set forth in Subparagraph (c) for intelligence activities, 
intelligence sources or methods, or cryptology of Section 1.4 and remains classified 
SECRET as provided in Section 1.2 of Executive Order 13526. The information is 
classified because its disclosure could reasonably be expected to cause serious 
damage to the national security. Some of the information is exempt from automatic 
declassification in accordance with Section 3.3(b) of E.O. 13526 - (3) for information 
that would impair U.S. cryptologic systems or activities of E.O. 13526. Because the 
information is currently and properly classified, it is exempt from disclosure pursuant 
to the first exemption of the FOIA (5 U.S.C. Section 552(b)(l)). 

In addition, this Agency is authorized by various statutes to protect certain 
information concerning its activities. We have determined that such information 
exists in these documents. Accordingly, those portions are exempt from disclosure 
pursuant to the third exemption of the FOIA, which provides for the withholding of 
information specifically protected from disclosure by statute. The specific statutes 
applicable in this case are Title 50 U.S. Code 3024(i); Section 6, Public Law 86-36 (50 
U.S. Code 3605); and 5 U .S.C. 552(b)(6) 

Since these deletions may be construed as a partial denial of your request, you 
are hereby advised of this Agency's appeal procedures. If you decide to appeal, you 
should do so in the manner outlined below. 

• The appeal must be sent via U.S. postal mail, fax, or electronic delivery (e-mail) 
and addressed to: 

NSA/CSS FOIA/PA Appeal Authority (P132) 
National Security Agency 
9800 Savage Road STE 6932 



Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755-6932 

The facsimile number is (443)4 79-3612. 

FOIA Case: 617058 

The appropriate email address to submit an appeal is FOIARSC@nsa.gov. 
• Request must be postmarked or delivered electronically no later than 90 

calendar days from the date of this letter. Decisions appealed after 90 days will 
not be addressed. 

• Please include the case number provided above. 
• Please describe with sufficient detail why you believe the denial of requested 

information was unwarranted. 

NSA will endeavor to respond within 20 working days of receiving your appeal, 
absent any unusual circumstances. 

You may also contact our FOIA Public Liaison at foialo@nsa.gov for any further 
assistance and to discuss any aspect of your request. Additionally, you may contact 
the Office of Government Information Services (OGIS) at the National Archives and 
Records Administration to inquire about the FOIA mediation services they offer. The 
contact information for OGIS is as follows: 

Office of Government Information Services 
National Archives and Records Administration 
8601 Adelphi Rd- OGIS 
College Park, MD 20740 
ogis@nara.gov 
(877) 684-6448 
(202) 741-5770 
Fax(202)741-5769 

Ends: 
a/s 

Sincerely, 

/kJ~ 1~ 
F 

JOHN R. CHAPMAN 
Chief, FOIA/PA Office 

NSA Initial Denial Authority 
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1. Presidential Language Trivia 
2. Speaker of the Month--One Program Left 
3. SPANISH the easy way 
4. Refunds, Speakers and Elections 
5. International Flag of Language 
6. ISl's First Movie Lunch Hour 

1 1 CLAnon1 Editor 

------------------------.. --------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Presidential Language-Trivia 

At what college did James Garfielq (20th President, 1881) once teach Greek and Latin? 

A. Hampden-Sydney 
B. Oberlin 
C. Wagert College 
D. Western Reserve Eclectic Institute 

.1 (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 E. Kentucky Wesleyan 

Answer at end of issue 

---------------·--------------------------------------------------------------

2. Speaker of the Month--One Progra,m' Left 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 

(U) July 2008 Language Events 

16'9511 , , '' ~~~~~~s Stories and Linguistic Challenges 

(U~) Wedn:Sday, 30 July 2008 · · · · · · · · · · · · - - .... _ -----------. 

(b ) (1) 

(b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

1300-1400 

(U~) For those unable to attend these events, they will be available for desktop viewing 
within a day or two after the broadcast at "go language" (click on the right on EVENTS) and at "go 
cla" (click on the left under Navigation on CLA Wiki (Speaker Series). 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM l-52 
Dated: 20070108 

Declassify On: J8Ji0Hl8 
oronur: ;l@ii!@km fT,f,DEL T@ @i!J,f:, :It~@, @;Ir) l, HOH,) fib '.iiOJiO I Qi;} 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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(U'IT'CU8t POC: Office of the Senior Language Authority,I ----'!""' ... -----------
(Uhl'CUC)). · .. 

-_I --~r·--. __ 
NSA/CSS Senior Language Authority aM A.qET 

Outreach Officer . 
.. .. .. .. .. ', 

I .. .. .. .. .. '. 
. - - - - . - . - - . - - - - . - - - . . . . . ·. 

--------------- ~---------: ______ ::::::::::~,-(_b_)_(3~)---p-_-L ___ 8_6 ___ 3_6_ 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-

3. SPANISH the easy way 

TPRS (Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling) Spanish for beginner/advanced 
adult learners arid serious younger ones ' 

an INTENSIVE one-week Spanish class 

Saturday 9 Aug, Wed 13 Aug, Thursday 14 Aug, Friday f5 Aug, and Sat 16 Aug, each day 0900- : 
1300 , , ' : 

near University of Maryland, College Park (1 mil~)', 2303 Metzerott Road , Adelphi , MD 20783 

I am a bilingual public school Spanish teacher (credentials in MD, PA and CA). I want to keep up: 
my skills by offering adults an August intensive Spanish course. : 

We will practice through hearing and,(~sponding to humorous stories and through reading. And : 
we will have the help of Susan Gr9ss, a national TPRS trainer from Colorado. (We will also write: 
and students will advance to tel:i.r1g their own brief stories.) ' 

$150 for all five days 
, . 

For questions and to rajister, call Dr. Carol Nezzo, PhD.tprsspanish@qmail.com 301-864-5267: 
, ' . 

------------------~---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ .-- --------- I 

, 

4. Refund~; 'Speakers and Elections 
, ' 

--It yoµ 'think that you are entitled to a CLA refund (we are joining ADET in October), ~ontact D ____ .. r or eligibility. 

SECRFI1'COHINI 11BFI TO IlS ¢ CI IS CBI CPR }FI ('29330]08 J I ; 
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• ; I I 

--CLA will soon be holding elections. Please think about running f6( (1) de~uty chairman (new 
term, replacing presidential-elect--you automati,.,alJH becorne fbe ~hairmal'I' after a year); (2) 
secretary; ~nd (3) member-at-large. Contact me ( tf you ;;de interest~d. I am 
keeping a list. _____ .. : , 

' 

--CLA is looking for a SPEAKER for this fall's annual dinner. We probably can pay: more this 
year. Please keep in mind that said person must be accessible,)'.e, reachable, by tJS. 

' 

' ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. ------------------

5. International Flag of Language 

As part of the International Year of Languages festivnties, the National Museum of 1;.anguage 
(NML) expects to create the world's first lnternati~r,ial Flag of Language this fall. A:flag design 
will be solicited and determined by a team of jud~es coming from the National Capi~al Language 
Resource Center, American Council on Teachlng Foreign Languages, (hopefully) tRe National 
Joint Committee on Languages, the ABC Museum, NML itself, the Chesapeake Bay 
Vexillogical Association and (hopefully) UNESCO. Stay tuned as we would like to have a 
winning design by the end of the year. • ' 

, ' ------------------------------ . --------------------,-----------------------------------------------------------. ------------------

6. I Si's First Movie Lunch Hour , ' 

(Editor's note: I am promoting'this because "codes are languages too") 

(Item courtesy of .. l _____ .. 
1fe.,,..nf'i,, ~r 'te.J J>m't f,),,iss r~rs first MwieLunc.h.1f(!Urf 

wfu,? The first 25 to reserve a seat 

Wfuttf Movie! Midway or Codetalkers (or some other SIGINT-related movie? Feel free to 

peruse the movie book on the staff area table and 
make suggestions.) 

BYOB (that's Bring Your Own Bag) 

WM-nf Wednesday, 30 July, 1130-1330 

WM-ref ISi Conference Room. 

Th.is will be the first of a few summer lunchtime movie hours. Please RSVP tol rnd the 
first 25 will have reserved seating! See you there! ... __ _._ 

At what college did James Garfield (20th President, 1881) once teach Greek and Latin? 

SDCPETUOOl iUfT 11Rlili. Tfii? Ina 1; 1 PE, C DI1 CPD; itriH ('30320198 
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A. Hampden-Sydney 
B. Oberlin 
C: Wagert College 
ANSWER D. Western Reserrve Eclectic Institute 
E. Kentucky Wesleyan 

This is now Hiram College 

iE&RETi'i'Q) H1 FP:\'RIJL SJi@ lJO;it,; t~J, Cl cl f, @flft, l@tl3,)20J20 I Gd 
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1. Presidential Language Trivia 
2. Speaker of the Month--Thursday 's Speaker 
3. SPANISH the easy way 
4. Refunds, Speakers and Elections 
5. International Flag of Language 
6. Announcing CLArion Changes 

l···························I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 
~c ... L~A .. r .. 10-n--E""'dPl"!l1t_o_r -

1. Presidential Language Trivia 

Which future president needed extra tutoring/assistance to pass the Latin 
entrance exam for the Groton School? 

A. Woodrow Wilson 
B. John Kennedy 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Calvin Coolidge 
E. Franklin Roosevelt 

Answer at end of issue 

2. Speaker of the Month-- Thursday's Speaker 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 

(U) August 2008 Language Events (Theme is "La Creme de la Creme") 

(U) "LANGUAGE AND CULTURE -- THE INSEPARABLE PAIR" 

(U/l'Ot:le, Thursday, 7 August 2008 
LOCATION: TBA 
1300-1400 
(U) DR. R. DAVID ZORC has been a Senior Linguist with the Language 
Research Center (McNeil Technologies since 1999) in Hyattsville, MD since 
1986. He has been heavily involved with lexicographic projects, having 
published six bilingual dictionaries (Aklanon, Eastern Armenian, Somali, 
Yolngu-Matha, Tagalog Slang, and a Core Etymological Dictionary of 
Filipino) and served as a consultant for the American Heritage Dictionary 
and the New Oxford English Dictionary. His publications number 112, 
including language-learning materials for Affrican languages (Oromo, 

I 

GONFIPENIJ O I ('BP TO PS O, ¢ I IS; CO ll. GDP; N1l 11?6r'?Oi 9§1 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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Rwanda-Rundi) and eight Philippine dialects. Finally, he has developed 
own-language literacy competence tests and also FSI/ILR Level 2 and 3 
graphic and listening tests in Philippine languages, Somali and Oromo. 

(U/FOl:JO~ POC: Office of the Senior Language Authority,I 

I NSA/cSS Senior Language Aufho.tY iliid ADE:r- - - - - - ___ --. --,----

Outreach Officer 

1 

_____ ___________ 1 (b ) ( 3 ) _ P _L _ 86 _36 1 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. SPANISH the easy way 

TPRS (Teaching Proficiency through Reading and Storytelling) Spanish for 
beginner/advanced 
adult learners and serious younger ones 

an INTENSIVE one-week Spanish class 

Saturday 9 Aug, Wed 13 Aug, Thursday 14 Aug, Friday 15 Aug, and Sat 16 
Aug, each day 0900-1300 

near University of Maryland, College Park (1 mile), 2303 Metzerott Road, 
Adelphi, MD 20783 

I am a bilingual public school Spanish teacher (credentials in MD, PA and 
CA). I want to keep up 
my skills by offering adults an August intensive Spanish course. 

We will practice through hearing and responding to humorous stories and 
through reading. And 
we will have the help of Susan Gross, a national TPRS trainer from 
Colorado. (We will also write 
and students will advance to telling their own brief stories.) 

$150 for all five days 

For questions and to register, call Dr. Carol Nezzo, PhD. 
tprsspanish@gmail.com 301-864-5267 

crn tPIISEUW],tLJ]lfitEL F)i@!j e!!Jii , ; EU© , @; tH, @BR, HEL'.;1£0990108 
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.... -:::i_ ...... : 

4. Refunds, Speakers and Elec~h::ms: : : : · · · 
.. .. ... .. 

• I 

--It you think tha~teu·ar enllil~d to a CLA refund (wear'! joining ADET in 
October), ~nfact . : 
I lfor eligibility. : 

--CLA will soon be holding elections. Please think about:running for (1) 
deputy chairman (new ' 
term, replacing presidential-elect--you automatically be~ome the chairman 
after a year); (2) I I 
secretary; and (3) member-at-large. Contact me if you are 
interested--1 am · - · 
keeping a list of candidates 

--CLA is looking for a SPEAKER for this fall's annual dinner. We probably 
can pay more this 
year. Please keep in mind that said person must be accessible, i.e, 
reachable, by us. 

5. International Flag of Language 

As part of the International Year of Languages festiviities, the National 
Museum of Language · 
(NML) is preparing to create the world's first International Flag of 
Language (IFL) this fall. A flag design 
will be solicited and determined by a team of judges with expertise in 
languages and flagmaking. 
Designs will be sought from middle schoolers, high schoolers and college 
students world-wide. 
IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN, THEY CAN SUBMIT ENTRIES. Stay tuned for 
further information. 

6. Announcing CLArion Changes 

If, for some reason, you want to view past CLArions, they are now on our 
website. Just click under "CLArion," under "Navigation" ("go CLA" to get 
to the website) and you will be able to locate your favorite issue. 
They are listed by dates (henceforth the new title of issue is simply the date 
of issue). It looks professional looking in my view. Expect more changes 
as we transition to ADET in October. Finally, we want to change the name 

Gi'OtlrUrDITI t L'.'REls TO WO:tr, :t:UO, f!Jr\H, @~Ht, llffts:1;'.?0HOI OD 
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of the newsletter from CLArion to ?????--you tell me . . I'm 
accepting entries (starting today) for the month of August. The winner 
will be announced in early September. The winner's award/incentive is 
being determined. 

Which future president needed extra tutoring/assistance to pass the Latin 
entrance exam for the Groton School? 

A. Woodrow Wilson 
ANSWER 8. John Kennedy (35th President, 1961-1963) 
C.TheodoreRoosevelt 
D. Calvin Coolidge 
E. Franklin Roosevelt 

Groton, by the way, was a prep school (apparently for the wealthy) 

@Ot lfliHH fTLtrL:'.;IREL TO eTO; ., /.U8, @J; t1 J, 8UR, l ftsts;';'!OMO I 00 
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1. Presidential Language Trivia (Old and New) 
2. Cancelled Speaker Program 
3. NML Arabic Calligraphy Program 
4. Elections and Refund 
5. Phone Book Help 
6. CLArion Contest and Website 

I ~- ---------------
cLArion Editor I (bl (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 

. . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Presidentia_l.Lahguage Trivia (Old and New) 

us·note: The school was actually Choate--not Groton. Mea Culpa. 

Which future president needed extra tutoring/assistance to pass the Latin 
entrance exam for the Groton School? 
A. Woodrow Wilson 
ANSWER 8. John Kennedy 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Calvin Coolidge 
E. Franklin Roosevelt 

Which future president gave a Latin name for all living things? 

A. Thomas Jefferson 
8. Herbert Hoover 
C. William Henry Harrison 
D. Woodrow Wilson 
E. Theodore Roosevelt 

Answer at the end of the issue 

2. Cancelled Speaker Program 

Our APOLOGIES to all (and there were a lot of you) who showed up to hear 
Dr. Zorc speak last Thursday. 
Obviously the program was not held. We apologize for this and I apologize 
to you 
personally as the CLA president. We are investigating as to whether Dr. 
Zorc will be able 

UNCLASSlFIED.'1fOR (lfflGIAli t,,KE ~m.LY 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09-05-2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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to speak in the future. 

1······························1 (b)( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 
~~-~~-~ ' CLA President, 2007-2008 .: ., 

,,''/ • I 

, ' -------------·-·················································-~~t··································r···· 
,', ,, 
, , , . 

3. NML Arabic Calligraphy Program :: .:· 
,,' ,, 

, ', 

The National Museum of Language prese,rit~/'ARABIC CALLIGRAPHY" ~Y 
Dr. Khaled Mohamed on Saturday 23 Aug'us,t in the museum's main exhibit 
room at 1400-1500. This is open to th~'put>Jic (free admission) but : 
reservations (301-864-7071 or events@Hanci.uagemuseum.org) are needed 
by 21 August because of limited se~tl(l'g. :,Some of you know Dr. Moha~ed 
because he has taught at DLI. A grattuat.e of Alazhar University in Cairo, 
Egypt, he is the author of "ARABI~ !blO~S" and has been practicing · 
calligraphy for 15+ years. · · 

National Museum of Languag~: .: 
7100 Baltimore Avenue-Suite.202 
College Park, MD, 20740 
www.languagemuseum.org: ,: 

I I I I 

-----------------------------------~----------------~------------------------------------------------------, I I I I 

4. Elections and Refur,'ds_: 

--CLA is holding ele,ction·~ 8-19 ~-~ptember for deputy chairman, secr~tary 
and member-at-large. : : : · 
We are especiallY,·in n,eed of cah~idates for the first two. If you are : 
interested, plea$e send your ~o,graphy .----------
(maximum of tw r ra hs t ur election coordinators-~ and ._ ____ _ 

The saI 

--It you think that you are entitled to a CLA refund (we are joining ADET in 
October)_,,contactl for eligibility. 

---------,: --------------------------: --------------------------------------------------------------------

5. P~one Book Help 

__ ! (see below) has gQ,ne to CLA for assistance--and we go to YOU for 
assistance. , 
Can somebody helpLJ Please advise. 

UNCLASSlFIEO!,'f(JR OfflCIAls l-1!.iE 0NLJ.< 
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Hello, 

I am the team lead for the NSA Library, and we need some translation 

assistance. We have aboutQtelephone books in our collection 

' 
that we would like to add to our card ~atalog, however, no one here is 

able to identify the cities. Would someone'tr1 your organization be 

' 
willing to assist us on this small project? We'd veey much appreciate 

it. 

Thanks, 

._ __ _.~------------------------------------------~l_(_b_) -(3_)_-_P_._L_._s6_-_3_6_. 

********************* ....... ---,-~ -· ..._,, 

(U/,IFOUO, .. I _________ ____.I - - . . _..-:::- . 

... .,------------, _______ .J 

"go library" 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
6. CLArion Contest and Website 

. 
Since CLArion may not be the best name for this newsletter, we are open to 
suggestions. · 
Let us know what you think. In fact, we are taking name suggestions for 
the rest of the month. . 
What the winner (his/her entry) shall receive is being 
determined. Submissions go to m1 I 
I myself like CLAirvoyant. 

If, for some reason, you want to view past CLArions, they are now on our 
website. Just click under "CLArion," under "Navigation" ("go CLA" to get 

lJNCLASSIFIED/t'FOlt OPFl.etAts llGE 8NV/ 
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to the website) and you will be able to locate the issue or issues you are 
looking for. 
They are listed by dates (henceforth the new title of issue is simply the date 
of issue). 

-----------------------'--------------

Which future president gave a Latin name for all living things? 

A. Thomas Jefferson 
8. Herbert Hoover 
C. William Henry Harrison 
D. Woodrow Wilson 
ANSWER E. Theodore Roosevelt (26th President, 1901-1909) 

UNCLASSlFlEO,','fOll OFFICIAL tmE er,1LY 
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1. Presidential Language Trivia 
2. GCHQ Speaker Program 
3. NML Arabic Calligraphy Program 
4. CLA Elections 
5. Speaking in Tongues t CLArion Conrst_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ! (b ) ( 3 ) ~ P . L . 86~36 1 

ctArion Editor 

(Editor's Note: This will be the last issue for a few weeks--vacation and 
teaching are my priorities until then. Thank you for your continued 
patronage) · 

-----------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------. 
1. Presidential Language Trivia 

"Sic Semper Tyrannis" ("thus, ever (or always) to-tyrants"), shouted by 
John Wilkes Booth when he shot Abraham L,incoln (16th President, 1861- · 
1865), was also (and still is) the state motto for: 

A. Maryland 
B. Alabama 
C. Massachusetts 
D. Connecticut 
E. Virginia 

Answer at the end of the issue 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 
2. GCHQ Speaker Program 

Members and friends of the CLA: 
. 

Please join us for this interesting opportunity to learn more _about our 
GCHQ counterparts! · 

Register at: 

imum 50 participants) 

Date: 16 September 2008 

Time: 1330-1430 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 

Declassify On: UJH t Otl 
TTIFTPITITI I I ''PEI TO ITBA, F:IF:W@OJ@OIOG 
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1-------------------------------------
....___________ I I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1· 

Description: _ . 
.. ... .. .. .... -..;, 

"' " "'.,,'J# I 

(C))l(Lt IO !9,C, P'tEV, Ever Y{QOder-what"your l~oguag~~nal¥st .: 
counterparts j !are doing? ~oin·us f~r~_presen~ation by : 
three language professionals from! I _.-_-.,:.·.: . . 

. . . . . . 
------~ 

(U//F&:' •at Our colleagues. will di~c~s~--~· "day in the life" otl · I 
linguist team leader, the·structure an·a rejponsibilities ofl I . 
I .;> -~ language career stream. I hey 
will also be available for.1ur gpe~tioi:i,s. This is a great opportunity to· 
"compare notes" with, our ol.teagues! 

, . . 
, . , 

CLA Member-at-'L
1

arae 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. NML Arabic Calligraphy Program 

The National Museum of Language presents "ARABIC CALLIGRAPHY" by 
Dr. Khaled Mohamed on Saturday 23 August in the museum's main exhibit 
room at 1400-1500. This is open to the public (free admission) but 
reservations (301-864-7071 or events@languagemuseum.org) are needed 
by 21 August because of limited seating. Some of you know Dr. Mohamed . 
because he has taught at DLI. A graduate of Alazhar University in Cairo, 
Egypt, he is the author of "ARABIC IDIOMS" and has been practicing 
calligraphy for 15+ years. 
National Museum of.Language 
7100 Baltimore Avenue-Suite 202 
College Park, MD, 20740 
www.languagemuseum.org 
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4. CLA Elections 

CLA is holding elections 8-19 September for deputy chairman, secretary 
and member-at-large. We are especially in need of candidates for the first 
two. 
If you are interested, please send your biography 
(maximum of two paragraphs) to our election coordinators~ 
and I f · The said bio will appear on t.,.h_e ... 6-a•ll,...qt""'.--...... 

. . 
•••-••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••_...• ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••r••••••••••••• 

5. Speaking in Tongues 

(Item courtesy of._l ______ __.I. ____ : · 
SPEAKING IN TONGUES 

Source: IND -

The Independent (London) (Full Coverage, Daily) Aug 10 23:08 

_____________________________________________________ , ________________ _ 

Byline: Michael Church 

Section: Extra - Extra 

. ... ···-...----------. 
(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

Extra I More Britons are travelling abroad, and yet entries for GCSE languages are in 
freefall. Will we ever manage anything other than "Dos cervezas, por favor"? Michael 
Church explores the world of Russian verbs, French phrases and Spanish grammar - and 
says we don't know what we're missing 

We learn to speak, as fish learn to swim, and birds to fly, because language is in our 
blood. The way two-year-olds negotiate complex linguistic structures is one of the 
miracles of nature; the way five-year-olds master two languages - when it's one for home, 
and another for school - is just as miraculous. 

They learn their school language in order to survive; and it's the survival instinct that 
impels all migrants to learn a second, third or fourth language, as they make their 
peregrinations round the globe. 

Some people acquire a language for political reasons, as a badge of ethnic resistance. The 
Welsh have turned an apparently dying language into a brilliantly effective political 
weapon, making its acquisition a duty for broadcasters and teachers. They took their cue 
from the Jewish activists who, by an astonishing act of will, replaced Yiddish with what 
had been a "dead" language, used only in religious ritual. Hebrew is now the mother
tongue of millions and is stuffed with imported or invented words for all the things not 
dreamt of by its Old Testament users: bicycle, ice-cream, telephone, rifle. 

But for those not impelled by political motives, learning a language can be problematic. 
It's sometimes said that we only really learn one if we have to work in it, or love in it. At 
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Grant and Cutler's language bookshop in Soho, the manager points to groaning shelves of 
Eastern European books - reflecting b9th the needs of businessmen, and the desire of 
young Brits to converse with their Polish or Lithuanian lovers. If you just want to ask the 
way, hire a deckchair or buy a coffee, however, a phrase book will do; since English is 
now the lingua franca for most of the world, you can lazily rely on foreigners to do the 
hard work for you. 

Yet some people bust a gut to acquire new languages, and, indeed, find the process 
addictive: the idea is so seductive, and the achievement so satisfying when you get one 
under your skin. And everyone's journey is different. Mine has been a convoluted 
catalogue of take-offs, crashes and unexpected flights. 

My current foray into Russian is cracking my brain but, like a junkie, I always go back for 
more. 

My linguistic odyssey began with grammar-school French, as mediated by a textbook 
based on the doings of a prissy bourgeois family: the pen is on the table, Jean and Marie 
eat the cake. As time went on, I got drawn in to the sheer pleasure of this language, with 
its logical, graceful cadences. Latin was inflicted on us next; we graduated from amo
amas-amat, via a Gradgrindish little book called Kennedy's Shorter Latin Primer, to 
Caesar's Civil Wars - surprisingly easy to penetrate, once you'd learnt the pJ,rases for 
"collect prisoners", "hold a meeting" and "strike camp". Butmy lifelong reverence for 
Latin dates from the moment when five words were chalked on the blackboard: "Quaesivit 
arcana poli, videt dei", which was the inscription over the door of the Scott Polar Research 
Institute. This translated as: "He sought the secrets of the Pole, but sees the secrets of 
God." It wasn't just the fact that 13 English words could reduce to five in Latin, it was the 
beauty of the brevity that fired me, and still does when I encounter it on monuments. In 
common with everyone else who learns Latin, I'm perennially fascinated to see where our 
language - not to mention the Romance ones - comes from. 

A year's teaching in Toulouse finally sorted out my French, but before I could enter 
university I had to acquire German quickly from scratch. Four months' 

labour in a Bavarian sawmill was the - in retrospect, odd - prescription. The vocabulary I 
learnt there was specialised: Nazi marching songs (to taunt "der Englander"), plus endless 
variations on trunk, beam, board, plank and kindling. On studying the incomplete digits of 
my colleagues, I also realised that sentences such as "I have accidentally sawn off my 
finger" might come in, er, handy. But when it came to German's seemingly arbitrary 
genders, I found myself in vigorous agreement with Mark Twain's remarks in his essay, 
"The Horrors of the German Language". "A tree is male, its buds are female, its leaves are 
neuter," he wrote. "Horses are sexless, gods are male, cats are female - tomcats 
included." 

I also liked his translation of a conversation in a German Sunday-school book: "Gretchen: 
'Wilhelm, where is the turnip?' Wilhelm: 'She has gone to the kitchen.' Gretchen: 'Where is 
the accomplis~ed and beautiful English maiden?' Wilhelm: 'It has gone to the opera."' Yes, 
madness indeed. But my months of total linguistic immersion in that sawmill burnt 
German - and even the Schwabisch dialect - permanently into my brain, and, though I don't 
often use _my German, it's still there after four decades. Learn a language young, and you'll 
never forget it. 

Next, I tried Spanish, with the aid of sundry grammar books and CDs. This wasn't a 
satisfactory exercise, despite the relative simplicity of the language. 
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The turning point came when I started to read El Pais: not for the fine writing of its 
features, but the nitty-gritty of the news. The beauty of this was that one always knew the 
story, and once one had mastered the basic vocabulary for diplomacy and war -
announced, confirmed, denied, attacked, defended 

- a dictionary was hardly necessary. After reading the paper daily for six months, my 
Spanish was operational, though I still couldn't comfortably speak it. But when I tried to 
repeat the process with Portuguese, something untoward happened: though sounding 
different, and looking fairly different on the page, these two languages began to fight in my 
brain, to a point where I kept slipping from one to the other. They simply weren't different 
enough. It now takes an effort of will to keep them apart. 

Working in Georgia a few years ago, and realising that Georgian would be about as useful 
outside its native land as Welsh is, I decided to teach myself Russian, since that would get 
me round the whole post-Soviet world. Friends warned me that it wouldn't be easy: one 
veteran offered the cheering thought that the first 10 years would be the worst, while 
another averred that it was impossible to get the seemingly arbitrary stresses in the right 
place, "even by accident". 

I began learning the grammar with two standard courses in parallel, hoping thus to double 
my chances of penetrating its mysteries. And since Russian is daunting from the start -
outlandish orthography, multiple verb forms, a plethora of cases - the tutor's prime duty is 
to prevent the student giving up in confusion and despair . . 

In this respect, Hodder's Teach Yourself Russian and Hugo's Russian in Three Months 
were chalk and cheese. While Hodder plunged me into Russian conversation, Hugo's 
gambit was to ease me into pronunciation, then clarify that key grammatical quirk, the 
omission of the verb "to be" in "Where [is] Boris?" I felt instantly comfortable with Hugo's 
format - explanation, illustration, exercises, vocabulary, dialogue; each new point emerged 
with perfect clarity. Hugo led me carefully by the hand: Hodder tried to make me run 
before I could walk. 

However, going through Hugo from cover to cover (twice) was only the beginning, even 
though it showed me how this sweetly logical language works. Knowing German was 
helpful - both grammatically, and because of numerous German loan-words. I'm 
continuing to fight my battle with the aid of anything that comes to hand: a grotty little 
Soviet primer I picked up in Tbilisi's flea-market - full of silly drawings and stupid jokes -
proved useful. I am now ploughing through a "parallel" reader - Russian and English on 
facing pages - of Russian short stories, graded according to difficulty, and what bliss to 
find that Pushkin and Tolstoy are the easiest. I do my Russian at dawn, having discovered 
that what seems opaque at midnight is often crystal-clear the next morning. 

But after four years I still come up against sentences like brick walls, and I still have to 
search painfully for words before uttering them aloud. 

At such moments I console myself with a story from one of America's most eminent 
professors of Russian. Studying in Moscow, and ready to give up in despair, he found 
himself watching a keeper feeding a hippo in the zoo. "Otkroi!" shouted the worker, 
whereupon the beast opened its jaws. "Goddammit," thought the professor, "if a hippo 
can learn Russian, I can, too." 

But there's an ecological dimension to all this, in that the world's wonderful proliferation 
of languages are under threat as never before. One can get too romantic about this, as 
people were doing a century ago over the Eskimo language, lnuktitut. One observer 
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noticed that they had two words for snow, another claimed to notice six, which then got 
inflated to 60 - but this was really just a myth. Yet lnuktitut has many words doing the job 
of the English "know" - which French differentiates into savoir (as in knowing a fact) and 
connaitre (as in knowing a person). lnuktitut has words to distinguish between knowing 
from experience, knowing how to do something, knowing about something, not being 
ignorant of sometti1ng and no longer being unaware of something, plus several other 
kinds of knowing. lnuktitut.is very subtle. 

But it may not last mucti longer. Like other languages of the Canadian Arctic, lnuktitut is 
now mostly spoken by the elderly, and the danger signal for any language comes when 
children stop speaking it. Never have children had more incentive to immerse themselves 
in the aggressor language of New York and Hollywood 

- the language of money, power, and, crucially, teen pop culture. 

About 6,700 languages are spoken today, but only a handful account for most of the 
human race. Mandarin Chinese has 1,000 million speakers - one-sixth of humanity - while 
English and Spanish are spoken as a first language by roughly 300 million each; Hindi 
(holding firm), and Russian (slipping) come in just below 200 million. But the lower end of 
the chart is saddening: more than half the world's languages have fewer than 5,000 
speakers, and 1,000 have fewer than a dozen - which means they're about to die. It's 
estimated that by the end of the century 60 per cent of those 6,700 languages will no 
longer exist, but it could be 90 per cent. 

Does this matter? Yes, emphatically. Languages, like plants, need their ecosystems to 
thrive, and the loss of a language is comparable to the loss of a biological species; each is 
a unique product of evolution, and once it has gone, it cannot be recreated. And this 
destruction hurts the soul. As the linguist Michael Krauss says, "Any language is a 
supreme achievement of a uniquely human collective genius, as divine and endless a 
mystery as a living organism." 

Each language represents a particular kind of society, and a particular way of feeling and 
thinking. For those who speak it, it's the sum of human intelligence. 

We should all take note, and cherish our little grammar books. 

INTERVIEWS BY JAMIE MERRILL AND SIMON USBORNE 

Lost for words? Language facts 

Two million adults in the UK are currently learning a foreign language 

One in three Britons wants to learn another language but the number of adults learning 
languages at local authority and further education college classes is declining. 

Spanish is the most popular foreign language among adult learners, followed by Italian. 

More than one in four adults regret dropping a language at school. 

Most learners use a cassette or CD (36 per cent), a book (19 per cent) or get a friend to 
teach them (11 per cent). 
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Ten per cent of Britons speak a second language, while in other European Union countries 
56 per cent speak two languages and 28 per cent speak three. 

-------1 (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 

--------------------------------------------------------r------------------------------------ .-----------

6. CLArion Contest 

Since CLArion may not be the best namt! for this newsletter, we are open to 
suggestions. Let us know what you think. In fact, we are taking name 
suggestions for · 
the rest of the month. What the winner {his/her entry) shall receive is being 
determined. Submissions go to me! ! 

FYl--we have had some REAL INTERESTING ONES submitted so far but 
I believe that a winner is still out there 

"Sic Semper Tyrannis" ("thus, ever (or always) to tyrants"), shouted by 
John Wilkes Booth when he shot Abraham Lincoln (16th President, 1861-
1865), was also (and still is) the state motto for: 
A. Maryland 
B. Alabama 
C. Massachusetts 
D. Connecticut 
ANSWER E. Virginia 
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1 . September Language Events 
2. International Flag of Language Design Contest--Press Release 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. Call for Assistance 
5. Latest Conversation Group Schedule 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 6. Posted Comments I 
I- --------------------------------------_...,,,_ _________ ... 

.._C_t_A_ri_on-E-a,"""fo_r_. . ·/ 

1. September Language Events 
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(Editor's Note: Dr. David Zorc, who was to ~ve sppken in August, will speak on 
25 September. We sincerely hope that ttx,se w~ci.showed up for his August 
session will indeed return this time. T_~ahks. o· 
(U) September Language Events,,· 

Distribution: Entire NSA Workforce 

,,, ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , 

Pocl~-----------~/-<-:.,_·_ 
(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover L&rtguages 

,, 
,, 

(U) September 2008 Language Event(: 
,, 

,, 

(U) This month, our theme "Langu~~e Perspectives - Up Close and 
Personal" continues to explore jl!st,what makes top-notch language 
specialists tick. . What insight aud advice can they share? The three 
events will offer the views of.very different language professionals 
including some of our Briti&li' pArtners from GCHQ, a panel of four 
highly seasoned I ' !cryptologic language 
analysts, and a world-reqowned applied linguist from outside of the 
Agency! Mark your cakihdars now. ,, 

1. (U/!F\,t,S) I !Language Doyens Discuss Language Mentoring 

Monday, 15 September 2008 
0930-1100 hours 

(OV~Jis, With an average of almost 50 years of SIGINT language 
experience each, these are by far the most senior language analysts 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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in the angyag~ co:fumu~ity: r~presentin_. , ·,, , , '/ r-;;....----=----------...... iL..---~- , , , , ,, 
oin us as . . ·, · / 

s are ewa ~IC~ ·, · · / 
"--an--e-xp_e_r-Ie_n_c_e_s_a_o-ut_g_1_v_m_g-an---re_c_e-Iv ... I_n_g""'a-n-guage-me~oti,ng: Y 01/ 

will not want to miss this if you are a language tn~ntor' ~r ~0m~one/ 
working with a language mentor. · · · ./ 

, ,, 

.. 
" ., 

, ,, 
2. (U',1J.iOUOJ A Day in the Life of al.._ __ _.L~nguag~!Jrofessional 

, I ,, 
Tuesday, 16 Septetl)btr 2008 -~' 

, I 

1330-1430 hours·· , ~, 
, I 

, I 
, I 

, I 
, , I 

, , I 

(GUDEI) Ever wonder what your.tanguage s1-µalyst counterparts 
across the pond are doing? Join hs for a pan.el presentation 
by three language professiona-is froml • ·' !who will discuss 
a "da in the life" of in uist te'am leader the 

r y ur ques 1on . .,.s_ . .;;;;.;;;;;;;I-.s IS a grea oppo 
"compare notes" with our! ~olleagues! 

0 

L 
_______________________ .... t·-·- .. _(_b_) -(1_ ) ______ _ • (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

3. (U/i?OUBj-Langu~ge and Culture 
, 

Thursday, 25 September 2008 
1200-1300 hours 

(U) Dr. R. David Zorc's love for language research and immersion 
has thus far covered some eighty languages representing five 
different language families. The author of 22 books, seven 
monographs, 47 journal articles and countless presentations at 
international conferences, Dr. Zorc was awarded in February 
2005, "The Andrew Gonzalez Distinguished Professorial Chair in 
Linguistics and Language Education" by the Linguistic Society of 
the Philippines. Don't miss his remarkable stories documenting 
unwritten languages! 
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(U//'I"'eU~For those unable to attend these events, they will be 
available for desktop viewing within a day or two at l!go language" 
in your web browser (click on the right on EVENTS) and at '-'go cla" 
(click on the left under Navigation on CLA Wiki (Speaker Series). 

(U//P'OtJ~POC: the Office of the Senior Language Authority, 

1 I 
(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED "EVENT: Employees attending this event, with 
supervisory approval, will be carried in aquty status. However, 
employees are not eligible to earn credit hours,-c.~mpensatory time 
or overtime. · 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to bei~g·a model 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 

employer. To this end, be mindful of those employees whose · · -

1 sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened and refrain from _ 
wearing, or reduce their use of scented products ( e.g. perfume, _________ ___. 
cologne, etc.). · 

2. International Flag of Language Design Contest--Press Release 

(Editor's note: This contest has already begun and we are already getting entries from other_ 
nations. It would be nice if we could get some LOCAL, i.e., children of Agency employees or their 
schools, to participate. Please read about this below. Thanks. I I 
There are flags for everything it seems-but not for languages. 

The National Museum of Language (NML), a small museum that explores the 
transformative powers of language, opened to the public this May after more than ten 
years in the making. A trailblazer in the field - there are only a few museums in the 
world with a similar focus - the Museum examines the -history, impact, and art of 
language. 

As a trailblazer in the field, it is only fitting that the the NML take on the task of creating 
what it believes is the world's first language flag, the International Flag of Language 
(IFL ). The NML is sponsoring a contest to design the IFL. This contest and the flag 
itself will be the NML's contribution to commemorate UNESCO's International Year of 
Languages. Experts from language and vexillology have been selected to administer the 
contest and to select the winning entry. The contest rules have been posted at 
http://languagemuseum.org/tlag. The contest itself will run from September 2 through 
November 28 and the winning entry will be announced before the end of the International 
Year of Languages in February, 2009. 

The NML is open Tuesdays and Saturdays, 10:00 AM-4:00 PM; first and third Sundays, 
1 :00 PM-4:00 PM Its current exhibit, "Writing Language: Passing It On," shows how 
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writing has developed over time, Attention is given to alphabetic and pictographic 
writing systems. For younger visitors, a hands-on activity room allows them to play a 
language game, practice calligraphy, see technological presentations, and touch artifacts. 

O ation on the flag contest, please see http :/ilanguagemuseum.org/tl<t.g (or.----i 
For information on the museum itself, contact the NML President, Dr. Aiiieiia""" 
h, acmurdoch(a), languagemuseum.org. : 

' . ______ .._ ___________ _ 

3. Presidential Langua?e Trivia 

' 
Which president had to take' a,membership oath in Sioux to join the "Singing Tribe of Wahoo"? 

A. Richard Nixon 
' s. Gerald Ford 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Jimmy Carter 
E. Dwight Eisenhower 

The answer is at the end of the issue 

4. Call for Assistance 

Agency language analyst I ~ planning to write an article f~r a children magazine on 
the loss of languages. SHe 1s contacnngtA (a good source) for information-~bout the topic. 
Who can help her out? Please advise. · • 

-----------------~~~~~~------------·---------"----~-.-=-"!:-;.l-:,(-:,b-:,)-:..(-:..3-:.,) -_-p ___ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3 _6-. 

5. Latest Conversation Group Schedule : : :_;-_..;.~-40;-

(Edito(s Note: Y 01 CAN let COU";~ credK loq5aitlC;P8tion. Contact f " _-: -: : , .. -, ; J(be1ow) to find 
out how. Thanks. · · · · · .• • · · . - ·• - • , ' 

(U) Greetings, • ~ · • • . . . . · · · . : : • • • ·,,, 

-- -- " .. , 

(Ul7r0l::J~lease fi~c;l thE! ma's~ ;ecent Cqnvers~;lorf C3r~ups schedule ;n the link below. You I C. F ; I ._ _____ prm111I Ito rec 1ve a text ver~Lon or the schedule. 

(U!TrSU~ Conversation Groups are sponsored by the Crypto-Linguistic Association (CLA), and 
participation in these activities is considered to be work-~elated, thus attendees are not required 
to take leave if they have supervisor approval. For mors information about attending or starting a 
conversation group, visit the CLA website by entering''go cla" in your web browser or contact 
CLA Conversation Group Coordinator.I I 
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**For information on how to obtain language training credits for .cp~versation groups, contact your 

group leader 01 I . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ · · ..... .. . 
.. .. .. - - .. .. .. .. .. ____ ._._ .. :.I (b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 

6. Posted Comments 

! ; · · . . . ~ere unable to attend the 21 August CLA 
presentauon featuring past winners ofLA's Jaffe and Rochefort Awards. They did send their 
comments though. To read them, visit our homepage--"go CLA" and then "News and 
Announcements." This is the next best thing. 

Which president had to take a membership oath in Sioux to join the "Singing Tribe of Wahoo"? 

A. Richard Nixon 
B. Gerald Ford 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Jimmy Carter 
ANSWER E. Dwight Eisenhower (34th President, 1953-1961) 

The "Singing Tribe of Wahoo" was a bunch of Black Hills (South Dakota) promoters/boosters. 
Eisenhower joined in 1953 while in the Black Hills on vacation. 
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1. Lubbers Award-Call for Nominees 
2. September Language Events 
3. International Flag of Language Design Contest--Press Release 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. CLA Elections-Please Vote 
6. Posted Entries 
7. Research Directorate Expo 08 

~LArion Editor_ I 
-------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. Lubbers Award-Call for No'mioees 

(Editor's Note: This is a BRAND NEW award. Wouldn't it be NEAT to be the 
first-ever winner of this award? This is somethin for you supervisers to think 
about. I would also like to acknowledg 

I tu~~ _anyone else out there!,,,,,.,,"""m,...1s"""'s ... e.,...,.,v"""e"""ry ...... 1"""""~"".Y...,,,.W"""'""'()""!'!m"""a"""""'e'""""' .... 1s,..... __ ___. 
happen in a hurry. Said award will J)e bestowed on 17 November, 'when the "new" 

CLA holds its first-ever banquet. Th~;.ks.- D-- _- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ~--~-~· ~-~ · .. 
... ,_(_b_) -(-3 -) ---P-. -L-. _8_6 ___ 3_6_1 

(U) Lubbers Award - Call for Nomination~ ____ - - - - - -

POC: ... I ______________ _ 
(U/ /f9YQ.) The Associate Director for Education and Training 
and the 
Crypto-Linguistic AssociatBon (CLA) are proud to announce the 
new, 
annual, joint-sponsored lubbers Award to b~ presented at the 
CLA 
Banquet in November. 

(U) Who was Lee Lubbers and why is an award named for him? 

(U) !Father Leland E. ("lee") lubbers had a spectacular idea in 
the 
early 1980s. He wanted to help language students at his 
university, 
Creighton in Omaha, Nebraska learn foreign languages more 
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easily by 
making authentic video materials available to them in a wide 
variety 
of languages. He dreamed up and organized Satellite 
Communications 
for Learning, what we know and use today: SCOLA. He started 
with 
one satellite dish and a small subscription service which 
broadcast 
only during the school day and the school year. Now SCOLA is 
used 
across the nation and has snx channels running 24 hours per 
day 
with news and entertainment programs in over 90 languages 
from over 100 countries around the world. Father Lubbers 
passed away in July, and this award has been set up to 
remember him and his outstanding contribution to ~anguage 
learning. 

(U) The Lubbers Award wm be given for the most innovative 
and 
effective use of media for education and training, particularly 
audio-visual material in language training. The media may be 
used 
in a platform class or as on-line material for a course or for 
student self-study. The nominees should show exceptional 
efforts in 
the following areas: 

- Appropriate use of technology 
- Choice of materials 
- Creativity 
- Efficiency of lesson design 
- Flexibility in lesson planning 
- Innovative use of authentic materials 
- Portability of techniques to other languages, levels 
- Success of training initiatives based on student and 

peer/supervisor evaluations 
- Tailoring of material to students 

a FIRET'.IBP Ts I :rt J I IT: (I IP"; GB.Rt Pnl:I llilllJilllllftl 
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f&//R&k~ The Lubbers Award committee is now soliciting 
nominations 
from across the NSA/CSS Enterprise. Nominations may be 
made by: 

- Any three working language analysts with personal 
knowledge 
of the nominee's course and materials and who are not 
supervised 
by the nominee. 

- Any supervisor at division level (or equivalent) or above. 
Persons in SCE organizations outside NSA may also be 
nominated at 
the operations officer leveD {or equivalent) or above. 

- The Senior language Authority, the Associate Director for 
Education and Training 

- May nominate either an individual or a team. 

- Must be submitted by 15 October 2008 to I I 

. 
- Should be no longer than four pages, written in me~~ -· .. I _________ I 

(b) ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 
format. -... 

- Should fully describe how the nominee-has ·u~ed audio-visual . . . 
media in language instructioa:n .... · · · · · · 

(U / /F8YQ.) .U yoid,,;~~-~ ~~~tions, please e-mail or call CJ 
I I 

at 968-4097. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. September Language Events 

8filt~fttYP,:turn pe; t<J~m, Ad. UU\, t.HR. f4LL))i(jJ£6108 · 
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(Editor's Note: Dr. David Zorc, who was to have spoken in August, will 
speak on 
25 September. We sincerely hope that those ~howed up for his August 
session will indeed return this time. Thanks. L_l 

- -
(U) September Language Events 

(Uh'Pouo, Language and Culture 
Thursday, 25 September 2008 
1200-1300 hours - .... - .. .. .. - .. - .... - .... - - - .. - .... - .. ; .... - .... 

, 

(U) Dr. R. David Zorc's love for language research and im,Riersion 
has thus far covered some eighty languages representing, five 
different language families. The author of 22 books, ~even 
monographs, 47 journal articles and countless pre~ehtations at 
international conferences, Dr. Zorc was awarde~ in February 
2005, "The Andrew Gonzalez Distinguished ~rofessorial Chair in 
Linguistics and Language Education" by tl).e Linguistic Society of 
the Philippines. Don't miss his remarka~le stories documenting 
unwritten languages! ' 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U/1'P6H~For those unable to ~ttend these events, they will be 
available for desktop viewing ~fthin a day or two at "go langua·ge" 
in your web browser (click on the right on EVENTS) and at "go cla" 
(click on the left under N~~igation on CLA Wiki (Speaker Series). 
(U//'FOUO,-POC: the Qffice of the Senior Language Authority, 

1 1 
(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENT: Employees attending this event, with 
supervisory approval, will be carried in a duty status. However, 
employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, compensatory time 
or overtime. 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model 
employer. To this end, be mindful of those employees whose 
sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened and refrain from 
wearing, or reduce their use of scented products ( e.g. perfume, 
cologne, etc.). 

3. International Flag of Language Design Contest--Press Release 

(Editor's note: This contest has already begun and we are already getting 
entries from other 
nations. It would be nice if we could get some LOCAL, i.e., children of 
Agency employees or their 

SECPET'.IJ?EI TO I :r I . I llf CI ti; GDP rr: '.'.JfJ?JflfftO 
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schools, to participate. Please read about this below. Thanks . ._I __ _. 

There are flags for everything it seems-but not for languages. , 
The National Museum of Language (NML), a small museum that explor~s the 
transformative powers of language, opened to the public this May after more than 
~n , 
years in the making. A trailblazer in the field - there are only a few muse~ms in the 
world with a similar focus - the Museum examines the history, impact, ai,d art of 
language. 

As a trailblazer in the field, it is only fitting that the the NML take on the task of 
creating ' 
what it believes is the world's first language flag, the International Flag ~f Language 
(IFL). The NML is sponsoring a contest to design the IFL. This contest a~d the flag 
itself will be the NML's contribution to commemorate UNESCO's International 
Year of 
Languages. Experts from language and vexillology have been selected to:administer 
~ ' 

' contest and to select the winning entry. The contest rules have been postfd at 
http: //languagemuseum.org/flag. The contest itself will run from September 2 
through ' 
November 28 and the winning entry will be announced before the end of. the 
International ' 
Year of Languages in February, 2009. 

The NML is open Tuesdays and Saturdays, 10:00 AM-4:00 PM; first anti third 
Sunday~ ' 
1:00 PM-4:00 PM Its current exhibit, "Writing Language: Passing It On," shows 
how ' 

' writing has developed over time. Attention is given to alphabetic and pi«;tographic 
writing systems. For younger visitors, a hands-on activity room allows them to play 

' a 
• language game, practice calligraphy, see technological presentations, and touch 

artifacts. ' 
' For information on the flag contest, please see http://languagemuseum.qrg/t1ag (or 0 For"information on fhOJll~S~~m_ it!~lf,_ contact '.he ~~~ Pres+nt, Dr. 

C. Murdoch, acmurdoch(a;languagemuseum.org. . · · ... ,-(_b_) -( J- ) -_-p ___ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3 _6 .. 

4. Presidential Language Trivia 

Where and when did Baptist Harry Truman (33rd President, 1945-1953) · 
attend a French language Catholic Mass? 

dZHL!i!ilLL id CbiI. , ILS. VHI, !HA,!fi!l!l \IUHUU 
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A. In Quebec City as an ex-president 
B. In Algeria as a war-time senator 
C. In France as an ex-president 
D. In France as a war-time senator 
E. In France as a soldier in World War I · 

The answer is at the end of the issue 

5. CLA Elections-Please Vote 

(Editor's Note: There is only one day left to vote-please do so. Please also send 
your e-man ballot t<1 .. _________ rhanksi 1 

(U) CLA Elections - September 2008 

- . 
(U) WHO CAN VOTE: Anyone who is ;fC:~A member a~ of 19 Sep 2008. 

(U) WHEN TO VOTE: no later than 19 Sep 2008' --_ 

(U/fl'OUO' HOW TO VOTE: by e-mail tol .. ________ _ 

-OR- ·,,.I (b l ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 

bring a paper ballot t~ ... _____ rr 1600 ·o·..;_~9:s~p:1 _ --
prefers that you email your ballot) 

(U) WHO TO VOTE FOR: The candidates wh_!lse ~ames app~·~r on the 
ballot; or you may write in the name of a~other person who fs a CLA 
member. Brief bios of the candidates_ appear below the balldt. . . 
(U) OFFICES TO BE FILLE~:. Vice-Chairman (formerly Pr~sident-Elect), 
Secretary, and one (1) ~fmber-at-Large position. 

(U/!f0UO) Any.~t.iestions about elections procedures should be 
addressed to the CLA Elections Commissioner, I I 
I 

1
966-7301. · 

SEC S'.IPP TO IT I . I I If Ct 31; CRI? Wfl '.'.30371110~ 
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(U) Reminder: You must be a current member of CLA to partic;ipate in 
the elections. If you need to renew your membership, type "go cla" in 
your browser and follow the renewal procedure there. 

(U) LIST OF CANDIDATES, 2008 

(U) (You may vote for the candidates listed for each office, or write in a 
name. Write-in candidates must be CLA members.) 

~---
- (write-in) _____ ~~----

to Secretary (vote for one): . ------- I (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 -I I- --------------------~:--
(write-in) _________ ----:,-!----

(U//FOUO, Member at Larg~ (~ote for one): 

_ (write-in) __________ _ 

---------------------------------------BIOS---------------------

I 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

6. Posted Entries 

If you want a recap of (1) 2008 Career Language Analysis Awards (CLA 
Awards from the summer); (2) A Day in the Life of a I Language 
Professional; and (3) Comments by Three Jaffe and Roc,hefort Winners, 
simply visit our homepage--"go CLA" and then "News ali.d 
Announcements." All three were recent CLA presentations-the first one 
was the write-up in yesterday's NSA Daily. · 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. 

7. Research Directorate Expo 08 

(Item courtesy of_l _______ I- .. __________________ _ 

I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 1 

Dear Colleagues, 

You are cordially invited to attend the Research Directorate Expo '08 which 
will be held in the OPS 28 Canine Suites on 23-24 September 2008 from 
0900-1500. As part of the expo, the National.Center for l,.anguage and 
Culture Research will be sponsoring an exhibit that will showcase an 
aspect of the language research being ac~omplished at the University of 
Maryland Center for Advanced Study of L~nguage (CASL) in College Park. 

A major focus of the research conduct~d at CASL is aimed at enhancing 
the job performance of language analysts. A CASL researcher will be 
available during the expo to provide further details on current research to 
support you the language analyst. T,he expo will be an opportunity for you 
to interact with the researchers and.to discuss how language research can 
assist you on the job. · 

Please pass the word along to yo'ur language analyst colleagues. You can 
find more information on the expo at the link below. 

' 
Thank you for your time, and !.'hope to see you at the expo. 

Paul 

f'SCPET'.'.1?51 FO llf t t !If Ct N CSR IYP ((?03?0JP~ 
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PAUL W. GERY, Doctor of Modern Languages 
National Center for Language and Culture Research 
Knowledge Transfer Office 
*Contractor* 
College Park, MD 
301-226-8975 
(S) 311-265-5002 

Where and when did Baptist Harry Truman (33rd President, 1945-1953) 
attend a French language Catholic Mass? 

A. In Quebec City as an ex-president 
8. In Algeria as a war-time senator 
C. In France as an ex-president 
D. In France as a war-time senator 
ANSWER E. In France as a soldier in World War I 
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3 December 2008 CLArion 

1. English Is a Language Too 
2. Latest Conversation Groups 
3. Jewish Film Festival 
4. Three December Language Programs 
5. Presidential Language Trivia 
6. Lost in Translation (Translating Chinese Poetry) 

CLAnon Edttqr 
--------------------~,--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1. English Is a Language Too '·,, 

(Editor's Note: Since these are ACTUAL.HEADLINES, don't shoot me .. .I'mjust the 
messenger (there is no intention to offend'anyone): 

As language analysts or friends of language, we ire-well aware of how humorous or 
embarrassing it can be when you misuse your non-native_ tongue. But it happens in the 
mother tongue (English) too. Here are four headlines thahi.r_e a case in point: 

1. Iraqi Head Seeks Arms 
2. Prostitutes Appeal to Pope 
3. Panda Mating Fails; Veterinarian Takes Over 
4. British Left Waffles on Falkland Islands ·1 (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(The following are from .. l __________ ,- · · · · · · :::;>< 
"Father of 22 Fined for Failing to Stop" . ·: · 
"Traffic Dead Rise Slowly" 

...... "' 

------------------------------------------------- .. ,,. - .. _ : .. , ...... ----------------7,, _________ : _________________ _ 
,. ,. , I 

--------------------------------------------,- .... --- ----------------------- '-------------'-------------------
- ,. ,. I I 

2. Latest Conversation Groups. -· , , 
(Editor's Note:I _ . - · li - lhe conversation group POC, is looking for 
sonrodJ to-replace er. If mlerested, contact her or,CLA Chair I I Thank 
you for your contribution to CLA!) , : 
(U) ree mgs, . ' 
(U/l?C,UEB Please find the most recent Conver~ation Groups schedule in the link below. 
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____________ _.!email ,I _______ _.I to receive a text. version of the 
schedule. 
(U/lf'OUC)j Conver~atio.n Groups are sponsored by the Crypto-Linguistic Association 
(CLA), and participation 1:n ·th~se activities is con;id~red to be work-related, thus 
attendees are not required to take-l~ave if they have supervisor approval. For more 
information about attending or starting .a_ conversation gro_up, visit the CLA website by 
entering "go cla" in our web browser or·cootact the CLA'Conversation Group 
Coordinator · · · · 

**For information on how to obtain language frainipg creciits for conversation groups, 
contact your group leader oi · · · - . 1 · · .. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------~ - ·_ '!" • : : : t~ ; ~~~----------------..... _________ ___ 
;~-i~~i-;h-~il~~~~~i~al -------. I ( b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . s 6 - 3 6 

(Editor's Note: Item courtesy od I · · · · · · · · · · · · ·. -_-._-.:~ ·::, · 
The 19th annual "WashingtonJewish Film Festival: An Exh{hitiqb_'oflntemational 
Cinema" starts this Thursday, 4 December. The festival·Wili.present 59·teatures and 
documentaries -- more than I can list here. Many ai-~ iB foreign languages, including 
Hebrew, French, Arabic, Spanish, ).lussian, an,d German. All the jafo is on www.wjff.org 
on the internet. Venues ar~.in·the.Washingtbn, D.C., area, inclµding one presentation at 
the French Embassy.···· · · · 

1 1 .. --· 
CLA Film L1branan . · · 
969-0209 ... 1 __ _ 

, 

-------------------------------------------------------------, ---------------------------------------------

4. Three December Language Programs , 
Classification fi'i) fFiiDil fiifttrlis:l'HL 1i8 WOA, A~O, @/d f, 8Difl, l fill'. fiO!liO t 00 
(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover La'nguages 
(U) December 2008 Language Events' 
(U) For a more global perspective ·on ushering in our holidays, this month's theme will be 
"Holiday Celebrations" and wiU lnclude insight from native language analysts into 
customs in Central Asia and.Mexico. 
(U) To view these two liv!} VTC broadcasts from your desktop, as well as to view them 
there after the event, "go language" and hit EVENTS. 
For Newsmagazine viewing: 

.. _ ... : .............. .. 

(b ) (1) 
(b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 
(b ) (6) 

erspective on Navruz (New Year's), its history, which 
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countries celebrate it, and how differently they do so throughout Central Asia. Not to be 
missed! 
(U) Thursday, 4 December 2008 

1300-1400 
(U) THE SIGNIFICANCE OF OU{l LADY OF GUADELUPE TO MEXICAN 
CULTURE . 

CO'RRJs) Have you ever wondered why the Virgin Mary is so important to Mexican 
culture? Multilinguis~ •wjll explain how the Virgin Mary 
got the name Our Lady of Guadalupe, the sioryofth.e_~ppear.an~e of Mary to St. Juan 
Diego, how she was the link that changed a nation, and t1ie· effect_ that_ she continues to 
have today. Mark your calendar now!· · · : _:. ·-------------. 
U Monda 8December2008 I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_: ~: :_ ~: ~:::=~~~-. 
1300-1400 __ . . _ . . - ---=: ::, : , . ·. 
(U#¥0UQ.) PO~: Qfftce-of-thl!"Senior La_n_guage· Autho!tty; f_ . : : · , , ' .t 9~8-8154, 

I I ----- ---- -- .. - ' · ~ 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: I !has reserv,ed-a VTC_i:~6~ for tqe'~bov~two,events for 
the FIRST TIME in FANX 2. Good_goin'g, r---7The event~-will sti~l be av,ailable 
live and delayed at the desktop,_as·well as o~gazine).: : ·. 

"' ; I 1 

----------------------------------------------------7"'------------------~------------' ---------~----------- , . 
;;.~~~,-~~~-~~i-i~~~~~d to attend_ a-v~~ ~opular culturc\l ~~esentation;~YI 
I !on: . ' -----

"The History of Languag~ In 'Egypt" 
Tuesday, 16 Decemb(?t 2008 
1130-1300 hours . · · 

His 50-minute powerpoint talk covers almost ,s:ooo years oflanguage 
in Egypt, from the ancient language of the pl:faraohs -- as seen in 
hieroglyphs -- through all of the invasions, of other cultures and 
the influences of other languages over the millennia, culminating · 
in the language used in Egypt today. Ybu won't want to miss his .' 
pictures of beautiful, ancient manus9ripts written in a myriad of .: 
languages, of monuments that havtl' stood for centuries, and of pepple 
whose names will survive eternity. · · 
(U) Encourage your friends an,<f co-workers to take the time to attend 
this unusual educational and cultural experience. Mark your calendars 
today. , ' · 
(e:''PFI ).Please make y9ur reservation by contacting .. I _____ _ 

. --------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
5. Presidential Language Trivia 
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With President Chester Arthur (21st President, 1881~1885) in attendance, which 
prominent Native American leader's insults were mistranslated into flattery (at least into 
something less offensive): 
A. Red Cloud 
B. Sitting Bull . 
. C. Quanah Parker 
D. Captain Jack 
E. Geronimo 
Answer at end of issue 

6. Lost in Translation (Translating Chinese Poetry) 

For those of you who have ever translated freelance ( or even for the Agency!), there are 
ways of doing it. Should you translate it literally or should you paraphrase? When it 
comes to translating Chinese poetry though, things should NOT be translated literally. 
For example, an expression such as "I think" in English could be poeticized to "I think to 
myself." This is at least the view of Dr. Liang Huichun and Steve Schroeder, who 
spoke about LOST IN TRANSLATION: COLLABORATIVE TRANSLATION OF 
CHINESE POETRY on 8 November at the National Museum of Language (NML). Dr. 
Liang and Mr. Schroeder explained bow they have collaborated in recent years in 
translating the poetry of China's Li Nan and also poetry from "Two Southwests," an 
anthrology of 27 poets from the southwestern United States and southwestern China. 
Their collaboration, as demonstrated to the audience, included simultaneous translation of 
poetry and Southwestern scenes (United States and China) put to music. 

In making their point about literal translation, Liang and Schoeder claimed that countless· 
discussions were held before deciding how to best translate?????? (taken from Li Nan's 
poem called "In the Wide World"). Schoeder, a professional poet (but admittedly not 
knowledgeable about Chinese), went on to say that Chinese characters written as poetry 
do not necessarily make poetry. Moreover, he opined that any poem, even famous ones, 
are open to literary interpretation/poetic license. For example, the view's of Li Nan, the 
target of their collaboration, were not necessarily even solicited in determining what she 
meant by??????. In the end, it was translated as "All beings are one." 

LOST IN TRANSLATION, by the way, comes form the quotation by Robert Frost: 
"Poetry is what gets lost in translation." As part of the Marian M. Jenkins Memorial 
Speaker Series which kicked off this Fall at the NML, this presentation was unique . 
because Mr. Schoeder participated remote from Chicago (creating all kinds of technical 
challenges). Among those attending were students of Dr. Liang (a University of 
Maryland professor) and professional Chinese translators, resulting in a lively exchange 
of views. 

. I Hi HI JTI t L;l;iflKL FJiO T.!s!OA, AUD, (lilJf J, ei!ifJR; l liilJs:f!i0§ii!0 t 00 
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With President Chester Arthur (21st President, 1881-1885) in attendance, which 
prominent Native American leader's insults were mistranslated into flattery (at least into 
something less offensive): 
A. Red Cloud 
ANSWER B. Sitting Bull 
C. Quanah Parker 
D. Captain Jack 
E. Geronimo 
Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
Declassify On: i83i:U)180 
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20 January 2009 CLArion 

1. Language PIE 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. Yiddish NML Program 
4. Strengthen Our Nations: Discover Languages (India) 
5. English Is a Language Too 
6. Language Keyboards 
7. (Catch the) Brain Train 

(b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 

_____ I-Gl,Arion- Eclitor- ••......••......••...... • •......•• I 
------------------------------ _,__ ________ _ 
1. Language PIE 

We need assistance with the following: 

Spanish Spanish II French I French II 

thank you! 

---------------------

2. Presidential Language Trivia 

Which president once said the following in Dayton, Ohio: "I don't speak a foreign language. · It's . 
embarrassing!" 

A. Gerald Ford 
8. George HW Bush 
C. Ronald Reagan 
D. Barack Obama 
E. Dwight Eisenhower 

The answer is at the bottom of this issue 

---·------------------------------------

3. Yiddish NML Program 

WHAT: Discourses in Dying Languages: My Story with Yiddish 
WHO: Miriam Isaacs, Meyerhoff Center for Jewish Studies, University of Maryland 
WHERE: National Museum of Language, 7100 Baltimore Avenue, Suite 202, College Park, MD 
WHEN: 25 January, 1400-1600 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM l-52 
Dated: 20070 I 08 

Declassify On: 20,20 I 08 
t0:41 llJLI& iliHJ;ftELTG ~J; :, ; tUO, 01;1:?L 8MR, Hfi!iLfl@i?J?'.3108 
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This is the latest in the ongoing Miriam Jenkins Speaker Series (but the first of 2009). Next is 
Persian in February. Call 301-864-7071 for reservations (program is FREE) or 
www.languagemuseum.org for more 
information. 

I (b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

' --;r-
.. *' // I 

/ I ' 
/// : - / . 

4. Strengthen Our Nations: Discover Languages (India) 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages (U) January 2Q09 languaj~:Event 
" / I I .. / ; 

.,,. / I I 

(£((951 ) What? No New Year's resolutions? Then improv~ your knowl~dge' abou\ India, a nation 
that holds sway as a nuclear and economic powE}r. to be reckoned vyih a,ijtl which :is still 
reeling from the recent devastating terrorist attacks on Mumbai. J!,11n us,.at an infotmal 
roundtable and gain classified and unclqssified insight on major,Sout~·.tndian languages, 
cultures, and related missions. • ,/ • 

(U) Major South Indian L~i:iguages and Culture 

Tuesday, 27 January 2009 

i 
1300-1400 

I 
I 

I 
I ,' 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

,, I 
I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
I 

I 

/ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

/ 

.. .. .. .. 

/ 

/ 
/ 

.. .. 

.. .. 
; (b ) (1) 

;( b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 

(U) To view this VTC broadcast live from your d~s'ktop, as well as to view it there after 
the event , "go language" <}Ill~ hit EVENTS. : : : 

I • • , 
I 

(U) For Newsmagazinr~iewing: 
I 

t 

I . I .... .-.-.·> · .. 

(Ul1re>U9-t POC: Office of the S~ni9r Language Authority, I 
i i · · 1.. ---------------

DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSrvl 1'-52 
DATED: 8 January 2007 
DECLASSIFY ON: 293391 bS ' 

(U/~_1 ___ :_.: __ 

NSA/CSS Sr. Language· Authority Office, Outreach Officer 
ADET's E34, Area & Culture Studies, Liaison to Language and lntelljgence Analysis Skill 
Communities • 
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968-8154sl _____ _ 

. 
5. English Is a Language Too • ·, 

(Editor's Note: Since these are ACTUALHEADLINES, don't shoot me ... l'm just the messenger 
(there is no intention to offend anyone): ',. 

' 
As language analysts or friends of language, we' are well aware of how humorous or 
embarrassing it can be when you misuse your non-na,tive tongue. But it happens in the mother 
tongue (English) too. Here are three headlines that are'a.case in point: 

1. Teacher Strikes Idle Kids 
2. Clinton Wins Budget; More Lies Ahead 
3. Plane Too Close to Ground, Crash 

-------------------------------

6. Language Keyboards 

All, 

,, (b) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 

~ ~ 

I'd like to inform everyone that 38 different foreign language keyboard,layouts in 23 
different languages are now available for download on the unclassjfied ir.iternet lhrought 
the Joint Language University website (http://jlu .wbtrain .com). It-is important to :note that many of 
these downloads are the NSA phonetic keyboard layouts that'we use' regularly pn the job anl:l 
they are now available for our personal use at home. The'Website,also include~ clear, step-t:,y
step downloading and installation instructions, plus screenshots ¢ each keyboard so you Ccl'n 
view the various layouts and choose which one(s) y,ou want to download. These download ~nd 
screens hots came directly from the Language T ~hnology Ceriler here at NSA so you may riiotice 
a similarity. As more specialized keyboards come available, tney will be added to the JLU sile. 
To log on to the unclassified JLU site you need to first have'a VUport password,:then a Fastrac 
password. Don't scream - it's not that bad' a process and ,ft is definitely worth it! :There are many 
good language resources worth exploring on the JLU site. The directions for geUing the acc;ounts 
is below. Please pass this inforll)afion on to your colleagues! : , 

Here are directions for getting a Fas Trac AccJr.i~t through VUport (compliments t~ .. ____ _ 
Type "go vuport" on your classified NSANef browser. Once you have logged onto VUport (yes, 
you will need to get an account for that i~ you don't already have one, but it is pair.iless), look at 
the "Welcome Joe Learner" banner. Click on the fourth tab beneath it, "Fastrac.":Follow 
instructions to apply for a FasTrac account (also painless), and then note the FA"lf#### log-on ID 
and password generated. ' 

, ' 
Take that FA#####- log-on and password and use it to log into the Joint Language University 
website on the unclassified Internet, http://jlu.wbtrain .com. (That site belongs tcMany 
technicians you may correspond with regarding content or presentation on that 'sire"are on the 
second floor of FANX2 innspaces.) Once logged on, beneath the "Welcome n/a FA#####" 
banner, click on the fourttnab, "Language Resources." Supplemental Keyboards are on the lower 
right; click on it, and you should access the site. 

GIT TFIPPITI 1 l ('.REis TO lilil:t:, i\UO, G:t.t (, tnm, t f:isL:\'.HJH• 00 
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7. (Catch the) Brain Train 
Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/W0R OFFIOliAIL USE m4LV 

Research Opportunity: Brain Training 

Participants . .._ ____________ .,... ___________ _ 

Participants will be screened for basic eligibility reqµirements: they must (a) be between 
the ages of 18 and 60; (b) be able to use their dorriipant hand without difficulty; and (c) 
have no personal history of neurological or psychia:t'ric disorders or learning disabilities. 
Procedure. Participants will complete a 1-hour pret~st, a 10-hour training battery, and a 
1-hour posttest. The estimate for total time of participation is 14 hours. (This allows 2 
hours for the first meeting, 10 hours of training, and:2 hours for the final meeting.). All 
work will be conducted on an assigned CASL laptop:(described in greater detail below). 

' , 
' , 

(1) Pretest and intake - 2 hours - The first meeting With a researcher will require the 
participant to provide some basic information, includipg biographical information and 
language history. The participant will then complete~ battery of 3-4 cognitive tasks to be 
used as a baseline measure. ,: 

(2) Training - 10 hours - The training is a 10-hour regimen of the Posit Science Brain 
Fitness Program Classic. (http ://www.positscience.com/products/brain fitness program/) The 
regimen requires one hour of training per day for two (five-day) work weeks; that hour can 
be broken up according to participants' schedules, altbough we suggest four 15-minute 
segments. The specific tasks to be included in the tra~ing are "High and Low," "Tell us 
Apart," "Sound Replay," "Listen and Do," and "Story Tt,ller." These tasks were chosen 
because they requ ire a range of cognitive skills that st)ould be particularly applicable to 
FLP work. ,: 

', 
', 

(3) Posttest and debriefing - 2 hours - Participation in (he study will conclude with a 
final meeting, when participants will complete the same: cognitive battery used in the 
pretest. Participants will have an opportunity to ask qua:Stions of the researcher and will 
receive a detailed debrief of the study goals. :: 

', 
', 

The training software will be installed on five CASL laptqps, and each laptop can be shared 
by two participants, provided they can arrange a schedule to share it. Because these 
laptops will only be used by two people and will not be ~nnected to networks of any kind, 
there is no need for a designated space or room for this study; participants should be able 
to use them in their workspaces or common areas. Eacti participant will have a login for 
both the laptop and the software and will be able to com~lete the training independently. 

\ . 

\ 

Please contact Carrie Clarady directly via email at (ckcla~a) or cclarady@casl.umd.edu and 
by phone on 265-5069(s) or 301-226-8840(b). 
Thanks! 

...._ __ ,-- - ---- - - -- --, (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
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Which president once said the following in Dayton, Ohio: "I don't speak a foreign language. 
It's embarrassing!" 

A. Gerald Ford 
B. George HW Bush 
C. Ronald Reagan 
ANSWER D. Barack Obama (44th President, 2009-
E. Dwight Eisenhower 

He said this during a town hall meeting in Dayton in early July 2008 

GOHPBFDHI i I (HUik liQ IT'; t I HJ, it rt; 'iliHl; t li]l:V@OJiiHJ] 00 
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27 January 2009 CLArion 
1. The Sad Tale of Aurigniac 

2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. Language Symbol Needed 
4. Keystone Award Volunteers 
5. Program Cancellation/Links 
6. Film Library Relocation 
7. (Catch the) Brain Train 

1 r····· ....... -
CLArion Editor 

1. The Sad Tale of Aurigniac 

........ .. .. .. -

(b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

Aurigniac, related to French, was the dominant language of Alderney Island (,in the English 
Channel), so dominant that most residents there could' not understand Queen Victoria when she 
visited there in 184 7. However, the residents left Alderney in 1940 to escape the German Army 
(Wehrmacht), effectively killing off the language--those repopulating the place after the war were 
not the originals, speaking only English. And this, my friends, is "The Sad Tale of Aurigniac" 
(source is the ATA Chronicle April 2005) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Presidential Language Trivia 

If ___ was having a private conversation with his family, they would speak in sign language. 

A. Calvin Coolidge 
B. Harry Truman 
C. Franklin Pierce 
D. Benjamin Harrison 
E. Rutherford Hayes 

The answer is at the bottom of this issue 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Language Symbol Needed 

Some of you undoubtedly remember that the National Museum of Language (NML) is making the 
world's first international flag of language. The judges and interested parties have decided to 
use a tree (a combination of two winning entries). The problem is selecting a suitable symbol to 
place on the flag to represent language. If anybody has any ideas, then let me know. For what it 
is worth , said symbol should be simple yet powerful. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR 8FFIOIJlcL tl3E 014L I 
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4. Keystone Award Volunteers 

If you would like to volunteer to be on the Keystone committee, please see the attached: 

5. Program Cancellation/Links 

I language hour, will miss this Thursday (29 January) session--I 
interpret this to mean fhat J~ere won't be a Thursday session. 

Speaking of which, see the language·corwersation groups meetings schedules below (item #4) 
along with the following tidbits: • • · 

(1) Here is the link for "The History of Language in Egyptn (frnryi a recent Strengthen Our Nations: 
Discover Languages program): • • 

P.S. The url (and description) is also accessible at "go language" under EVENTS-._ 

.._ _____________________ __.-------- -----j (b) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

. · 1·: 1 .. .. .. .. .. . 
.. - s .. .. 

( 2) (U//~ The CLA Homepage can be found at: 

(3) (l 1(([9119) The CLA Wiki page is here: j , · ·.:-, 
(4) (U//~) The Language Conversation Grqups-lv1eetings Schedule is1ocafod at: 

I .--· .-:-· I 
. , , 

---------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------- .. '--------7----------------------------------. , . 
, . , -- ------ ------ ----------------------------------.. ---------.-- ,------------------- -. , . . . 

6 . Film Library Relocation 
. , . 

(Editor's note: I'm hearing that you can ac~1.Jally view. the _films in the room, an upgrade for' us) 

. . . ------------------------------------------------.. --------------------,-----------------------------------------------------------. . . 

CLA members: 

. . . 
Now that CLA is pfficially a part of ADET: 'the CLA Film Library is being moved to the ADET office 
inj jl he.move.began last week and will probably take the rest of this week 
to complete. Anyone who hc;1s' our yiaeos out on loan should bring them back to me this week so 
we can inventory the collec;:fion. , • 

,' , 

The Film Library will.re-open. i~ its new location in early February. . . . . . ' 
Thank you for your coqeeration and your patronage of the CLA Film Library. . I 
CLA Film ubranarr' 
969-0209 

UNCLASSIFIEDNFOR 8FFIOIAL l=JSE et•LY 
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: ...... 
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I------- _______ ,------~'••-~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 I .. .. 

' ' ·---------------J------------,---" .. --------------------------------- ------1 I .. .. 

',7_ (Catch th~) Brain Train '', 
' ' 

Classificatioo: UNCLASSIFIED//f78R OFF:161AL usi;;; QUI!,¥ 
I I .. "' 

Research' Qf porl1111{{v: Brain Training 
' ' 

T~1e University£~{ ltfaJ:vland Cemer <.,"r-Advancetl.Studv o Law,uaae will beai11 as u 
in:mid-.lan~lllJ' 

Participants. I . 2 l 
I loartic1pa11ts wt?J be screened for basic eligibili{v requirements: they must (a) be 

between the ages ,~{18 and 60; (b) be able to use their dominant hand without 
dflficult;v; and (c) have no personal history of neurological or psychiatric disorders or 
learning disabilities. 

Procedure. Participallts will complete a I-hour pretest, a JO-hour training hatte,y, and 
a 1-ltour postte.st. The estimate for total time ofparticipation is 14 hours. (This llllows 2 
hours ji:,r the.first meeting, 10 hours <~f training, and 2 ltoursfor the final meeting.). 
All work will be conducted 011 au assigned CA.SL laptop (described in greater detail 
below). 

{I) Pretest and intake - 2 hours - The first meeting with a researcher will 
require t/re participant to provide some basic information, including 
biographical i1~fim11ation and language hist01J1. The participant will then 
complete a battery<~{ 3-4 cognithie tasks to be used as a baseline measure. 

(2) Training- IO hours - The training is a 10-hour regimen <~{the Posit 
Science Brain Fitness Program Classic. 
(http://www.positscie11ce.com/prod11ctslbrain fitne.ss program/) The 
regimen requires one hour <~{training per dayji,r two (five-day) work 
1veeks; that hour can be broken up according to participants' schedules, 
although we suggestfimr 15-minute segments. The .\pec~fic tasks to be 
included in the trltining are ''High and Low,'' ''Tell us Apart," "Sound 
Replay,'' ''Listen and Do,'' and ''Stm:v Teller." These tasks were chosen 
because they require tt range of cognitive skills that should he particular(i' 
applicable to FLP work. 

(3) Posttest and dehrie_fing- 2 hours - Ptirticipation in the study will conclude 
with lt final meeting, when participants will complete the same cognitive 
battery used in the pretest. Participltnts will have an opportuni(l' to ask 
questions<~{ the researcher and will receive a detailed debrief<~{ the study 
gollls. 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFIOIAL USE QPIL>f 
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The training sojiware will be installed 011.five CASL laptops, and each laptop am be 
shared by two participants, provided they can arrange a schedule to share it. Because 
these laptops will on~J' be used by two people and will not he connected to networks ,~f 
any kind, there is no need ji,r a designated .,p,u·e or room for this stud__v; participants 
should be able to use them in their work.,paces or common areas. Each participant will 
/1a1 1e a login .f,>r both the laptop and the .w~/iware and will be able to complete the 
training i11depe11dent~r. 

**Please contact Carrie Clarady direct~i· 1•ia email at (ckc/ara) or 
cclarmh(ii),casl.umd.edu and by plume 011 265-5069(\) or 301-226-8840(b). 

Thanks! 

···········I (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. Presidential Language Trivia 

lf ___ was having a private conversation with his family, they would speak in sign 
language. 

ANSWER A. Calvin Coolidge (30th President, 1923-1929) 
B. Harry Truman 
C. Franklin Pierce 
D. Benjamin Harrison 
E. Rutherford Hayes 

Now we know another reason why Coolidge, who didn't say much, was known as "Silent 
Cal!" His wife, by the way, taught sign language. 

UNCLASSIFIED!!fiiOR QFFIGIAL l:IOE OULY 
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17 February Clarion 

1. Presidential Language Trivia 
2. Subtitle Humor 
3. Discover Languages--Cultural Immersions 
4. CLA PowerPoint 

. 5. We've Moved! 
6. Conversation Groups 
7. NML Persian Program 

1 
. (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

------~--- -- ---------- -- -- -- -------------
CLArion Editor 

. l. Presidential Language Trivia 

Which president insulted a country by having a translator stand between between himself 
and the said country's leader? 

A. Bill Clinton 
B. George W. Bush 
C. Abraham Lincoln 
D. Woodrow Wilson 
E. Theodore Roosevelt · 

The answer is at the end of this issue 

2. Subtitle Humor 

(Editor's Note: This item comes from the July 2007 issue of the ATA Chronicle) 

Needless to say, CULTURE AND LANGUAGE ARE INSEPERABLE (the following 
mistranslations of movie subtitles are a case in point): 

"Jim is a Vietnam vet" became JIM IS A VETERINARIAN FROM VIETNAM 
"She died in a freak rugby accident" became SHE DIED IN A RUGBY MATCH FOR 
PEOPLE WITH DEFORMITIES 
"Flying into an asteroid field" became "FL YING INTO A STEROID FIELD 
"We have a zero-tolerance policy on this type of thing (i.e. sexual harrassment) became 
WE HOLD THE HIGHEST STANDARDS FOR SEXUAL HARRASSMENT 

(Editor's Note again: If you have any others, I'd/we'd love to hear about it) 

3. Discover Languages--Cultural Immersions 

lJNCLASSIFIED,'iflOR OFFICIAL tJ:.lE: OfcLY 
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(U) Developing Cultural Proficiency in an Immersion Experience 
Wednesday, 18 February 2009 
1300-1400 hours 

I 1 
(0) Pnvate consuitl!nt Ms. M1m1Met will discuss the problem of how 
to get students/analyst~ to think and react to events like natives. 
Even immersions condu~ted entirely in-language are still somewhat 
"antiseptic" because all of the students are still thinking in U.S. 
cultural terms even while speaking in the foreign language. This is 
intended for immersion and la~'guage developers, teachers, adjuncts 
and all analysts interested in atte~tlipg a future language or culture immersion program. 

(U/l!fe>U&) . 

~ I ·-._ 
SNCSS Sr. Laflg!}age Authority Office, Oll.t[each Officer 

ADET'c:::::::t2ulture1Yl,d Regional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence 

Analysis Skil!'Communitlcs . . I.. . · · .. 

4. CLA PowerPoint .. .. .. .. .. .. 

CLA recently did an orientational briefin~ ~~; it~:~(;}~~ar~nt 5)r~inization (ADETO 
Here (attached) is the power point briefing that was used (y6tJt$. to o'wn,love, view, ·. 
admire, keep, etc). · ·-_ ,_-._._:_: ·. · 

.... .: ...... ·····-----------. 
] (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

,. "'.,"::~I 

5. We've Moved 

CLA'members, and friends of the CLA Film Library: . :::·:-=,:_: :: : 
... -- -- .. .. , , 

The Foreign Lan e Film Libra is now o ~mrtiri. ·n. ifs· new krcation at the Ops 2B 
Leaming Cente · .. · · <;t.A, ~ a pa~ of ADET, is 
still the sole ope m 1 rary_on e a .0 • • -themb£rs; if anyone·wants to 
browse the library, he will have t~ cenfact m~ (vt Jor other ~ilm Committee 
member) and arrange to meet me there to U111ock the bins. CLA' memberskip is free and 
open to all. Library ~aJrnfls ~an drop_ off ~ideos at the CLA l)esk in I I 

... .. .. .. , 

-, ----, __ ... ·· 
CLA Film Librarian 
969-0209(s) ... I __ : I 
6 Conversation Groups 

' 
Ul!POp~ Please find the most recent Conversation Groups schedule in the link below. 

lJNCLASSIFIED/iFt"H~. tJFFICVtL lJGE 8HLY 
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............ · .. · ... ·-,:: 

-----------~niai1 .. 1 _·_-_-_-_-_-_-___ .. ~~-r~~E;i~~ a_·:r~~t version of the 
schedule. · . , . . . 
(U/i?eH:Joµ=onversation Groups are sponsored.by 'the Crypt0'-Linguistic Association 
(CLA), and participation in these activities is-c~nsider,ed to pe work-related, thus 
attendees are not required to take leave if they have.supervi'sor approval. For more 
information about attending or starting° a convers;:ttion gr9Up, visit the CLA website by 
entering "go cla" in your web qr<5wser or cont~cl the C~A Conversation Group 
Coordinator,! I_ .. · .: 

or m ormation on ow to o tam anguage trauhng ere its for conversation groups, 
contact your group leader or I ! 
7. NML Persian Poetry Program 

Sunday 22 February, 1400-1600 
Persian Poetry and Calligraphy 
Ahmad Karimi-Hakkak, director of the Roshan Cultural Heritage Institute of Persian 
Studies 
Reservations requested by 20 February (301-864-7071) or email 
( www. langua gcmuseum. org) 
Light refreshments will be served 
Ample free parking is available 
Address: National Museum of Language, 7100 Baltimore Avenue, Suite 202, College 
Park, MD, 20740 (directions on website) 

. Free admission/open to the public 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Which president insulted a country by having a translator stand between between himself 
and the said country's leader? 

ANSWER A. Bill Clinton (42nd President of the United States, 1993-2001) 
B. George W. Bush 
C. Abraham Lincoln 
D. Woodrow Wilson 
E. Theodore Roosevelt 

In July 1993 Clinton had a translator stand between himself and South Korean president 
Kim Young Sam, an insult in South Korea apparently. Clinton did this because the 
previous time he spoke he did not give the translator enough time to translate his 
comments and he wanted to prevent this from happening again by placing the fellow next 
to him. "War was averted (although troops were mobilized!)." 

lJNCLASSlFIED//FQI~ QFHCIAls UfiEi QP(LY 
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20 February CLArion 

l. Towson Film Festival 
2. Discover Languages (Rest of M.onth) 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. Did You Know That. ......... 
5. Arizona State University Immersions 
6. RussianLarnmageOpportunity · I (b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

Is Making Things_ l}p_~g~i11J __ ....... - -,r .. ----------

eyapsoy1l 
CLArion Editor 

... - - - - ...... - - - -

. ' , 

' , , 

' ,... ' . 
' , 

. . . -----, c.. -

J. Towson Film Festival 
(item courtesy of 1 .. ------. 

Please note that the World Artists Experiences organization is putting on an international 
film festival from 18 Feb. through 13 March at four locations in MD: Maryland Hall for 
the Creative Arts (Annapolis), Towson l)niversity, Salisbury University, & Frostburg 
University. The theme is "Bridges to th'e World" and the following four films will be 
shown (on different days & in a diffe~ent order at each location): . 

Perhaps Love (Ruguo Ai/ Wt*~) from China 

Offsides (Fuera de Juego) from E~uador 
, 

Headwind Hall (Vastutuulesa~l) from Estonia 

Love in Karnak (Gharam fi al~Karnak) from Egypt 

Films will be introduced by.'special guest speakers and followed by a reception with 
country-appropriate snac~. 

More details & the exa~t' schedule for each location can be found at ,'iiww.worldartists.org 

Happy viewing! 

Michael 

(U//FOUC)+. 

s 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Pated: 20070108 
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' --------------------------------------- ----------------- --------------------------------------------------
' -------------------------~--- ---------------------- ------------------------------------------------------

' 
2. Discover Languages (Rest uf Month) 

(Item courtesy 01 r,',,,, 
UNCLASSIFIED ...------., 
Title: (U) An Arabic ~ , b Mii;ii-lmrnersion 
Date: Wednesday, February 25, 2()tw:,, 
Time: 01 :00 PM- 02:00 PM ' , 

(' J '' I .. .. .. .... 
Descnphon: (0) An Arabic ._1 _____ ..,... _ _.'~in_i-lm!11ersion 

' ' ' ' ' Wednesday. 25 February 2009 · ,, . ' . ...... .. 
1300-1400 hours ·'., ·, I ---- -·--.: -
-------------------------------~--:::~t1~\ 
(C//R~Is1 To enrich your Arabic cultural and language knowledge, - -)1 _________ _ 
please join our popular native Arabic language,1_nll!Y.'.s_t~ ~u:~ _f'?~1:1er ,__(_b_) _(_3 _) _-_r_._L_._8_6_-_3_6_. 

NCS instructor I I tor an -eh_i(_?yc11ilV ;,,.. 
hands-on hour ol basic Arabic immersion languagt: exercises: G~t ·,:,-~·· ; - , ,, , . 
engaged and practice those long dorm.ant ttcrive language_ ~ki1!~~!: · · .: 
Point of Contact:! !968-8154 . ~3:~: • • 

UNCLASSIFIED . 

, -; ; , , . . . 
Title: (U) Chinese Immersion in the. Workplaq:f ·:: .. , ' 
Date: Friday, February 27, 2099· · · .. _-::: · 
Time: 01 :00 PM - 02:00 PM. ,_- ·, ·. ·, 

I · · l · · 
Description: (U) Chinese IrnmprS.io1,1·in the.Workplace! 

, , , , , ', , , , , , 

Friday, 27 February 2009·:.·:.·· 
1300-1400 hours , ·. ', ' 

' t C 

, ,. , ' 

.. .. . . .. .. .. ., 
., .. .. .. . . . . 

(G:':'lt~ls) c;bi,?~se.Langua~ 'Analysts Wanted: Please coJ~e and 
eqjoy an b'qut of Chine~~·irnmersion experience witli : I 

, . ' l,G:urrently working as a I I 
___ lis a former 911inese instructor and developer at the National 

Cryptologic Sct1(1ol and was awarded ODNI's Language Instructor of 
the Year.I ~ctivities will be interactive and fun with 

QQHFTIY~HTFhU'n~Es liO C!J.1:, AU§, CAPI, OJiicln, ~if5L;':'20J20! O@ 
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various topics and a game atmosphere. A rare and remarkable 
opportunity to enhance your Chinese for an hour and definitely 
enrich your perspectives on Chinese culture and language! 

(U) To vie,v this VTC broadcast live from your desktop, as well as 
to view it there alter the event, type go language in your web 
browser and click on EVENTS or visit: 

a • 

(U) For Ncwsmagazine viewing: 

.......... ] (b ) (3 ) - P .L. 86 - 3E 

,.. ,.. ,.. .. • • • • .,_ ,,, I I 

; ,, I 

; ,, I I 

,, I I 

# , I I 

# # I I 

(l.Jl'FOd6, Enterprise sites may acce.ss·the broid«a'st b.y c01~tacting 
the VTC office at 963-4026, ~--q1.1ili~g! · pr a~cessing: 

,I 
' ' , ' ' 

and click on Join VIC. If you ~o·not know your l'fEWSMA0AZINE,'Access 
Code, please call 963-6600 and generate a troubl¢ ticket at l):ast 
three days prior to broadc~1gt: ' · ' 

, ' 

(U/f'fOUO;-POC: OfU~~ of the Senior Langwr~e Jr,UthorityJ .. ____ _ 

1 1 .: : 

(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENTS: E,mployees attending these events, 
with supervisory approval, will be carried.'in a duty status. : 
However, employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, : 
compensatory time or overtime for atte1rdancc beyond their: 
regularly scheduled duty day. · 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model 
employer. In order to be mindful of.those employees whose 
sensitivity to fragrances may be hci'ghtencd, we arc encouraging 
participants at Agcncy-sponsored.~vcnts to refrain from we~ring, or 
reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, cologne:, etc.). 

DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
DATED: 8 .January 2007 
DECLASSIFY ON: W"?O! Oi. 
Point of Contact: I f)68-8 l 54 
Home Page or We._b_s"!"·it_e_L~i-n-k"": ,--...,.'--------....i.-----------
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----------------------- ·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3. Presidential Language Trivia 

Franklin Roosevelt (32nd President, 1933-1945) was upset when told that his French was 
AS GOOD AS: 

A. AdofHitler 
B. Huey Long 
C. Winston Churchill 
D . Harry Truman 
E. Eleanor Roosevelt (his wife) 

Answer at the end of the issue 

4. Did You Know That 

--Musical languages are either constructed or whistled 
--Esperanto is the only language with its own flag 
--Maryland is the only state to use Italian in its state motto 
--The Cherokee written language was invented by a man (Sequoyah) who was 
illiterate 
--CLA has an updated webpage (Go CLA) 

-------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------

5. Arizona State University Immersions . I (bl (3 ) _ P . L . 86 - 36 

(Item courtesy o~ I· · · · · · · · · · · 
(U) Arizona State University is offering an eight-week, eight-credit intensive 

summer language courses in Albanian, Armenian, Bosnian/Croatian, lVIaceclonian, 
Polish, Russian, Tajik-Persian, Tatar and Uzbek through its Critical Languages 
Institute. The CLI runs June 8 - July 31, 2009 on ASU's main campus in Tem))e. All 
courses are tuition-free. The only cost is a $500 non-refundable processing fee. 

(U) ASU also offers language intensive three-week, two credit study abroad 
programs for Albanian, Armenian, Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian, Macedonian, Polish, 

COHFIBEUTlhU:'fWLTO USA, A(~B, Kt.ti, cm., UZL((@(),?](lj QI] 
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Russian, Tajik-Persian, Tatar and Uzbek. The study abroad programs run August 3 
- 21, 2009. The study abroad programs are designated as an extension of the CLI 
courses. but are also open to qualified non-CLI students. 

(U) For more information and to apply to the CU, please visit our website 
http://asu.edu/cli or contact us at cli@.asu.edu. 

(U) Indiana University also offers summer language workshops, if anyone is 
interested, and they may have classes in different languages. Check it out. 

Thanks and regards, 

(U/JTfOUe-) I ,~SA/CSS Texas ----- ·------------------ ·---·-----------·---------

6. Russian Language Opportunity -.. ----------. I (b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 

(item and disclaimer courtesy of CLA vice cbainnan .. l _____ ... 1- -_--~-~J.---------....1 
, , 

(U) Passing on information for Russian Language Analysts from a i:ec¢t local news 
acticle in "The View". If you're looking for new opportunities t9,pr~etice, learn, or 
enhance your language skills or learn more about Russian ~erifag~ 'and culture, a Russian 
Maryland Cultural Center opened in Sep 08 and is opera.ting oµf of the Linden-Linthicum 
United Methodist Church. It offers classes in language,' art, piusic, folk dancing, and 
chess. More information available at the website,·· · 

www.myrmcc.com. 

----------------------7'------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

7 . ._l ____ _.~s Making Things Up Again! 

Which of the following is NOT a language or language family: 

I. Tiyospaye · 
2. Altaic 
3. Nanticoke 
4. TaiKadai 
5. Gullah 

conrn~BITl/,L(;'JlEE: 5FO UD.\, AU8, CAH, fll,Fl, H:2:L:1:120320] 88 
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The answer is written backwards right under the editor's name under the table of 
contents 

------------------·---------------------------------

Franklin Roosevelt (32nd President, 1933-1945) was upset when told that his French was 
AS GOOD AS: 

A. Adof Hitler 
B. Huey Long 
ANSWER C. Winston Churchill 
D. HaITy Truman 
E. Eleanor Roosevelt (his wife) 

Obviously he thought his French was superior. 

COP .Fll~[)ITf/eL#R[b TO UB/t, hU8, C/d(, @18~l, tG!!LN2!D£0• 88 
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23 February 2009 CLArion 

1. Serbian Film 
2. CLA Bookswap 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. Discover Languages (Rest of Month) 
5. The History of Auregnais 
6. Vuport Language Training 
7. The CLArion at Your Service 

-------------- ----------------------- J (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

----,-.. -----------------------.... ...... " .. :· 
.. 

1. Serbian Film ... .. .. , , 

(Item courtesy oA ,-~~~ tells me th~t_ther~ ~i~ht_be ~.s:rbo-Croatian mini film 
festival in the ma .. k1""'n ... g)...----... 

KAO PORASTEM 8/CU KENGUR ("Wh.eri j Grow Up, I Want to be A Kangaroo") 
[2004 ; 92 min; Serbo-Croatian, no Sllbtitles) • ' , ' 
A film comedy by Radivoje Andric, 'all about the lives of 'Belgrade slackers. Features 
contemporary street slan~, ' • ' , ' 
DATE: Thursday, 26 F.eoruary 
TIME: 1210 (apprms1mate) 

--------------------------.----~----

2. CLA Bookswap 

(item courtesy of._l _____ _. 

(U) I have reserved the OPS1 North Cafeteria Party Room for the 
CLA Foreign Language Book Swap pn April 22, 2009 (Weds). 
I have put this on the CLA Events Qalendar, too. 
We'll run the bookswap from 0900'-1400 hours. 

- Paul 

----------------------------------

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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3. Which President MIGHT Have Been the Source for the English Expression "OK?" 

A Grover Cleveland 
B. Thomas Jeffeson 
C. Martin Van Buren 
D. Millard Fillmore 
E. Chester Arthur 

Answer and explanation at the end of the issue 

4. Discover Languages (Rest of Month) 

(Itemcourtt~s)'ofl I- ------------- ~ (b ) ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 

----- -- -::,f 
UNCLASSIFIED "d ........ ;,,\ 

, . 
,' .. , ', 

Title: (U) An Arabic' ,. ______ i1 Miui'-l1Jfrt1e~~ion 
.. , , ,' 

.. , , ,,' 

Date: Wednesday, February 25, 200?,' 

Time: 01 :00 PM - 02:00 PM , ' 

: .:1 
Description: (U) i\n Arabiq j}Mini-lrnmersion ------.-· 
Wednesday. 25 february,2009 

1300-1400 hours 

~;';'Rfh)s To enrich your Arabic ctdt1i;·al ,hnd language knl~wledge. 

please join our popular native Arallic language- analysts and former . . 
NCS instructor._l _______ ...._ ____ I for an enjoyable 

hands-on hour of basic Arabic imm~;-8ion language exercises. Get 

. 
engaged and practice those long <l\lrmant active language skills! 

Point of Contact: .. ! __________ _ 
UNCLASSIFIED 

Title: (U) Chinese Immersion in the Workplace! 

i@lliliillifll lzlflilib 'Pi U'i P, I bl'i; 111:11, lilil; lliibllHHi I U 
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Date: Friday. February 27, 2009 

Time: 01:00 PM - 02:00 PM 

'' 
Description: (U) Chinese lmmt"fsion in the Workplace! 

Friday, 27 February 2009 

l 300-1400 hours 

(Cl) ICLE) Chinese Language A11a1yst:;_ ~~anted: Please come a11d, 

eqjoy an hour ofChiuese immersion experie1~e~-\.;,il!rD _ 
' ' . 

_________ l('yrJe_nsly -\~O:~i~~ :•1 .. t·~-~-~---~-~:.:.:,' 
D , fm-mer eh'"'"' ·;,,,,ru,,oe;,a· a,i·ilOP,;;,,- thi N>>1i~1i, i : : : " 0'' "'~ J 

I 
b 

1 13 1 
~ P . L . 8 6 ~ 3, 

Cryptologic School and was awarded ODN l's Language lnstntqo.r .of. - - · · · · · · ; ; 

the Year Deli\ it1ei ~\ iii h; 1~;e~,:c;i :.; ~1:d· r:n~ ~v~t~1. . '', -, ,, ~ 
, , 

various topics and a game atmosphere. A rare and remarkable 
, , 

, , 

opportunity to enhance your Chinese foran hour and definitely,' , , ' 

, 

enrich your perspective:- on Chinese culture and langu~g;c' , ' 
, , 

, , 

(U) To view this VTC broadcast live from you_r,deskt~i,; as well as 

to view it there after the event, type go l9nguagc,in' your web 

browser and dick on EVENTS oc •,.r1sit: 

(U) For Newsmagazine viewiqg: 

88fifliirlflt11L;l;ilil:li!L •• uo,r:,; tUI, I: :U, 8BA, ll!!l!iiH0fO 100 
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( U/1'fl'OLJ(Jol, Enterprise sites may access the broadcast by contacting I ( b ) ( 3 ) _ p . L. 8 6- 3 6 

the VIC office at 963 -4026. e-mailing I t.0('1cce!,s1rrg:··~:-:·:~ 
_______________ !:· ::::::::::.--·.... • • • •• 

; ,, ' 
and click 011 Join VTC. lfyou do not know ytiur NEWS.MAGAZINE Aic.'ess 

; I It 

Code. please call 963-6600 and generate a_ tJ!3ttble ticket at kiast 

three days prior to broadcast. 

... . . . .. 

(U!/f•OtJO' roe: Offi~~.1.rf'tl1~ Senior Language 1:\uthority,._I ____ ,. 

(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENTS: Employees atlcl)(lin'g these ~vents, . . 
with supervisory approval, will be carried in a duly status.; 

However, employee-s are not eligible to earn credit hour~·, 

compensatory time or overtime for attendance bcyond.'their 

regularly scheduled duty day. 

. . 
(U) FRAGRANC E NOTICE: The Agency is com,rnitted to being·a model 

employer. .In order to be mindful oftbose emplqyees whose 

sensitivity to fragrance~ may be heightened, w'e are encouraging 

pmticipants at Agency-sponsored events to .refrain from weari1'ig, or 

. 
reduce their use of scented products ( e.g.,;pcrfume, cologne, etc.). 

DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSM l-52 ,' 

DATED: 8 January 2007 

· DECLASSIFY ON : !Y!lJS I PP 

Point of Contac~._ ___________ _ 

Home Page or Website Link:·'-------------------

5. The History of Auregnais 
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(item courtesy ofl ._ ___ _.I · ----I ( b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 8 6 - 3 6 I 
For those interested in small and extinct languages, here with the Wikipedia article on Auregnais. 

Enjoy! 

Auregnais 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Auregnais 
Spoken in: Alderney 

Language extinction: by mid-20th century (some rememberers) 
Language family: Inda-European 
Italic 
Romance 
lta lo-Western 
Western 
Gallo-Iberian 
Gallo-Romance 
Gallo-Rhaetian 
on 
Norman 
Auregnais 

Auregnais, Aoeur'gnaeux or Aurignais was the Norman dialect of the Channel Island of Alderney 
(French: Aurigny, Auregnais: Aoeur'gny/Auregny). 

Very little Auregnais survives in written form. It was closely related to the Guernesiais (Guernsey), 
Jerriais (Jersey), Sercquiais (Sark) dialects of the neighbouring islands, as well as Continental 
Norman on the European mainland. 

One reason for the demise of the language was movement of the population. In particular, the 
influx of labourers from the United Kingdom employed by the British Government in the 
construction of the abortive harbour project and other fortifications, as well as the stationing of a 
sizable British garrison among the small population, served to relegate Auregnais to a lesser 
status for communication. It is thought that the evacuation of nearly all indigenous Aurignais to 
the British mainland during World War II (the island was occupied by the Germans, and heavily 
fortified) was a major factor in the final loss of the spoken language. The language suffered 
greatly in later years due to a large influx of tax "exiles" from England who have moved to the 
island, as Alderney is a tax haven . 

Another reason for the language's demise was official neglect, especially in the education sector 
where it was not taught at all. This led to a situation in which, as was noted by the Guernsey 
newspaper Le Bailliage in 1880, children had ceased to speak the language among themselves. 

Along with the decline in Auregnais went the decline in the use of French. French ceased to be 
an official language in 1966 in Alderney. It should be noted that the official French used in the 
Channel Islands differs slightly from Metropolitan French and greatly from the vernacular Norman. 

----------------- -----------------------

6. Vuport Language Training 

iillliliillll1 kliMik li WI 1; 1 Ui; I 111; iiM; fliklliHH1H 
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(Item courtesy of .. l _____ .. 
If you are looking for somy language trajpmg gp-!jpe be advised that lots of Language training is 
available through VuPort l "" I including DLI/Lingnet and LangNet. All you 
need is a VuPort account and you can regI~te_r at the website. . 

' 

7. The CLArion at Your Service 

] (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(Ut1raue) If you notice, you will see that alrriost every item in this issue came from somebody 
else. If you want to put the word out 9tJout something, contact me as we have a pretty wide and 
diverse circulation (NOT just /angu.age). I ask you to keep in mind however that (1) if the item has 
a short suspension date, ther(! js no guarantee that I will get it out in time--/ HA VE A JOB and I do 
this newsletter on a time-ayai/able basis; (2) I accept items related to language and culture--this is 
not a forum for selling your car; (3) I avoid controversial items but MIGHT run it with a disclaimer 
{this is the view o~ ,.:.~.); (4) I do not determine the classification (not usually at /east)--this is your 
responsibility . • Thanks. 

------~LArion Editor 

-------------------~-----------------------------------------------------
-------------

3. Which President MIGHT Have Been the Source for the English Expression "OK?" 

A Grover Cleveland 
8. Thomas Jeffeson 
ANSWER C. Martin Van Buren (8th President, 1837-1841) 
D. Millard Fillmore 
E. Chester Arthur 

I say MIGHT because there are other theories. At any rate, OK stands for "Old Kinderhook," 
meaning Martin Van Buren, who was from Kinderhook, NY. The term was popularized in the 
1840s. To read more about "OK," please go to the National Museum of Language article about it 
at www.ianguaqemuseum.org. 

&~tlFllilitllilObf'fiillib liO W6 e, OPS, C Oil, CPS, MZI 11?0320108 
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13 March 2009 

1. NML News 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. March "Discover Languages" FILMS 
4. MENA Meeting 
5. Friday the 13th 
6. CLA Bookswap 

..,,......,..._""""!"'" __ _.1--------------~-- - ----- - ----~l-(b- ) -(3_)_ -_ P_.L_._s_6_-_3_6_. 

CLArion Editor 

1. NML News 

--Flag Update 

The design of the world's first International Flag of Language (IFL) has been formally approved 
but has not yet been announced. The winners of the contest are being notified as I write this. 

--Amharic Presentation 

From Abyssinia to Addis Ababa: A Live Painting Demonstration with Amharic Characters 
Sunday 15 March 1400-1600 
by SOLOMON ASFAW 

Born in Ethiopia, Solomon Asfaw graduated from the University School of Fina Arts and Design in 
Addis Ababa and has exhibited his work in Africa, Europe, and the United States. He will give 
visitors 
the opportunity to explore an Ethiopic writing system, the alpha-syllabary, through a live painting 
presentation. He will create an original art-work, which will be inspired by Amharic characters. 
Through this presentation, visitors will also be encouraged to investigate the connection between 
Ge'ez, an ancient Ethiopic language, and Amharic, the dominant language of Ethiopia today. 
Finally, this live painting will expose the presenter's unique perspective as an Ethiopian artist 
whose interaction with the Amharic script since childhood has become a catalyst for exploring his 
cultural and life experiences and for seeing how they are transformed on canvas. Reservations 
requested by 14 March. 

National Museum of Language 
Administrative Offices and Exhibit Hall 
Executive Building Suite 202 
7100 Baltiore Avenue 
College Park, MD 20740 
301-864-7071 
www.lanquaqemuseum .orq 

------------------------

2. Presidential Language Trivia 

Which president is the supposed source of the English word "belittle?" 

UNCLASSIFIED/fl'O" ePFIOIJlct t:ISE at~LY 
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A. John Quincy Adams 
B. John Adams 
C. James Madison 
D. Thomas Jefferson 
E. Millard Fillmore 

Answer and explanation at the very end of this issue 

-----------------·------------

3. March "Discover Languages" FILMS 

(Editor's Note: Item courtesy of I .. ____ ,. 
Colleagues, 

The following Agency-All Ad will come out shortly on tliis_month's "Linguistics" theme. It will be 
the first time "Discover Languages" shows films. • 

Sandy 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 

(U) March 2009 Language Events 

(b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) "Bringing Appliec;l Linguistics to Life" is this month's them~. etid for the first time we are 
showing two films: a digitally-restored 1965 feature-lengJb (shown in two segments) cult film 
classic in Esperanto starring William Shatner and cl documentary, "The Linguists", based on a 
former Crypto-linguistic Association keynote bal1quet speaker's experiences and those of his 
colleagues documenting endangered 1wiguages. 

(U) Incubus (Part 1 -- In _~sl)E!ranto with English subtitles) 

Wednesday, 18-March 2009 

I I 1360-1400 

(U) Ttie Wikipedia describes Esperanto as " the most widely spoken constructed international 
language in the world. Its name comes ... from the pseudonym under which L.L. Zamenhof 
published the first book detailing it in 1887. The word means "one who hopes" in the language 
itself and whose goal was to create an easy and flexible language that would serve as a universal 
second language to foster peace and international understanding". 

(U) This black and white 1965 film in Esperanto with English subtitles, "Evil Has Never Been So 
Seductive!" stars William Shatner, Milos Milos, Allyson Ames, Ann Atmar, and Elise Hardt. The 
jacket describes it ... "On a strange island, inhabited by demons and spirits, a man battles the 
forces of evil. Utterly bizarre, yet strangely compelling, this artsy film demands to be 
experienced. Lost for over thirty years, this digitally restored cult classic in Esperanto is now 
available with remastered sound." 

UNCLASSIFIEOl}FOR 8FFIOIAL l::ISE er.LY 
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2. (U) Incubus (Part 2) 

Friday, 27 March 2008 

._1_3-00---14_0_0 ____ _.j-----------------------1 (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

3. (U) The Linguists 

Monda~ 30 March 2008 - -

I I 1300-175 

.... :r ... , .. ~· 1,1 I 

,,, ' 
'11 I 

'11 I 

,', I I 

I I I : 

(U) One of the linguists featured in this film v\!a·~·~ofessor K. David Harrison of Swarthmore 
College, the keynote speaker at the Agency's,2007 Ciypto-linguistic AssGJciation's annual 
banquet. The Teachers' Guide to this film.expl?ins th.at "About 7,000 languages are spoken in the 
world today. However with colonialism arid.~l9balizaJion, smaller languages are being abandoned 
in favor of major ones, and languages. are 'di:3appearing at an alarming r~te . . Some analysts say 
that a language is lost as often as e~ery.fw9 weeks,: Today, more than 5~0 languages are in 
immediate danger of being lost, inc;ltlding two featured in the film The Li11guists: Chemehuevi, a 
Native American language of Ariz.ona/ a11d Chulyn,: a language spoken i'1 Siberia. Two others 
featured, Kallawaya of Bolivia and Sora.of India, are less endangered but face challenges. This 
film shows people ... talking atioutwhat languag~ loss means to them, ~nd it highlights efforts by 
scientists to preserve langu~ges ,ttiat ire in dang'er of dying". Come lear;n why this matters, and 
what can be done about it! • : 
(U) To view this VTC bro9'dca:i liv~·from your ctesktop, as well as 
to view it there after the,even,t, typ!' "go langua.9e" in your web 
browser and click on "J::VEt-{TS." • 
U For Newsma azirie vi win :-' 

. 
n erpn e s1 es may access the broadcast by contacting tt(e 

VTC office at 963-4026, e:mailing or accessing: : 

an c 1c on om . you o not now your NEWSMAGAZINE Access 
Code, please call 963-6600 and generate a trouble ticket at least · 
two days pri?r to broadcast. 

_______ !968-8154s, 

(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENT: Employees attending this event, with 
supervisory approval, will be carried in a duty status . However, 
employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, compensatory 
time or overtime for attendance beyond their regularly scheduled 
duty day. 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model 
employer. In order to be mindful of those employees whose 
sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened, we are encouraging 
participants at Agency-sponsored events to refrain from wearing, or 
reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, cologne, etc.). 
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1SN Sr. Ganguag! Authority Office, Outreach Officer 
ADET'QCulfure_and Regional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence Analysis Skill 

(ommun1l1es ', ', _ I 
.. . . 

· ·:-:-:-.-'----------

4~ l!v!eeting 

In deference·t~ Persi~n ·a-ntl-Afgh§I~ New Year -- ~~-~~6~:~'_o_eill_g celebrated on 20 March, and to 
facilitate the attendance of several or buF Afghan and Persian -m~bers all of whom have 
expressed a high level of interest in the 20 March everJt on Afghari S.ocio-Cultural trends, the 
meeting will be postponed to 10th of April. · • · · · - • . _ • : ••• . . . 

.. .. " ' -~-----------The new meeting information is as follows : I 
~~~~t~f~han Sf-~~-~~l_t~~~~~e~~~ ~~~ ~c~~l~~r~~~~ ~~~~i~~ _ _-_-:::: .-.-.·-·: :' (b l ( 3 l - P . L . 86 - 36 

Time: 1 :30 PM to 3:30 PM .... - - · · · · · . . . • • ·,' 
Please RSVP to:1 Jbefore·3 April· . . . 

. , 

Apologies for any inconvenience this may have caused. On befialf of the MENA's board of 
officers, happy Norooz and we look forward to seeing ev,eryone on th,e· 10th of April. 

, , 

------y-C--------------' '-------------

5. Friday the 13th 

(Item courtesy of._l _____ _. 

Friday the 13th is superstitiously considered a d9y' of bad luck in English-, French- and German
speaking countries, as well as in other countrias around the world. Similar superstitions exist in 
some other traditions. In Greece, Romania a~'d Spanish-speaking countries, for example, it is 
Tuesday the 13th that is considered unluc~y. In Italy, it is Friday the 17th. 

The fear of Friday the 13th is called p9raskavedekatriaphobia,[1] a word derived from the 
concatenation of the Greek words Paraskevi, meaning Friday, and dekatreis, meaning thirteen, 
attached to phobia, meaning fear. ,The term is a specialized form of triskaidekaphobia, a simple 
phobia (fear) of the number thirteen appearing in any case. 

969-0441 (Secure} 
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Buildings , 
In the US and Canada~ ·rpany tall buildings do not have a floor numbered 13 . In Buffalo (New 
York), the downtown city hall has no 13th floor. The number buttons in the elevators have 12, 
then P, then 14. The P floor i~ like the cellar, with cement walls and floors, and is a storage unit. 
Many apartments and other buildings use Mas the thirteenth floor (12, M, 14) because it is the 
thirteenth letter in the English alpnpbet. Some buildings replace the thirteenth floor with 12A (12, 
12A, 14). The A distinguishes the floor one level up from the twelfth. In Kerala (India), the Kerala 
High Court building has not assigned'Number 13 to any. of its courtrooms. In the Philippines, the 
Makati City Hall has number 33 as the 13th floor instead of 13 Streets. In San Francisco, 
Funston Avenue appears where 13th AvenCJe would have been. In Longview (Washington), 
Commerce Avenue appears where 13th Avenl,I~ should be. 

----------------------------------------------

6. CLA Bookswap 

Title: CLA Foreign Language Book Swap 
Date: Wednesday, April 22, 2009 
Time: 09:00 AM - 02:00 PM 
Location: OPS1 North Cafeteria Party Roo_n:i · • 

J (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

Description: (U) A great opportunity t9iina a good, used Foreign Language book. Donations 
accepted , but not reguired . · 
Point of Contact: ._I --------~69-0454 

Which president is the supposed source of the English word "belittle?" 

A. John Quincy Adams 
B. John Adams 
C. James Madison 
ANSWER: D. Thomas Jefferson (3rd President, 1801-1809) 
E. Millard Fillmore 

As the story goes, he created the word because he was unhappy with a description of North 
America by French naturalist, Count de Bufton. Jefferson, both a naturalist and a nationalist, first 
used it when he wrote" The Count de Bufton believes that nature belittles her productions on this 
side of the Atlantic." Noah Webster, very much a nationalist himself, liked the word and put it in 
his dictionary. 
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20 March 2009 CLArion 

1. Latest GWOT List 
2. CLA Holocaust Films 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. NML April Speaker 
5. Dying Languages Press Item 
6. Serbian Film Repeat Showing 
7. Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages--FILMS 

CLArion Editor 

I 

1 . Latest GWOT List, 

, (Editor's Note: Item courte"S.)'. 0 are we missing any languages?) 

List of GWOT Languages 25 jar.i~ary '20~8 

Arabic (MSA) + dialects (Algerian, Egyf)tia~:l'raqi, Lev,antine, Libyan, Mauritanian, Moroccan, 
Omani, Saudi Gulf, Sudanese, Tunisian, Y~meni). • 
Azeri 
Baluchi 
Dari 
Kashmiri 
Kurdish (Kermanji) 
Kurdish (Sarani) , 
Pashto (Including Waziri Dialect) • , : , , , 
Persian Farsi • • ' 
Philippine Languages (Tagalog, Tausug, Yakan, Maranao, Maguindanao~ · : ·, 
Sama, llocano, Cebuano, Chavacano) '··,-:-
Punjabi (East and West) ' <-:., 
Somali • 
Tajik .-1----------, 
Turkish (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
Uighur • ,, .... _________ _. 

Urdu • • • 
Uzbek 

--------------------- --~·-'------

2. CLA Holocaust Films 

(Editor's Note: Item courtesy of .. ! ____ _ 
In honor of Holocaust remembrance, this year's spring film festival,nas a holocaust related 
theme. Here are the films, languages, venue, and times: • 

April 22 KORCZAK Polish ____ 11100-1300 

UNCLASSIFIEDNFOR 0FFIOIAI:. WGE 0Ul:.l/ 
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April 27 AU REVOIR, LES ENFANTS 
April 30 EUROPA EUROPA 

French D 1100-1300 
German 1100-1300 

The French and German films are autobiographical. The Polish film is al~~ historically based. 

I- - - - - - - - - - - - -
~C~h-a~ir_m_a_n_,~C~L~A~F~i~lm-c~o-m_m_m_e_e_ -------------------- - ~pl_(_b_l_(_3_1 ___ p ___ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3_6_ 

963-1204s _ 
"Leveraging synergy like there's no tor:1orrow" 

3. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president was the first to campaign in German (as well as in English)? 

A. Benjamin Harrison 
B. Rutherford Hayes 
C. William McKinley 
D. Herbert Hoover 
E. James Garfield 

The answer is at the end of the issue 

" # I I 

4. NML April Speaker . 
(Editor's Note: Some of you know long-time NSAer anql- - - · · t-.~ ~ill 
be speaking at the NML. See below:) _ ... · • • .. _ -------------

"Paper, Rock. Bone and Bropze..-:.An .Epigraphic Odyssey" Sunday 19 f\pril 2009, 1400;1600, Dr. 

1 1 - · 
' . 

Take this odyssey through the learning and experience proc~ss~s stemming fromDnterest in 
languages and, most particularly, in the development and.evolution of writing systems. Hi~ 
journey goes from Latin, Greek and Russian to the Kore~n alphabet and Chinese characters 
used in Korean , the development of the Japane~at1a syllabaries and to various Runic scripts 
with a side journey into Ogham along the way. LJ,as had a life-long interest in the ,' 
decipherment of unknown scripts, in writing systems, and in the origins and evolutions of .scripts. 
He stumbled into Norse Runic cryptography and pre-Columbian American epigraphy "by,' 
accident." This eventually led him into a life-long correspondence with Barry Fell (author;of 
"American B.C.," "Bronze Age America" and editor of the Epigraphic Society Occasional Papers), 
resulting in him looking into the origins of the Turkic and Hungarian runiform scripts. Dill 
share some of his experiences and insights while "rambling among the runes" in his 
presentation. 

National Museum of Language 
7100 Baltimore Avenue--Suite 202 
College Park, MD, 20740 
www.lanquaqemuseum.org 

For reservations, call 301-864-7071 or e-mail 
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5. Dying Languages Press Item ~ 

~ (Editor's Note: Item courtesy of .. l _____ __.I- · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
"Preserving Languages Is About More Than Words" 

Byline: Kari Lydersen 

The traditional Irish language is everywhere this time of year, emblazoned 

on green T-shirts and echoing through pubs. But Irish , often called Gaelic 

*in the United States, is one of thousands of "endangered languages" worldwide. 

Though it is Ireland's official tongue, there are only about 30,000 

fluent speakers left, down from 250,000 when the country was founded in 1922. 

Irish schools teach the language as a core subject, but outside a few enclaves 

in western Ireland, it is relatively rare for families to speak it at home. 

"There's the gap between being able to speak Irish and actually speaking 

it on a daily basis," said Brian O'Conchubhair, an assistant professor 

of Irish studies at the University of Notre Dame who grew up learning Irish 

in school. "It's very hard to find it in the cities; it's like a hidden 

culture." 

Irish is expected to survive at least through this century, but half of 

*the world's almost 7,000 remaining languages may disappear by 2100, experts 

say. A language is considered extinct when the last person who learned it as 

his or her primary tongue dies. Last month, the United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) launched an online atlas 

*of endangered languages, labeling more than 2,400 at risk of extinction. 

Hot spots where languages are most endangered include Siberia, northern 

Australia, the North American Pacific Northwest, and parts of the Andes 
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*and Amazon , according to the Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages! 

a nonprofit partnering with National Geographic to record and promote 

disappearing tongues. 

Language extinction has been a phenomenon for at least 10,000 years, since 

the dawn of agriculture. 

"In the pre-agricultural state, the norm was to have lots and lots of little 

*languages," said Gregory D.S. Anderson , director of the Living Tongues 

Institute. "As humans developed with agriculture, larger population groups 

*were able to aggregate together, and you got larger languages developing." 

*Languages typically die when speakers of a small language group come in 

contact with a more dominant population. That happened first when hunter-gatherers 

transitioned to agriculture, then during periods of European colonial expansion , 

and more recently with global migration and urbanization. The 

* spread of English , Spanish and Russian wiped out many small languages. 

"As long as people feel embarrassed, restrained or openly criticized for 

using a particular language, it's only natural for them to want to avoid 

continuing to do what's causing a negative response, whether it's something 

overt like having your mouth washed out or more subtle like discrimination," 

Anderson said . 

Russian-language-only policies have virtually extinguished many Siberian 

*languages, including Tofa, which lets speakers use a single word to say 

"a two-year-old male, un-castrated, ridable reindeer." 

In the United States and Australia in past decades, the government forced 

*native peoples to abandon their languages through vehicles such as boarding 

schools that punished youth for speaking a traditional tongue . Many Native 
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*American and aboriginal Australian languages never recovered. The United 

*States has lost 115 languages in the past 500 years, by UNESCO's count, 

53 of them since the 1950s. Last year, the Alaskan language Eyak disappeared 

with the death of the last speaker. 

Indigenous groups also may abandon localized tongues for a dominant indigenous 

alternative, such as Quechua in South America. Or they might shift to a 

*pidgin, or hybrid, of various local languages. 

*Extinct languages can be revived, especially when they have been recorded . 

"But when you skip a generation, it's hard to pick a language back up again," 

said Douglas Whalen , president of the Endangered Language Fund, which gives 

grants to language-preservation projects. "You need a community that is 

really committed and will bring children up from birth in the second 

language, even if they themselves are not the most fluent speakers." 

Michael Blake, an associate professor of philosophy and public policy at 

*the University of Washington, said languages have always changed and disappeared 

*over time, and he argues against the idea that all languages should be 

preserved. 

*"When we have indigenous languages in danger because of what we've done 

to these communities, that's the real reason" behind preservation pushes, 

he said . "But it's a much more complicated argument. It doesn't mean every 

language now has the right to be immortal." 

Preservation proponents say there are cultural and pragmatic reasons to 

*save dying languages. Many indigenous communities have in their native 

tongues vast repositories of knowledge about medicinal herbs, information 

that could provide clues to modern cures. The Kallawaya people in South 
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America 

have passed on a secret language from father to son for more than 400 years, 

including the names and uses of medicinal plants. It is now spoken by fewer 

*than 100 people. Preserving languages is also key to the field of linguistics, 

which could offer a window into the workings of the brain. 

The Living Tongues Institute recruits youth who are not fluent in their 

traditional tongue to become "language activists," using digital equipment 

to document their elders' voices and learn the language themselves. This 

creates a record and builds pride in the language. 

Such pride has been key to a modest popular resurgence of the Irish language. 

Paddy Homan , an Irish musician and social worker who immigrated to Chicago 

two years ago, thinks the 1990s' "Celtic Tiger" economic boom was a major 

boost for Irish. 

"It used to feel like a sin to speak the Irish language; the English made 

us feel bad about ourselves, like we were just a nation of alcoholics," 

said Homan, 34. "Now we feel proud, and speaking Irish is the fashionable 

thing to do." 

Copyright 2009, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved 

------------------------

6. Serbian Film Repeat Showing 

(Item courtesy of._! ______ _.I-_ : ____________ _I (b) (
3

) - P · L · 
86

-
36 

Serbian Film 
IVKOVA SLAVA ("lvko's Feast") 
[2005;110 min. ; Serbo-Croatian with English sub-titles] 
An historical-cultural comedy by Zdravko Sotra, set around 1890 and based on an original novel 
by the 
Serbian author Stevan Sremac. Presented in an archaic dialect of Serbo-Croatian known as 
"torlak," 
which is noted for its Ottoman-era vocabulary (Turkish, Arabic, Persian), orthography and 
grammar. 
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Current language trends in Bosnia, particularly among Islamic extremists, reflect an increasing 
return 
to this language heritage. 
DATE: Tuesday, 31 March 
TIME: 1305 (approximate) 

There are English sub4itles ~nd ever.yo[le is invited (the room seats 50). People can contact me 
for more information. • · 

I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .. 
. . 

-------------------------~-,----------

7. Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages--FILMS . . . . . 
(U) Strengthen Our Nation : Discover J,.:anguages: 
(U) March 2009 Language Events • • . : 
(U) "Bringing Applied Linguistics. to Life" is this'month's theme, and for the first time we are 
showing two films: a digitally-restored 1965 feature-length (shown in two segments) cult .film 
classic in Esperanto starring William Shatner and a documentary, "The Linguists", based on a 
former Crypto-linguistic Association keynote banquet speaker's experiences and those of his 
colleagues documenting endangered languages. . . 
(U) Incubus (Pai;t-~)--Part 1 already &~own 

I Fridav~ 27 Ma&~h 2008 • 

1300- 400 

(U) The Wikipedia describes Esperanto as " the most widely spoken constructed international 
language in the world. Its name comes ... from the pseudonym under which L.L. Zamenhof · 
published the first book detaling it in 1887. The word means "one who hopes" in the language 
itself and whose goal was \o create an easy and flexible language that would serve as a universal 
second language to foster peace and international understanding". 
(U) This black and white. 1965 film in Esperanto with English subtitles, "Evil Has Never Been So 
Seductive!" stars Willia,ri Shatner, Milos Milos, Allyson Ames, Ann Atmar, and Elise Hardt. The 
jacket describes it ... ",On a strange island, inhabited by demons and spirits, a man battles the 
forces of evil. Utterly.bizarre, yet strangely compelling, this artsy film demands to be 
experienced. Lost f.or over thirty years, this digitally restored cult classic in Esperanto is now 
available with rem~stered sound." 

(U) The Linguists 
Monda~ 30 M8rch 2008 . 
1 i 1300-1 15 

(U) One of the linguists featured in this film was Professor K. David Harrison of Swarthmore 
College, the keynote speaker at the Agency's 2007 Crypto-linguistic Association's annual 
banquet. The Teachers' Guide to this film explains that "About 7,000 languages are spoken in the 
world today. However with colonialism and globalization, smaller languages are being abandoned 
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in favor of major ones, and languages are disappearing at an alarming rate. Some analysts say 
that a language is lost as often as every two weeks. Today, more than 500 languages are in 
immediate danger of being lost, including two featured in the film The Linguists: Chemehuevi, a 
Native American language of Arizona, and Chulyn , a language spoken in Siberia. Two others 
featured, Kallawaya of Bolivia and Sora of India, are less endangered but face challenges. This 
film shows people .. . talking about what language loss means to them, and it highlights efforts by 
scientists to preserve languages that are in danger of dying". Come learn why th is matters, and 
what can be done about it! 

(U) To view this VTC broadcast live from your desktop, as well as 
to view it there after the event, type "go language" in your web 
browser and click on "EVENTS." 
U For Newsma azine viewin : 

(U.'i'FOUO~ Enterprise sites may acCe&s the broadcast by contacting the 
VTC office at 963-4026, e-mailin r accessing: 

an c Ic on om . you no now your WSMAGAZINE Access 
Code, please call 963-6600 and generate_ a trouble tic~_at least 
two days prior to broadcast. · • - . _ ·.,.:, ______ _ 

{U/tfOLJQ+ PO)'. ~ffice of the Senior Language AlithG>cityJ _ _ ,___ • I 968-8154s, 

(U) AGENCY-SPONSOREG EVENT _Employees attending this event, wltn.: ·. 
supervisory approval , will be carried in a ·duty· status, 1:-low~yer, · • >:._.. 
employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, compensatory" · - - _ : : :":\ .'., 
time or overtime for attendance beyond their regularly scheduled ·1-----------. 
dutyday. _ (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model ,.,----------
employer. In order to be mindful of those employees whose . : : _:/·'· 
sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened, we are encouraging .• : : : · • • . 
participants at Agency-sponsored events to refrain from weariog,-c1r: · · • • • 
reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, c9lpgn~~-etc\. - • • 
UNCLASSIFIED/WOR OFFIOlil!L USE 8NLY . · . . 
UNCLASSIFIED/il'Ofll 01-Flel~L USE OP~l!V . .. · · 
DERIVED FROM : NSNCSSM 1-52 - · .• • • 
DATED: 8 January 2007 • . • 
DECLASSIFY ON: ~0?2193 . ·. 
U// . • . 

ang~age Authority-Office, Outreach Officer 
Culture and R~gional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence Analysis Skill 

Commurn Ies 

________ I__ ____ _ 

(U) Which president was the first to campaign in German (as well as in English)? 

A. Benjamin Harrison 
B. Rutherford Hayes 
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C. William McKinley 
D. Herbert Hoover 
ANSWER E. James Garfield (20th President, 1881) 
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25 March 2009 CLArion 
1. CLA Annual Book Swap 
2. CLA Film I 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. CLA Film II 
5. CLA Awards Nominations 
6. CLA Film Ill 

CLArion Editor: 

-------------------

1. CLA Annual Book Swap 

(item courtesy oi .. ____________ _ 
( . . 

It's time for the CLA annual Book Swap! 

The Book Swap is all about sharing the wealth! If ycltl:aren't pleased with your home library's 
selection of historical Inuit fiction, come to the Swap , and maybe you'll find what you are looking 
for! • • • · .. . . .. 
Bring your unwanted books or just bring yourself and enjoy a leis~fely.perusal of language-
related books. ·-.. ... .. .. .. 
What: CLA Foreign Language Book Swap •• •••• 
When: 0900-1400 hours, 22 April 2009 · 1·1 _(_b_) _(_3_) -_-p ___ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3_6_ 

~~~~l OPS 1 Cafeter~ _ ~~~h- ~~~~ ~~~~- ___________________ ~ ~ : :_ :_ ~ !·>--· _________ _ 

-- .. .. 
Don't forget that the CLA will be showing "Korczak" on the !?ame ·cfay_ as p~rf of the CLA Annual 
Film Festival. •• • · · • , , 
Stop by the book swap and then catch _a_ ~i91i by ·g·oing to! ~t, ~ '100. 

-------------------~------------------------------
------------------

2. CLA Film 

(Item courtesy of .. I ___________ _. 
The CLA would like to invite everyone to our first film event of 2009, which commemorates 
Holocaust Remembrance Day, April 21. 

All three films are historically based. 
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**All films will be viewed from 11-1300, unless otherwise noted. 

April 22 I (b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

i 1-----------------------------------------------~~~->----------
KoRcZAK: based on the life of Dr. Janusz Korczak, an outspok~o __ -- -- -- -- --: : : • :- • 
critic of the Nazis, who ran the Jewish orphanage in_ War_ss:w-, 'Pofand _ - - • 
and accompanied 200 children tot~~ _Trel3jif)1sa-€0ncentration ca_ru13: Polish 

April 27 
...._ __ ...ibc_::::r_ · - · - · . , 

AU REVOIR LES ENFANTS: Based on ev,9nts from writer-director,louis Malle's own 
childhood, the film tells a heartbreaking·story of friendship and devastating 
loss between 2 boys living in ~azi=occupied France. At a pro~incial Catholic 
boarding school, the preQ.ocious youths enjoy true camaraderie - until a secret is revealed. 
Winner of the Gold_en- tion award at the 1987 Venice Filrry,festival. French 

April 30 _ - · • 
....,,......,.....,.,......_I , 

EUROPA EUROPA: Based on the autobiograph1/ of Soloman Pere!, the film details the events of 
his life as he undergoes an odyssey for survi'!al in 1938-1945. He escapes from a Polish ghetto, 
lives in a Communist orphanage, joins the German army, and becomes a member of the Hitler 
Youth, all the while concealing his true iqentity. German 

, 

As a reminder, seating is first-come, .first-served, so please arrive early to ensure you get a seat. 
If you are interested in joining CLft,.; 'membership is free, and among the many of the perks of 
CLA membership is film library borrowing privileges. Our library has over 400 films in 60+ 
languages, all for your viewin.g 'pleasure. 

, 

Important Note: The C~·is no longer a private organization. We are now under ADET. Just as 
before, please, make sl'.Jre to obtain your supervisor's approval to attend one of these movies: If 
your supervisor apP,roves, you do not have to take leave to attend the film festival. 

-----------------

3. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president regretted never having learned Chinese? 

A. John Adams 
B. Thomas Jefferson 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Abraham Lincoln 
E. George Washington 

The answer is at the end of the issue 
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4. CLA Film II 

(Item courtesy ofl ______ _ 

Serbian Film 
IVKOVA SLAVA ("lvko's Feast") • 
[2005;1 to min.; Serbo-Croatian with Engristi sub-titles] 
An historical-cultural comedy by Zdravko Sofra, set around 1890 and based on an original novel 
by the Serbian _author Stevan Sremac. Presenteo Ln an archaic dialect of Serbo-Croatian known 
as • • 
"torlak," which is noted for its Ottoman-era vocabulary ("FLJrkish, Arabic, Persian), orthography and 
grammar. Current language trends in Bosnia, particularly'am~mg Islamic extremists, reflect an 
increasing 
return to this language heritage. 

1 ~~: 1~~~·t:,r:~i~:.~h i -----: -----_______ -_'_ -_ -_:: :-" (b ) ( 3 ) - P-1 - 86 - 36 

There are English sub-titles and everyone is invit~d-(tne room ~eats 50). People can contact me 
for more information. • • · 

5. CLA Awards Nominations 

(U) 2009 nominations are due on 15 May ~009 

(U) CLA Awards 

(U) Each year, as part of its mission to promote excelle~ce in the cryptologic language field, CLA 
presents four awards to recognize, extraordinary, long-term accomplishment by civilian and 
military language analysts world't'ide. Short-term accomplishments over the past 12-18 months 
are recognized by the Keystone:Award. The CLA awa'rds are named after four giants in the 
cryptologic language field and'are given as follows: : 

, . 
o Dr. Sydney Jaffe A'ward, originally established 1972, for long-term civilians and military; it 

became restricte'd to civilians in 1989, when the Rochefort Award was created for the 
military. ' . 

o Captain Joseph J. Rochefort Award, esta~lished 1989, for long-term military personnel 
o Mr. Normal'l'Wild Award, established 20Q'3, for mid-career civilians 
o Colonel A1va B. Lasswell Award, establi~hed 2003, for mid-career military personnel 

, 

(U) Each yeartLA also presents the~ laward for outstanding service to CLA 
· and its mis&ion of promoting excellen e in the crypfoiog1c language field . This is named after a 

distinguisbed language analyst and former CLA president. The winner is selected by the Chair 
and Dep.uty Chair of the CLA Advisory Board and receives a handsome plaque. Winners' names 
are recorded in perpetuity on the wall of OPS28 at NSAW and on the NSA web. View past 
I ~inners. 

UNCLASSIFIEDf.!FOR 0FFIOIAL ~OE 0ULY 
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(U) Who Is Eligible? 

(U) All civilian and military NSA and Service Cryptologic Component (SCC) language analysts 
worldwide are eligible. Language analysts from other agencies may be nominated but they will be 
judged on the basis of their cryptologic language accomplishments. 

(U) As a general rule, nominees for the military mid-career award should have at least 7 years of 
cryptologic language service and nominees for the mid-career civilian award somewhat more. 
The Jong-term awards are intended for those past-mid career but are not restricted to those about 
to retire. 

(U) These awards are in no way intended to supplant established incentive and awards 
programs. They are awarded by CLA to highlight linguistic accomplishments. Recipients of any 
NSA/CSS or SCE awards are eligible for the CLA awards on the basis of the same performance. 

(U) What do Winners Receive? 

(U) Winners gain official recognition as extraordinary language analysts, placing them in the 
highest ranks of the cryptologic language field. They are honored at a special ceremony at 
NSAW, with winners from the field brought in for the occasion (subject to the availability of 
funding). Winners are presented with a handsome plaque to mark their accomplishments and 
their names are recorded in perpetuity on the wall of OPS2B at NSAW and on the NSA web. 
Unfortunately, certain field officers cannot be honored at the award ceremony nor have their 
names listed. 

(U) Questions? 

uestion or for advice in 

- .. - .. 
_____________ __c. ______ ~-~---------·..-.-:-----------------' 

·--- -----------
(b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

6. CLA Film Ill 

(Editor's Note: Part 1 of "Incubus" has already been shown but here is stilt your chance to hear 
some Esperanto) • • 

Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 
(U) March 2009 Language Events • 
(U) "Bringing Applied Linguistics to Life" is JAts month's theme, and for the first time we are 
showing two films: a digitally-restored 1965 feature-length (shown in two segments) cult film 
classic in Esperanto starring William·Shatner and a documentary, "The Linguists", based on a 
former Crypto-linguistic AssocLatron keynote banquet speaker's experiences and those of his 
colleagues documenting eoetangered languages. 
(U) Incubus (Part 2)---_P.art 1 already shown 

Friday. 27 Marcb'2008 

1300-1400 

UNCLASSIFIEDNFOR 8FFl61AL WeE QMb¥ 
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(U) The Wikipedia describes Esperanto as " the most widely spoken constructed international 
language in the world. Its name comes . : . from the pseudonym under which L.L. Zamenhof 
published the first book detailing it in 1887. The word means "one who hopes" in the language 
itself and whose goal was to create an easy and flexible language that would serve as a universal 
second language to foster peace and international understanding". 

(U) This black and white 1965 film in Esperanto with English subtitles, "Evil Has Never Been So 
Seductive!" stars William Shatner, Milos Milos, Allyson Ames, Ann Atmar, and Elise Hardt. The 
jacket describes it ... "On a strange island, inhabited by demons and spirits, a man battles the 
forces of evil. Utterly bizarre, yet strangely compelling, this artsy film demands to be 
experienced. Lost for over thirty years, this digitally restored cult classic in Esperanto is now 
available with remastered sound." 

(U) The Linguists 
Monday, 30 March 2008 

1300-1415 

(U) One of the linguists featured in this film was Professor K. David Harrison of Swarthmore 
College, the keynote spe,aker at the Agency's 2007 Crypto-linguistic Association's annual 
banquet. The Teachers' Guide to this film explains that "About 7,000 languages are spoken in the 
world today. However with colpnialism and globalization, smaller languages are being abandoned 
in favor of major ones, and languages are disappearing at an alarming rate. Some analysts say 
that a language is lost as often as·~very two weeks. Today, more than 500 languages are in 
immediate danger of being lost, incluE:ling two featured in the film The Linguists: Chemehuevi, a 
Native American language of Arizona, ~ad Chulyn, a language spoken in Siberia. Two others 
featured, Kallawaya of Bolivia and Sora of-Lndia, are less endangered but face challenges. This 
film shows people ... talking about what lang1,1age loss means to them, and it highlights efforts by 
scientists to preserve languages that are in darrger of dying". Come learn why this matters, and 
what can be done about it! ' 

' 
(U) To view this VTC broadcast live from your desktop; 1:lS well as 
to view it there after the event, type "go language" in your'web 
browser and click on "EVENTS." ',, 

(U) For Newsmagazine viewing: 

1-------------------_-_:,:J (b )( 3 ) - P - L - 86 - 36 

(U/l'FOU~ Enterprise sites may access tbe brd"adca·si~/;~~-~~ctin~ the 
VTC office at 963-4026 e-mailin · • ·or accessing: ' 

an c Ic on oin you not now your NEWSMAGAZINE Access 
Code, please call 963-660G ahd generate a trouble ticket at least 
two days prior to bcoa-cfcast. 
(U/tFOUO,. P.OC: ·office of the Senior Language Authority, I l968-8154s, 

I I --------
( U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENT: Employees attending this event, with 
supervisory approval, will be carried in a duty status. However, 
employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, compensatory 
time or overtime for attendance beyond their regularly scheduled 
duty day. 
(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model 
employer. In order to be mindful of those employees whose 

UNCLASSIFIED/IP'OI": OP'P:ICl)lct UOE OtJLY 
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sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened, we are encouraging 
participants at Agency-sponsored events to refrain from wearing, or 
reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, cologne, etc.). 
UNCLASSIFIED,'iP'CP'i: CfifilCIA:L U9E al4LY 
UNCLASSIFIED/WOR OFFIOl1'L U9E C,14L I 
DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
DATED:8January2007 (b) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
DECLASSIFY ON. 288£8 181!1 

~u~:::s;, Lan(luk~~~~~ ~;;;~~: -~~:~~~~ ~:~:~o· 
ADET'~u1ture and Regional pj:l:ldies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence Analysis Skill 
Communities •. • • · 

I 
(U) Which president regretted never having learned Chinese? 

ANSWER A. John Adams (2nd President, 1797-1801) 
B. Thomas Jefferson 
C. Theodore Roosevelt 
D. Abraham Lincoln 
E. George Washington 

This might have been true of other presidents as well but Adams is "on record" as saying so 
towards the end of his life (when most of us have our regrets I suppose) 

UNCLASSIFIEDiiF'OR Ol'l'ICIA:L t:ISE ONLY 
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8 April 2009 CLArion 

1. CLA Annual Book Swap 
2. CLA Awards Nominations--Lubbers Award Announcement 
3. CLA Film Festival 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. NML Program Featuring One of Us 
6. Featuring One of Us 

1- ----
.._~ ... :-:-on_A,_:..,:u ... ,t:_:_B_o_.o~ Swap -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- - -_ --:-) I b I I 3 I - P . L . 8 6- 3 6 

(item courtesy oi .. ____________ __. 

It's time for the OLA annual Book Swap! 

' ' . 
' ' . 

' ' 
' ' 

The Book Swap is all about sharing the wealth! If you acer/t ple}ased with your home library's 
selection of historical Inuit fiction, come to the Swap ancl maybe you'll find.'what you are looking 
for! , '' , ' : 

' ' 
' ' . 

Bring your unwanted books or just bring yoµrs~lf and 9,l'l]OY a leisurely perusal of language-
related books. ' ' ' 

What: CLA Foreign Language Bo,oK Swap 

' 
When: 0900-1400 hours, 2J April 2009 

' ' 
Where: OPS1 CafE:t~fa North Party Rpom 

POC:I .. ___ _ 

Don't forget that the CLA will pe showing "Korczak" on the sarne•day as part of the CLA Annual 
Film Festival. ' · 

Stop by the book swal?,a~d then catch a flick by going to_l ___ tt 1100. 

2. CLA Awards Nominations--Lubbers Award Announcement 
(Editor's Note: Then there is the Lubbers Award (see attached for details)) 

(U) 2009 nominations are due on 15 May 2009 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 

Declassify On: 1031010t 
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(U) CLA Awards 

(U) Each year, as part of its mission to promote excellence in the cryptologic language field, CLA 
presents four awards to recognize extraordinary, long-term accomplishment by civilian and 
military language analysts worldwide. Short-term accomplishments over the past 12-18 months 
are recognized by the Keystone Award . The CLA awards are named after four giants in the 
cryptologic language field and are given as follows: 

--Dr. Sydney Jaffe Award, originally established 1.972, for long-term civilians and military; it 
became restricted to civilians in 1989, when the Rochefort Award was created for the mil itary. 

--Captain Joseph J . Rochefort Award, established 1989, for long-term military personnel 

--Mr. Norman Wild Award, established 2003, for mid-career civilians (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

--Colonel Alva B. Lasswell Award, established 2003, for mid-career miJita.ry .perso'nhel, ... .. ... 

(U) Each year CLA also presents the I ... -~:~~r~ :f~; ~~tstanding service to CLA 
and its mission of promoting excellence :n_tbe cryptologic language field . This is named after a 
distinguished language analyst a_nd-former CLA president. The winner is selected by the Chair 
and Deputy Chair of th~ .CL:A Advisory Board and receives a handsome plaque. Winners' names 
are recorded Jn ~erpetuity on the wall of OPS2B at NSAW and on the NSA web. View past I finners. 

(U) Who Is Eligible? 

(U) All civilian and military NSA and Service Cryptologic Component (SCC) language analysts 
worldwide are eligible. Language analysts from other agencies may be nominated but they will be 
judged on the basis of their cryptologic language accomplishments. 

(U) As a general rule, nominees for the military mid-career award should have at least 7 years of 
cryptologic language service and nominees for the mid-career civilian award somewhat more. , 
The long-term awards are intended for those past-mid career but are not restricted to those about 
to retire. 

(U) These awards are in no way intended to supplant established incentive and awards 
programs. They are awarded by CLA to highlight linguistic accomplishments. Recipients of any 
NSA/CSS or SCE awards are eligible for the CLA awards on the basis of the same performance. 

(U) What do Winners Receive? 

(U) Winners gain official recognition as extraordinary language analysts, placing them in the 
highest ranks of the cryptologic language field . They are honored at a special ceremony at 
NSAW, with winners from the field brought in for the occasion (subject to the availability of 
funding). Winners are presented with a handsome plaque to mark their accomplishments and 
their names are recorded in perpetuity on the wall of OPS2B at NSAW and on the NSA web. 
Unfortunately, certain field officers cannot be honored at the award ceremony nor have their 
names listed. 

(U) Questions? 

Cot:S:Sstlil2 I 1'.Ril JiC IISO; II 16; 0 HI; iiR; tlik 
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(U/l'rOUO~ To ask a question or for advice in preparing a nomination, please contact:! 
....._ ____________ 1 ....._ __ _ 

3. CLA Film Festival 

(Item courtesy ot .. l ______________ I 
The CLA would like to invite everyone to our firs;film" even_t of 2009.(flyer attached), which' 
commemorates Holocaust Remembrance Day, April 21. • • • • _ _ • • •• _ ; 

All three films are historically based. 

**All films will be viewed from 11-1300, unless otherwise noted. 
(b) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 

April 22 .. .. .. .. -- - ... 
- - .... 

. . ''. ·j 
---------_-_::_~,>----------~ _____ ,------- --

.. .. .. .. -.. ...... 

KORCZAK: based on the life of Dr. Janusz Korc~ak1 an -o~tspoken qritic ~f the Nazis, who ran the 
Jewish orphanage in Warsaw, Poland and_accompanied 200 chijar'en to the Treblinka 
concentration camp. Polish - -

April 27 

AU REVOIR LES ENFANTS: Base_d on events from writer-director Louis Malle's own 
childhood, the film tells a heartgr:eaking story of friendship and devastating 
loss between 2 boys living in-i<Jazi-occupied France. At a provincial Catholic 
boarding school, the precocious youths enjoy true camaraderie - until a secret is revealed. 
Winner of the Gold~r:i 'Lion award at the 1987 Venice Film festival. French 

April 30 

EUROPA EUROPA: Based on the autobiography of Soloman Pere!, the film details the events of 
his life as he undergoes an odyssey for survival in 1938-1945. He escapes from a Polish ghetto, 
lives in a Communist orphanage, joins the German army, and becomes a member of the Hitler 
Youth, all the while concealing his true identity. German 

As a reminder, seating is first-come, first-served, so please arrive early to ensure you get a seat. 

If you are interested in joining CLA, membership is free, and among the many of the perks of CLA 
membership is film library borrowing privileges. Our library has over 400 films in 60+ languages, 
all for your viewing pleasure. 

9 ?1 :Z Fi 7 '.fPFI JS 1169; 2116; 0 ctl; OlilR; flik 
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Important Note: The CLA is no longer a private organization. We are now under ADET. Just as 
before, please, make sure to obtain your supervisor's approval to attend one of these movies. If 
your supervisor approves, you do not have to take leave to attend the film festival. 

----------------------------------------1 (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

____________ , ___________________________ _ 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 

Thomas Jefferson (3rd President, 1801-1809) once owned books in how many different 
languages? 
A.5 
B.6 
C.14 
D.16 
E.30 

Answer at the end of the issue. 
----------------------·--------------,----"--------

5. NML Program Featuring One of Us 

(Editor's Note: Some of you know long-time NSAer1 
be speaking at the NML. See below:) 

"Paper, Rock, Bone and Bronz~=-An-Epig~;phic Odyssey" Sunday 19 April 20-09, 1400-,1~00;' Dr. 

I I _ ---- ... . .. 
Take this odyssey through the learning and experience proce;>Ses' stemming from O int~est in 
languages and, most particularly, in the development and _s'/olution of writing systems. Hi~ 
journey goes from Latin, Greek and Russian to the Korean alphabet and Chinese charact~rs 
used in Korean, the development of the Japanc ~aha syllabaries and to various Runic scripts 
with a side journey into Ogham along the way. has had a life-long interest in the ,' 
decipherment of unknown scripts, in writing sys ems, and in the origins and evolutions of scripts. 
He stumbled into Norse Runic cryptography and pre-Columbian American epigraphy "by 
accident." This eventually led him into a life-long correspondence with Barry Fell (authqr of 
"American B.C.," "Bronze Age America" and editor of the Epigraphic Society Occasional Papers), 
resulting in him looking into the origins of the Turkic and Hungarian runiform scripts.Qill 
share some of his experiences and insights while "rambling among the runes" in his 
presentation. 

National Museum of Language 
7100 Baltimore Avenue--Suite 202 

?Ot:S:?PII:01 [(PSI TO ::so; 0: 16; G stl, een, flit 
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College Park, MD, 20740 
www.languagemuseum.org 

For reservations, call 301-864-7071 or e-mail ________________ , _________________________________ _ 

6. Featuring One of Us 
( b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 8 6 - 3 6 r----

(Editor's Note: Awhile back, we did bios of CLAers who are active in the organization. I have 
brought this feature.back. Bios are provided by the personage in their own words (slight editing). 
Thanks.I I 

----------- .. ,:-- .----------

Thomas Jefferson (3rd President, 1801-1809) once owned books in how many different 
languages? 
A.5 
B.6 
C.14 
ANSWER D.16 
E.30 

(b) (1) 

(b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 
(b) (6) 

My source is the director of the Library of Congress. Jefferson's library (and I'm betting some of 
these were non-English language books) actually became the Library of Congress after the 
British burned down the original as he sold his holdings to the government to pay some debts. If 
you really want to impress me, give me the names of the 16 languages! 
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24 April 2009 CLArion 

1. More Japanese Music 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. Strengthen Our Languages 
4. Websites and Cobwebs 
5. Washington Post Press Item 
6. Latest NML Program 

1. More Japanese Music 

(Editor's Note: Here is another Sunday Japanese music performance item (see below for the 
previous one)--new item courtesy of I I 
Sunday the 26th: 

JAPANESE KOTO CONCERT, by Kako Nishi and M. Nishihama. 
(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

3 p.m., the Lyceum, 201 S. Washingt9C1 .St.-,.-1\-lexahaiiii:· ~,:~/ 361·~;~:~~~~2. I j9s3-42if : : : : : : : : : : : :.- .... 

The Sounds of Japan: Sunday, 26 April, at 2 p.m., at the University of MD (College Park) in the Clarice 
Smith Performing Arts Center (Gildenhom Recital Hall). Annual recital oftraditional Japanese Koto, 
Shamisen, & Shakuhachi music performed in traditional Japanese kimono. Compositions from 1811 to 
contemporary times will be performed. Participants: Washington Toho Koto Society and the U. of MD 

Koto Ensemble. Free! 

2. Presidential Language Trivia 

Which president in his old age regretted never having learned the Semitic tongues in order to 
read their ancient texts? 

A. Abraham Lincoln 
B. Millard Fillmore 
C. John Adams 
D. James Buchanan 
E. Theodore Roosevelt 

Answer at the end of the issue 

---------------------------------------------------

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFiOIAL l::ISE 0ULY 
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3. Strengthen Our Languages 

(Editor's Note: There is one left for April) 

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 
(U) April 2009 Language Events 

(U) Korean Mini-Immersion (in Korean) 

Wednesday, 29 April 2009 

I I 1300-1400 

(U/JFot;@.) Korean l~rigu~ge analysts wanted!I ~orean 
instructor, will conduct our fin~t mini-immersion hour in Korean. lf,you are at least a level 1+ 
Korean speaker, please join her for a unique and fun opportunity 'to experience a variety of 
interactive hands-on activities, surirto. awaken your active speaking skills. Michelle has several 
games planned, and participants are erieouraged to wear their favorite Korean costume! Be 
prepared to vote on the Most Entertaining Ptaxer, too. · 

(U) To view this VTC broadcast live from your desktop, as-well as 
to view it there after the event, type "go language" in your web- •• 
browser and click on "EVENTS" or visit: 

(OJ For Newsmagazme viewing: 
-------------:.~·,_(_b_)_(_3_)_-_P_._L_._s_6_-3_6~ 

---------------------_- --:-:;>~-.:-.=7 
- - # # 

( , __ ..J, Enterprise sites may acces~ the broad9ast·o.i~o~tacting 
the VTC office at 963-4026 e-mailin · • • or accessing: • 

an c 1c on om you o no n9w·your WSMAGAZINE ft,.ccess 
Code, please call 963-6600 and ger:iera1e a trouble ticket at least : 
three days prior to broadcast. •• • · • 

:U/1::~0C: Office bi i~~ Senior Language Authori~ ' I 
1 oJV-SPONSORE:D E:VE:N 1b: Employees attending these events, 
with supervisory approval, will be carried in a duty status. 
However, employees are not eligible to earn credit hours, 
compensatory time or overtime for attendance beyond their 
regularly scheduled duty day. 

(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Agency is committed to being a model 
employer. In order to be mindful of those employees whose 
sensitivity to fragrances may be heightened, we are encouraging 
participants at Agency-sponsored events to refrain from wearing, or 
reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, cologne, etc.). 
DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
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DATED: 8 January 2007 
DECLASSIFY ON. !Ql!f919ila 

~u t /1"0 u 9-} 
I ~sAJCss Sr. Language Authority Office, Outreach Officer 

ADET'sc::Jculturefar:iq Regional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence Analysis Skill 

Communities · · · . . , __ · • _· , . . . 1-
, .. .. 

----~---------'"' ---.... "'-11.-c-: .. _ .. ----------
........ 

.. .............. .. 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P. L. 86 - 36 ~;:·:::::::! C:I o:b:w:e:b:s :::• •..•..•.•..•..•..•.. : :· -.-::::,1 
__ , •.. ~----------~ ....... -- . 

For ESL books, please go to: 

For course announcements ~11d ettiei- resources, please visit: 

. 
If you want to know what the JOINT LANGUAGE UNIVERSJ'fY (maybe a "first heard" for you!) 
has to offer, try: • 

http://ilu.wbtrain.com/ or jiu admin@wbtrain.com or Lei~a Janie 

If you want to see the lnteragency Language Roundtqble (ILR) home page, try: 

http://www.qovtilr.org/ 

Speaking of the ILR, here is its link to LCTLs (le~s commonly taught languages): 

http://www.qovtilr.org/Web LCTL/index.htm : . 
Here's one for ST ART ALK (if you don't kn~w what it is): 

http://www.startalk.umd.edu/ 

Ever heard of the National Capital Language Resource Center? Try this link to satisfy your 
curiousity: 

http://www.nclrc.org 

5. Washington Post Press Item . 
(Item courtesy of .. ! _____ ... ~-my apologies for it being a tad bit outdated) 

UNCLASSIFIED/il'Oft OFFICIAL l:H')E 614LY 
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U.N. Launches Library Of World's Knowledge 
Source: WP - The Washington Post (Full Coverage, Daily) 
Apr 21 04:03 

Byline: Edward Cody 

Section: A Section 

Page: A10 

A globe-spanning U.N. digital library seeking to display and explain the wealth of all human 
cultures has gone into operation on the Internet, serving up mankind's accumulated knowledge in 
seven languages for students around the world. 

James H. Billington, the librarian of Congress who launched the project four years ago, said the 
ambition was to make available on an easy-to-navigate site, free for scholars and other curious 
people anywhere, a collection of primary documents and authoritative explanations from the 
planet's leading libraries. 

The site ( www.wdl.org) has put up the Japanese work that is considered the first novel in 
history, for instance, along with the Aztecs' first mention of the Christ child in the New World and 
the works of ancient Arab scholars piercing the mysteries of algebra, each entry flanked by 
learned commentary. "There are many one-of-a-kind documents," Billington said in an interview. 

The World Digital Library, which officially will be inaugurated Tuesday at the Paris headquarters 
of UNESCO, the U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, has started small, with 
about 1,200 documents and their explanations from scholars in Arabic, Chinese, English, French, 
Portuguese, Spanish and Russian. But it is designed to accommodate an unlimited number of 
such texts, charts and illustrations from as many countries and libraries as want to contribute. 

"There is no limit," Billington said. "Everybody is welcome." 

The main target is children, he added, building on the success among young people of the U.S. 
National Digital Library Program, which has been in operation at the Library of Congress since 
the mid-1990s. That program, at its American Memory site, has made available 15 million U.S. 
historical records, including recorded interviews with former slaves, the first moving pictures and 
the Declaration of Independence. Billington predicted that children around the world, like their 
U.S. counterparts, will turn naturally to the Internet for answers to questions, provided they have 
access to computers and high-speed connections. "This is designed to use the newest 
technology to reach the youngest people," he said. 

The site was developed by a team at the Library of Congress in Washington with technical 
assistance from the Bibliotheca Alexandrina in Egypt. The digital library's main server is also in 
Washington, but officials said plans are underway for regional servers around the world. 

Development costs of more than $10 million were financed by private donors, including Google, 
Microsoft, the Qatar Foundation, King Abdullah University in Saudi Arabia and the Carnegie 
Corporation of New York. By comparison, the American Memory project cost about $60 million, 
suggesting that more funds will have to be raised as the World Digital Library expands. 

UNCLASSIFIED/JfiOR QFFIGIAL l:JOE ONLY 
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In addition to UNESCO and the Library of Congress, 26 other libraries and institutions in 19 
countries have contributed to the project. Their offerings include rubbings of oracle bones from 
the National Library of China, delicate drawings of court life from the National Diet Library of 
Japan and a 13th-century "Devil's Bible" from the National Library of Sweden. Each is 
accompanied by a brief explanation of its content and significance. The documents have been 
scanned onto the site directly, in their original languages, but the explanations appear in all seven 
of the site's official languages. 

"All of this is dependable, authoritative comment," Billington said. 

Users can sort through the information in several ways. They can ask what was going on 
anywhere in the world in, say, science or literature during the 4th century B.C., for instance. They 
can look up the history of a certain topic over the centuries in China alone, or in China and North 
America. By cross-referencing, a user can see how one area of the world compared with another 
at any given time. 

Billington acknowledged that national sensitivities could generate problems as the store of 
documents expands to include episodes in more recent history that some governments may want 
to hide or distort. But deliberate omissions may prove difficult to maintain, he said, because the 
site is open to contributions from all sides. 

Copyright 2009, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved 
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6. Latest NML Program 

Informal Language Learning In & Around DC: Families Welcome! 

Speakers: Kaaren Agnez, Petit Centre Francophone & Minilinguists.com AND Mashinke/Marcia 
Gruss Levinsohn, Jewish Educational Workshop 

Saturday 16 May 2009 1300-1600 

The National Museum of Language 
7100 Baltimore Avenue Suite 202 
College Park, MD, 20740 
www.languagemuseum.org 

Open to the public 

Admission is free 
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Which president in his old age regretted never having learned the Semitic tongues in order to 
read their ancient texts? 

A. Abraham Lincoln 
B. Millard Fillmore 
ANSWER C. John Adams (2nd President, 1797-1801) 
D. James Buchanan 
E. Theodore Roosevelt 

It's possible that others above had similiar regrets but Adams' is documented. He also regretted 
never having learned Chinese for the same reason. 

UNCLASSIFIED/i'FOR OFFIOIAL WGE OtJLY 
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12 May 2009 CLArion 

1. Fun Fillers 
2. Presidential Trivia 
3. FANX Bookswap 
4. May Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 
5. May National Museum of Language Program 
6. Press Item on Rosetta Stone 

c[Anon Editor I · ---------------------------------. , ( b ) ( 
3 

l - P · L · S 
6

- 3 6 

1. Fun Fillers 

--If you are a stranger, does this make you strange? 
--If you live in a commune, are you a communist? 
--If "your work is already cut out for you," doesn't this mean that your job is EASIER 
(somebody "already cut out the work for you"--this is one less thing for you to do)? 

--The fact that the CLArion is the newsletter of CLA is unclassified (Classification Guide, 397-01) 
--A minister in Texas launched a campaign a few years ago to replace the greeting ""hello" with 
"heaveno." I don't think this ever caught on. 
--Arguably, the most mispronounced state capital is Pierre, South Dakota. It is pronounced 
"peer" by everyone except outsiders who think it is pronounced "pea air" (like the French name). 
For the record, it may have originally been called "pea air." 

2. Presidential Trivia 

Which president spent a lot of time studying German as a law student: 

A. William Howard Taft 
B. Calvin Coolidge 
C. William McKinley 
D. Rutherford Hayes 
E. James Buchanan 

Answer at the end of the issue 

-------------------------------- --------------------------

3. FANX Bookswap 

If you are a FANXer and felt put out because the last bookswap was at the Fort, you can get 
some therapy: 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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"Fanx 2 will hold a Bookswap on 24 June 2009 in the afternoon (location pending)." 

This is an opportunity to (1) drop off books you don't want; (2) take possession (free!) of books 
that somebody didn't want; and (3) browse through books that somebody didn't want but leave 
them there--just like browsing without buying in a bookstore (except we don't mind). 

This is the first notice--stay tuned. 

-------------·---------------

4. May Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages ----- I (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
(item courtesy of I I- - - - - - - - - ... _______________ ,,..>----------- - ., ,,,, 

,, # I 

.,. ,f ,f J" ,,r I I I 

FYI below, should you have missed yesterday's Agenc;I-Ai1 on p-ur two Language events this 
month. _ : : : : • ' · 

--
The first one, which I . ! an~/1 will present on the Language 

:;;~~:::he ~at;:' Cryptalaoit M11se11m is pext Y}ltdnesday1•the 20th, and the_second with ! 
4

, n Lang~age Resources, will be on 
y, r e, . , ' · 

, . 
Please join us in person or live or delayed at your desktop! : , . 
Sandy 

(U) May 2009 Language Events.~ Outreach 
Distribution: Entire NSA Wor~k>rce 

POC:I .. -----------

(U) Strengthen Our Nation: Discover Languages 
(U) May 2009 Language Events: Outreach , 
(U) Have you been too busy at work and at home to visit the 
Language exhibit at the National Cryptologic Mu~eum? Do you 
know what language maintenance resources ar«r available to you 
both inside and outside of our walls? If you answered "no," 
then we'll bring the exhibit and the resources to' you! Attend 
in person or from your desktop this month's two Language Outreach 
events and see the Museum exhibit in portab.fe format, including 
the now popular "Language ID" game, and a' variety of available 
online resources you can use in-house, at tiome, anywhere! Not to 
be missed. · 

1. (U) The National Cryptologic Museum:s Language Exhibit: 
Wednesday, 20 May 2009 · 
1300-1400 hours 

will all play docents and show off their portable version of the 

ficl®HrIIJ[lHTLILfs;i: 1flEL iJiij ~Jftii/t, Al!9B, fllltH, @DR, HKL 
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National Cryptologic Museum's Language exhibit.D,vill also 
demo his updated Language Identification game that Wqs part of the 
original exhibit's touch screen computer. Learn how man\( languages 
there really are throughout the world today. Get a taste of one of 
the Museum's gems in person or right at your desktop, and no language 
required! You might even decide to take your family to the Mu·s~um 
this Spring! • 

2. (U) Your Online World of Foreign Language Resources: 
Wednesday, 27 May 2009 
1300-1400 hours 

will open up your world of unclasslf1ed onltne tang_uage resources, 
including the Joint Language University's LangNet,'SGO_LA, Rapid Rote, 
the lnteragency Language Roundtable's robust web site and- th~ NCS's 
Russian Mentor, ScribeZone, and much, much more. Learn how· pai[lless 
it is to maintain or improve your linguistic skills. It's all out · 
there! 
(U/fFOUO~ To view this VTC broadcast live from your desktop, as well 
as to view it there after the event, type "go language" in your web 
browser and click on "EVENTS" or visit: 

._(""D"'"j .. F_o_r .. N .. E"""W""'s""M ...... A""'G""'Az.-lN ..... E-v ... ,e-w ... ,-n-g-: ______ _.t ------ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::: _:_\~:~=:{;:.., 
...... -

n erpnse s, es may ac<,:ess-the.broadoosl bY. r;;ontacting 
the VTC office at 963-4026 -.mainn ·or accessing: 

(U/fFOU91 POC: Office·cithe Senior Language Authofit~, I 
1 I .· ----~ 
(U) AGENCY-SPONSORED EVENTS: Employe~s 'attending these 
events, with supervisor approval, will be carried tn a duty 
status. However, employees are not eligible ,to' earn credit 
hours, compensatory time or overtime for attendance beyond 
their regularly scheduled duty day. , ' 
(U) FRAGRANCE NOTICE: The Ager:ity is committed to being a model 
employer. In order to be mindful ot ttiose employees whose 
sensitivity to fragrances may be ifeightened, we are encouraging 
participants at Agency-spons9red events to refrain from wearing, 
or reduce their use of scented products (e.g., perfume, cologne, 
etc.). , • 
DERIVED FROM: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
DATED: 8 January ~07 
DECLASSIFY ON:' 2HH 100 
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NSNC~ Language Authority Office, Outreach Officer 
ADET'sL_J-Cu_lt_u~E: ~~d Regional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence 

Analysis Skill Communiti~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____ _ 

1------------~~~~~~:::~~~~~~~---~ 
L---------------- J (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

5. May National Museum of Language Program 

Informal Language Learning In & Around DC: Families Welcome! 

Speakers: Kaaren Agnez, Petit Centre Francophone & Minilinguists.COIJY AND 
Mashinke/Marcia Gruss Levinsohn, Jewish Educational Workshop ' 

Saturday 16 May 2009 1300-1600 

The National Museum of Language 
7100 Baltimore Avenue Suite 202 
College Park, MD. 20740 
www.lanquaqemuseum .orq 

Open to the public 

Admission is free 

-------------------------

6. Press Item on Rosetta Stone, ' 

(item courtesy of ._I ______ _. 

On Wall Street, Rosetta Stone Tries New Lingua Franca; With Offering, Firm Plans to 

Expand 
Source: WP - The Washington Post (Full Coverage, Daily) 
May 11 04:03 

Byline: Alejandro Lazo 

Section: A Section 

Page: A12 

Frustrated trying to learn German through traditional methods of repetition and rote grammar 
memorization, Allen Stoltzfus spent a year as a college student studying economics at a 
Germany university. 

G@)ffl[)BJiifIAL:/[lEL iifO l:J9A, Aeffiil, CA)l, GDft )lZJis 
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It worked. And Stoltzfus returned to the United States convinced that full immersion was the 
fastest and most effective way to learn a foreign tongue. That was his inspiration for a firm that 
would become Rosetta Stone, which last month made its debut as a public company on the New 
York Stock Exchange. 

With its stock closing up 40 percent on its first day of trading, the local company appears to be a 
bright spot in the economic drudgery. Now the company hopes to use the money it raised to 
expand operations abroad and introduce new types of Web-based language instruction software. 

"I believe that we need to expand our technical and product leadership," chief executive Tom 
Adams said last week. "We have already done that, but we are not a complacent team." 

It may be wise to be wary. Analysts said the market for language learning is highly competitive 
and diverse, with Rosetta rivals as varied as large publishing companies and language 
institutions sponsored by foreign governments. Rosetta's revenue depends on a steady demand 
from customers, which could falter in a volatile world economy. Rosetta reports results for the first 
three months of 2009 at the close of trading today. Its shares closed at $29 on Friday. 

"It's new and there is always a chance that it could fall out of favor," said Edward P. Meehan, a 
principal at consultancy Arcady Bay Partners in Oakton. "And in this environment, if you miss 
your numbers for one quarter, the market just tears you apart." 

Stoltzfus founded Rosetta as Fairfield Language Technologies in 1992 with his brother-in'-law, 
John Fairfield. Fairfield was a computer science professor at James Madison University. The 
company produced the first version of Rosetta Stone software using early multimedia technology 
on CD-ROM to immerse language learners in a foreign world of pictures, voices, words and 
shunning any translation. 

Stoltzfus died of a heart attack in 2003, but his company continued to grow, attracting 
investments from venture capitalists. These days, it is one of the most well-recognized language 
companies in the United States. Its yellow kiosks are ubiquitous in airports, and its marketing 
campaigns employ celebrities and feature clever ads such as a young farm boy intent on 
impressing an Italian supermodel by buying Rosetta software to learn her language. 

"The company started from our experiences," Fairfield said. "The fact is that learning a language 
in a classical setting gave us very little when we actually got overseas and we were immersed." 

Rosetta's founders modeled its system of learning a foreign language after the way a child learns 
to speak. Sitting at a computer, a student is presented images as the voice of a native speaker 
pronounces the words and the word's spellings are flashed on the screen. The lessons grow in 
greater complexity depending on the success of a student, who must rely on intuition, much as 
one would have to do alone in a foreign land. The software uses voice recognition technology to 
ensure correct pronunciation . 

Alison Mackey, a linguistics professor at Georgetown University, said in an e-mail that while 
Rosetta's software tries to replicate the environment of learning a language in a foreign country, 
she did not know of any independent studies that compared the product's success with other 
methods. Neither does the program give the authentic real-time feedback a native speaker would, 
she said. · 

Arlene MacIntosh, a nurse at the North Shore University Hospital on Long Island, said that after 
three months of using Rosetta Stone's Spanish software, she can understand some of her 
Spanish-speaking patients, although conversing fully with them remains difficult. 

"What I am trying to master now is more than a disjointed Spanish conversation," she said. 
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Major Rosetta customers include the U.S. Army, Department of Homeland Security and the State 
Department's Foreign Service Institute in Arlington. The majority of Rosetta's sales are made 
directly to consumers, through retailers such as Apple, Barnes & Noble and Borders bookstores. 

Revenue increased to $209.4 million from $137.3 million last year, and profit increased to $13.9 
million from $2.6 million , jumps Adams attributed to the introduction of new software. 

A native of Sweden who speaks French, Spanish, English and some Chinese and Russian, 
Adams is a strong believer in immersion. He experienced his own kind when he moved to London 
from Paris at the age of 10. 

"It was painful, it was kind of humiliating at times because you don't understand the jokes that are 
made about you," he said. "But you sort of have no choice as you figure out how to learn, and you 
learn it really quick." 

Copyright 2009, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved 

Which president spent a lot of time studying German as a law student: 

A. William Howard Taft 
B. Calvin Coolidge 
C. William McKinley 
ANSWER D. Rutherford Hayes (19th President, 1877-1881) 
E. James Buchanan 

(b ) (1) 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P.L . 86 - 36 

Hayes, while at Harvard, studied German everyday except Tuesdays and weekends. 
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22 July 2009 CLArion 

1. Mea Culpa (Latin for "no excuses!") 
2. Presidential Language Trivia (Two for the Price of One) 
3. CLA Awards Ceremony · 
4. Winning Language Flag Entry 
5. Language and Cultural Activities in the Area 
6. Latest Films 
7. Anne Arundel Community College Language Courses 

8.AztecWordsl--------------------------------------.1 (b l 131 - P . L . 86- 36 

ClAnon Editor 

1. Mea Culpa (Latin for "no excuses!") 

(U//~ If you haven't seen a CLAriqn f~r awhile, it is because there hasn't been one for 
awhile. As a full time instructor II translation), I no longer have the time that I had before 
(I never really had a job before buTi'couicln't keep the con going forever). Now I put one out 
when I have time --which is right now Mea culpa (Latin for "no excuses!") . 

2. Presidential Language Trivia (Two for the Price of One) 

(U) Which of the following did Barack Obama (44th President, 2009- ) think was actually a 
language? 

A. Norwegian 
B. Swiss 
C. Austrian 
D. Brazilian 
E. Sioux 

Answer at the end of the issue 

(U) Which president, speaking Spanish, inadvertently called the Spanish prime minister a 
"goose?" 

A. Gerald Ford 
B. Ronald Reagan 
C. George W. Bush (Bush 43) 
D. Barack Obama 
E. Harry Truman 

Answer at the end of the issue 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
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3. CLA Awards Ceremony 

(U) In case, you did not see this (please note at the very end when and where the ceremony is)
-congratulations to all of the winners !!! 

Posted on: June 30, 2009 

(U) Winners of 2009 Language Analysis Awards 

Distribution: Entire NSA Workforce 

POC: ... I _____________ _ 
(U) The Crypto-Linguistic Association (CL.A-) js very pleased to 
announce the winners of its 2009 awards for extr~ordinary career 
accomplishment by cryptologic language analysts. 'the winners are 
the best of the best in the language field. • • 

(U) Sydney Jaffe Award for long-term civilian career achievements~ .• 

-I l1aAguage.an.aJY.sJ yvjt~ _3_0years' • • • • • •• 

(U :;::::7~eph J. Rochefort Award for long-term ~il:t~~-~.-,~~:- -. -----: 'I i b I i 3 1 - P · 1 · 8 6 - 3 6 

achievements: , ,, , ' 

- no award 

f&f'SI ((951 ) Norman Wild Award for mid-career civilian achievep:ierit~;' 
, , 

(b ) (1) 
(b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

.... --,-,, 1 ~-------

--------------------------_-.. ::::-·- / 

(S".Rl"951) Solonel Alva B. Lasswell Award for mid~c:aree'r military 
achievements: , '' , /'' , , . 

, , 

(U:/156bl~n addition: ~he 20091 I Award for service to CLA 
goestol I ___ _. 
(U) The CLA invites all of the winners' friends and colleagues to 
honor them at the award ceremony on: 

Wednesday, 12 August 2009 
1000-1100 hours 
Canine Suite Annex (OPS2 cafeteria, near Starbucks, NSAW) 

SliiCAliisliiflQ'iUIPlif:¥Rib ifQ uo,r,, ,•,uo, 0/:U, ODR, Ui!L 
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4. Winning Language Flag Entry 

(U) If you want to see what the first ever language flag--the international flag of language (IFL)-
looks like, try www.languagemuseum.org. Some of you folks had a hand in deciding this . 

5. Language and Cultural Activities in the area . I (b ) ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 

~ - - - - - - - - ~ ~ : : : ; :· ------ -- - .· 
(U) ~~I ff],Here's the link to find out more about th~ ~Terra C~tta Wa''r~iors: Guardians of 

China's First Emperor" exhibit that will be corrJ.iog t6 fhe National Gebgraphic Museum in WADC 
later this year: www.nationalqeograohic.cofn/terracottawarriors ,A;lso, the exact dates are 19 Nov. 
09 through 31 Mar. 2010. (N.!;3.:-lt fr1ay seem like a long wiws off, but tickets are already on sale, 
and some days are ajready sold out! So, don't wait too long before reserving your tickets.) - . . 

r 

(UilP"OUO) 

(U) Please take note of the upcoming events at Maryland Hall for Creative Arts in Annapolis 
(www.marylandhall.org) : 

--Saturday, 25 July at 7 p.m.: The Tianjin Folkloric Troupe from China , performing music & dance 
from various regions of China (in authentic regional attire) 

--Friday, 7 Aug. at 7 p.m.: The Alash Ensemble of Tuvan Throat Singers (If you 've never heard 
Mongolian or Tuvan throat singing, check out the You Tube video at the above website. The group 
also has a website : www.alashensemble.com) 

(U) Both events are free , but arrive early for easy parking & a good seat. 

SFGRSJ'.fGGIPIIIJ'.fASI i® IISP, 2116, C 01; CPR; tl?I 
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, . 
, .. 

; 

-----------------------------------------------------1 ·-------------------------------------------------------------------------, . 

6. Latest Films 

((~) Item COlJl'tesy o1 l-FYI , THE FILM LIBRARY HAS RELOCATED, SEE 
.,.;I :.;...._....;.. __ ~....;;..--..... p=i'!':o~R~DETAILS) 

New Additions to the CLA Film Library! 

The CLA Film Library continues to grow. The following films are newly available in the library: 

Adwa: An African Victory (Amharic; 97 minutes) -A documentary on the Ethiopian victory over 
Italy in 1896, this film "takes you through a transforming rite of passage linking contemporary 
Africans in Africa and the Diaspora with the early founders of the Pan-African movement." 

Daughter of Keltoum (Arabic and French; 101 minutes) -Adopted by Swiss parents, a 19 year old 
Algerian girl returns to the desolate Algerian mountains to find her biological mother, but first must 
travel thru a world run by tribal and religious codes, where women are treated like chattel. Winner 

. of the SIGNIS Jury Award at the Milan African Film Festival. 

Warming up Yesterday's Lunch (Bulgarian; 96 minutes) - The library's first Bulgarian film . While 
attempting to make a documentary, a group of young filmmakers are pressured by former 
government officials to tell a story that is something less than the truth . Do they compromise? 
Watch this film to find out. 

To Live (Mandarin Chinese; 125 minutes) - Banned in mainland China, this film follows a man 
thru 40 years of tumultuous Chinese history. Co-winner of both the Grand Jury Prize and Prize of 
the Ecumenical Jury at the 1994 Cannes Film festival. 1995 winner at the BAFTA Awards for Best 
Film Not in the English Language. 

Time of Favor (Hebrew; 98 minutes) - Two yeshiva students, a rabbi, and the rabbi's daughter 
struggle to reconcile their desires and beliefs with the current political climate. Winner of 6 Israeli 
Academy Awards, including Best Picture. 

&i9~1!Fli:\li8MlfJif:l:l~iL ifO wo,·,, sl!WO, 811,u, liiB~, Uib 
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The film library has also received a recent donation of 1 0+ Punjabi films (East and West), 30+ 
Hindi films, plus several in Urdu! 

For a complete listinQ of library holdings, or to borrow a film, pis contact ._I _______ _. 

Chairman, CLA Film Committee 

963-1204s 

"Leveraging synergy like there's no tomorrow" 

7. Anne Arundel Community College Language Courses 

('@@".951.),'tem courtesy of .. I ___ I··· ·· 

··1 (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

.... : 

Anne Arundel Community College is offering a new language program fof nine languages 
starting this September. Arabic is one of the languages being taught. IJ·is possible that Persian 
may be added in the future. In the interest of full disclosure, I have w6rked informally as an 
advisor with the AACC administrator who has created the progral)'l' and I may be teaching an 
Arabic class in the fall. • 

. 
Although it is a non-credit program certificates of completion will be given to students who · 
complete four sessions of either beginning or intermedia~ classes . The classes will be taught at 
the Arundel Mills location and AACC's main campus. The prices are reasonable. Below is a 
description I received from the person at AACC who·has put the program together. 

Anne Arundel Community College's Center for.World Languages will be opening a new 
"Pathways to Proficiency" world language pre:igram beginning in Fall, 2009. 

The comprehensive, eight-course sequ.enced certificate program is designed to progressively 
improve practical , everyday foreign language skills at beginning and intermediate levels, with an 
intensive focus on spoken language'skills. Nine languages will be offered: Arabic, Chinese, 
French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish. Four Beginning level 
courses in each language will.be offered starting in Fall , 2009. Four intermediate level courses in 
each language will be offered beginning in Fall , 2010. Additional languages will be added in the 
future depending on dem,and. For additional information, please visit our web site. 

http://www.aacc.edu/worldlanguage 

Registration o~ehs on June 1 . 

. 
There is a.~nk to the registration page on the World Language page. 
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8. Aztec Words 

((2'.'.251) 1tem courtesy of .. l ___________ _ 
Aztec words, or words derived from same, are: 

Animals: 

ajolote,censontle, coyote, chachalaca, chapulfn, guajolote,ocelote, quetzal. 

Plants: 

achiote,aguacate, ahuehuete, ajf, cacao, camote, capulin,copal, chayote, chicalote, chicozapote, 
chile, ejote, izote, mezquite, nopal, ocote, papaya, peyote,pinole, zapote, tomate, cacahuete, 
mechoacan, pazote 

Other objects, etc. 

ahuizote, atole, azteca, cacle, cajete, claco, coma!, copinar, cuate, cuico,chancaca, chapopote, 
chicle, chicote, chichigua,chinampa, gachupin. mezcal, hule, jacal, jfcara,mecate, metate, guaje, 
huacal, malacate, milpa,mole, pepenar, petaca, petate, pulque, tamal,tecali, tianguis, tlaco, 
galp6n. 

Presidential Language Trivia (Two for the Price of One) 

Which of the following did Barack Obama (44th President, 2009- ) think was actually a 
language? 

A. Norwegian 
B. Swiss 
ANSWER C. Austrian 
D. Brazilian 
E. Sioux 

(U) During a press conference in Strasbourg, France, in April 2009, Obama said "There's a lot 
of -- I don't know what the term is in Austrian -- wheeling and dealing ..... " Austria was mentioned 
because he was answering a question from an Austrian reporter. German, by the way, is the 
official language of Austria. 

Which president, speaking Spanish, inadvertently called the Spanish prime minister a "goose?" 

2 r::e ?iiiili'iRil lO I 18 1; :D!WO, I/JI, IIA, II.lb 
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A. Gerald Ford 
B. Ronald Reagan 
ANSWER C. George W. Bush (Bush 43) (43rd President, 2001-2009) 
D. Barack Obama 
E. Harry Truman 

(U) On 11 June, 2001, speaking Spanish on Spanish television, Bush mispronounced Spanish 
Prime Minister Jose Maria Aznar's name. He called him ANSAR, a Spanish word for "goose. " 

(b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 
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17 November 2009 CLArion 

1 . CLArion Retmn 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. They Also Know Chinese 
4 . FANX2 Bookswap 
5. What Is In Those Foster-Grants 
6. Film Update 
7. CLA Elections 

CLArion Editor 

(U/~ 1. There hasn't been a CLArion far-a while--this is because I've been away on TOY, 
etc. Now I'm back and expect to put it out pretty ·reg1:1larly (as before). Mea cu lpa (Latin for "my 
mistake" or something similar in meaning) . • 

(U) 2. Jay Leno used to run bits on the Tonight Show showing Presidenf George W . Bush (43rd 
President, 2001-2009) being rather proficient in Spanish, i.e., speaking it with ·confi,i:lence, while 
messing up simple Engl ish/inventing words. The bits were based on actual footage· anGl were not 
staged. ]-..1 _(_b_) _(_3_) -_-p _ __ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3_6 ... 

(U) 3. The following notables learned Chinese (or are/were at least proficien~ i_n.it)~ 1:iQ10t!W 
Geitner, Richard Thomas ("John Boy" Walton). Steve AIIE:r}, .New ¥ork Mets· pitct'ler"Ron/ 
Darling. This is not a complete list. · · ,,": 

,, ' 

.(~fffiilFlq 4·. ·Tliere-~ili b~ a FANX2 Bookswap o~ Y\fedriesd~~ 2 December inl / rrom 1200 
to 1600. Since we haven't had one here (~t FANX 2) for awhile, it is time therefof13, to correct the 
oversight. Bookswaps are for dr5)pping· off foreign language-related books that.:qCJ don't want 
and picking up ones_t~~tJtOLt do--free of charge . POCs arel :,_' I 
i O:: f'e!!M 5: (~dii;r:s Note: The following item is courtesy of! , 

---~There is a photo but that is not included .) 

(U) Eyeglasses provide more than vision correction . Most eyewear improves vision or cuts 
through solar glare, but a new gadget from Japan may soon sharpen linguistic skills and cut down 
language barriers. High-tech company NEC has come up with a device that it says will allow 
users to communicate with people of different languages. Shaped like a .pair of eye-glasses, but 
without the lenses, the computer-assisted Tele Scouter would use an imaging device to project 
almost real-time translations directly onto· the user's retina . The text -- provided instantly through 
voice recognition and translation programs -- would effectively provide movie-like subtitles during 
a conversation between two people wearing the glasses. This could also be used for talks 
involving confidential information negating the need for a human translator. Each user's spoken 
words would be picked up by a microphone, translated, and be instantly available for the 

· counterpart in both visual text and as audio delivered through headphones. Users can still see 
their conversation partner's face because the text is projected onto only part of the retina -- the 
first time such technology is used in a commercial product, according to NEC. NEC says the 
device can also have other uses aside from translation . For example, it could be useful for 
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salespeople if it is linked with a camera, face-recognition· software and a store's client database 
by instantly providing them with a customer's purchase history. The model for sales staff and for 
translations is to be launched in 2011. 

(/~ 6. The film "Mr Vampire" (Chinese-Mandarin) has been rescheduled for 
this Friday, 20 Nov, at 1100 in 2B4118-1. This is part of the recent film festival 
but could not be showed because of equipment failure. 

(i:':'REL) 7. CLA Elections are on-going thru 30 November--1._ ______ __. 
I 19'.e running the show -- if you need a ballot (or want to k~ow who 
is running)~ let thei'fl"l<now ... 

: ] (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
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(U/l'rOUOr-25 November 2009 CLArion 

1. Fanx 2 Bookswap 
2. CLA Happenings (Just the Facts, Jack!) 
3. Almost a Pilgrim 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. On the 8th Day, God Invented Vowels 

(Uiill'OUO) Fanx 2 Bookswap 

(OliRlil!) CLA will hold a FANX2 Bookswap on Wednesday 2 December i~ ltrom 1200 to 
1600. Since we haven't had one here (at FANX 2) for awhile, it is time therefore to correct the 
oversight. Bookswaps are for dropping off foreign language-rered hqqks \bat im11 rlqp't want 
and for picking up ones that you do--free of charge. POCs are_ I 

.. 
(U) FYI English, although technically a foreign language (to many of us at least),',is not really what 
we want here (although area studies would suffice) ·, ', .. 

------------------------------------------------------·---·------------ \ ', ------------

(U//FGUG~ CLA Happenings (Just the Facts, Jack!) 

(9 1195! ) (!'em courtesy of .. ! _____ ~ 
(U//~ The next CLA board meetin~ will be h~icfat·1·1-0.0:-~200 on Wednesday, " 
9 December2009, in thei ~cpr,fe!E:nce Room. · · · •.• _ 
(Location may change; check ESS1362 messages.")'"Ail·Gl=A me.mQE\.f? are-walcqme. 

I (U//Fel«,) The CLA Homepage cant~ '.o~nd _ai ______________ .::::::: ;·::] (b l 131 . p. L . 86 - 36 

(U,'~Ue,-,' CLA Wiki page is here:I •. _ -. : : :-.~---- ·- ·• • i 

(Uh'FOUO) The Language Conversation Group_$.Meetfng·s· ~ch~d~le is_loca~ed at: 

- I 
(Uh'FOUOr-The CLA Speaker Si?cies wiki page is here: 

(UNFOUO~ Special Note: CLA activities are acmbunced through ESS 1362. 
If vou have not we ask va,, ta s11bscrihe to .. E:ss 1362 at-

(U) Almost a Pilgrim 

(U) (Editor's Note: This item is the closest thing that I could find to the Pilgrims (and the first 
Thanksgiving). John Smith was just a few hundred miles south, making him "almost'a Pilgrim"
said item is from the August 2007 ATA Chronicle. Thanks and Gobble Gobble. I I 
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(U) Typically, we use quite conventional criteria to compare the way languages sound. We say 
that one language reminds us of another because both have nasal sounds, or share consonant 
clusters or singsong patterns. Captain John Smith, the Virginia explorer of 1th-century fame, 
was a man of the world who must have been aware of the general acoustic differences between 
the more common European languages. Imagine his shock in 1608 upon exploring the northern 
Chesapeake Bay and encountering the Susquehannock tribe, whose members are very tall and 
related, both ethnically and linguistically, to the Hurons. Smith found the voices of the males to 
be deep. The sound wa:s produced from a different part of the larynx than Europeans are used 
to, much farther down in the throat, so that, to Smith and his men, the males in the tribe sounded 
as if they were speaking from inside a deep hollow place. It was ultraguttural, to coin a word. 
Currently, some imagination is needed to conjure up what such a sound was like, and it is a pity 
that this has been a Language of No Diffusion Whatever for close to 250 years now. Sadly, we 
can only guess at the sounds they made that so awed John Smith. 

(U) Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) "Learn English from ___ ; Instead of saying 'I want to eat,' say 'I am a big supporter of 
non-hunger."' This is what a writer from ____ said about which president? 

A Nixon, Czechoslovakia 
B. Obama, China 
C. Bush 43, Mexico 
D. Johnson, Texas 
E. Bush 41, Pittsburgh 

(b ) (3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

(U) As always, the answer is at the end of the issue. 

----- -------------- ------T~----------~ 

(U) On the 8th Day, God Invented Vowels 

(U) Vowels came late to written languages (cqllS'onants were first)--what does the follow 
say?/figure out what the missing vowels ~r..e and make sense of it. 

(U) The answer will be in the next issue-if you email me with your answer, I will tell you if you 
are correct though . 

I -------------------------------------------------

(U) Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) "Learn English from ___ ; Instead of saying 'I want to eat,' say 'I am a big supporter of 
non-hunger."' This is what a writer from ____ said about which president? 

A Nixon, Czechoslovakia 
ANSWER B. Obama, China 
C. Bush 43, Mexico 
D. Johnson, Texas 
E. Bush 41 , Pittsburgh 
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(U) DETAILS: Wang Pei, a writer from China, made this comment when Obama recently visited 
there. 

-I (b ) (3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 
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(U/~) 4 December 2009 CLArion 

1. Books Everywhere You Looks 
2. CLA Conversation Hours 
3. CLA Election Results and General Meeting 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. Friday Fun Fillers 

I CLArion Editor 

-------------------------
' 

(U) 1. Books Everywhere ,You Looks 
' 

(UMFOU~ Here is what we trqve left over from our recent FANX 2 bookswap--"if you want them, 
come and get them-better hurry'b~cause they may not last : " 

(U/7FOU~ Lots of: 

Turkish and Russian 

and a little bit of: 

' 
Japanese, Korean, Cebuano (tapes), Thai, Chinese',,Sinhalese, Tamil, Swahili, Persian (tapes), 
Arabic, Italian, German, Norway (area studies--languag_e), general history, linguistics, general 
Middle East, Kurdish (tapes), Israel (area studies), Geor~an, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish and 
French. ' 

' •i ::pp ) You can contact me I ~ you are interei~d. We are committed to finding 
every item a good home for the holidays an8· !.Y?nd. ', 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------·--'----------·----------------------------------
-------------------------------------·---

(U,'JFOU~ 2. CLA Convers._a_t-io_n_H_o_u-rs ___ , •••..... __ ·_·_·_·.:-:: ;:-:) (b l 13 1 _ P _ L _ 8 6 36 

(U) Happy Holidays! 
- - .. , ---- -,,. -- -

(Um-et,€>) Please find th_e. most(ece~t Conversatio:r; G"ro~ s scheci'~le in the link below. 

ema1 

(Uh'FOU9-) Conversation Groups are sponsored by the-Crypto-Linguis,tic Association (CLA), and 
participation in these activities is considered to be \YO'rk-related, thus attendees are not required 
to take leave if they have supervisor approval. Fo(more information about attending or starting a 
conversation group, visit the CLA website by aniering "go cla" in yoor web browser or 
contact the CLA Conversation Group Coo;9inator, I I 
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(81':!lilliib.) **For information on how to obtain language training credits for conversation groups, 
contact your group leader or! ! 

' -------------------------------------------------------------·----''--,,.. .. -.. 

' 

, uMO~ej 3. CLA Election Resµlts and General Meeting .. 'I < b) { 3 ) _ p . L . s 6- 3 6 

(Q:flliil:Bilz) (Item courtesy of Chairman! !- -------------_-_-_-_-___ '. 
ts, Please join the Crypto-Linguistic Association Advisor Soard 1n c;n ratulatin 

(U) On Wednesday 09 December in the Canine Suites from 1100-1300 we will be 
hosting a mostly informal open Membership meeting to induct them, celebrate and socialize. 
Light refreshments will be provided (ravioli, cheeses, fruit, and finger sandwiches). 

(b) (1) 

(b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 
(b) (3) - 50 USC 3024 (i) 

(b) (6) 
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(b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 
(b) (6) 

(b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 
(b) (3) - 50 USC 3024 (i) 

(b) (6) · - . ]'_©P 8ECftfsl/;1COleHHTNRFJI! if© t,O/t, /rUB, C/tH, @I~m, HZL_.,_ __________ _. 

(U/!FOU01 regardsll!,,,.,...., ..... .....,.......,...,.. ______ _.l . _ 
Chair, Crypto-Linguisnc Association • • · · · • . 

I ~················~l (b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------r---

(U) 4. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) "No quiero destruir un idioma muy bonito" (I don't want to destroy a beautiful language") is a 
favorite phrase of which president: 

A. Jimmy Carter 
B. Barack Obama 
C. Ulysses Grant 
D. George W. ·Bush 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

(U) Answer at the end of issue 

(U) 5. Friday Fun Fillers 

(U) (Item courtesy of numerous sources--corrections and clarifications are welcome) 

--ever heard of FIGS? They are French, Italian, German and Spanish. I am NOT making this 
up. 
--if a written symbol represents a sound, this is alphabetic (e.g., English), if a written symbol 
represents a concept/i<:lea, this is logographic/pictographic (e.g., Chinese) and if a written symbol 
represents a syllable, this is syllabic (e.g., Cherokee). 
--Tagalog bested Cebuano in a national referendum to become the official language of the 
Philippines 

Ji@F EJE@RE'fX@.@hlTl rfi,1 rum 1@ t9EJ1 r, J'tlifl, @1 el J, eJnn, , mt 
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-only Hawaiian is spoken on the Hawaiian island of Niihau (one of the big eight)--this is intended 
to preserve the language. 

(U) "No quiero destruir un idioma muy bonito" (I don't want to destroy a beautiful language") is a 
favorite phrase of which president: 

A. Jimmy Carter 
B. Barack Obama 
C. Ulysses Grant 
ANSWER D. George W. Bush (43rd President, 2001-2009) 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

(U) DETAILS: Bush's problems with English are documented, if not humorous Oust ask 
comedian Jay Leno for example!). Bush doesn't seem to have th.is problem with Spanish 
though--again, just ask Leno, who has observed that Bush speaks Spanish with more confidence 
and authority than English. 

'FOP BEGRoEif:':'Cfi!JMO JT:VR!isls T@ eJB,Oz, AU!i9, e:8tH, EiJliH:.', ?filils 
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(U/f158UB1 8 December 2009 CLArion 

1. CLA Membership Meeting 
2. Books Everywhere You Looks (Complete List) 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. Tuesday Fun Fillers 
5. News Article 

(b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 I ------ -----------------.......,,.._,,_..............,__.!------------------

CLArion Editor 

(U/fFOUO' 1. CLA Membership Meeting 

REMINDER--Membership Meeting Wednesday 09 Dec 1100-1300 in the Canine Suites -

please stop by to offer congratulations to our newly elected officers (come on by 

if you don't know who they are) -- light foods/refreshments will be provided. 

(U/!Fet:te) 2. Books Everywhere You Looks (Complete List) 

(U//-Fet1'8) Attached is the COMPLETE LIST of books left over from recent FANX 2 

bookswap. 

(U) CAVEAT 1: All of the books are used and dated but that does NOT mean that they 

are not in good shape and useful--trust me on this one. 

(U) CAVEAT 2: Please also be aware that I did the best I could about the contents 

--there are errors I suspect--because I do not all of the languages mentioned. 

Russian in particular was problematic (lots of stuff completely in Russian). 

(U17F'OU~ CAVEAT 3. I am going to the Fort tomorrow to attend the above meeting 

(see item #1) and am willing to drop off books to whoever wants them. However, 

let's be realistic and selective--l'm not going to lug a box full of books around 

only to be told that you are not interested. I suggest that you ask for one or 

two (so that I can lug them back without hurting my back!). At any rate, you now 
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have a real good idea what we have. 

(U) 3. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) An innocent comment by Jimmy Carter (39th President, 1977 -1981) was 

mistranslated as indicating that the President of the United States had "left 

America never to return." What was the guilty language? 

(U) 

A. Polish 
B.Japanese 
C. Korean 
D. Italian 
E. Danish 

(U) Answerat the end (as always) 

-------------------------------

(U) 4. Tuesday Fun Fillers 

(U) "--if a written symbol represents a sound, this is alphabetic (e.g., English), 

if a written symbol represents a concepVidea, this is logographic/pictographic 

(e.g., Chinese) and if a written symbol represents a syllable, this is syllabic I (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
(e.g., Cherokee)." .-

{~) .. I ______ __.tP~in·t~ ~~t th~;~~~~~~~~ -a·c~~~II~ -c~~~r~:a-11-t~;~e of 

these bases: pictographs - kanji ; syllables - kana (two sets); and ~lphabetic -

romaji -- all three are widely used in Japan today. 

(~) (item and P.S. courtesy ofl ______ __. 
(U) 

-The Host (2006, Gwoelmul in Korean). Available on DVD at Blockbuster (or on 

QOlllillilliil' LIIA.ib li 110 2, 2110, 0 211; iiA., lliik 
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Amazon.com for purchase). 

P.S. It was interesting to see all of the anti-American "jabs" that the movie took 

at the U.S. 

(U/tfiOUS, 

--at the "Defense Love Institute" in Monterey, California, it used to be (at least 

when I was a student there) that a "mixed marriage" was some things such as an Air 

Forcel I marrying an Army! ~with the exception of FORT 
. . 

MEADE (that's us, folksJr the chances of co-assign~nt were not very good. 

(U) (Editor's Note--1 am talking about the Defense Language lnstitute--1 chose . - . - . - . 
the services and languages to show that differ~_nt services ~~d different languc!ges 

sometimes mean geographical problems. Here is hoping that n9body is offended by 
- . 

this one.o--------. -------. ----------- ---·. 
-------.1-(_b_)_(_3_) __ - P-.L-_-8_6 ___ 3_6-. 

(U) 5. News Article 

~'s 11AEib) (Item courtesy of .. l ________________ _ 
(U/~) When you absolutely need the right word; Do you understand both Farsi 

and nuclear technology? Specialty translation is growing. 

Summary: (U.'/FOUO~ Abigail Dahlberg realized she was a success a few years ago 

while explaining her unusual specialty -- translating documents about waste

management issues from German into English -- to a wide-eyed listener. 'I've heard 

of you!' the man exclaimed. 'You're Trash Girl!' .. In the burgeoning world of 

translators and interpreters (translators deal with written documents, 

interpreters with the spoken word) it's all about the niche. 'It's not just having 

the language skill. It's also having the expertise in the subject matter,' said 

llilllli'litliil2bf1Ril IO '162 0116 I GOtl CSP tfZi 
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Dahlberg, whose story was striking enough that Nicholas Hartmann, president of the 

American Translators Assn., retold it during the group's 50th convention in New 

York last month. 

When you absolutely need the right word; Do you understand both Farsi and nuclear 

technology? Specialty translation is growing. 

Source: LATM - Los Angeles Times (Full Coverage, Daily) 

Nov 16 12:15 

Byline: Tina Susman 

Section: Main News; National Desk 

Page: A-1 

NEW YORK 

Abigail Dahlberg realized she was a success a few years ago while explaining her 

unusual specialty -- translating documents about waste- management issues from 

German into English -- to a wide-eyed listener. 

"I've heard of you!" the man exclaimed. "You're Trash Girl!" 

He may not have known her real name, but that didn't bother Dahlberg, whose cheery 

British accent belies her reputation as an expert in all things ekelhaft. That's 

German for "yucky." 

In the burgeoning world of translators and interpreters (translators deal with 

lilllilllU9li tl!hAIL ,e 1!18Jt, iiU8, 8t411, Obit, lilt 
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written documents, interpreters with the spoken word} it's all about the niche. 

"It's not just having the language skill. It's also having the expertise in the 

subject matter," said Pahlberg, whose story was striking enough that Nicholas 

Hartmann, president of the American Translators Assn ., retold it during the 

group's 50th convention in New York last month. 

For four days, some 2,300 attendees networked, traded stories and listened in on 

workshops and seminars at a °Times Square hotel. 

That's 1,000 more than attended last year's conference -- evidence that even in 

this economy, the industry is healthy. 

Hartmann said demand for translators and interpreters is expected to grow by 15% 

in the coming year as globalization, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan and the 

worldwide green movement spur demand for information in myriad languages. 

E-mail, Skype and other technologies have opened the door to cross-cultural 

communications, but they alone cannot bridge the language gap. 

"It's so easy to communicate, but once you find someone you want to communicate 

with, you find they don't speak your language," Hartmann said . And as Dahlberg's 

situation shows, it's not enough to simply speak another language. 

"There is a wealth of knowledge and background you need in your area of 

specialty," said Dahlberg, who speaks French as well as German and English and 

found her niche while working for a publishing house in Germany that dealt in 

environmental and waste-management documents. 

iQHf191iU:lib11Lh'RIEL iifi8 ~8", "~6, e,_,., el!"-, 14EL 
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"Translation is far more than words," said Hartmann, who specializes in 

translating German patents. It requires him to understand not only the context of 

words and phrases, but also the technical and legal issues involved. And his 

spelling has to be impeccable. 

The slightest error can cause extraordinary embarrassment. 

During a March meeting in Geneva, Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton 

presented a gag gift to her Russian counterpart, Sergei Lavrov. It was a red 

button with a word written in Russian that State Department translators thought 

meant "reset." The idea was to remind Russia of America's hopes for resetting the 

nations' tense relations. But when Lavrov opened the box and peered inside, he 

told Clinton the word on the button, peregruzka, translated to "overcharge" -- _not 

the message the U.S. wanted to send. 

Whether it was poor translation or a misspelling exacerbated by changing Russia's 

Cyrillic into Western lettering, the incident made headlines worldwide and was 

cited by conference attendees as one of the worst examples of a translation 

mistake. 

It was also a reminder that if you're going to make a joke, make sure it 

translates well, said Kevin Hendzel, an ATA spokesman whose specialty is 

translating nuclear documents from Russian into English. 

In the early 1980s, Hendzel was chief of the White House translation staff 

responsible for the top-secret hot line used for direct contact with the Kremlin . 

He has little patience for high-level linguistic gaffes. If a leader makes a joke 
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that doesn't elicit laughs, Hendzel said, a good interpreter will say in the 

listening audience's language, "It's a joke that does not translate -- please 

laugh." 

During the George W. Bush administration , Hendzel was involved in interpreting a 

presidential video message to China's Communist -- and officially atheist -

leaders. The message included the phrase ''God bless you all." 

"We took it right out, because it would have embarrassed him and made us look like 

idiots," Handzel said . 

His is a highly specialized niche -- Handzel has degrees in electrical 

engineering, physics and Russian -- and one that will be even more in demand as 

countries such as Iran pursue nuclear programs. 

"Trying to find someone who speaks Farsi and knows nuclear issues ... it's 

nearly impossible," he said . 

Despite the fact that niche translators and interpreters are, as Handzel put it, 

"everybody's lifeline," they remain in short supply, particularly in U.S. 

government agencies. 

The FBI said its translation workload had doubled since the Sept. 11 attacks. 

Hospitals, courts, schools and other institutions are struggling to meet the needs 

of an increasingly diverse population. 

But few people have the training it takes to do what can be an excruciatingly 

difficult job. Handzel, for instance, once had to translate about 275 pages of 
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Belarusian environmental laws into English in two days. He worked all 48 hours 

straight. 

Some businesses try to save on translation fees by using free computer programs, 

but those don't offer the quality needed to avoid stilted and often nonsensical 

results. 

"It might be amusing for some people, but I find it very embarrassing," said 

Katrin Rippel, whose Menu International firm provides translation for the food and 

hospitality industry. 

The challenges are particularly acute for interpreters who must match the often 

long-winded speeches of politicians and diplomats. 

When Libyan leader Moammar Kadafi spoke for 96 minutes to the United Nations' 

General Assembly in September, his personal interpreter had to be replaced by a 

U.N.-provided one after about 75 minutes. Hartmann said the usual limit for 

simultaneous interpretation is 20 minutes, followed by a break and then a return 

to duty. 

Kadaf\'s interpreter, Fouad Zlitini, denied news reports that he exclaimed: "I 

just can't take it anymore!" and collapsed. But he has acknowledged he ran out of 

steam during his boss' speech . "I don't deny, I may have asked for someone to take 

over," he told the New York Post. 

Dahlberg -- who has a master's degree in translation and interpretation from the 

University of Edinburgh -- worked in Germany before moving with her American 

husband to Missouri in 2005. Now she does freelance work for, among others, 
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companies that deal with battery recycling and sewage sludge. 

"Because the environmental field is so hot right now, I've found new customers are 

coming to me," said Dahlberg, who nonetheless has a hard time explaining her 

specialty to laypeople. 

"They kind of pause for a minute and then say: 'Hmm,' "she said. 

A recent job involved translating a report on the state of Germany's waste 

plastics market. 

Some words and phrases she frequently encounters include die deponie (the 

landfill), die abfalltonne (the trash can) and, more recently, something familiar 

to Americans -- die abwrackpramie, which means "cash for clunkers." 

tina.susman@latimes.com 

Copyright 2009 The Los Angeles Times 

-----------------------------------

(U) An innocent comment by Jimmy Carter (39th President, 1977-1981) was 

mistranslated as indicating that the President of the United States had "left 

America never to return ." What was the guilty language? 

(U) 

ANSWER A. Polish 
B.Japanese 
C. Korean 
D. Italian 
E. Danish 
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(U) DETAILS: This was during a 1977 visit to Poland and his entire speech was 

badly mistranslated. The above "left America never to return" is just an example 

of this. 

Books Everywhere You Looks (Complete List) 
Arabic (MSA) LangNet tapes (lots of them-probably identical) 
Arabic (Advanced Gulf Arabic) (big bok) 
Cebuano LangNet tapes (lots of them-probably identical) 
Croatian-English Dictionary (big one) 
French-English dictionary (1 and 2-big ones) 
French African LangNet tapes (11 of them-look to be identical) 
French four grammar books (three from the Invitation series) 
French le francais commercial 
French le francais commercial textes d'etude 2 
French (Lives of Fair and Gallant Ladies) (in English) 
French (Autour de la Lettre de Gargantua a Pantagruel) 
French (Stendhal) 
French (something by Rousseau in French) 
French (something by Diderot in French) 
French (magazine about taxis apparently in French) 
German (Americans from Germany) (in English) 
German (three books by and/or aboutNietzsche in German) 
German (Bild-Worterbuch ) 
German (Died Deutschen und die Osterreicher) 
German Phonologie des Kasachischen 
German (book about Bismarck (in· English) 
German (basic grammar book) 
Georgian-English Dictionary ( one and two) (big one) 
Italian (I grandi classic Disney-Donald Duck) 
Japanese 2003 new words encyc 
Japanese LangNet tapes (lots of them-probably identical) 
Korean Beyond magazine and four Korean books (look like they are higher level and 
donated by LLC instructorl I. __ .- _ _ . 
Korean LangNet tapes (ten of them-look to be tdenhcat)· - - - - ... __ _ 
Linguistics (Dictionary of Linguistics) ,-(-b-) -(

3
_ ) ___ p ___ L ___ 8_6_-3_ 6_ 

Linguistics (Linguistics and Your Language) · ._ _________ .. 
Linguistics (Language Testing) 
Linguistics (Reading and Understanding) 
Linguistics (Developing Prototypic Measures of Cross-Cultural Pragmatics) 
Linguistics (Intro to Descriptice Linguists) 
Linguistics (Psycholinguistics) 
Linguistics (Grammatcial Basis of Linguistic Performance) 
Russian LangNet tapes (ten of them-look to be identical) 
Russian (Letter to the Soviet Leaders)book written by Solzhenitsyn (in English) 
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Russian (Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR) (in English) 
Russian (Minerals of the Ukraine) (in Russian) 
Russian (The Prophet Armed and Unarmed, I and II-Trotsky) (in English) 
Russian (The Soviet War Machine-encyclopedic) (in English) 
Russian-English Dictionary (big one) 
Russian-English Idioms (big one) 
Russian (about Ukraine) (in Russian) 
Russian book (looks higher level) (in Russian) 
Russian ( dictionary probably-written completely in Russian) 
Russian (Nomenklatura: The Ruling Class in the Soviet Union) (in Russian) 
Russian (Lexicon of Soviet Political Terms) (in English 
Russian (Dictionary of Basic Military Terms) and R-E, E-R Military Dictionary 
Russian eight books (in Russian) ( one maybe about Castro) 
Russian constitution dictionary (in Russian) ' 
Russian (Essential R-E Dictionary) 
Russian (201 verbs) 
Russian (As We Speak It) 
Russian grammar book 
Russian (book about or by Lenin) (in Russian) 
Russian-English Dictionary of Sports Terms and Phrases 
Russian-English Dictionary (two of them) 
Russian-English and English-Russian Dictionary 
Russian (looks like it might be part ofEncyclo) (in Russian) 
Serbo-Croat-English dictionary (big one) 
Sinhala-English dictionary (big one) 
Spanish-English Dictionary 
Spanish LangNet tapes (lots of them-not identical) 
Swahili (DLI Basic course book) 
Tagalog ( definitely Filipino) (Nebelang Tagalog 1905-1975 Tradisyon at Modernismo) 
and (Ang Pilipino: Sa Isip, Sa Salita at Sa Gawa (grammar book apparently) 
Thai Reader 
Thai Vocabulary 
Thai Cultural Reader 
Thai Reference Grammar 
Thai Military Handbook (looks like might be from DLI) 
Turkish (English-Turkish Dictionary) 
Turkish 1: A Communicative Approach (big book) 
Turkish (Basic Turkish: Volume II) 
Turkish (Islam Political Development in Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (The Dark Moment) (in English) 
Turkish (Political Parties in Turkey: The Role oflslam) (in English) 
Turkish (the Land and People of Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (Turkey and the West (in English) 
Turkish (State and Class in Turkey: A Study in Capitalist Development) (in English) 
Turkish (The Political, Economic, and Labor Climate in Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (Area Handbook for the Republic of Turkey 
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Turkish (The Middle East in Turkish-American Relations) (in English) 
Turkish (Turkey: A Country Study) 

Miscellaneous 

Six copies of the Journal of Asian Studies (2005-,,..2_0_06_) _____ .,. 

US Navy Fleet ID sheet (in English-courtesy ot .. ___ ~--
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'1 (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 
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(Uif P"aUO) v January 2010 CLArion 

(U/fFOUO~ 

1. Friday Fun Facts (But Its Thursday)--correction 
2. English is a Foreign Language Too 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. PIE Tutors Needed 
5. CLA Happenings 
6. "Books Everywhere You Looks" Still Available 

------------------------

(U) 1. Friday Fun Facts (But Its Thursday)--correction 

(U/l'FOUO,. ((Editor's Note: I actually meant to say the word "Guys" and NOT "folks" can be traced 
back to Guy Fawkes. Many e-mailed me to question the veracity of the statement, opining that it 
came from the German "volk." What I learned from all of this is: 

1. Haste makes waste (or inaccuracy). 
2. People DO read the CLArion. 
3. You readers are pretty smart folks (volk) who KNOW your languages; and _ 

J (b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 

4. From an an error there are things to learn--for example, now "yo'urs truly",kriows the likely 
origin of "folks" (almost like it was planned this way but it wasn't!). • 

Here's hoping that these Friday Fun Fillers (But It's Thursday)_ ~jlt b~ less controversial.._l __ ___. 

(U) 1. Maryland is the ONLY state with a state motto in Ltsfian--Fatti Maschii Parole Femine 
("Strong Deeds, Gentle Words") • 

(U) 2. Languages with extreme features--Se.solho (a South African Bantu language) has 40 
consonants and Ubykh had 83. I say "had" because this northern Caucasus language officially 
died out in 1992. (Sourcel I . 
(U) 3. The official language of Andorra is Catalan, the native language of 25% of the population. 
Spanish is spoken by nearly half the population and there is also a good number of Portuguese 
and French speakers. In Albania, almost everybody speaks Albanian although a good number in 
the south speak Greek. (Source is Ken Katzner's "The Languages of the World ." ) 

------------------------------------------------------------

(U) 2. English is a Foreign Language Too 

(U) What do you notice about the following? 

(U) 

--We must polish· the Polish furniture. 
--He could lead if he could get the lead out. 
--The bandage was wound around the wound. 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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(U) Yes, English is a foreign language too! 

(U) 3. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president is affiliated with the Latin inscription "itici. toed . foet," an abbreviation? 

(U) 

A. Abraham Lincoln 
B. Thomas Jefferson 
C. Harry Truman 
D. Jimmy Carter 
E. Ronald Reagan. (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) Answer and details at the very end of the issue. 

(U) 4. PIE Tutors Needed 

(8XAEL; ((Editor's Note: This ft~m might be a little dated but I suspect is still legitimate. Item 
courtesy of I I 

(8AIAEL) 

All-

Hi! We have received the following requests from Meade Middle School... 

ESOL Program: 

--Vietnamese Speaking Participants to assist 6th grade student with all subject matter 

--Spanish Speaking Participant to assist 6th , 7th & 8th grade students with all subject matter 

They also have: 

One student who is requesting help with Spanish I 

and 

One student who needs help with Social Studies 

if you are able to assist please let me know. 

thank you! 
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--~--------------------------------.--------

(U//FQ110~ 5. CLA Happenings 

~l!W~EL) ((Editor's N~te: The following is from CLA's current-~hairm~~: ... I _________ _. 
(U.'iFOUO~ 

--A free Beginner's Arabic Word a Day calendar is available on the lowside at · 1 ( b) ( 3 ) - P · L · 8 6 - 3 6 
arabicspeaker.blogspot.com _ . : : : :-; 

Note: It is being run byl l~h~ ~-a~~-a·n-tn'le;;s~~g ~bm~ent that he is 
doing this because of "dwindling language reso_urces-l' • • • • • ' 

--If you'd like to stop by and obsf)M,the.CLA monthl>t business meeting, p!~ase let us know via 
the DL clabod (ALIAS)o·.. ---. _ . . ·.. ,: 

--Next CLA Meeting is 13 January inl : n 100-1200 

--For your calendars: CLA Banquet and Lubbers Award on 31 Mar~n 

And yes, we are still looking for volunteers to help with the upcorn'ing Banquet. Dr. Cindy L. 
Courville will be the guest speaker . . She is currently at the Nati0nal Defense Intelligence College 
and has served on the National Security Council as Special Assistant to the President and Senior 
Director for African Affairs. She has been the Director for E,r-,t African Affairs in the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense. 

---------------------------------------------------.. ------

(U) 6. "Books Everywhere You Looks" Still Available,' 

(Ul?'POU~(Editor's Note: We have given away a,lOT of books lately. Please look this list over 
and if you want any of these, give me a holler. cA VEA T--books are older and used ( although not 
necessarily in bad shape). I also cannot ilways'tef you for certain what the contents are--these 
are educated guess on my part. Thanks. 

(U/~) 

Cebuano LangNet tapes (lots of them-probably identical) 
Croatian-English Dictionary (big one) 
French African LangNet tapes (11 of them-look to be identical) 
French one grammar book 
French (Lives of Fair and Gallant Ladies) (in Engl ish) 
French (Autour de la Lettre de Gargantua a Pantagruel) 
French (Stendhal) 
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German (Americans from Germany) (in English) 
German (three books by and/or about Nietzsche in German) 
German Phonologie des Kasachischen 
German (basic grammar book) 
Georgian-English Dictionary (one and two) (big one) 
Italian (I grandi classic Disney-Donald Duck) 
Japanese LangNet tapes (lots of them-probably identical) 
Korean Beyond ma azine and two Korean books (look like they are higher level and donated by 
LLC instructor~----~'!!'l- - - .. _____________________________ ------------. 
Korean LangNe apes nine o them-look to be identical) 
Linguistics(Dictionaryoflinguistics) (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
Linguistics (Linguistics and Your Language) 
Linguistics (Language Testing) · 
Linguistics (Developing Prototypic Measures of Cross-Cultural Pragmatics) 
Linguistics (Intro to Descriptice Linguists) 
Linguistics (Psycholinguistics) 
Linguistics (Grammatcial Basis of Linguistic Performance) · 
Russian LangNet tapes (five of them-look to be identical) 
Russian (Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR) (in English) 
Russian (The Prophet Armed and Unarmed, I and II-Trotsky) (in English) 
Russian about Ukraine (in Russian) 
Russian book about Castro) (in Russian) 
Russian constitution dictionary (in Russian) 
Russian (201 verbs) 
Russian (As We Speak It) 
Russian grammar book 
Russian about cir by Lenin (in Russian) 
Russian book about economics (in Russian) 
Russian book about government (in Russian) 
Russian book about communative linguists (in Russian) 
Russian book about learning Romanian 
Russian-English, English-Russian dictionary 
Russian (essential dictionary) 
Sinhala-English dictionary (big one) 
Spanish LangNet tapes (lots of them and mostly identical) 
Tagalog (definitely Filipino) (Nebelang Tagalog 1905-1975 Tradisyon at Modernismo) and (Ang 
Pilipino: Sa Isip, Sa Salita at Sa Gawa (grammar book apparently) 
Thai Reader 
Thai Vocabulary 
Thai Cultural Reader 
Thai Reference Grammar 
Thai Military Handbook (looks like might be from DLI) 
Turkish (English-Turkish Dictionary) 
Turkish 1: A Communicative Approach (big book) 
Turkish (Basic Turkish : Volume II) 
Turkish (Islam Political Development in Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (The Dark Moment) (in English) 
Turkish (Political Parties in Turkey: The Role of Islam) (in English) 
Turkish (the Land and People of Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (Turkey and the West (in English) 
Turkish (State and Class in Turkey: A Study in Capitalist Development) (in English) 
Turkish (The Political , Economic, and Labor Climate in Turkey) (in English) 
Turkish (Area Handbook for the Republic of Turkey 
Turkish (The Middle East in Turkish-American Relations) (in English) 
Turkish (Turkey: A Country Study) 
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Miscellaneous (b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 

Six copies of the Journal of Asian Studies (2005-_..2_0_0_6}..._ ____ ,_,.. 

US Navy Fleet ID sheet (in English-courtesy 01 .. _______ _.I 

(U) Which president is affiliated with the Latin inscription "itici. toed. foet," an abbreviation? 

(U) 

A.Abraham Lincoln 
B. Thomas Jefferson 
ANSWER C. Harry Truman (33rd President, 1945-1953) 
D. Jimmy Carter 
E. Ronald Reagan. 

(U) DETAILS: He remembered seeing it on an apothecary jar in a drugstore he once worked in. It 
supposedly meant "icy toad feet." 
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(UiiP'BUB) 21 January 2010 CLArion 

(UHFOUO~ 

1. CLA Banquet--Help Wanted 
2. CLA History Project--Help Wanted 
3. We Will ALWAYS Have a Job 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. English is a Foreign Language Too 
6. Want Ads--CESL, CAL and Haiti 
7. The Have or Have Nauts 

(G/1851 ) 

CLArion Editor_ 

------·-

(U/.u;QUcr,-1. CLA Banquet--Hefp \J\!anted 

(U,'.'FOUO~ Dr. Cindy Courville from the National Defense Intelligence College, will be speaker at 
this year's CLA Banquet on 31 March. She will'foqJs on her experience as the Ambassador 
to the African Union as well as discuss AFRICOM and t~e launching of AMISON into Somalia. 

(w:l'liil:Eile) NOTE: We need volunteers to organize this event. If ~OlJ feel guilty about never having 
helped CLA or not helping enough, here is your chance to make aniem:js. Contact CHAIRMAN 

------' .l3f19(0f YJC?~-~~~l~-1 L-_- ________ -- -- ~ ~-~-~·; .. 
.. ,-(_b _) -( 3_) ___ p ___ L ___ 8_6 ___ 3 6-

.... : 

-------------------------

(UfffOUO) 2. CLA History Project--Help Wanted 

(@M~L) CLA is involved in a project with the Cent~r_for Crypt~logic His,tory. Essentially it is 
digitizing tapes for preservation as well as cataltlguing and scanning , , , 
important and historical docume:1ts. -Ttie goal is to have this done py 1 February. Guess whatJ 
We need help. If you fe~L Ql:litty about never having helped CLA-0r not helping enough, here is· 
your chance to l)lake-amends. Contact CHAIRMAN I ~nd/or VICE CHAIR I 
I I --

-------------------------------

(U) 3. We Will ALWAYS Have a Job 

(U) (Editor's Note: The first item is a machine translation of Hurricane Katrina (the first of three 
parts) with the actual translation to follow. Can you guess the language?-- will announce it at the 
end of the issue. At any rate, It is pretty clear that "We will_ALWAYS have jobs." 

(U) MACHINE GENERATED: 

(U) The Katrina hurricane of the station of the hurricane of 2005 Atlantic one was the most 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1~52 
Dated: 20070 I 08 
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expensive hurricane, as well as one of the five more mortals, of the history of hte United States. 
Between registered Atlantic hurricanes, was the sixth cover more hard. 

(U) ACTUAL TEXT: 

(U) Hurricane Katrina of the 2005 Atlantic hurricane season was the costliest hurricane, as well 
as one of the five deadliest, in the history of the United States. Among recorded Atlantic 
hurricanes, it was the sixth strongest overall. 

(U) 4. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president once asked the following question in Spanish: "Are you thieves" 
("ladrones")? 

(U) 

A. Future President Ulysses Grant while fighting in Mexico during the Mexican-American War 
B. Ex-President Jimmy Carter while supervising a Nicaraguan election 
C. Ex-President Jimmy Carter while supervising a Panamanian election 
D. Current President John Kennedy when talking with Cuban exile leaders after the Bay of Pigs 
fiasco 
E, Future President Theodore Roosevelt during negotiations with Colombia over the Panama 
Canal 

(U) As always, the answer is at the end. 

-----------------------------------

(U) 5. English is a Foreign Language Too 

(8J!:'PF' ~ 

The bandage was wound around the wound 
The insurance was invalid for the invalid 
The farm was used to produce the produce 
The dump was so full that it had to refuse more refuse 

and 

The farmer reads redes about reeds--item courtesy of Bill Dinsmoor, who taught me a word that I 
did not know--which one do you think that it is? 

SEEN: 

--In a Tokyo hotel: Is forbidden to steal hotel towels please. "If you are not a person to do such a 
thing is please not to read notis." 

--In a Bucharest hotel lobby: "The lift is being fixed for the next day. During that time we regret 
that you will be unbearable." 
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--In a Leipzig elevator: "Do not enter lift backwards, and only when lit up." 

--In a Paris hotel elevator: "Please leave your values at the front desk." 

--In an Athens hotel: "Visitors.are expected to complain at the office between the hours of 9 and 
11 A.M. daily." 

(U) 6. Want Ads--CESL, CAL and Haiti 

{'@!~'RS: ).. 

~-Here is a course (please pass the word): 

CESL 2203: Articies Workshop 
Dates: March 15-19, 2010 
Time: 0800-1200 
Location: .. l ________ ...,..I 
Instructor .. _________ _ 

I (b ) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

• I ,, 
,, 

Sometimes the smallest words in a language,can'be the most difficult! This 20 hour workshop 
will help with the use of "a", "the" and other such'words, so important to deeper language 
understanding. We welcome all non-native Eng1ish language speakers to register to take this 
class for language training credit. : · .' : 

Space is limited so sign up today by ~~;acti~ I 
--(U ) Center for Applied Linguistic~· 

(U) (Editor's Note: You may neecl permission for this one) 
, ' 

instructors or administrators ofi 
in a pilot of a 

~mT'l'P'Cl're'r-!D'affl"l'm,,~m,TfflT''m:T'ffl'llTP'!'Tffl'nT"l,m~rm-~'Tfflmfflrnrm~~fflnr.""r)ates are 
either 26 January or 4 F~bruary. You will be paid $250. This pilot is STARTALK (presidential 
initiative)-related. Contact fdisilvio@cal.org or call 202-384-1261. 

, 

--(U) Haiti TranslatoPs (see attached file) 
~· , 

l.r.....;.: 
Volunteer , 

Interpreters and,Trar 

----------------,-----------------

fC 11REI ),-7. The Have or Have Nauts 

I 

We ha,-,e astronauts, cosmonauts, taikonauts, forget-me-nauts, and what else?? Item courtesy of .._ ____ f lease read below: , 

(U/i'FOU@t Wanted: four "vyomanauts" for Indian spaceflight 

I 
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Summary: (U77raU~The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is now in the process.of 
choosing four vyomanauts from a pool of 200 fighter pilots, P. 
Madhusoodanan of the Indian Air Force told DNA , a daily newspaper, this week. India's first 
crewed space mission is scheduled for 2015, designs for which were unveiled last year by 
Madhavan Nair, former chairman of ISRO. The three-person vehicle will initially carry two 
vyomanauts into 275-kilometre low-Earth orbit. 
Before this flight, ISRO will launch its second moon mission in 2013. 

Source: NEWSCI - New Scientist (Full Coverage, Weekly) 

Jan 09 07:40 

Byline: Staff 

NOT so long ago, people in space were either astronauts or cosmonauts. Then the Chinese gave 
us taikonauts. Now, another billion-strong nation with an ambitious space programme - India - is 
seeking a new breed of spacefarers: vyomanauts, according to Indian media. The tongue-twisting 
term comes from the Sanskrit for sky or space (vyoma , pronounced veeohma). The closest 
Sanskrit word to astronaut would have been vyomagami , for something that passes in the sky. 
The other word for an Indian spacefarer that had been bandied about was gaganaut (gagan is 
also Sanskrit for sky). But, "vyoma is very good", says Choudury Upender Rao, a l:)rofessor of 
Sanskrit studies at the Jawaharlal Nehru University in New Delhi. "It's an appropriate choice." 
The Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) is now in the process of choosing four 
vyomanauts from a pool of 200 fighter pilots, P. Madhusoodanan of the Indian Air Force told DNA 
, a daily newspaper, this week. India's first crewed space mission is scheduled for 2015, designs 
for which were unveiled last year by Madhavan Nair, former chairman of ISRO. The three-person 
vehicle will initially carry two vyomanauts into 275-kilometre low-Earth orbit. Before this flight, 
ISRO will launch its second moon mission in 2013. 

(c) 2010, New s·cientist, Reed Business Information UK, a division of Reed 

Elsevier, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

----------------------------

(U) Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president once asked the following question in Spanish: "Are you thieves" 
("ladrones")? 

(U) 

A. Future President Ulysses Grant while fighting in Mexico during the Mexican-American War 
B. Ex-President Jimmy Carter while supervising a Nicaraguan election 
ANSWER C. Ex-President Jimmy Carter (39th President, 1977-1981) while supervising a 
Panamanian election 
D. Current President John Kennedy when talking with Cuban exile leaders after the Bay of Pigs 
fiasco 
E, Future President Theodore Roosevelt during negotiations with Colombia over the Panama 
Canal 
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(U) DETAILS: Carter, concerned that Manuel Noriega was rigging an election, mounted a 
platform and gave a passionate speech in Spanish, imploring the vote-stealing election officials, 
"Are you thieves" ("ladrones")? It didn't make any impression on Noriega's yes-men, but the rest 
of the Panamanians were impressed 
enough to laugh at Noriega's later attempts to pretend the election had any legitimacy. 

(U) SPANISH is the language of the machine translation. 
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(Uh'FOUO~ 1 February 2010 CLArion 

(U.'.I.OU0r 

1. New Language Conversation Hours 

2. Upcoming Area Events 

3. We Will ALWAYS Have a Job 

4. Presidential Language Trivia 

5. English is a Foreign Language Too 

6. Friday Fun Fillers (But Its Thursday) 

€@:\lft£e;) 

____ _.I ~~:6'_ri_o~ Editor 

------------------------------------------ ...... ---... - .. -.. -.. --------------------.. -- .. ---------------

(U/irl',t;B,- 1. New Language Conversation Hours: 

Vietnamese Conversation Group 

Meets every Monday at I 200/Ops I cafeteria, left side 

Korean Conversation Group I 
I 

I 
I 

• • •• ·.·:) (b ) ( 3 ) ~ P .L. 86 ~36 

-,, - _, , , I' 
, , , I , 

, , I I 

, , , , ',I,, 
' I , 

' I , 
, , ' , 

I , 

I 

Meets every Tuesday at 1300-140~ .. ______________ _ 

(Except no meeting on Tuesday, l?,Feb 2010) s 
s 

s 

.. $ , 

(Ui,'FO'tlt,) Please find tqo fnost recent Conversatioq Groups -schedule in the link below. 

emai 

(U/iPO'tJO~ Conversation Groups are sponsored by th~ 'Crypto-Linguistic Association (CLA), and 
participation in these activities is consid~!';d to be work-related, thus attendees are not required to take 
leave if they have supervisor approval..For more information about attending or starting a conversation 
group, visit the CLA website by entyring "go cla;•- 'in your web browser or contact the CLA Conversation 
Group Coordinatorl 

1

, I 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM l-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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**For information on how to obtain language training credits for conversation groups, contact your group 

leader orl I 
._ ____________ - •. ] (b l ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 1 

- -, 

(U) 2. Upcoming Area Events 

(iw((REL;l (Item courtesy o~ .. ______ ,. 

Here are some upcoming events that you may want to put on your calendars: 

1. World Artists Experiences and the International Division of Maryland's Office of the Secretary of State 
will be having a free international film festival from 8 Feb. to 12 Mar. at five different locations throughout 
MD (the closest being the MD Hall for Creative Arts, 80 I Chase St., Annapolis). The following five films 
will be screened at all five locations (starting at 7 p.m.): 

The Island (Russia), 11 Feb. at MD Hall 

My Dear Enemy (Korea), 18 Feb. at MD Hall 

Son of the Bride (Argentina), 25 Feb. at MD Hall 

Decemberheat (Estonia), 4 Mar. at MD Hall 

Dance of the Maidens (Nigeria), 11 Mar. at MD Hall 

For more details, including other dates & locations, go to www.worldartists.org 

2. Back by popular demand: Alash, Throat Singing ofTuva. This group, from the tiny Republic ofTuva 
(located between Mongolia & Russia), has mastered a remarkable technique for singing multiple pitches at 
the same time. If you missed them last year, here's your chance (again) to hear music like nothing that 
you've ever heard before, performed in traditional Tuvan dress with authentic Tuvan instruments. The 

. concert is free, and it will be performed at four locations in MD. Here is the closest venue: 

Chesapeake Arts Center, 194 Hammonds Lane, Brooklyn Park, MD; 7 p.m.; Tuesday, 9 Mar. 

For more details & other locations, go to www.worldartists.org and/or www.alashenscmble.com 

(U) 3. We Will ALWAYS Have a Job 

(U) (Editor's Note: This is a continuation of a Spanish language machine translation of Hurricane Katrina 
with the actual translation to follow--if you remember, I gave you the first part earlier (21 January 
CLArion) . By the way, I do not know what machine translation system this came from or even if the 
Agency uses it (I hope not) . At any rate, It is pretty clear that "We -will ALWAYS have jobs." 
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(U) MACHINE GENERA TED: 

(U) The Katrina hurricane formed on the Bahamas the 23 of August of 2005, and crossed southern Florida 
like moderate hurricane of category 1, causing some deaths and flooding there before 
consolidating quickly in the gulf of Mexico. The storm was debilitated before making its second sighting 
of earth like storm of category 3 in the morning of Monday 29 of August in suroriental Luisiana. 

(U) ACTUAL TEXT: 

(U) Hurricane Katrina formed over the Bahamas on August 23, 2005, and crossed southern Florida as a 
moderate Category 1 hurricane, causing some deaths and flooding there before strengthening rapidly in the 
Gulf of Mexico. The storm weakened before making its second landfall as a category 3 storm on the 
morning of Monday, August 29 in southeast Louisiana. 

'· 

(U) 4. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Barack Obama (44th President, 2009- ) speaks "passable" what? 

(U) 

A. Bahasa 

B. Javanese 

C. Sundanese 

D. Timorese 

E. Tetum 

(U) As always, the answer and details are at the end. 
(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) 5. English is a Foreign Language Too 

(U//~ (Editor's note: My apologies in advance to anyone who might be offended. D 
(U) 

My favorite misuses of English: 

-- "This apple is very competent 11 (meant to say it was a good apple --1 heard this one from a Chinese 
studying English in Taiwan) 

-- "Please follow me very tightly 11 (meant to say follow me closely --1 heard this one from a U.N. tour 
guide) 

-- "I am a working alcoholic " (meant to say "workaholic --l heard this from a DU Chinese instructor) 

CQ~IFlliilliUiJil 9ibMRils i)iQ we,•., ,,uo, 8:C!Jl, 08R, tli!I:. 
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SEEN: 

--on a menu in a Swiss restaurant: "Our wines leave you nothing to hope for." 

--on the menu of a Polish hotel: " Salad a firm's own make; limpid red beet soup with cheesy dumplings in 
the form of a finger; roasted duck let loose; beef rashers beaten up in the country people's fashion." 

--from the Soviet Weekly: "There will be a Moscow Exhibition of Arts by 150,000 Soviet Republic 
painters and sculptors. These were executed over the past two years." 

--in a Rome laundry: "Ladies, leave your clothes here and spend the afternoon having a good time." 

--in a Bangkok temple: "It is forbidden to enter a woman even a foreigner if dressed as a man." 

(U) 6. Friday Fun Fillers ( But Its Thursday) 

(U) 

--Noah Webster, the dictionary guy, learned 26 languages (to varying degrees I suppose) to write and 
perfect his dictionaries. 

--Mei Lan, a U.S. born (Atlanta) panda is returning to China and needs a volunteer tutor to teach her basic 
Chinese (a true story). Here are the qualifications: 

-------------minimum bachelors degree 

------------no history of infectious diseases 

-----------good command of both English and Chinese (especially Sichuanese --Mei Lan will reside in 
Sichuan Province) 

In case you are wondering, she will learn things such as "come out of your cage" and/or "roll over. " 

--Fulani, spoken along the entire Sahel from Mauritania to Sudan, has 25 classes of nouns. I (b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 

--------------------------------------------------------------,--------------------------------------------, T, -----------------
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(U) Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Barack Obama ( 44th President, 2009- ) speaks "passable" what ? 

(U) 

ANSWER A. Bahasa 

8. Javanese 

C. Sundanese 

D. Timorese 

E. Tetum 

(U) DETAILS: Bahasa is essentially Indonesian, the main language of Indonesia and learned while he lived 
there. 
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urnalNSA 

Recent Calendar Friends Profile Post 

5 April 2010 CLArion (U) --...-----------..................................................................................................... . 
(hide) 

··._Entry tags: area studies, cla, foreign language, museum, news 

Classification: eer~FfEIEPliifl:15t//R~t iJi@I U9!1t, !IIU9, @!ltld, @ll'!m:, m~L 

(U,','FOUQ~ 5 April 2010 CLArion (~~-llrt~:: .. I _____ __. 
(,','FOUO~ (Editor's Note: I am back after a· ~Qng absehce--last issue was 18 
February. I was teaching a class which is over now. ]"hanks:c:J . . . . . 
(Ul,'FOUO~ 

. . 
. •. 

1. Banquet Link 
2. Latest Conversation Groups 

. . .. . . 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. Museum Trip 

. . ... .. .. .. 
5. From the "1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue" ........ . .. . . . -· 6. "English is a Foreign Language Too" 
7. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Monday) 

.. '>I _(_b_)_(_3_) _-_ P_. L_._s_6_-_3_6_. 
.,. -;:' 

(U/7'Feue, 1. Banquet Link 
.,. .. ,. , 

JI• , 
: . , 

, , # # ' 

(U//~ Here is the link for those of your folks (to include 1)1.e')'wh~ mis,sicl,. • 
last week's CLA Banquet and would like to see and/or he9r, Hre speaker: , -, : ' • • • 

.,. .,. , . 

(U/)FOl!IO~ 

, , . 
, , . 

, , . , , . 
, , , : : : :y::-:_: ........ . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_~ .. ~---J"!"" _________ -_ .. _ - --7:--------

,, 
,, 

,, 
,, 

,, 
,, 

(l!!';';'RE~ (Item courtesy of .. l _______ _ 
,, ,, (U) Spring is around the corner! 

', 
', 

,, 

,, ,, 
,, 

,, 
,, 

(U/ /'FOUO,. Please find the roost recent Conver;~;;tion Grou s schedule in the 
link below. 

..__...,. __ ...,.. ____ ,_,._...,.._...,.. _____ ema1 ., _______ _ 
receive a text version of the schedule. 

0 

(Uffi;Q' IQ;} Conversation Groups are' sponsored by the Crypto-Linguistic 
Association (CLA), and participation iJl 'these activities is considered to be work-
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related, thus attendees are not required to take leave if they have supervisor 
approval. For more information about attending or starting a conversation 
group, visit the CLA website by entering "go cla" in our web browser or 

(e;; l'!EL) **For information on how to obtain langua~e. training credits . for 

conversay~ -g~~~~~, _c_o_n~~~t _y_o_u~ _g:~~~ ~eader or .. l ________ ,.., ____ -. -.... _ L 
------ - - - - - .. ------------------------- . -------------. -- . ----------------------- .. - --- --- ..,._. ____ - .. - - - -

(U) 3. Presidential Language Trivia 

(G{{Pfl) (Item courtesy ot., ____ ___.I· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ......... . 

(U) Who is the president and who is the leader of the other country in the 
following dialogue: 

______ was given some basic English conversation training before he 
visited Washington to meet President _____ _ 

The instructor told ______ , "When you shake hands with President' 
__ _, please say 'How are you?' Then President ____ should say, 'I am 
fine, and you?' Now, you should say 'Me, too.' Afterwards, we translators will 
do the work for you." • 

When ___ met ___ _, 
"How are you?" 

he mistakenly said "Who are you?" in.stead of 

President. ____ was a bit shocked but still managed to react ·with humor, 
saying "Well, I'm _____ 's husband, ha ha." • 

Then ____ replied "Me, too, ha ha." 

Then there was a long silence in the meeting room. 

A. Ronald Reagan and Lech Walesa of Poland 
B. John Kennedy and PM Diem of South Vietnam 
C. Barack Obama and PM Minister Mori of Japan 
D. Bill Clinton and the Dalai Lama , 
E. Franklin Roosevelt and Cuban dictator Fulgencio,'Batista 

. 
(U/tf"9' I~ The answer and details are at the entl of the issue 

. --------------------------------------------------------------. 
(U) 4. Museum Trip 

(U/fFO':elO) I am taking a small group ,to the National Museum of Language 
(NML) on Tuesday 20 J:1.pril to see the o'ld exhibit (about written language) .and 
the BRAND NEW one (American Englisli during at the time of the War of 1812-
mainly about Noah Webster). I will leave here at" 1000 and we should be back 
by noon (1300 at the latest). The r-ci'useum will not take long at all. If you want 
to be in this small group, please lat me know beginning now. I will give priority 
to people who have NEVER SEE If the museum. By the way, please ensure that . 

sect/rity language 

Page 2 of 4 

. . . 
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your supervisers approve in advance. Thanks. 

(U) 5. From the "1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue." 

(U) Speaking of the War of 1812, the following comes from one of the NML's 
books, "1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue." (which is not so vulgar). Judge 
for yourself: 

(U) 

Baker's Dozen--14, the number of rolls being allowed to the purchasers of a 
dozen 
Balderdash--adulterated wine 
Hackney Writer--one who writes for attorneys or booksellers 
Rum Cove--a dexterous or clever rogue 
Kelter--money 

(U) 6. "English is a Foreign Language Too" 

(U) (Editor's Note : My apologies in advance for anyone offended--! am just the 
delivery man) 

(U) Some Headlines: 

--Cops Use Stun Gun Twice on Unarmed Amputee 
--Mari Found Dead in Lake Was a Lonely Drifter 
--NY Plans Nation's Biggest Butt Tax" 
--Man Plans on Cutting Cheese Saturday in Stoughton 
--Newspaper Questions Man Executed in 1983 Slaying 

(U) 7. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Monday) 

(U) (Both items courtesy of The ATA Chronicle) 

(U) 

--An innocuous language joke: 

"Mother," said the little mice, "we can't leave our hole because the cat is out 
there." "Don't worry," said Mrs. Mouse, "I'll take care of it." And she stuck her 
head out of the hole and shouted "Arf! Arf!" At which sound the cat ran away. 
"You see," said Mrs. Mouse, "how useful it is to know a second language." 

--Khoekhoegowab, a possibly endangered language of Namibia, has at least 20 
distinct click sounds, each an actual phoneme capable of distinguising one word 
from another. 

(U) 

A. Ronald Reagan and Lech Walesa of Poland 
B. John Kennedy and PM Diem of South Vietnam 
ANSWER C. Barack Obama ( 44th President, 2009- ) and PM- Minister Mori of 
Japan · 

Page 3 of 4 
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D. Bill Clinton and the Dalai Lama 
E. Franklin Roosevelt and Cuban dictator Fulgencio Batista 

(U) Here is the actual text: 

Japanese Prime Minister Mori was given some basic English conversation 
training before he visited Washington to meet President Barack Obama. 

The instructor told Mori, "When you shake hands with President Obama, please 
say 'How are you?' Then Mr. Obama should say, 'I am fine, and you?' Now, you 
should say 'Me, too.' Afterwards, we translators will do the work for you." 

When Mori met Obama, he mistakenly said "Who are you?" instead of "How are 
you?" 

Mr. Obama was a bit shocked but still managed to react with humor, saying 
"Well, I'm Michelle's husband, ha ha." 

Then Mori replied "Me, too, ha ha." 

Then there was a long silence in the meeting room. 

(U) This ·is supposedly a true story as reported from the Japanese Embassy in 
Washington. 
(U/1130U8r= 
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Crypto-Linguistic Association 
April 27th, 2010 

Page 1 of 6 

.JournalNSA 

Recent Calendar Friends Profile Post 

(U//fOl'.:10)-21 April 2010 CLArion (hide) 

(U,'/'FOU~ 21 Apr11· f010 CLArion 

1. New Webpage 
2. Presidential Language Tri~ia-. 
3. Area Arts 
4. Hispanic Forum 
5. CLA Awards Nominations 
6. FLUENT in CyberTrans 
7. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Wednesday) 
8. Grand Opening 
9. From the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue 

...._ ____ l __ 
CLArion Editor · · · ........ 

(U/7'1-0U&) 1. New Webpage 

. . ---.,. _________ _ 
(U/;'FOUO~ Check out the new ADET CLA webpage (I believe that it is working • 
properly now)-simply type "go CLA" on your friendly Agency browser. : 

(U) 2. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) Which president said the following: 
(U) "No man should accept a degree he cannot read" 

(U) 

A. George Washington 
B. Millard Fillmore 
C. Abraham Lincoln 
D. Warren Harding 
E. Harry Truman .. . . 
(U) Answer and details at the end of the issue as 91~.ays 

(U) 3. Area Arts 

.. . . . . 

~G,';6RE1s~ (Item courtesy 01., ___ """'!" _________ _. 

Korean Film Festival 

,, 

', 

•: 

.. 

,, 
,, ,, 

,, 
'• ', 

. 
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... Sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution (Freer Gallery). Begins this Friday, 
April 23rd with Dream at 7pm; Sunday, April 25th is My Friend and His Wife at 
2pm. The film fest runs through May 16th. 

Google it yourself for more info. Or www.asia.si.edu/events/films.asp 

Page 2 of 6 
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The following free events will both be held at the U. of MD's Clarice Smiu; 
Performing Arts Center (at the College Park Campus). For more info., call 30l;-
405-ARTS or go to www.claricesmithcenter.umd.edu . :: : 

1. Friday, 23 April, 7:30 p.m., in the Dekelboum Concert Hall: Experienc:~· Hie 
sights, sounds, and rhythms of Korean percussion. Samulnori is an ensemble ;of 
four percussion instruments: an hourglass drum, a barrel drum, a sryiall.·'goryg, 
& a large gong. This exhilarating form of music will be performed br the U. · of 
MD's Korean Percussion Ensemble. In addition, director Sebastian y.tan~ will :be 
accompanied by trained professionals for a performance of the gr;eat r-epertoire 
of Samulnori. • ' 

. . 
2. Sunday, 25 April, 2:00 p.m., in the Dekelboum Concert.Hall: .Washin~ton 
Toho Koto Society & the U. of MD's Koto Ensemble . Hear the' refreshing sounds 
of spring flowers, waves, ripples, and songs from Japan through koto music: . . . . 
This event will be held at Towson University (8000 York 8,d., ,Towson) ii) the 
Stephens Hall Theatre on Saturday, 1 May, at 8:00 p.r,i.: Sacred Music, Sacred 
Dance for World Healing. This presentation offers a rare opportunity to witness 
one of the world's most ancient sacred traditions by •a group (!J

1

f monk artists for 
whom these traditions are a way of life. Back by po'pular demand, the Drepung 
Loseling monks from Tibet are particularly renowned foc their multi~honic 
chanting-each of the main chant masters simuJt~neously ~tones 3 notes, thus 
each creating a complete chord. Tickets: $1,Cl to $20 (box office: 4HJ-704-
2787, www.tuboxoffice .com). For more into., call 41()-704-2807 or: go to 
www.towson.edu/asianarts ' 

. ------------------------------------------------

(UMFOUQ.) 4. Hispanic Forum 

(C('REI) (Item courtesy of~'-----

(U/i'FOUO~ CLA Members: 

(U) Join the Hispanic Forum again this Spring as we continue :with our 
traditional and fun-filled unescorted bus trip to the Big Apple! t1ark your 
calendars for Saturday, 22 May 2010, as we .take Manhattan! Bus service from 
Dillon's will depart promptly at 0700 from the Ll0/NlD parking lot (the airplane 
lot) and return to the same location arour,1d 2300. The price is on(y $46 per 
person! And of course, NY in the Spring is,'priceless, so you don't want to miss 
it! To boot, funds earned on this trip ($5 per person) will help suppqrt the Jose 
Sierra Memorial Scholarship Fund, which later this year will fund a $300 
scholarship for a very deserving NSA employee. As always, we expect the bus 
to sell out very quickly, so reservations-and prompt payment are a must! . . 
(U) Payment for your reservations is clue NLT noon Monday, 3 May; 2010 (cash 
or check made out to the Hispanic ,l=orum). We realize that you i;nay have to 
cancel at the last minute for all kinds of reasons, but our contractual obligations 
make it impossible for us to reimburse your payment unless someone else 
takes your seat. As a reminder, tt1is activity is open to vour family and friends. 
For seat reservations and pay.~ents please contact [ I or 

secl!rity language 
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I We look forward to another fun trip to the Big 
_A_p_p_l_e_a_n_d_h_o_p_e_ycl!_u_'_ii_J_o1_n_u_s_!_ .. , 

What: Hispanic Forum'1,inescorted trip to NYC 
When: Saturday, 22 May·2010 
Time: 0700-2300 (pick-up an..d return at airplane lot) 
Price: $46.00 per person 

POCs: .. 1 ___________________ _ 

----------------------------------------- ':---, ----------------------

(U,';'teUB,-S. CLA Awards Nominations 

Language Analysts, 

-------------------------
(U) 2010 Call for Nominations: CLA Language Analysis:fo.,wards 

" 

POCs: 

(U) Some of the finest langu~ge ·prnte.s.?~onals in the world serve in tha,_g
1
lobal 

cryptologic community as analysts, translators-, .transcribers, scientific lingtiists, 
cryptanalysts, teachers, and more. To recognize· ·t-heir. superb long-tel'tD 
accomplishments, the Crypto-Linguistic Association (CLA), the ·orga(li_zation for'•,,, 
cryptologic language professionals at NSA/CSS, presents four awards ·ev.ery 
year: 
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- Dr. Sydney Jaffe Award, for long-term civilians 
- Captain Joseph J. Rochefort Award, for long-term military personnel 

. :·,.1 

.,>-----------
- Mr. Norman Wild Award, for mid-career civilians 

• H . " . , , 

- Colonel Alva B. Lasswell Award, for mid-career military personi:,el , , 

(U) This is a chance to honor that world-class language analyst-you work wittr 
by nominating him or her for one of these awards. These .are· not Just f91"

0 

old
timers. With the mid-career awards, you can also recognize people who:are 
relatively junior. • • · • • • • ·' . , 

. , 

(U) Nominations are due by COB on .4 :lu~e 2010. For inform,ation about the 
awards and the nomination • .procedure, visit the Cl'A ~ebsite at: 

regards, 

The Crypto-Linguistic Association Advisory Board , • 

, , 
-------------------------------------------------- , L----------------

_____________ r=~ • • • • • ·:: ...... ......... ................ ~~~( 3 ) 

(~) (Item courtesy of! ______ .. 
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"Kc'RE! ) (Item courtesy of I I 

(U) 7. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Wednesday) 

--(U) (Poem courtesy of The ATA Chronicle March 2010): 

(U) 

Pink Flamingos: 

At the bottom of the garden 
under the eaves 
near the palm festooned with leaves 
two pink flamingos stoop to graze 
and pass the time on summer days 

They watch the shadows cruising by 
and muse on how it feels to fly 

I'd join them if I knew the lingo. 
Wish I'd learned to speak flamingo! 

--(U) Joke (Supposedly funny in Chinese): 

(U) 

It's Really a Pity 

(b ) ( 3 ) 

OGA 

Tom intends to train his donkey to live without eating. He reduced the donkey's 
food everyday. He felt so sorry when the donkey died after some days: "It's 
really a pity! He had just made it-but he died!" 

--(U)--If Noah Webster Had Gotten His Way ..... 

(U) We would therefore spell 

Women as Wimmen 
Determine as Determin 
Sponge as Spunge 
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(U) 8. Grand Opening 

(U) Speaking of Noah Webster, come see the "Webster Wall" at the grand 
opening of the new exhibit "Emerging American Language in 1812" on Sunday 
2 May from 1400 to 1700 at the National Museum of Language, 7100 Baltimore 
Avenue in College Park. If you show up, don't be surprised to find out who your 
tour guide will be. The other exhibit 'Writing Language: Pass It On" is also still 
up so you can "get a two for the price of one" (and the price is "free)." 

(U) 9. From the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue 

(U) Let us go back a year from 1812 to 1811 to "talk the talk:" 

Gelding-eunuch 
Cockshut Time-the evening, when fowls go to roost 
Lawful Blanket--wife 
Prate Roast-talkative boy 
Sticks-household furniture 

(U) Which president said the following: 

(U) "No man should accept a degree he cannot read" 

(U) 

A. George Washington 
ANSWER B. Millard Fillmore (13th President, 1850-1853) 
C. Abraham Lincoln 
D. Warren Harding 
E. Harry Truman 

(U) DETAILS: Ex-President Fillmore turned down an honorary degree from the 
University of Oxford because he did not think that he deserved it. Besides, he 
could not understand the Latin written on the diploma and "No man should 
accept a degree he cannot read." 
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· CRYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION 
VOLUME 1, NUMBER 1 

FROM THE PRESIDENT: 

NOVEMBER 1980 

lT IS A GRATIFYING EXPERIENCE FOR ME TO COMMUNICATE WITH YOU IN THIS FIRST ISSUE 
OF THE CLARION--THE NEW BULLETIN OF OUR CRYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION, 
THE CLARION WILL KEEP YOU INFORMED ABOUT CLA ORGANIZATIONAL ACTIVITIES, UPCOMING 
EVENTS, AND PLANS FOR THE FUTURE, THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE MONTHLY MEETINGS OF THE 
BOARD OF GOVERNORS, FOR EXAMPLE, WILL BE A REGULAR FEATURE, 
THE CLARION WILL ENDEAVOR TO REPORT ON EVENTS, DEVELOPMENTS, AND PROJECTS IN THE 
CRYPTOLOGIC \'JORLD OF LANGUAGES, LI NGU I STI CS, AND LINGUISTS, 

THE CLARION WILL REACH BEYOND "THE FENCE," ARTICLE I (PURPOSE) OF OUR CHARTER BY
LAWS STATES .THAT TO ACCOMPLISH OUR PURPOSE, WHICH IS "To PROMOTE A GREATER DEGREE 

· OF EXCELLENCE IN PROFESSIONAL LINGUISTIC ACTIVITY THROUGHOUT THE CRYPTOLOGIC COM
MUNITY," WE WILL CARRY OUT A PROGRAM DESIGNED, AMONG OTHER THINGS, TO PROVIDE 
THOSE SERVICES WHICH ARE REQUIRED TO INFORM THE MEMBERSHIP AND NSA PERSONNEL IN 
GENERAL OF LINGUISTIC ACTIVITIES (ACADEMIC, GOVERNMENTAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND IN THE 
PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATIONS) WHICH MAY BE OF POTENTIAL INTEREST TO THEM AND ARE 
BEING CARRIED ON IN OTHER ORGANIZATIONS, 
THE CLARION WILL PROVIDE A FORUM FOR THE EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION AND VIEWS AMONG 
C[A MEMBERS AS WELL AS NSA AND SCE LINGUISTS, THIS IS ADMITTEDLY A HIGHLY AMBI
T! ous SET OF GOALS, TO ACHIEVE THEM, WE WI LL NEED YOUR HELP, THE CLAR ION ITSELF 
WILL BE ANOTHER CLA ACTIVITY IN WHICH YOU CAN PARTICIPATE BY VOLUNTEERING TO JOIN 
THE STAFF OR BY CONTRIBUTING ITEMS OF INTEREST, 

I WANT TO EXPRESS MY APPRECIATION TO I IFOR CONSENT! NG TO SERVE AS THE 
ED I TOR- I N-CH·I EF OF THE CLAR I ON I • • 

THE BIRTH OF THE CLARION IS A SIGNIFICANT EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF OUR ASSOCIATION, 
I AM FRANKLY EXCITED ABOUT ITS PROSPECTS FOR',THE FUTURE, A PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIAT
ION WORTHY OF ITS NAME SHOULD HAVE ITS OWN PUBLICATION, THE AMERICAN TRANSLATORS 
ASSOCIATION HAS THE ATA CHRONICLE: THE CRYPT07LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION NOW HAS THE 
CLARION I ____ ::_ ... 

~lb_,_1_3_1_-_P_.L_._8_6_-3_6_1 _______ , PRESIDENT, C[A 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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THE CLARION IS PUBLISHED APERIODICALLY 
BY THE (RYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION, 
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It is traditional for a new editor 
to introduce himself and give the readers 
some idea of the ~ditorial policy they 
can expect from h,'im in the future. By 
some curious coi~cidence I have also 
assumed the editprship of the Journal of 
the Theatr.e Hist;orical Society and have 
had to write th~ same kind of introduct
ion for that publication. Both of these 
jobs are formidable tasks and I approach 
them with some.'trepidation. I hope that 
they will complement each other, now, if 
I can just kee,'p them apart. 

. . The concept of (he Cla:ion is excit-
ing. ! _ has pointed out its 
importance. As now envisioned, each , 

'• . '. 

issue w~ll include a potpourri of featu~~s 
especially designed for the CLA member.; 
Some of these features are: Forum - ~· 
place for my editorials, guest editorjals, 
and letters. You and I can sound of! here. 
Inside the Fe~ce - new~ from within.~SA. 
Outside the Fence - news from the vforld 
outside NSA (our assistant editor;has 
volunteered to take on this job).'Features 
- articles on any topic of inter.est to CLA 
members. The Bookshelf - book ,reviews 
and notes. 

I would also like to see a place in 
The Clarion where linguist~·can ask 
questions of other linguis~~- A place 
where we can ask advice o~ how best to 
translate some pesky ter~: There are 
many other possibilitie~·and I defer to 
you; let me know your s~ggestions. We 
will need help on the editorial staff. 
I would like to hear from volunteers. 

********************** 
• 

NQTES FROM CLA BOARD MEETINGS 
~LA Board of Governors mee~ings in 

'.,june, \July, and August covered the follow-
;'. ing ar~as of interest: · 

' _:,'fhe revised list of Essay Contest 
~inners 'wa~ made available. A new Third 
Prize wi~ner was named for his article 
~n former'.Yugoslavian President Tito; . 

- The ~ussian Institute reported that 
its 18 June'presentation by Professor Vera 
S ~ Dunham of ',Queens College had been very 
s~ccessful. trofessor Dunham spoke on 
"1',he Soviet Po'~t and Social Change"; 

- CLA Board member and Program Chair-
pe~son I lnet with the Spe-
cial Interest Group chairpersons on 2 July 
to:discuss programs for the coming year. 
Among those mentioned was a possible pre
sentation by the National Ciyptologic · 
Schqol Commandant to the African Institute 
iri December and a Russian Institute · 
program presenting Gregory Guroff of the 
Univ~rsity of Maryland speaking on "Soviet 
Perspectives o.n America"; 

: -CLA membership has been an import
ant ~opic at each meeting. The Member
ship ~hairperson reported that the current 
membership is approaching 250, an all
time high for the Association. President 

I 
I has suggested. that al 1 

__ n_e_w~1-y ___ c_e_r~t-1-r-1~e~d linguists be 

(continu~d on pagJ 4) 
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THE LIBRARY COMMITTEE 

A CLA Library ~ommittee has 
been formed. A preiiminary list 
functions include: ' 

recently 
of its 

1. Compil'.ing and disseminat
ing to the Association membership through 
The Clarion inforrnat!on on new publicat
ions on languages an~ linguistics which 
may or may not be available in the NSA 
library. ' 

2. Coordin~ting and submitting 
to the NSA Library recommendations of the 
Association membership:for the acquisit
ion of new publication~ on langtiages and 
linguistics. ' 

3. Arranging: for book reviews 
prepared by NSA linguis~s t6 be publish-
ed in The Clarion. , 

4. Procuring pocks for pre
sentation to guest speakers at programs 
and activities of the As~ociation or its 
special interest groups.', . 

If CLA members would:like to join 
the Committee and assist ~n performing 
the above functions, partiFularly in 
writing book reviews in their fields of 
specialization, please contact the Com-
mittee's cha{rman, I I 
824Os. Please contact him also ,it you 
would like to examine one or more of 
the books which appear in the Books Re
ceived list for possible review. There 
is, of course, no obligation. 

BOOKS RECEIVED 

PG2112 
R92 

PG1376 
R24 
1976 

PL523 
Su9E 

P126 
T97 

6. PyccKas=r rpaMManrna, TT. 
I-II, Academia Praha. 
7. Standardni Recnik nemacko
srpskohrVatski, stposkbhrvatsko
nemacki, Beograd-Zagreb. 
8. Suzuki, Takao, et al., 
Japanese and the Japanese, Words 
in Culture, Kodansha Internat
ional Ltd., 1978. 

9. Tyler, Stephen A., The 
Said and the Unsaid, Mi~ 
Meaning, and Culture, Academic 
Press, 1978. 

THE BOOKSHELF 
THE WELL-EQUIPPED TRANSLATOR OF FRENCH 

The Agency Library recently acquired 
two French-English/English-French dic
tionaries published in 19o/8: The Collins 
Robert (A) is a reference work that should 
be available to every serious translator 
of French; the Larousse (B) should be ig
nored. 

Although the 1972 Harrap's remains 
the basic tool for translation from French 
--indispensable for its Caudine Forks, the 
ringing of the many changes of VOULOIR, 
the sheer range of its content--~ the fact 

· is that its format within headwords is 
cluttered and difficult to scan quickly, 
spelling and punctuation (hyphenations) 

·are mainly British, and, of course,.it has 
not kept up with the evolution of the lan
guages since 1972. 

The Collins Robert, which contains a 
respectable 100,000 headwords, has a more 

P147 
F96 

1. Allerton, D.J. (ed.), _et al.open format than the Harrap's, which seems 
Function and Context in Linguis-to facilitate scanning for specific phrases, 
tic Analysis, Cambridge Univ. more cate is taken to give American English 

PG2112 
R92 

PL914 
G76 

P381.S57 
126 

TX78O4 
M41n 

Press, 1979. equivalents, and many new terms (or old 
2. Cesko-rusk§ slovnik, Statni terms used in new ways) are defined. POL-
Pedagogicki Nakladatelstvi. ITIQUE DU FIRE is clearlv exolained; CON-
3. Grant, Bruce K., A Guide .CERTATION, VALORISER, and LAXISME are de-
to Korean Characters, Rollyn fined as they are often currently used. 
International Corp. The overall impression.given by a semi-
4. Lanham, L.W., et al., random reading of the Collins Robert is 
Language and Communication that a thoroughly professional effort has 
Studies in South Africa, been made to present an accurate, current, 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1978. well-rounded picture of the two living 
5. Mataix, Mariano, Diccion- languages. 
ario de Electronica, Inforrnati- 4) (continued on page 
cay Centrales Nucleares, 
Boixareu Editores. 
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Regrettably, the same cannot be said 
of the Larousse; not only is its content 
more spare (it has none of the French 
terms mentioned in the paragraph above), 
but it is apparently carelessly edited. 
One word "not in decent use" is def1ned 
as "twerp; U.S. juk" (jerk), and no clue 
is given as to why the French equivalent 
of the innocuous "twerp" is indecent. 
Then the English noun JERK is defined as 
VIANDE DESSECHEE; most of us would prefer 
to munch on jerky. ANORAK, defined in 
all three dictionaries discussed in this 
review as "anorak" .(parka or windbreaker 
would be the U.S. equivalent), is further 
defined by the Larousse as "wind-cheater, 
wind-jacket". (Webster III has the defi
nition, "windcheater, chiefly Brit,: 
WINDBREAKER". "Wind-jacket" is to be 
found nowhere.) FIN DE NON-RECEVOIR, 
besides the legal usage "exception, de
murrer" which al~o appears in the Collins 
Robert, is "mere put-off" in the Larousse 
compared to the Collins Robert figurative 
usage "blunt refusal". None of the above 
shenanigans inspires confidence in the 
mind of this reviewer. Doubtless the 
Larousse is not entirely without merit 
(it does have ADHESION with its most 
common current definition; the others 
do not), bui the usefulness of the Collins 
Robert is immediately visible; it is a 
worthy and necessary supplement to the 
Harrap's. T1212 has selected the Collins 
Robert as a "desk copy"; 50 are on order. 
Get yours while they last. 

Bob Fowler 

Review of Woerterbuch der Aussehpolitik 
0nd des Voelkettechts, 1980. Dietz 
Verlag, Berlin. 

The Woerterbuch der Aussen
politik und des Voelkeir~chts (Dictionary 
of Foreign Policy and International Law) 
is both a dictionary and a handbook of 
international relations. It provides 
the reader with a wealth of information 
on foreign affairs, international juris
prudence, and international economics. 
In addition to defining numerous general 
and diplomatic terms, e.g., FLOATING, 
MENSCHENRECHTE, LEGAT, from a Marxist
ieninist perspective, the dictionary 
provides explanations and commentary on 
selected precepts and organizations 
common to foreign affairs, e.g., the 
Monroe Doctrine, the London Club, synopses 
of major treaties and a creditable list 
of abbreviations. This reference work 
has provided our. technica 1 
analysts as well as other· linguists 
with valuable insights on the 
interpretation of terms and a quick 
reference to lesser-known treaties and 
agreements for a number of years and will 
uhdoubtedly continue to do so in the future. 

****i*****************~ 
(continued from p. 2) granted :a free, 
one-year membership as an incentive to 
join CLA permanently. Our Mem~ership 
Chairman is researching this pr:oposal for 
future discussion. Anpt:fI :pg':estion 
was made by Treasurer I _ _ _ I who 
recommended that all mem ers ip, received 
after 1 September 1980 be credi~ed through 

A. Coll~ns_Robert French English/English Dece~ber 1981. This motion ~as:approved 
French Dictionary. Beryl T. Atkins et al. unanimously by the Board at i~s,August 

1978. Collins Publishers, 2080 w. 117th meeting. I ~·: 
Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44111. $22.00, _ '. 
B. Mod~rn French-English Dictionary. ~S~e~c~r~e-t~~.~~P..:----....J 
Marguerite-Marie Dubois, 1978. Librairie 
Larousse, 17, rue du Montparnasse, et 
boulevard Raspail, 114, Paris. $25.00 

4 

The CLA Board of Governors will :~ave its 
next meeting on 19 Novembe~ at:~1:00 in 
room j j ', :: 

C ... ,. ,. ,. ,, 
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OUTSIDE THE FENCE 
[The following extract from the JPRS 
Newsletter for East Asian Translators 
expresses some of our thoughts on trans
lations] 

Wherever documents are translated, 
whether here or abroad, and irrespective 

and concepts expressing "political in
tentions is equally important. ••• 

[Ed. note I think that this selection 
is an excellent statement on how to take 
a PQE. Aspiring professional linguists 
would do well to take its advice.] 

MORE TRANSLATORS NEEDED 
of the languages involved, rhetorical The above-mentioned issue of the 
flourishes are in evidence to mask errors JPRS Newsletter also contained a note 
of omission and commission. Fortunately,· that there is a continuing need there 
although we detect errors in various for qualified translators of East Asian 
guises, most of the errors of omission languages. 
we spot seem to be inadvertent. This 
is.particularly true when long, compli
cated sentences and clauses are involv
ed. On other occasions, we note that 
something is "lost in translation" 
because of liberal renditions, or, con
versely, that a translation is too 
literal to be readable. Thus, the trans
lations may be strong on frirm but weak 
on substance or vice versa. A balance 
between the two, i.e., an accurate but 
readable translation is the ultimate 
product sought. 

Translator techniques may vary, but 

INSIDE THE FENCE 
DR. GUROFF TO SPEAK HERE IN NOVEMBER 

Dr; Gregory Guroff of the Inter
national Communications Agency will give 
a talk on "Soviet Perceptions of the U.S." 
in the Friedman Auditorium on 12 November. 
br. Guroff's lecture is sponsored by the 
CLA/Russian Institute. 

AFRICAN INSTITUTE SPONSORS LOGO CONTEST 

The African Institute, the CLA spe-r own rule of thumb is to read the . 
ou 1 · db f cial interest group on African languages, text of anything to be trans ate e ore- · .. 

. . . . · . . literatures, and tultures, in its concern 
hand to identify the subJect of each . for Africa's search for identity, is cele-
sentence. Moreover, inasmu~h as cryptic brating Somali Revolution Day (October 21) 
phrases made up of a few Chinese char- and ~he Ivory Coast National Holiday (7 
acters are used in b~ th Japanese a nd December) with a logo contest. Entries 
Korean to express maJor themes or con- are limited only by one's imagination 
cepts, thereby adding an unexp~cted and creativity (not by national boundaries), 
dimension to some of the materials to and ma be submitt d --------,or 
be translated, we also try to account by CO 8 December. 
for abbreviations as well as unstated ~----~--~~~~~~ d d h A cash prize~. f be awa( ~- tote · · h d f ti·me These can 
assumptions a ea O 

• winner. In t~ue African spirit,: all CLA 
be a vexing problem, so if you cannot members are encouraged to participate, and 
resolve some of them we ask that you disputes will oe settled by a sp~cially-
flag them in your .translation so we appointed Good 'Offices Committee~ Sabotage 
can check them out. and guerrilla w~rfare on the part of con-

Accuracy_ in the translation of in- testants are to ~e discouraged. ' 

dustrial and economic facts and figures Following th~ logo contest, the Afri-
is of course of paramount importance. can Institute plan,s a winter/spril)g agenda 
But we also want to stress that in the featuring speakers:and special pr~grams 
realm of political reporting, where the treating subjects 9,uch as travel i:n Kenya 
slightest change in tone and content of and cross-currents in African lingtjistic 
policy is significant, precise a nd con- development. ShoulJ you wish to share your 
sistent translation of certain terms expertise and intere~ts with the I~stitute, 

or would like to share those of soweone elsei 
******************** please contact! !or .I_...., _____ _ 
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HAIL TO THE ((BRANCH)) CHIEF 

~ - FIRST ISSUE OF JHE CLARION WITH THE FOLLOWING POEM COMPOSED 
BY~ IT EXPRESSES SOME THOUGHTS THAT WE'VE ALL FELT, 

. ' 

WHEN LOOKING UP FROM DOWN BELOW,, 
AT THE LADDER MANAGERIAL, 

Ir's HARD TO UNDERSTAND OR KNOW, 

How LEVELS so IMPERIAL, 
(AN THINK AND ACT THE WAY THEY DO, 

AND BE I NCOMPREHENS I_BLE, 
WHEN IN YOUR HEART YOU ALWAYS KNEW, 

THAT THINGS SHOULD BE MORE SENSIBLE 

Now, TO BE SURE, THOSE_ FOLKS ON TOP 
WHO SEEM SO INSCRUTABLE, 

PURSUE THEIR TASKS, WITHOUT A STOP, 
WITH REASONS IRREFUTABLE, 

THEY KNOW THE INS AND OUTS AND SUCH 
OF POLITICS AND BUDGET; 

THEY GET THE FACTS AND KNOW SO MUCH 
THEY NEVER HAVE TO "FUDGE IT I" 

HAVlNG GOTTEN, THEN, SO F IRM A BASE 
'ON WHICH TO MAKE DEC Is IONS, 

THEY SEEM TO FEEL A LOSS OF FACE 
WH_EN ASKED TO MAKE REV Is IONS I 

THE WORKFORCE, ON THE OTHER HAND, 

HAS ITS OWN ASPIRATIONS, 
AND TENDS TO WANT, TO CRAVE, DEMAND 

MORE LOGICAL EXPLANATIONS, 

THE WORKER HAS HIS OWN AMBITIONS 
WHi'CH HE CLINGS TO DEARLY, 

AND WHEN HE MEETS WITH PROHIBITIONS, 
HE STATES HIS CLAIMS QUITE CLEARLY, 

HE WANTS HIS RIGHTS AND HIS REWARD 
AND KNOWS WHEN HE HAS EARNED IT, 

AND CRITIQUES ACTION UNTOWARD 
. THE MOMENT HE , s DISCERNED . It I 

AT THE POINT WHERE PUSH MEETS SHOVE, 
AND INTERESTS TEND TO CLASH, 

lT TAKES A BIT OF GALL AND LOVE 
AND SOMEWHAT OF PANACHE, 

To RUN THE SHOP AND GUIDE .THE WORK 
WITH SMOOTH ADMINISTRATION, . . . 

AND FACE THE YOUNG AND ANGRY TURK 
AND AVOID DEFENESTRATION, 

AND SO TODAY, TO LET YOU KNOW 
THE WORKFORCE UNDERSTANDS, 

ALL THE TRIALS YOU UNDERGO, 
· AND WHAT YOUR JOB DEMANDS, 

. WE SET BEFORE YOU WHAT YOU SEE, 

To-EXPRESS OUR GRATI1UDE, 

IT SAYS IT ALL AND SO FROM ME. 
THERE 1LL BE NO FURTHER PLATITUDE, 
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CRYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION 
VOLUME 1, NUMBER 2 DECEMBER 1980 

FROM THE PRESIDENT: 
l WANT TO USE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE WITH YOU SOME OF THE MORE 'IMPORT- · 

ANT GOALS WHICH l HAVE ESTABLISHED FOR CLA DURING MY TENURE AS YOUR PRESI
DENT, l MUST NOTE, AT THE OUTSET, THAT WHATEVER IS ACHIEVED WILL BE THE RESULT 
OF A JOINT EFFORT BY ALL OF us--TEAMWORK ACTION INVOLVING THE OFFICERS, COM
MITTEES, SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS, AND THE GENERAL MEMBERSHIP, I AM INDEED 
FORTUNATE TO HAVE A GROUP OF OUTSTANDING FELLow~oFFICERS AND COMMITTEE AND 
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP CHAIRPERSONS TO WORK WITH ME, IT IS THIS FACT AND MY 
BELIEF THAT CLA HAS WITHIN ITS RANKS AN ABUNDANCE OF ENORMOUSLY TALENTED AND 
EXTRAORDINARILY DEDICATED PERSONS--A RESERVOIR THAT HAS BARELY BEEN TAPPED-- . 
THAT GIVE ME CONFIDENCE FOR OUR FUTURE, 

IF THERE is A KEYNOTE TO THE AIMS OF THIS ADMINISTRATION, THEN IT WOULD 
HAVE TO BE RELEVANCE: WE WILL ENDEAVOR TO MAKE CLA RELEVANT TO OUR MEMBERSHIP 
AND TO THE ,LINGUIST POPULATION AT THE AGENCY, THIS MEANS TRYiNG TO CREATE A 
CLIMATE THAT WILL FOSTER AND REINFORCE THE ATTITUDE THAT MEMBERSHIP IN CLA AND 
PARTICIPATION IN ITS ACTIVITIES ARE WORTHWHILE. 

Now FOR THE SPECIFICS: 
1. IMPROVED COMMUNICATIONS WITH THE MEMBERSHIP - WE· HOPE To IM-

PROVE THE COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS AND THE MEMBERSHIP AND 
AMONG THE MEMBERS IN GENERAL, FOR THIS PURPOSE, THE HIGHLIGHTS OF OUR MONTHLY 
BOARD MEETINGS WILL BE REPORTED REGULARLY. IN THE CLARION, WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL 
USE THE CLARION TO COMMUNICATE WITH US AND WITH THE MEMBERSHIP, 

2. PUBLICATION OF A NEWSLETTER - THE CLARION IS NOW ALIVE AND WELL! 
3. REVISION OF BYLAWS - I BELIEVE THAT OUR BYLAWS NEED TO BE RE

VISED, WE SHOULD CONSIDER SUCH CHANGES AS: (A) ADDING A MEMBERSHIP CRITERION 
THAT WILL ALLOW CERTAIN NON-LINGUISTS SUCH AS THOSE WHO ARE WORKING ON LANGUAGE
RELATED PROJECTS (E,G,, SPEECH PROCESSING SYSTEMS) AND WHO SUPPORT THE AIMS OF 
(LA TO JOIN (LA; (B) INCREASING THE NUMBER OF MEMBERS-AT-LARGE ON THE BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS: (c) ESTABLISHING A DATE .FOR THE BEGINNING OF THE TERMS OF OFFICERS 
AND MEMBERS-AT-LARGE; (D) SPECIFYING GUIDELINES FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SPE
CIAL INTEREST GROUPS, FOR THIS PURPOSE, l HAVE ESTABLISHED A BYLAWS COMMITTEE, 

4. INCREASED NUMBER OF LANGUAGE-AREA INSTITUTES - THE INTRODUCT-
ION OF THE CONCEPT OF LANGUAGE-AREA INSTITUTES SEVERAL YEARS AGO WITH THE ES
TABLISHMENT OF THE RUSSIAN INSTITUTE WAS ONE OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT DEVELOP
MENTS IN (LA HISTORY, IN ADDITION, WE NOW HAVE AN AFRICAN INSTITUTE, PLANNING 
IS ALSO UNDERWAY TO ESTABLISH AN ASIAN STUDIES INSTITUTE AND A MIDDLE EAST 
INSTITUTE I ( CONT I Nu ED ON p I 8) 
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THE CLARION IS PUBLISHED APERIODICALLY 
BY THE. (RYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIATION, 

STAFF: 

THE FORUM 
VARIA 

Well, according to the Novem
ber Newsletter, the Language Li
brary is going to return to Fort 
Meade (where it belongs) by mid
summer 1981. We applaud th~s long 
overdue move and hope that we can 
hang on for another half-year. I 
am reliably informed that there is 
absolutely no truth to the rumor 
that the cafeteria is being relo-

-----------.--q,c--~.-.q.,,o,,..cated to FANX to make room for the 
Language Library. 

CONTENT,S 
From the President ....... :~. 

Excitement is running rampant 
in my office at the thought of the 

1, 8 promised reorganization. If it is 

2 d~ne as I under1:'tand it will be, 
with the effective use of linguis~ 
tic resources in mind, then it 
will be my best Christmas present. 

Vari a ..................... .',:. P. 

Feature: Linguistic Glean~ ·. 
ings from Dissertation ' 
abstracts .........•..... ~; 3 Is there any interest in a 

Inside the Fence ............. p .', 4 feature "Positions Wanted" where 
·. linguists could advertise for 

The Bookshelf.········· ...... p. ~positions they would like? I can 
............ ...,....,....,. ...... ...,.__,_.,_,...,....,....,. ...... ...,._ . ...,.__,...,.__,,',forsee ads like, "Fluent Sowbuggian 

NB 
· iinguist seeks high grade trans-

WE REALIZE THAT THERE ARE l~ting and reporting position; 
SOME OUTDATED ITEMS IN THIS co'.t;ltact A. Wombat, x1234" We have 
ISSUE; PLEASE HAVE PATIENCE plSpty of job announcements; 6ow 
AND WE GUARANTEE THAT WE abo~t the other way around? 

WILL CATCH UP IN 1981, ·~est wishes to all of our 
HAPPY NEW YEAR! reader,s for a very happy Holiday 

NEXT DEADLINE ARTICLES FOR THE 
NEXT ISSUE ARE DUE BY 27 FEB 81 CLARION ~TAFF NOTES 

I..______. 
-·-------·-.. _.__,__,...,...,....,....,.__,...,.._.....,._ . ...,.._.._., As a', look at our new masthead 

HELP! will show,'.we've had a slight:re
organization and a big increase jp 

I am collecting material for an · the Clarion '.staff. ..! ________ _ 

article to appear in Spectrum on humor- is now our Book Review Edi tor;• all 
ous incidents that have been noted in of your reviews can be sent to', her. 
the published or unpublished product ! !wi'J.l be responsinl~ 
of this agency. If you know of any such for the·."lnside. the Fence" co'J-0.mn 
examples and would be willing to share and will 'l?e eager to have any·,11ews 
them with others, please send a descrip- of local happenin,g1:'. Next mon,t:h, 
tion to! !x5371. I !Will take over, 
I know of a lot at funny Hiil}&s around the Dutsrd~ €he F'ence" column~: 
here, and we surely need somethirrg, ~t.o_ We appreciate. t'l<l!=se. brave voluri~ 
laugh about these days. · · · te~rs. . 

2 
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LINGUISTIC GLEANINGS.FROM DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS 
COMPILED B1 · 1 

From time to time, a listing of dissertatio~s gleaned from Dissertation 
Abstracts Internatio~al which may be of interest to CLA members will be printed 
in ' The Clarion. The selection of titles for inclusion is based solely on the 
compiler's judgment of

0

~hat may be interesting and useful to the membership. 
There are many other ti~!es in the Linguistics Section (1) and those interested 

· in keeping up with the mo'i;'e obscure languages and esoteric linguistic topics 
would do ·well to scan the 'l(olumes themselves • . 

The format used hereaft'ei will be as follows: 

Title number Au!:.hor Title 
University; order number 
(annotations) 

The title number is given 
to be printed at a later date. 
the Library of Congress through 

in',anticipation of a language/subject cross-index 
An~ of these dissertations may be ordered from 
the

0

1nter-libr~ry loan system. 

Volume 39 (July 1978-June 1979 \ 

1. Beyl, David W. A Lingui~~ic Presentation of the PAHO Machine 
Translatio~ System 

· 2. Bhatia, Tej Krishan 

3. Birjandi, Parviz 

4. Dede, Muserref A. 

5. Devens, Monica S, 

6. Gibson, Margaret 

7. House, Juliane M.-L. 

Georgetown,•1978; #7909312 
(Spanish to 

0

!,nglish machine translation system 
funded by the'fan American Health 6rganization) 

A Syntactic and·,Semantic Description of Negation 
in South Asian L~nguages 
Univ. of Illinois'at Urbana, 1978; #7811210 
(Data on Hindi, Mar,3.thi, Nepali, Punjabi, Kannada, 
and Kashmiri) 

The Structure of Verb',Phrase and Kernal Sentences 
in Modern Persian 
Univ. of Colorado at Bo~!der, 1978; #7820487 

A Synta~tic and Semantic ~~alysis of Turkish 
Nominal Compounds 
Univ. of Michigan, 1978; #7&13635 

The Phonetics of Israeli Hebre,w: ."Oriental versus 
"General" Israeli Hebrew 
Univ. of California, Los Angele~. 1978; #7901349 

A Syntactic and Semantic Analysis',of Russian 
Comparative Sentences 
Univ. of Washington, 1978; #7824454', · 

A Model for Translation Quality Asse6~ment and 
Some Implications for Foreign Language

0

,Teaching 
Univ. of Toronto, 1976, (no order numbe~} (2) 

1. Dissertation Abstracts International is published monthly in two vol~mes by 
University Microfilms International. Only the linguistics sectio~ in vol~~e A 
has been scanned for titles. o· 
2. A published version ,,of this dissertation was recently received by the 
Language Library. 

3 
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8. Kanchanawan, Nitaya 

9. Latta, Fletcher C. 

10. Manahlot, Demissie 

11. Mo, Chien Ching 

12. Patrie, James T. 

13. Rohsenow, John S. 

14. Rosenthal1 Jehoda 

15. Rufai, Abba 

16. Sornhiran, Pasinee 

17. Wolf, Harriet B. 

18. Wu, Yu-hsi 

(to be continued) 

Expression for Time in the Thai Verb and its Appli
cation to Thai-English Machine Translation 
Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1978; #7910980 
(rule-based computational approach to machine 
translation) 

Methods for Internal Reconstruction 
Ohio State Univ., 1978; #7819626 

Nominal Clauses in Amharic 
Georgetown, 1977; #7814087 

A Case Grammar of Spoken Lithuanian 
Univ, of Rochester, 1977; #7815295 

The Genetic Relationship of the Ainu Language 
Univ. of Hawaii, 1978; #7913784 
(contains a sketch of Ainu grammar) 

Syntax and Semantics of the Perfect in Mandarin 
Chinese 
Univ. of Michigan, 1978; #7822994 

Idiom Recognition for Machine Translation and 
Information Storage anq Retrieval 
Georgetown, 1978; #7901785 

Grammatical Agreement in Hausa 
Georgetown, 1977; #7814092 

A Transformational Study of Relative Clauses in 
Thai · 
Univ. of Texas at Austin, 1978; #7900638 

The Semantics of Tense in Modern German 
Univ. of California, Los Angeles, 1978; #7820305 

Error Analysis and Teaching of Chinese Conver
sation 
Florida State Univ., 1978; #7822214 

..,..~---:,-·.,_......,...._...,.. _________ ·-··-··------·-------·---·--·-·-----·-...,.., 
INSIDE THE FENCE 

FILMS All films are shown in the Fried
man Auditorium with English sub
titles. All are welcome. 

December Film: 'Variety .. Lights" 
(Luci Del Varieta) Tuesday, 23 
December 1980 

·january F{lm: "I Live in Fear" 
(!kimono No Kiroku), Wednesday, 
14 January 1981, 0930 hours; a 

4 

) 

Japanese film directed by Akira 
Kurosawa who directed "The Seven 
Samurai" and "Rashomon." His 
latest film, "Kagemusha," has 
been playing locally. · 

Further Schedule: 

"Tales of Paris" 12 Feb 81, 0900 
"Fate of a Man" 31 Mar 81, 0930 
"The Garden of Delights" 23 Apr 81 

0930 
"Wozzeck" 14 May 81, 0930 
"Border Street" 25 Jun 81, 0930 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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AFRICAN INSTITUTE AI tentatively 

BOARD 

plans to invite Ambassador Heran, 
the U.S. Envoy to Malawi, to 
speak at the Agency early next 
year. The International Affairs 
Institute (IAI) has proposed to 
AI the joint sponsorship of a 
presentation by John Collins, 
the African Program Coordinator 
at the U.S. Department of State. 
This presentation is tentatively 
set for January 1981. 

MEETINGS The following items 
of interest were discussed at the 
September, October, and November 
meetings of the CLA Board of 
Governors and Special Interest 
Group and Committee Chairpersons. 

September: The Computer Informat
ion Science Institute (CISI) has 
requested participation from the 
other learned organizations for 
its Spring Conference. CISI is 
particularly interested in the 
user's point of view of Agency 
computer systems. 

October:! !announced 
that a M~nagemen~ Relations Com
mittee has been 1stablished with
in CLA. Committee responsibilit
ies will include:bringing CLA's 
views, interests~ concerns, and 
recommendations to the attention 
of NSA management for possible 
action. The Com:nittee will also 
endeavor to keep: the CLA member
ship informed· ab;out new or pend
ing management ~ctions which will 
affect linguists and the language; 
career field. ' 

FANX sometime during t:, Summer 
or Fall of 1981. said 
perhaps the purchase o a tele
vision set for viewing the video 

::
Pe5 c:.li:cj he dis<;'~ssed by CLA. 

L..------~-----....1~e~t1oned that the 
ency, a receivtd its first 

Arabic;'-language }'ideo cassettes, 
which'will be a&ded to the For-' , 
eign ~anguage Cassette Series 
(FLA8S). Japam'ese video cass
ette~ have also been received 
recfintly. ! / j added that he 
lealned of a,machine being de
vetoped tha~ would project video 
ca,tsettes o,hto a large screen fo~ 
vtewing by;large audiences. He 
has asked'that CLA be kept in 
dind in c•;se such a machine is 
purchased for Agency use. 

; Th; Membership Chairperson. 
;reporte~ that CLA membership is 
• approaching 300. r7 mentioned 

; that ihe recent gr~s probably 
' due t'o successful CLA programs 

over; the past year. He urged the 
Boafd and SIG chairpersons to con
tinue the excel,ient programming in 
orrjer to stim~iate even more in
t~rest in CLh: The Membership 
Ghairperson:;lso inentionfd that 
~he terms df office for the sec

:retary, t,:r-'easurer, and one board 
' member e,1<pire in 1981. Persons , 

will hqve to be nominated for 
these.positions in time for vot
ing in the Spring 1981 elections. 

,j lreported that the Jaffee 
Award ~laque is now on permanent 
d{sp1ay on the NSA Awards Board 
~n the first floor of the cor-

1 l .' ri tlor between the main Ops and reported on, .., 
L..--...---..----...1. .,: ~eadquarters buildings. 

the procedure, f1r obtaining ap-, ~---------~ 
proval for vi~il!s by non-Agency; ,: ,:·November: I I com-
p ersonnel for:c1A functions and; : ' , mended the Ru.,s-s'ian Institute for 

, ' 
added that he :had no difficulty : an excel le t' resentation by 

obtaining approial for the rec~nt ~------~ The program was 
visit of Jon Bitligmeir. ' ' , , we ,"atten e and received many 

I )reported that;: ,': .c:ci~pliments from GLA members. 
video tape~ wd.f be available': :: ,::' The Committee Chairman 
for use by 'l,inguists when the: ,:: ,:::' reported that Essay Contest Com-
ILanguage Libi:at:Y is transfer.~e,<l ,,---- mittee members had discussed the 
to the main Ob~ Building fr~~,,,- possible increase in the amounts 

·~ ,.,,- of prizes (cont. on next page) 

1 
(b l (3 ) ~ e. L. 86~36 r 5 
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foi'. contest w:i~ners from the pre
set.it. $100, $50, $25 to $200~ $100, 
$5(7,~ The co$nittee vote ;foi; re
co~ending the; higher limitci was 
2-f• in favor~ ' Discussiol}s o'n 
tht~ subject: ~re continuing ~ith-
in :the commi'tbee. ; : 

::: Army General Verno~ Walters' 
gue~t speaker :at the 1979 CL/4 
aa~~~et, ha~ ~eturned h(s ho~or
ari',iw for thae event to 'the OLA. ! : ~as t:asked the Es~ay Co~test 
Chai;i;man w:i;th:developin~ a re£om
men~c\tion {or:a possibl~ additional 
essa;Y. contfst: for which: the Wc\lters 1 

hono;r•arium• co~ld be use;d as pr',ize 
mone~:. He: will research this pos
sibiilty ind present his recommend
ati1": to'a fiJtpre boaid meeting. 

_. ~ I :~ill in~ 

: . has discussed the PQSS-

vestigate• the possibl~ availal:l,il
ity ofi individual trav~l funds : 
that :C:oul;d be used for CLA guest 
speakegs.' · : : 

ibil i:tr O a language: training ~,ym
p95j pm, wjtb SIGLING C~airmanl I ! : ! Such a symposium would 

, entail :the presentation of panels 
on vartous aspects o( language 
trainin:g within the ~roader context 
of· language training •in the crypto-

. logic~unity. I ' I recommended 
that L.Jdiscuss this idea with 
the NCS Commandant and report back 
to a future board meeting. 

~~NU~~~MOND TO ADDRESS CLAIN 
Dr. Deanna L. Hammond, head 

of the Language Services Office of 
the Director, Congressional Research 
Service, .Library 6f Congress, will 
be the CLA's guest speaker on 7 
January 1981. In addition to her 
dut~es at the Library of Congress, 
Dr. Hammond is also Director of 
the American Translators' Associat
ion. Her talk will take both of 

.these "hats" into consideration. 

6 

NSA · 1-:i_nguists who are not affiliat
e~ witfi-~n outside association 
dedicated·to language-related fields 
are particulatlY urged to attend. 
.Dr. Hammond expe.cts to have infor
mation leaflets on.~he ATA avail
able. 

Program Chairman, 

FLASH! 
THE LOGO CONTEST OF THE AFRI

CAN INSTITUTE, REPORTED IN LAST 
MONTH'S CLARION, HAS BEEN EXTENDED 
UNTIL 9 JANUARY 1981. TH INK ABOUT 
IT OVER THE HOLIDAYS AND YOU'LL . 
STILL HAVE A WEEK TO SUBMIT YOUR 
ENTRY, 

THE BOOKSHELF 
REVIEW OF PYCCKHR H3~K. 3HUHKJI OIIE,lll1B 1. 

As the brief introduction in-
dicates, Pyc CKI1½ 51 3:bJK. 3HUHKJIOI1 8 tl;l1H 

provides information on a wealth of 
subjects related to Russian -- i 
sort of "Everything You Always Want
ed to Know About Russian But Didn't 
Know Where to ' Look." 

This small, one-volume encyclo
pedia contains over 600 articles 
as well as an appended dialectolo
gical map of Russian. The editors 
ire to be c ongratulated for inclu
ding so much useful information in 
a single volume. A sampling of 
irticles by categories includes: 
biographies of mainly 19th and 20th . 
c entury contributors to the study 
of Russian with their major works 
li~ted, including su c h Agency house-
hold names as AsaHeCOE (phoneti c s) 
and 0./i\ef'oB (lexicography); descrip
tions of pedagogical journals devot
ed to ~he studi and t~aching of 

FOR OFFifQ.IAL USE ONL't 
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Russian; definitions of specific linguis
tic and grammatical terms and brief sur
veys of the historical development and 
current state of Russian's morphological, 
orthographic, phonetic, phonological, 
stylistic,·and other systems. 

The bibliographies at the end of 
most aiticles are extremely helpfui in 
acquainting the reader with basic sources 
available on a given topic; some of the 
books are available in the Agency's col
lection. In addition, the volume has a 
good system of cross-referencing for 
both whole article-length subjects and 
b1bliographic notes. 

As one might expect, many of the 
articles have been written by special
ists who have published widely on the 
subject matter of the particular article. 
Thus, articles like Mo pep,, MopcpeMa 
TipHCTaBKa, Po,n:CTBeHHhle C.JIOBa 
C.JIOB006pa30BaHH8 C.JIOB006pa30Ba-

T8.JibHOe, CocTaB CJIOBa, and Cycp·.p-.mc 
have b~en authored individually or col
lectively byB. B • .JiorraTHH, A. H. 

T11xoHoB, and H. C. Y.JiyxaHOB; EeKCH
KO.JIOP 11sr by '/J. E. IlIMe.Jie 13 ; c TH.Jib 

.JI11TepaTypHHH sr31,m, CTH.JIH3au:mi:, 

CTHJIHCTHKaby r. Ee.JibqHKOBi Ky.JibTYPB 
pe'IH, TiypH3M by JI. H. CKBopu:oB; Pa3-
roBopHasr pe'Ih, YcTHasr pe'Ib by E. 

A. 3eMcKaSI ; and PeqeBOH 3THK8T by 
H. H. ¢opMaHOBCKBSI. 

One has become accustomed to the 
fact that in Soviet publications, the in
appropriate is simply omitted. Nowhere 
in the article on B. B. BHHOPpa.n:oB is 
mention made of the time he spent in a 
Stalin prison (my source being a Russian 
emigre professor). In at least one in
stance~ however, more is said than need 
be. Consider Lenin's often, though par
tially, quoted letter to People's Com
missar for Education, Lunacharskij, op
posite p. 209. I have, on numerous, 
occasions, read the following quote on 
Lenin's views on the need for an up-to
date dictionary of Russian: "He rropa .JIH 
C03.ZXaTb C.JIOBapb HaCTOSimero pyccKOI'O 
H3hlKa, CKa£eM, C.JIOBapb C.JIOB, yrroTpe-
6.JisreMhlX Terrepb H K.JiaCCHKaMH, OT 
TiyIIIKHHB ,ZJ;O ropbKOI'O. \t But this 

is the first time that I· have seen the 
next line of the original manuscript: "qTO, 
ec.JIH rroca,n:11Tb 3a cue 30 y'ieHHX, ,n:aB 

I1M RpacnoapMeMc1<HH rraeR?" .This tells us 
about Lenin's view ot protessiorial lexi
cographic research during th6se dark days 
of the Russian Civil War. 

Though I do not claim to have read 
the entire volume,~ sizable sampling has 
convinced me that its information is ac
curate, up-to-date and usefully arranged. 
In sum, Pyccmd:\ R:3hlK. 3HU:HK.Jiorre.n:11s:r 
vides an overview of past and current de
velopments in the Russian language field 
and will certainly be a primary source 
(Hae TO.JibHasr KHHPa) for all serious 

2 
students of Russian for years to come • 

On the whole, the volume is apol
itical, although it contains the (un)
necessary banal Brezhnev quote in the 
article PyCCKHH R3bIK B M8,.{.,IJ;y- Finaqy, I shoul_d like .to menti.on 
HapO,ll;HOM o6meHl1l1: "OH c Ta.JI He that this book is available at Victor 
TO.JibKO 'H3hllWM B3BHMHOPO 06meH11H Kamkin, Inc., Rockville, Md. The list 
Bcex Hau:un 11 Hapo,ZJ;HOCTBH CoBeTCKOPO price is $7.50, but it can be obtained 
CoI03a', HO 11 'o,n:Hl1M 113 06merrp113 - through the Agency for $6.45. 
HBHHb!XMtlPOBb!..I( H3b!KOB 111 (p.274) • ------------
Along these lines, the article PyccK11li 
R:3hlK by the long-time director of the 
Russian Language Institute of the USSR 
Academy of Sciences, F. P. Filin, con
tains a quote from the Program of the 
CPSU: "PyccK11H 231,m, paBHhlH cpe.n:u 

paBHhlX, CTa.JI H3hlKOM Me~Hau:110-

Ha.JibHOI'O o6meHHH, ,n:o6pOBO.JibHO 

rrp11HHTb!M BC8Ml1 COB. Hapo,n:aMH. 11 

7 

1. 4'11.JI11H, ¢. fl. (P.JIBBHb!H pe}:(aKTOp), 

PyccKHH sr3hlK. 3HU:HK.Jiorre.n:ui'r, "CoBeT

cKasr 8HU:l1K.JIOITe.n:11sr''' MOCKBa.', 1979. 
2. Additional reviews have app~ared in 
PyccK11H H3hlK 3a py6eJiWM, 2,.' 1980, pp. 
95-96, PyccKasr p~'ib, Nr. 3,_t980, pp. 
85-87, and PSCCf;irn ,f..:t>IK. BuJKone Nr. 3, 
1980, pp. 106-109. 
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lcontinuid from page 1) 

5. IMPROVED BALANCE IN PRO-
CRAMMING - I believe that it is imperat
ive that CLA strive to achieve a better 
balance in its programming between tech
nical linguistic subjects and country
area topics. Unquestionably, the vast 
majority of Agency linguists are involved 
in analysis of foreign language texts 
and the issuing of product. For the 
most part, linguists are "judge .and 
jury" over what does and what does 
not appear in this product. 

I am not at all convinced 
that NSA Management fully appreciates 
this fact-the Agency's linguist's 
role as analyst' and product origin
ator. CLA programming down through 
the years has surely not given adequate 
attention to it. Unfortunately, there 
are those who believe that a linguist is 
primarily, and perhaps exclusively, .in
terested in nouns, verbs, prepositions, 
conjugations, declensions, phonemes, mor
phemes, pronominal suffixes~ and so forth. 

In many cases, it is as 
important for an Agency linguist to be 
able to appraise the value of a for
eign language text in the context of 
Country X's military posture, 
political structure, foreign policy, in
ternal stability, or economic situation 
as it is for that linguist to understand 
its content in Language Y or the method
~logy of translation or transcription. 
Recent CLA programs which presented ex
cellent speakers on such topics as "The 
Egyptian-'-Israeli Peace Agreement," and 
"Soviet Perceptions of the U.S." exem
plify the kinds of progra~s which have 
been lacking. They should continue to 
be an integral part of our programmi'ng in 
the future for us to achieve the necessary 
balance. 

6. INFORMING NSA MANAGEMENT OF 
CLA'S VIEWS CLA's purpose is "to promote 
a greater degree of excellence in profes
sional linguistit activity throughout the 
cryptologic community." To fulfill this 
purpose, we conduct a varied program of 
activities designed to inform and to 
stimulate linguists. It is a fact, how
ever, that the quality of linguistic 
activity is influenced significantly by 

NSA management's policies and actions. 

I believe that CLA, as a 
professional association with no ORGANI
ZATIONAL or PERSONAL ax to grind, other 
than the good of the profession and its 
practitioners, should make its views, 
concerns, and interests known to NSA man
agement on policies and actions that CLA 
believes affect the language career field, 
linguists, and linguistic work in the 
cryptologic community. 

For example, I believe that 
CLA's silence during the years that the 
Language Library has been exiled in Siberia 
(read: FANX III) and r~ndered inaccessible 
to most of the Agency's linguist population 
has beeti inexcusable. We should have made 
our view known to the Director in the clear
est pos~ible terms that the transfer of 
the Language Library to FANX was seriously 
detrimental to the language profession and 
the operational performance and profession~ 
al growth of linguists. The Language 
Library is not a luxury; it is a necessity. 
It was a case where NSA management erred. 
There is no way of knowing if our speaking 
out would have had any effect. However, 
by our silence we abdicated our responsi
bility. 

Accordingly, I am establish
ing a Management Relations Committee. In 
genera 1, the purposes of the commit tee wi 11 
be (1) to consider and investigate matters 
on which CLA should make its views, con
cerns, and interests known to NSA manage
ment and (2) to inform the CLA membership 
about new or pending management policies, 
regulations, and actions of importance to 
our profession. Your CLA membership will 
be that much more meaningful. Collectively, 
we may be able to influence manage~ent; 
individually, we don't have a chance! It's 
a new direction for us, an initiative that 
has unlimited potential for our Association! 

CLA is your organization! It 
belongs to YOU! The Board of Governors 
and I are YOUR trustees whom YOU have 
elected. We want to hear your opinions 
on the above matters or on any other issue 
of interest to you. 

President, CLA 

I (b ) 

,F"'1'0"1"'1Rrr-tO-tiFMFt4-tlt+C;t-l*A+,L---1U~1s~E~oJ..IJ1'~J L~vc----
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THE CLAR ION Is p\fBL !'SHED BI MONTHL y 

BY THE CRYPT0-l1~·iu1s1ic ASSOCIATION 
I I I ' 

STAFF: 

reports, or other reporting veh
icles produced by NSA. I do not 
put words on paper lightly--no 
linguist does--and it maddens me 
to see my carefully chosen words 
mangled by an insens~tive staff 
member, sloppy typist, or some 
nameless person in the production 
line. When "unclear" becomes 

, "nuclear" or "spectre" is changed 
', ', to "scepter" cir the town of Amgala 
', h~comes the country of Angola, I 

---~------~----=-,~--·-
co~tENTS 

Varia .... -......... : ..•.... ... •.. .. ·:,.p. 2 
' . 

From the Presiden';t .....•...... :p. 3 

Insi~e thei Fence.\ ...... '.., .... p\. 7 

Outside the Fence, ............. p.·9 . I . . .. . 
The Bookshrlf .... ·':·; .... · ....... p .11 .. --~~-..----~--.... ~----------, 
NEXT DEADLINE - ARiICLES FOR THE 
SEPTEMiER lSSUE OF:(LARION ARE DUE 
BY 28 AUGUST, I NS I.DE THE FENCE . 
ITEMS SHOULD BE SENT TO SUE SEEVERS 
AND Ours I Dl IHE fENCf TJfMS ·rHOU.LD 

BE SE NT TO .__ ---=---------'- · -----------------------. i,' 

VARI~ 
QUALITY CONTROL I suppose that my 

. editihq positions have made me 
more aware of typos and other writ
ing errors than I was in former 
times . The several typographic 
errors in a recent--otherwise very 
impressive--hall display stood out 
as if outlined in neon. They remind
ed me again of the sorry state of 
quality co.ntrol at NSA. Hardly a 
day goes . l:>y without the release of. 
dozehs of•.pro1ucts, p~instakinglf 
fashioned by dedicated linguists, 
sprinkled , with errors. perhaps it 
is · just a sign of a general deter-;
iorafion in Western Civilizati6n, 
and NSA should not be singled out: 
the same kind of deplorable errors 
appear in the New York Times. As 
linguists, we care about the final 
form of our labors: translations, 

·.d~pair . . It is astonishing to me 
~hat we are not a laughingstock 
among,our peer agencies. Is there 
an~ne'~ho cares? I could rant 
long' ,and., rave vehemently to the 
point'-0f 'early paranoia about the 
appeara11ce 'of our product, but, 
unless other' ·r1ri ters become con
cerned and, angry, I am wasting 
my time. · ' 

THE JAFFE AWARDS '·, It would be 
.· difficult'~o ieJe6~ two people 

• at NSA more dese:rving~ Of the · iaf'fe 
'-.[\wards than I ;·, . . I 

I . have known · bot of them, for many 
y'e,ars and I rejoice '-j,ntheir re-

g . tion. I was surprised that 
expertise as . a matchmaker . 

as considered in tn~ present.:.. 
ation of his award. In sp.i te. of 
28 years of extraordinary iihguistic 
support to this agency, L w:f l 1 always 
believe that his finest momen'·f ,was 
arranging the first m~eiin~ be~~een 
me. and my wife. Thanks again I I 
INVITATION TO LINGUISTS AT SISTER 
AGENCIES: TONGUES ACROSS THLSEA? 

· The Clarion staff would like 
to invite our readers at th~ various 
sister agencies to submit articles 
(of any length, but preferably less 
t _han 5 double-'spa~ed pages) on any 
topid of ihterest to linguists. 
Informative articles will be espec
ially welco~e ; Many of us know 
little or nothing about your agen
cies and would be delighted to 
find out that we share the same 
problems in the same languages. 
Let us know what dictionaries or, 
even better, what working aids 
(continued on page 12) 
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FRa"l THE PRESIDENT 

I 
I 
I 
I 
', 
•; 

(U) My report to you in this issue of thr, -ciarion,•in1;:'iudes items and i;sues 
which I discussed in my end-of-the-year report'at our qrtn~al business meeting;~n 1 
June. 

(U) It has been a truly exciting•y;ar for CL~,; a,-year of dynamic growt~ in 
membership strength and participatioJr; organizati.~rtal rtructure, new directiq~s, and, 
most important of all, in the sc?pe' and substance' of !}Ur programming. ; , 

(U) In regard to programming, one of our,'goal,s this year was to achieve a 
balance between technical lirtguistic subjects,·~nd a,rea studies topics. We h.:.iye made 
significant progress in ,iliis- direction, witl-}' the ll)fl.in stimulus coming from O:u;r language
area institutes. I bel.1eve that this balan'ce is ,absolutely essential if we ;a,re to con
tinue to grow and t;e'be relevant to the ,l,argest ,possible number of Agency ltnguists. 

(U) Our Pl'osrainming this year h~s been at the core of our progress. 'l want to 
thank! : ! for his outstap'ding efforts in arranging our Associa:qon-level 
programs and coordinating them with ihose of,'our special · interest groups. ' • 

(U) Our Films and Videotapes'Committ.ee arranged an excellent Forei2I1 f ao,uage 
Film Series this past year thankir'to the highly effective efforts of I , _ the 
committee chairman, and his committee members. •.-----~ 

(U) The Language Training Symposium, which was sponsored jointly by OLA and the 
National Cryptologic School;, was v,ry _s'uccessful. The bulk of the credit f~r tl1is . 
"first" belongs to I _ chairman of SIGLING, and his associates ,in SIGLING •. 
Every organization has itsighs and:lows and this symposium was unquestion~bly a high 
point in our program year. We cari.~11 take pride in this achievement. We pad a group 
of exceptionally knowledgable and •stimulating speakers who presented new insights and 
perspectives on language trai.nin~' and linguist development. It was a thoro:ughly pro
fessional event from beginning to end. It provided the kinds of informatiqn and view
points by experts in a field o/ vital interest to our profession that were ;refle_ctive 
of the type of programming envisioned and .implemented by CLA' s founders. • . 

(U) Our membership:c::]members--is at an all-time high • . This is a..i indication 
of C~A's growing stature and increasing rele~ance t? Agency linguirts. It'js alia 
a tribute to the superb work of our Membership Committee headed by_ ! 

(U) We have produced a new CLA certificate of membership. · This parchment-type 
certificate was specially designed for CLA and member's names are inscribed by~ 
calligrapher. To date, over 200 of the certificates have been distributed. We will 
continue to issue the pocket-size membership cards f~r renewals while the_ new certifi
cate will remain valid permanently. 

(U) The Board of Governors also took a significant action in.approving one-year's 
free membership for all newly-certified linguists. We will present certificates to 
graduating interns at their graduation ceremony. This is a mos_t appropriate way for 
us to reach out to the newly-certified linguists, congratulate chein on their achievement, 
introd~ce them to CLA, and welcome them into otir ranks as fellow professionals~ .·Hope- · 
fully, all or most of them will retain their membership iri CLA through the coming years. 

(U) I am confident th.at if we continue to improve and expand the scope and 
quality of our programming and activities . and to make membership in CLA a meaningful 
and rewarding experience, our ranks will continue to incr_ease. · 

(U) We have had considerable success in extending the language-area institute 
concept to other areas of the world. In addition to the Russian lriititute and the 
African Studies Institute, we now have the Middle East Institute, the Asian Studies 
lns~itut~, and the East European institute. All of thi institutes have ~id ~xcellent 
initial progra~s. . 

(U) In an effort to establish a Hispanic Institute which would serve the inter
ests of the Agency' .s Spanish and Portuguese linguists, we approathed the _NSA Spanish 
Club and proposed that it assume the additional purpose of a CLA language~area institute 
and . affiliate with us as a ~pecial interest group. Jhey ga~e our proposal serious . 
consideration--! was invited to address the group on several occasions--and decided to 

' ' 
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decline for reasons which relate to the purposes of the .cf~b.- ::(i;,;~e.Je that a His.:._ 
panic Institute could be ·a valuable asset to the ~genc;'s ~~;t~h'.-~nd,'~ortuguese ' 
linguists, so we shall continue to explore tht!- feasibiljt1/ .of e"s,t'.abli!i{!ing this 
institute. ,.·· ,-:··,,, ,' ,' ;;, 

(U) Our journal, the Clarion,.,-w11i~h is now .ctpp~pTing',biinonthly;: has been a 
spectacular success._. The ":utt:i..rr] to bed" of . ,SJ.!,cll ·~-publi'c~tion is .a;~onumental ta;k, 
to say the le,;1~t, _andl _ the edi~9::-in-:-,chief,,,an?' his staff;:deserve CLA l~urel 
wreaths for this Journalist c tnumph. l· <!m ex~-ited qbou,t the Clarlorj _and its pro&pects 
for the future. It will be the commu~icarions'link ~etween the Boa-rd·of Governors and 
the membership, .a forum for our melllber.s·'to speak out 01/issties and.'tp;share their e~
pert ise, and a source of inform~.1:1.'9.i· ~n ~vents a'9ci developments in.' t,he language worLd 
inside and outside the Agency.· lt'. will-'have it.$' moo.ds-- provocat:i,'ve-,; probing, stim1.il
ating, tongue-in-cheek--but'it~ill cbnstantly'str:i,ve to be infonnati'Ve and interest'ing. 

(U) Another majo_r, ·init'iati'"e' we took, t'he past year was to beii;n providing CLk 
input to NSA managemj,in't _or1'poli9,{es and ac,ri'ons ,w'hich affect languag~ operations, the 
language career · fj.eld_,, 'and liRguirs. ~Qr thiir purpose, we establi;stied a Manageme11t: 
Relations Comm:i,etee.· I . _ was ~he fiq,'t c;hairman of this,' conupittee, and he a)ld 
his committe.e 'did·a highly commendabl,e job. ,'A strong founda_tion hcis• been laid for ; 
future ac.t:·i'ons. ·oy this committee. We forwqtded a meino to the D,ire?:t~r endorsing tha~ 
part of' an Nf'fA legislative proposal which.would provide the Nat;'ional: Cryptologic School 
in~tt~ctors access to the Civil ,S~rvice Retirement System. We.' alS:o ;made a proposal ~o 

c::Jre_garding the expansion of the NSA yanguage Library collect,'ion :tq include additiop.al 
for.ei.gn language periodicals end books. We received a very favo:j:-al,le response from• 

c:::::J.,hich, in effect, propos,ed that t,h~ Library buy a modest n~mbe,t" Qf additional books 
useful to linguists and c~talog anq• shelve them with the regu

0

lar copections, It w~ 
also consider taking out, 'addit:i.on,;l'l subscriptions to foreign,'lansua~e newspapers. w 
noted that CLA could h,e1p in thi$ endeavor by recommending t.he best• titles, soliciting 
donations of books al).tl periodicals, and publicizing the new •acqu,-s:Ltions among CLA 
members. ' ' ' , • · 

. (U) :"::Hire ::rlidt'y is absolutely essential /or :,ny ~rS.ni,ation, In my 
opinion, I . t~e chairman of our Publicity Co1111Pitteti, ?eveloped and directed 
the most et ec ve pu ~ 1c~-ty effort in the history of CLA.,' Witfi our substantial growth 
an~ increased. activities,; he had to provide publicity supP,brt o,n ah unprecedented scale. 
He was a veritable dyna,rno of energy, resourcefulness, and, output, ;and I want to make a 
formal acknowledgment.bf his magnif:i,cent accomplishments .and contributions to the 
Association's programming _and activities. ,' ; ' 

(U) · Another goal this year was the revision, of out bylai,-,s.: Our Bylaws Committee, 
chair~d by ~ ! has completed its task and ha~ submi;tte\1 a proposed draft re-
vision tote Boar4 of Governors. This draft will be r@viewed b~ the Board and then 
presented to the membership for approval. : : 

(U) This year we also established a Library Corruiittee to p~blicize information 
through the Clarion on new publications on language, lfnguist,'ics~ and other subjects of 
interest which have become available in the NSA Libral)' and ~o cqnsolidate ;md forward 
CLA recommendations for new acquisitions. The Library CommiUtee•also purchases books 
for presentation to speakers at CLA programs.·! ; ! chaired this committee 
and did an outstanding job for us. -------- ' 

~-40881 We have also explored the feasib~lity,' of est8;'bli$'1ing a linkage with the 
linguists at our collaborating agencies, GCHQ, CSE, and DSD1 and with the S~rvice Cr to 
logic Agencies. 

(U) Our. annua anquet t 1s year was an extraor 1nary success. It eature an 
unbeatable combination of that special CLA camaraderie, exc;elleiit food, and a great 
program of entertainment, all wrapped in ihe beautiful a~mas hete of the Interna~ional 
Hotel. The credit for this memorable evening belongs to~-----~· the chair
person of our Banquet Committee; The afterglow of this ga a event wi 1 not soon fade 
from the hearts of those who attended. 

(U) I want to express the appreciation of the Association to our other committees 
for their accomplishments during the past year: to I I the chaiiperson of the 
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Nominating Committee, and he_r_ s:omm±t:t:ee· ~~mbers for providi:1g· ½~-;ith,',An eictraordinary 
slate of candidates for -~:tre· recent elections. This comm~ttee; under,',Ca,'rol~ s direction, 
has ensured.that· 'CLA will have ,strong and capable leaqetshj:p in th~·.yejirs ~o come; to 

I lthe chairman of the Essay Contest Commi_J~.~ee,_,and his cohJfni!f'tee !!!embers for 
their excellent work; to Washington Wong, the ~ha'irm~n of the Jaf(e ~ward Gommittee, 
and his committee for performing one of the jl!Ost dj..fficult tasks ,in €LA--tlle selection 
of the recipient of the Sydney Jaffe Awayd;' and.to Lumi Segarra ,for ,her wo;i:k on the 
Logo Jewelry Committee. . • • • : ' ,' ,, 

(U) I have been most fortunq~e • to h~lfe' had an extraonci:i,hariiy capab:1e and dedi
cated group of fellow-officers _and membe:rs-at-large. I want ,to e~press my::appreciation 
to them fo-p their indispensa.i>te coo e a:tion and support ~1,ir:i,ng th,e past e' 'r: Sally 
Botsai, our President-ele~-t·; our out oin Secretar our 
outgoing Treasurer; and·Barbara eir, ---------,,-.-----,-----..--our 
members-at-large. • 

(U) I I has been our Treasurer since ~.ens. In t;his capacity, he has been 
a tower of strength and stability for us in handling our funds,' and in 1eve·l::,ng and 
maintaining our computerized membership data base,: We are gt~teful to for having 
given us the benefit of his considerable expertis,e and sound ;advice during is years 
as an officer of the Association. 

(U) Let us now look to the future. As :r did at the b'eginning of the 80-81 progra~
activity year, I would like to list some goah' for this yea,r: 

(8 888) 1. Reactivation of SIGT!tAN anq SIGVOICE, These two special interest 
groups focus on two major and vital functions in our prof(fssion. · We plan to broaden the 
scope of SIGTRAN to include the world of analysis and rep,brting. In regard to SIGVOICE, 
with the proverbial "voice explosion" in.the SIGINT effort and the major developments in 
the technology of voice processing which' have either tak,~n place already or are on the 
drawing board, it is imperative that we' have a constituent arm to concentrate on this 
subject and to arrange the programming necessary to kee'p us informed of developments and 

· I· I 

trends. 
·(u) 2. Expansion of La~guage-Area Institµtes. There are .. still two major 

areas of the.world for which therr'should be CLA language-area institutes: Spain, 
Portugal, a_nd Latin America (Hispanic 'Institute) anq• Western Europe (West European·. 
Institute). Hopefully, the nuclei for the establisnment of these institutes can be 
found. I am convinced that it,:is in the long-term ,vital interest of CLA t:o ·have ·two 
strong organizational pillar&,!.;-the ASSOCIATION-LEVEL PILLAR to focus on the areas of 
commonality which unite all,1inguists regardless of specific language and functional 
specialty or technical fieltt of interest and the~PECIAL INTEREST GROUP PILLAR to focus 
on the diverse and specianzed interests of diff,erent groups of linguists. 

(e-eeo) 3. Establishment of a Language Automation ·committee. The world of 
the computer and high technology have unquestiD'riably had an enormous impact on the SIGINT 
language effort, the Language career field, anJ linguists. An extensive spectrum of 
challenges and opportiunities has evolved for the professional linguist. In order for 
the Association to keep the membership informed of developments and the. state of the art 
in language automae:'ion, I have established a,'Language Automation Committee, The primary 
purposes of the ~o'mmittee will be to keep tl).'e CLA membership informed, through the 
presentation of ,programs and the publicatio,n of news items and articles in the Clarion, 
of develcipment~ and trends in computer support and automation of language processing 
and to advise.~he Board of Governors on a11 matters related to language automation. 

(!,' eee) 4. Establishment of language Committees. For each Agency language 
of interest; or in some cases, groups of.'languages, the CLA will have a committee. 
These committees will have the following' functions for their respective languages: a) 
monitor the NSA Library and Language Liprary collections and recommend the purchase of 
new pub11iations of interest; b) arrange for the solicitati6n and c6llection of donat
ions o( books ~hd periodicals for the Language Library; c) provide a language publication 
evalua'tion and advisory service for Dtor the purpose of reviewing language publications 
at Os request and advising on their acquisition; d) serve as a conduit for reviews, 
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critiques, or comments concerning new language publications for the Book Review Section 
of the Clarion; e~ prepare bibliographic listings of basic and auxiliary language 
reference publicat~ons for cryptologic language tasks; f) respond to queries from Service 
Cryptologic Element linguist submitted to the projected "Language. Line"; g) advise the 
Films and Videotapes Committee on the selection of foreign language films and videotapes; 
and h) serve as a language advisory comm.it tee for the Board of Governors. · 

(U) 5.: Mal).agement Relations. We will endeavor to continue to provide CLA 
input to NSA management on actions and policies which affect the language career field 
and linguists. Tw~ subjects which we plan to study in order to provide recorrunendations 
are linguist incentives and the linguist pay structure. If the Congress passes the 
appropriate legislation in response to the NSA proposal on linguist monetary incentives, 
myriads of substanq.ve details governing the implementation of the incentives program 
will have to be worked out. CLA input into this process can be effective. The other 
issue is a sensitive one, but one which we cannot ignore. There is a ' general perception 
among Agency linguiS:ts that it is extremely difficult for linguists to advance beyond 
GG-12, that there ar:e only a relatively . few linguists at the GG-13/14 levels, and 
virtually none beyon~ GG-14. If a study proves this to be an accurate perception, ~hen 
CLA should present its views on this issue · along with recommendati;ons to NSA management. 

(0 000) 6. Linkage with the Collaborating Agencies and the Service .Crypto
logic Elements. We ~ill continue t~ ex~lore ways and means to establish and consolidate 
a linkage with the cqllaborating agencies and the Service Cryptologic Elements. 

(U) 7. I'l'lcrease in Membership E'articipation. We hope to . stimulate a greater 
percentage of our members to participate in our activities either in the committees or 
in the Special Inter.e~t Groups. For this purpose, we intend to conduct a membership 
survey. We will disttibute a questionnaire listing our various con~tituent groups and 
committees with brief•descriptions of their purposes and functions, along with this 
will be· a form on which you can check the group or committee in wh:j_ch you have an interest. 

""(e 000)- a.: Programming. a) .We intend to continue to ·develop and maintain 
a balance in our pro,r'ajing between technical language subjects and area studies topics. 
b) With support from we plan to initiate our CLA television program series. c) We 
also plan to initiate a Foreign Language Lecture ·series to parallel our Foreign Language 
Film Series. _d) We plan to expand our foreign language videotape · p~esentetions to 
parallel our very successful Russian series. e) We will explore the feasibiliti of 
organizing CLA tours to places of interest such as FBIS, CIA, Stat~ Department, and 
possibly .the United Nations Translation Division and the United ~tates Mission to the U.N. 

(U) 9. Bylaw's. We plan to complete the revision of our bylaws with de
inite improvements and updating of the current version. 

(U) 10. Distinguished Service Awards. One of CLA's shortcomings has been 
the abserice of an instrument for formal recognition of the outstanding contributions 
which certain heroes and heroines have made to the functioning and progress of the 
Association. We hope to correct this deficiency and develop awards ~hich would give 
concrete expiession to _our appreciation of the efforts of certain individual members. 

(U) 11. New Publica2ion. I believe that there should be another CLA pub~ 
lication to provide docunient~t~on of various CLA programs, including the proceedings of _ 
our symposia. This would be a soft:-back journal, published on a semi-annual or annual 
basis. It could be veri useful as a reference ~ork for our members. We will study 
this matter to determine the feasibility of producing this publication. 

· (U) 12. Social Activities. The name of the Banquet Committe~ has been 
changed to Social Activities Committee. This committee will consider the expansion of 
our social activities to include, for example, a _Fall event such as a cl,ance for those 
who enjoy ballroom dancing. 

(U) I: have delineated a very ambitious set of goals for CLA. I believe, however, 
that they are all achievable--BUT ONLY WITH YOUR HELP. I believe tha_t we have boundless 
potential in CLA. There is virtually no limit t<> what we can accomplish if we believe in 
our purposes, concentrate on our goals; and each of us does his or her .part, however 
small it may seem. lndividually and collectively, you a~e our most valuable resource, 
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and with your active participation; CLA 
can reach ever higher plateaus of a c com
plishment. 

-~ 
without the Agency. • , 

PRESIDENT', CLA 

The evening I s enterr-a·i'nment; cone 1 uded 
with "A Musical OdY,ss~y Through ;For e ign 
Lands" by the ~.x<ellent tenor vqiceof 
I lexpertly•accom-
panied on the piano by I I 

--------------~----
INSIDE THE FENCE 
ANNUAL CLA BANQUET HELD ON 24 JUNE ·. 

About 95 person$ attended the'.16th 
Annual CLA Banquet at the lnternatidnal 
Hotel on 24 June. In attendance wer,e CLA 
members and guests, including DIRNSA', and 
Mrs. Faurer and DDO .and Mr5. Davis. '. 

The program was opened by t~
ing of the National Anthem led byL..,__j 
I ~f the Parkway Chorale. Afte5'.a 
short. welcome · by President j j 
all pr,esent sat down to a delicious', di',hner 
of - roas.t bee.£, baked poti:ito, green be~ps 
almonditle, and chocolate mousse. A~ ~tld
itional treat was a piece of the 16t'.h ',', · 
birthday ~~ke cut bj ~rs. Annette Jaff~ 
( see the couer of this issue for a ' ·,. 
photograph ot this event). , ~ 

After di'{mer, award present-at ioias'.', 
were made. Th~.Lt. Gen. Vernon A. Walt~rs' 
Essay Contest Awards were postponed . un';d•l 
next year. The ~i.nners of the CLA Ess~y.'·, 

. I 

-C-ar-r ... e .. s:-w ... e .. r .. :-; _..,J :-r-· ... r ... r.,.j..,z ... e-... C ... $ ... \no) 1. . . 1 .._ __ .....,.,.,...._,.. _____ ....,,..... .... -"""""Jfor "LIP.!.La'.n~-
uage I entiica,t1on. P,;-oject" (which . a'p-', · ... 
pe~red in the Jan-'Mar 'l. 980 Cryptolog) ~ 2.n~ 
Prize ( $100)--l .. "'l'l""'""!"""!'"""!"""'----"'l"""--1 for "ldeo,-,,·, 
graph Writing Patterns ~na Computer In~:~ 
put"; 3rd Prize ($50};-I F 
for "Lone Word Analysis."'. 'Mrs. Annette', ', · .. 
Jaffe presented the Sydn~y··!a_f fe '*'ward ', ', ·~ 
winners with their plaques i'u·.hono'r of tbe ~ 

D"l and distingui~hed ca·r~e·r."'. ofi I ', ~ 
as Chinese teacher and ~head, of ',the ·. ·, ~· 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' Chinese_ Department at the NCS ·;nid·. the ·, , ·., 
"disting'ui~hed work" of I I • ·.~ 
in Amharic and. Tigrina. . 1 : ',· • , ', ·.~ 

In !'.ionor 'crf .Mrs. Jaffe' s inv'o,lN~m~t1.t ·. ·.~ 
with and dedication· t.:.o the CLA, she':~ap ·. ·. ', ',', 
presented with a lifet.fm~ membership :irt. ·. ·. ·.·.~ 
the CLA symbolized by a f;amed copy ol:::. ','. >. 
the new certificate of rnember'sn:i.p: '\· . .'-.'·.'·.' 

The fresi:ept-:lec,, Dr. Sarl~ .. . ~ots~. i·~ 
commended _ Jon the fine work \~··: 

AITlong the varied selections were 1fWithout 
a Song" (Youmans), IISerenade" (Schubert) 
in German, '. 'Granadall ( Lara) in Spanish, 
the Largo from Xerxes (Handel) in Italian, 
Lenski's Aria from Eugene Oriegin (Tchai
kovsky) iri Russian, and "Chel Tsiyon" 
(Taube) in Hebrew. The audience parti
cipated in closing with encores of : 
"Those Were the Daysi' and L'Chaim. 11 

Above. CLA ~resid~nt- •I., ______ __. 
chats with t~e Di,rector and M'rs. Paurer 
and Mr. and ~rs~ w • . ·Wong. B~low. ,seated 
around the h~ad tab le, from left''··to ri ht: 
Mrs. Davis, 

R,ADM H.J., Qavis, and 
Mrs • . An°nette: J~ffe. . , ~. 

he has done asresi ent ~£-CLA·in.g~yin~'. : -~ 

CLA new impetus and direction within a~~f ~ . ~ · -· .. ,l ___________ 
1
, 
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lt!GHUGHTS OF THE APRIL AND MAY BoARD 
MEETINGS . . 

The new certificates of membership 
are out and free one-year membership in 
CLA has been approved for newly-certified 
linguists. The latest membership count 
is an all-time high of 327. 

Six people are setting about to re
habilitate SIGTRAN in a new format as 
SIGTRA: SIGT( rans)R(epor'ting)A( na lys is). 
A new SIG on tool languages has been pro
posed • . It was noted that there is a 
Ru~sian language_ lunch group and suggest
ed .that other language people might like 
to combine lunch with language practice. 
M,my langµage~area institutes have been 
forme4 ,: . · · .• ,' '' . •··.. ' . · ,· · 

' ·. the Asian Studies Institute 
' (ASI) ' discussed the' '.election ' of officers 
and sent ?Pi?Hc;~tions fo,r rilembersbip f;o 
400 people ~orking in~th~ fiel~of Asian 
~~udies •. · Conta:ct I 1x4152 for 
information·. ------...1. ". 

The Middle East ·thstitute (MEI) 
elected officers· and sponsored a fecerit 

iiZ~i~~~=~!0
~0 ~~/G~~~~~=~·~FIPD the Rijf d 

x4~60 for inforinat:i,cin.. · · • · , . 
. The Rµs!;iari , Institute (RI) will 

elect officers 1'in. the · neat' fui:ube. '. Con-
ta~tl · 1xi156 f~~ ln •. f~r-
mat ion. . 

The CLA/NCS Language Training Sym
posium ran from 5 May to 12 June and ap
peared to be a great success. CLA and 
SIGLING are studying the possibility of 
publishing the papers and talks which 
were presented at the Symposium. It 
has been suggested that the .symposium 
be made an annual event. 

(8 GGQ) Issues of the Clarion have been 
sent to GCHQ and the CLA has received 
copies of the.ir publication. We. hope 
to publish.extracts from this journal 
in future issues of Clarion. The SCE's 
were also mentioned for distribution of 
CLApublic~tions, but it was pointed out 
that the bylaws of CLA would have to be 
changed to permit this. The revised by
laws are almo~t ready and coul4 be changed 
to allow SCE membership in .CLA. 

At the 28 April meeting of the 
Council of Learned Organizations (CLO), 
three items br6ught up by CLA received 
a favorable response. These were: 1) 
Asking the Director to write a letter 
for disttibuti6n to all Agency employees 
supporting NSA's professional organizat
ions, and encouraging participation in 
them; 2) Sugge.sting that a .CLA represent-

. ative be invited to speak at NSA manage~ 
ment courses, and 3) Proposing that a 
new bulletin board be purchased by CLO 
for use by all member organizations. 

The Afri,can Institute (AI) ·~pon- .The CLA proposal for the Library 
sored a talk on 10 •.June. by Dr. John'.Collier to set· up a collection of foreign lang-
the Director of the l\frican Studies 'pr~- uage fiction was countered by their 
gram of .. the Foreign Set:vice Institute. ~n proposal that CLA provide a list of de-
"American Policy toward•f,.ffica· Cantin·. sired titles to be integrated with the 
uity and Change." Contac't; - I ' current collection. This proposal was 
x4812 for informat;ion. · • : accepted. 

The East European 'Institut'e On 28 May, James Hudec of the NSA 
(EEI) has contacted Prof. Jan' -~arski 'C!lf •• ·. Legislative and Regulatory Counsel's · 
Georgetown Univ. to speak later',in the'. '; 'office, spoke on "Congressional Actions 
YE!~;i:- and, o;n 2~_Jt1ne, sponsore4 a,.talk by ·-.o? NSA.Lang~age Problem and Linguist 
Dr • .. pale He.rspri:ng o.n !'Warsaw Pact •Re lat-' . lncent1ves. Mr. Hudec' s talk .along 
foris · a,nd the 'Polish Crisis." Conta~t_ Dr ... w.ith an update on this problem will be I t x'.3140 -~or lnfor~~ti_dn. •• pt1.b'iished in the Clarion later this year. 

.. . SIGLING· sponsored a talk on 16 J ,un'e 
by Prof,., William· F_letcher of; the Univer-' AS.IM STUDIES INSTITUTE ELECTS OFFICERS 
si'. tY o.f Maryland on· ~'Cpme Down wi..th . • ' ' / · · · · , ·~lections for ASI officers were 
Cholera--A Guide to Cursing_ in Dutch: 'h.,ld, ~~ 18 June 

The NSA Television Studlo. h~ ... .,t. . . with the following re-
•. • su1, s< · • was elected 

contacted to make a videotape of . •• •.d' •,-:-,-----=--==I.._:: • pres<1 ent, was elect-
1Presentation "Computer App.f±c.- • eel -'c • '• · d t d 

._a_t!""1':"!· o_n_s-· "'fo-r.-..lC:h'ihese.'! -, •.• •• • vi f!_ .... 1'::esi ?n • a~ ---.---..1 , · ·...... _ EJ. .~as :~~ec~ed secr~tary-~Teasurer. 
.. .. .. .. ..... .. , .. , .. ..... ~:....._ .... ·,~ 

........... -:.'"-"-..' ',,' 
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. ' 
was driven.by'the fear of embarassment in OUTS IDE THE FENCE · 

Two LANGUAGES FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 
(ATTENTION WEST-GERMANY BOUND PCS-ING 
LANGUAGE BUFFS) 

clas_s~- ~ the three-columned lists of verbs, 
.. • nouns, adjectives, etc. in I~alian, German, 

ahd English soon became an ihtegral part 

Instructor: "Herrl I konnen 
Sie das Folgende, 61tte, ins 
Deutsch ubersetzen?" (Mr. K., 
can you please translate the 
following into German?) "Signor 
Salvatore, La ringraziamo ~er 
aver accettato di farsi inter-
vistare. Prima di ~ominciare, 
vorrei chiederLe se ci ~ermette 
di registrare quello che dice." 

This was a typical request heard dur
ing an evening ~dult education class of orie 
of the several £oreign language courses 
that I took while on overseas assignment 
in West Germany. Naturally, any subject 
taught in a foreign language is useful, 
but studying one foreign language through 
another foreign language'can combine all 
sorts of emotions-~excitement, frustration, 
fear, confidence--to result. in a valuable 
and unforgettable language experience. 
With some .cob-webbed rudiments of college 
German still lingering in my ~rain, I 
plunged into a scary but edifying situat
ion that ultimately enh.anced my enjoyment 
while traveling (and talking) in Germany, 
Italy, and France. 

of my studying one foreign 1:anguage through 
another. Despite the slight• formality of 
the classes and the need to ~nderstand the 
German before attempting to :translate into 
the other foreign language, ~he classes 
were extremely enjoyable. 

An interesting aspect :of such an 
approach to foreign languag~ learning is 
that it gives the ~tudent atj entirely dif~ 
ferent perspective on the target language 
and the working language. Havi11g learned 
the basics of Italilin and F:i;ench'throtigh 
German, I would occasionally in~ert word 
order, place verbs (especiaJly modals) at 
the ehd of -cl'auses/sentances, and find 
difficulty in rendering a t~anslation.into 
English (since the translation process 
transcends two languages)~ :some words in 
Italian or French I could o~ly visualize 
in German. 

The beauty of taking language courses 
in the VHS program lies in the inherent 
language benefits, the interaction wi~h 
other students, and the,.cost.:,.-approximately 
$50 (95 Deutsche Marks) for: 10 months of 

· instruction two hours per w~ek. Any lang
uage buff or accompanying spouse going 
to West Germany on PCS assignment would 
find the VHS program extrern:ely worthwhile 

Volkshochschule (VHS) and enjoyable. For more information on 
program provided excellent instru~tion in the Volkshochschule and it(course.offer-
foreign languages and o.ther subjects that irigs, write to (or visit) t•he local tour-

The West German 

the overseas U.S. univers_ities and Ameri- ist information office. (Ver:kehrsburo, Ver-
can facilities could not offer. Following kehrsaint, or Fremdenverkehr:samt)' of ,any 
a refresher course taught in German for 

. ) major city in West Germany.: Viel · Spass! 
Gastarbeiter ('guest workers' from France, 
Italy, Greece, Turkey, etc., I felt con- I 
fident enough with German grammatical ATA TRANSLAT,ION STUDENTS FUND 
terminology to enroll in the beginning 
Italian and .French courses offered through . Through its Committee on Honors and 
the VHS adult education program. The Awards, the American Translators Associat-
reality of the dual language approach hit ion (ATA) has created the '~ranslation 
me when I picked up my Italienisch fi.ir Sie Students Fund" to encourage innovative or 
and Franz5sisch fiir Sie books in which the interesting projects by students of trans
grammatical explanations, exercises, trans- lation who· may need.some funding to carry 
lations, and glossaries were all in Ital- out their studies. A grant of $250--which 
ian/French and German. Because courses sh6uld be en~ugh to su6sidize ~he coffee 
in the

1 
German educational system, even the bills--is available to any studeht or group 

more relaxed adult evening program, are of students enrolled in a course or program 
more formal than most courses in the U.S., in translation at an accredited ,c9llege or 
my incentive to learn all the words in university. Grants were r·ecenti'y awarded 
both languages (e.g.~ Italian and German), to two students; one will resear'ch and 
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translate Russian songs and legends relat-

, ing to North American Indians in Alaska, 
and the other will translate the works of 
Chilean poet Vicente Huidobro, the "Father 
of Creacionismo". Requests for funds may 
be made to the Committee on Honors and 
Awards of the ATA. Project proposals of 
250-500 words in length must be submitted 
by 31 December 1981. A final report will 
be published in the ATA Chronicle. For 
applications, write to: --Etilvia Arjona, 
Chairman ATA Committee on Honors and 
Awards, 1800 Idyllwild Ave., Redwood City, 
CA 94061. 

LINGUISTIC SociETY OF AMERICA (LSA) CALL 
FOR PAPERS . 

LSA members may submit papers for 
presentation at the LSA Summer and Annual 
Meetings in any of the following categor
ies: anonymously.;.reviewed 12:...minute 
papers, anonymously.-reviewed 30~minute 
papers, colloquia, an_d symposia. Those 
persons wishing to offer a paper can find 
the guidelines ~rid abstract specifications 
in the December 1980 LSA Bulletin or re
quest them from th~ LSA Secretariat. Ali 
LSA members wishing to submit abstracts 
for presentation at the Annual LSA Meeting 
in New York, 28-30 December 1981, should 
send their abstracts and submittal forms 
by 10 September 1981 to LSA Secretariat, 
3520 Prospect St., NW, Washington, DC 
20007. Details on the LSA Annual Meeiing 
and the Special LSA events to be held · 
ther~ (Careers in Linguistics Conference, 
Sessions on Computational Linguistics, 
and AAAL "Literacy") will be presented in 
the next issue of Clarion. 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
July 25-26, 1981---TESOL Summer Meeting, 

New York, NY (Write: TESOL, 202 DC 
Transit Bldg. Georgetown Univ., 
Washington, DC 20057) 

August 17-19, 1981---European Symposium on 
Language for Special Purposes, 3rd: 
Pragmatics and LSP. Copenhagen; 
Denmark. 

August 18-21, 1981---International Con
ference on Foreign Language E~uc
ation and Technology, 1st. Tokyo, 
Japan. 

August 23-25, 1981----Post Congress of the 
World Congress of Jewish Studies. 
Problems of Teaching Modern Hebrew. 
Hebrew Univ., Jerusalem. 

August 24-28, 1981---International Joint 
Conference on Artificial Intelli
gence, 7th. Vancouver, BC, Canada. 
(Write: Pat Hayes, General Chair, 
IjCAI-81, Univ. of Rochester~ 
Rochester, NY 14627.) 

Augu:st 27-September 8_, 1981~---International 
Congress of the International Feder
ation for Modern Languages and Lit
eratures. Scottsdale, Arizona:. 

September 1--4, 1981---Associac·ion de Ling
uistica y Filologia de America Latina, 
Arizona SU, Tempe, Arizona. (Write: 
Davfd William toster, tiept. For. 
Langs, AZ SU/ Tempe, AZ 85281). 

September 10-12, 1981--"-Conference, on the 
Investigation of Form and Function 
in Mexican-American (Chicano) English: 
New In~ights. Univ. of Texa~, El Paso 
TX. (Write: Jacob -L. Ornstein
Gali~ia, Dept. Ling., Univ, of Texas, 
El Paso, TX 79968). 

September 18-20, 1981---Brit i sh Association 
for Applied Linguistics Annual Meet.,.. 
ing: Language Variation iD' Applied 
Linguistics. Univ. Sussex, Bright6n, 
England. (Writ'e: Euan Reid, Lin 
Minorities Proj., Univ. London, Inst. 
of Ed.; 18 Woburn Sq., London WC1H 
ONS.) 

October 15--18, 1981---American Translators 
Association Annual Convention, Dallas, 
Texa:s. (Write: ATA, 109 Croton Ave., 
Ossining, NY 10562). August 2-8, 1981---Tenth International 

Congress of Phonetic Scienc~s, 
Utrecht, the Netherlands. All 

----~-------------·---
aspects of phonetic and acoustic 
research will be addressed in papers,.· CLA OFFICERS ELECTED 
lectures, equipment demonstrations, Congratulations to the new CLA 
etc. (Write: M.P.R. van den Broecke, officers elected at the Annual Busi-' 
Exe cut i ve Secretary, Depa·rtment of I t.. S t ·1 

n_ ess mee ing: ecre ary Phonetics, University of Utrecht, r· . -
Treasurer b t--1 an.ct Oudenoord 6, 3513 ER Utrecht, the 

Netherlands) Member.-at- df'ge ! 
I, 
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THE BOOKSHELF 
Review of A Guide to Korean Characters. 
Bruce Grant, Hollym, Seoul, 1979. 

New book promotions tend to get over
enthusiastic, since partisan advertisers 
compose them with commercial intent, but 
the inflated blurbs for Bruce Grant's~ 
Guide to Korean Characters transcend the 
bounds of reality. The dust jacket ap
peals to those with a "passing interest" 
in Korea (I suppose they mean "more than 
a passing interest"), promising them "all 
you need to know" to learn writt.en Korean, 
and offering them the ability to master 
the Korean alphabet in "minutes--not. hours." 

Few books could meet these expectat
ions, and the Guide certainly does not. 
Far from comprising a textbook for the 
interested amateur, as the dust jacket 
suggests, it is superficial arid unfocused, 
and as such, is an invitation to confusion 
and frustration. 

The introductory material neglects 
basic explanations, substituting for them 
a superfluous historical de~cription about 
the development of Chinese characters, the 
effect of which is to leave the student 
unprepared for the genuine complexities 
of Korean. The introduction moreover is 
replete with undefined linguistic termin
ology, which may be of interest to the 
professional linguist, but is likely to be 
unfamiliar to the beginning student~ 

Korea's.written alphabet (Hangul) is 
indeed easy to le'arn, since it is phonetic' 
with a minimum of eiceptions,putiit re
quires mo~e effort than envisioned here 
and more background than the Gui_de provides. 
In fact, the jacket blurbs boast t:hat the 
book h1s less than a page 0Lexpla.11ation 
about Hangul; this page merely directs the 
student to four endpaper cha_rts wlitch are 
to be µsed in ''decoding" Hangul} letter by 
letter. This constitutes a satisfactory 
method for learning the basicp_ronunciation 
of Hangul symbols, but canoply;be con
sidereq a fi:t:"st stage of study •. Neverthe
less, th~ Guide goes no furth~r ~ith 
Hangul. _It ignores tl}e lilllit,.~d. b.½t im
portant pronunciation expept.fons ir1 Hangul 
syllables and _also fai,ls t9 explairi>pro
cedures for·~yllable formation s_,houJd the 
student desire to learn to write Hangul 
as we 11. ai read it .. 

The bulk of the book, charts o( 
1,800 Chinese characters used in Korean 
to supplement Hangul, might have so~e 
application as a textbook in a language 
course, but only when used with caie. 
The presentation of· the characters ;as 
individual entries is a valid appr1ach, 
but works some hardships on the nol'I-. 
professional linguist. Listing ea~h 
character individually, with sortihg 
only by the number of strokes requ,'ired 
to write .them, gives each equal WE;ight, 
and the linguist is left uncertain as 
to which are really important items. 
Moreover, this method necessitate~ ad
ditional materials to help the st,udent 
learn the characters in combinati•on, 
the way the~ will appear in news~apers 
or documents. ' 

There is indeed some caH f¢r 
Korean instruction for those who•need 
only a working knowledge of the iang
uage and who have no intent ion o:f be
coming scholarly linguists; the ;Guide 
is inadequate as an introductioi]. for 
this purpose. It could, ho~ever, be 
used profitably as a supplement~ry 
textbook, when acco!Ilpanied by classroom 
instruction. 

_________ A[ ________ ~ 
THE SUCCINCTNESS OF ENGLISH 

I suppose we've all be amused, 
when watching a film with subtitles, 
to hear ten minutes of dialogue 'in the 
foreign language rendered as "phooey" 
in the subtitle. This item, submitted 
by Jack Gurin, may shed some light on 
that phenomenon. 

"[:English is] amazingly succinct 
and direct, as was shown in a meticulous 
count of the number of syllables needed 
to translate the Gospel According to St. 
Mark into various languages. 

Lariguage Number of Syllables 
English ••••••••••••• ~ •••• 29t000 
Teutonic Langtages ••••••• 32,650 (•verage) 
French ••••••••••••••••••• 36,500 
Slavic Languages ••••••• • .36,500 (average)_ 
Romance Languages •••••••• 40,200 (average) 
Indo-lranian Languages ••• 43,100 (average) 
(from: Peter Farb, Word Play, Knopf, 
1974, p~ 314.) 

UNCLASSIFIED 11 
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. ,,,,i'>t .. , ,, ,, 

(continued from page 2) RESPONSE FROi1tHE LEGISLATIVE 
COUNSEI_,..:· ·:.q-1: J,ames G. Hudec, the 
Le~ts·I~t\v-'e arict Regulatory Counsel, 
prb~kdes·the ·fbllowing response t o 

.. ·f . · : !letter: . The Central 
.. ·· .. -:rntelligenck ,A.gency Act of 194_9 and 

.· · th~ · Foreigri Service Act of 1980 pro
. y•ide statyito'ry authority for CIA and 

you use in your various languages 
and ask us about ours. The spirit 
of CLA camar~derie extends beyond 
our office walls. Let us hear 
from you. 

I 
----------------:-- .·"Departmer;rt ,of State to P<?-Y such in-
LETTER TO THE ED I TOR centive~·. ;NSA does not currently 

possess: su,ch statutory authority and 
. . could ~ot ;administratively create 

The May 1981 issu~ of Cl~rlon simil~r progiams. The bills which 

WHAT HAS CHANGED? 

provided details o~ -iecent1 jpro- cont~in our language proposals have 
posals to impiove · the lot of ling- now ~asskd the House and Senate; 
uists at J\JSA, ~ncluding an editorial all.'that; remains is to work out the 
on the subjep,t by editor-in-chief, differences in the two bills and 

Most agency se~d t~e fin~l legislation to the 
linguists welcome the various pro- ~Te$i~~nt for signature. 
posals to develop the language career -:·--7----------------
field' s infrastructure at NSA and :JUST F' OR · · . 
specially delightful is the proposal : · · . . : . FUN--The following French lang-
that monetary incentives be paid to .: uage .,puzzle, extracted from Paris Match, is 
qualified working linguists . as is repr~nte~ here for ~our enjoyment• The 

. presently done at CIA. ans~:r wi 11 appear in the next issue of the 
Debates over whether language.' _Cla,rion. If you have any other puzzles in 

is a dead-end career at NSA have : ot~e: languages that you can send us, we wi 11 
raged since wel 1 before I began : re;Print them. 

working here s~ven years ago. ~he 
idea of premium pay for linguists 
has, in the past, been proposed 
many times, by linguists I wo~ld 
suppose. Yet, as recently as' Sep
tember 1979, one such propo~e.l bas.;.. 
~d on t .he same, CIA Language· InceQ_t- · 
ive Program cited byl J , 
was rejected by th~ M Group Awards: 

, Committee as being "far too costly : 
to administer." It was also de- . , 
termi.ned at that time that the pro·
posal, which I submitted through: 
the NSA Suggestion Program, would 
administratively overburden present 
system capability due to the cer.'ti
fication/recertification proces~. · 

What has changed? Why wi1'1 it 
take an act of Congress to impiement 
a program already in place els'ewhere 
in our government? Why can NSA not 
administratively implement si,ich a 

program in its own .. r_l_· _g_h_t_?_· _____ ...... 

~our r~constituer la phrase authentiqlie 
que. Michel Roca rd a prononcee, ii vous 
suff1t de rendre aux mots de la phrase Jes 
voyelles qui leur ont ete enlevees. V ous se
rez certainenient slirpris du resultat ! 

I 

. . 

. , : N VTR.: J MTS TJRS 
fRNC-MaO. J DS M BTTR 
vc M .. F.M,M OU, LL,YDR'F 

..•. CTR LS Nl=RMT11S ! 
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l f:~\;U~_CLASSIFIED 
\ I II \ - \ 

THE CLA:R I ON IS PU~L,I s'fi.EQ BI MONTHLY.·· .. coming under more scrutiny; as it turns 
,:• : , ·' ·:, ·, . out., perhaps we are not the linguistic 

BY THE ;,CRYPTO-LIN6l.HSTl,C ASSOCIATION chau~inists we have been led to believe 

STAFF: ::: we were.·· We. :3-re fortunate to be able to 
· ;,: print the address_ on language incentives 

,:• which was given to' t.h~ CLA last May by 
.: James G. Hudec, the Legislative and 
:: Regulatory Counsel.r L 

. . traces the ups and .,d_o_w_n_s_o""f-r-a-n_g_u_a_g_e _ ___. 

', consciousness since WW II and suggests 
that things may be improving. Two 

. ' •, ..... ____ ,........_ __ ....,, _______ ....... 
·---·------.----------~-• I I I I I I 

: ~ : CONTENT~ , . . 
From ·th~· ll:ditor ••••.••• : •••• •'r. -'~ •••.•• •P• 

" I I I 

Congres:sJ.onal Actions ~n th~ NS.A 
1a'.ng¢age Probtem ~nd Lingu+st 

', ~rticles from .. a recent is~ue of the 
~altimbre Sun (13 Auiust) give us hope. 
Imagine, people are actually studying 
Lati-n aga{n. What next, Hittite? Old 

, Iris~~ Finally, Vera Filby's suggestion 
1._ ', may indt!ed be visionary. We hope to 

' 

1

have an 'article (and a response to it) 
'. ifl our ne~ issue that will address the . ' . 

Inc~~tives.~.;••••••••••··~······P· . . . 3 · '.prb,blem of· c.ross-training linguists at 
NSA'_in other'languages. If you think it's 
ha.rd't.o get hig\1 school students to study 
Lat.in,', just try ~o get approval from an 

. I I I I 

Inside ;t'he. Fence •• 1 ••• ; ••••• .', ••• • •••• •P• 9 
I I I I I I I 
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NEXT :DEADLINE ~ AR"trcLEs ·foR·'.THE 
NovEMBl:R: I ssuE ·OF CLAR I ON". ARE'; DUE 
B v 19: ·NcivEMBER • : 1 N s: rn E TH6 FEN cE · 
ITEMS SHOULD Bit SEN'T TO 
AND Ou:rs:1nE THE PENCE IT 
BE . S~N:r :TO -- - ,--;-- __________ ..._ 

OUR ~01/ER 

X G:i:-,oup'. supervisor, to study. language Y. 
' ' 

'Cong.ratu_l.ati.ons.· to ou. r. 0 utside the 
Fence '(ldito_r·, I .,. ~. He has 
recentlj pJblishe4 an article on Russian 
obscenit'ies 

1in the journal: Maledicta. 
The artic'le, 'entitled ********** (1), is 
very interastirig. and is available to_ any
one over 21',in a, plain brown wrapper. A 
few. titillating Cf\)Otes 111aywhet potential 
l;:eaders I apperii tes', .. · "Accordipg to V. 
Cerny~ev, ih. the **'I; ofhis *** ,certain 

'];hi:: newly-el~cted CLA Board members *** of 18th C~nh,ury Russian ***'' and, 
in this ·19:70 phbtt> from the.CLA A~chive~ "although mbst *** enc.ountered in*** 
were, :f;om: left t~ .right: Dr. Syd'i1ey ******are often'·*** in pre-,-***" All 
Jaffei pre~ident emeritus; Robert Gould, kidding aside, I p~d an excellent 
president-~lect; ;John Lawrence, pr~sident; job treating ·a difhcuit topic and I hope 

memb:er-at-large; Rose ';Baruzzi, that he can be prevailed u'r>on to -write 
._t_r_e_a_s_u_r.....,r-· ... ..,__.....,;.....,; ___ member:---at-large; something along the same li'nes --for the 

secretary;j._ ____ · ____ 1 · .Clarion 
mem er-at- arge. Dr. Harry Orlinsky, a 0 Biblical s¢holar from Hebrew Union CoHege, 
spoke. at t~e fifth annual banquet thatyear 
and I lwon the first prize in 
th~ essay con~est. ,----------~---.~-----------~--,--
PROM THE EDITOR 

This issue of the Clarion has taken 
shape almost unaided. Several articles 
from contributors fit in perfectly with 
articles from a recent newspaper. Maybe 
there's something in the air. The whole 
probiem of language study in the U.S. is 

'. .-·. 

1. It's really entitled, "A Survey of 
Rtissi~n Obscenities and Invective Usage" 
Maledicta, vol. IV: no. 2 (Winter, 1980), 
pp. 261-289. The editor was just being 
facetious. 
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTIONS ON THE NSA LANGUAGE PROBLEM AND LINGUIST 
INCENTIVES - - AN ADDRESS TO THE CLA BY MR, JA~ES G. HUDEC, 
LEGISLATIVE AND REGULATORY COUNSEL, MAY 1981, 

Congressional interest in foreign language training has had its ups and downs. 
In the late 1950's, the Congress, as part of the National Defense Education Act, pro
vided finan c ial assistance for foreign language instruction and funds for the estab
lishme nt of language and area centers and for language research and studies. Energetic 
administrate.rs elsewhere in the government have adapted a variety of statutory author
ities to work with state-sponsored schools. · For exampl e , the Intergovernmental Per
sonnal Act was used by a number of agencies--including NSA--to establish cooperative 
programs with individual - state universities. In addition, the National Endowment for 
the Humanities was used to help fund translation efforts. 

Although some portions of the National Defense Education Act survive in the 
Department of Education's International Education and Foreign Language Studies Pr o~ 
gram, the major portions of that Act which rilate to language _ jtudy have long since 
been repealed. In addition, this year the Administration has

1

moved to repeal portions 
of the Intergovernmental Personnel Act for other reasons, but it may have the side 
effe c t of taking away the authority that we, among 6thers, have been using to work 
with state universities. Also, you have probably noticed in the news media referent e s 
to the fact that the Administration has severely cut the funding for the National 
Endowment for the Humaniti e s. That too will affect the translation efforts that have 
been undertaken under that authority. 

On the other hand, in the past few years, there has been renewed concern in the 
Congress over the state of foreign language instruction. In additionr there has been 
the President's Commiss_ion on Foreign Language and International Studies which has 
reported on the sad state of foreign language instruction i~ the United Staies. Con
gressional hearings have been held to explore the problem, and individual Congressmen 
have spoken out on the subject. House Concurrent Resolution 301 was passed in December 
1980 expressing the concein of the Congress that · there is a need to strengthen course 
offerings and requirements in foreign language studies in the nation's schools, colleges, 
and universities. Representative Leon E. Panetta (D.-California), in whose district 
is located the Defense Language Institute at Monterey, has spoken but on the need for 
intense language instruction and has requested the General Accounting Office to ·review 
the status of DLI. Last year, during the reform of the Foreign Service Act, Represen
tatives Panetta and Paul Simon (D.-Illinois) supported an amendm~nt to tequire the State 
Department to establish at least two model foreign language competence posts in countri e s 
where English is not the common .language in order to evaluate the requirements of that . 
Act concerning foreign language proficiency requirements for Foreign Service Officers. 
Representative Simon has long been active in this area, and has written a book e~titled 
The Tongue~Tied Ameritan in which he makes his case for significant federal support of 
foreigh languate training. Representative Simon has introduced, with riine co-sponsois, 
H.R. 3231, a bill to provide grarits to further foreign language siudy in elementary 
and secondary schools and also to provide per capita grants to universities to help 
fund foreign language instruction at the higher education level. The Deputy Director 
of Central Intelligence, Admiral Inman, is scheduled to testify on that bill later 
this year. 

All of this is by way of introduction to the subject of primary interest, that 
is the NSA Foreign Language Training Legislative Proposal. Apart from a general re
awAkening of iriterest in the Congress iri foreign language proficiency, last year 
brought a request from the House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence fot a re
port from the Intelligence Commuriity and proposals to rectify what the House Committee 
saw as a serious intelligence problem, that is the lack of adequate nu~bers of foreign 
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language-qualified personnel within the Intelligence Community. Specifically, the 
House Committee requested a review and recommendations concerning personnel policie.s, 
language training facilities, alternate apptoaches to language training, recruitment 
technfques and policies, and careed and compensation issues. 

The Senate was also active in this area. The Senate Sel\'!ct Committee on Intel
ligence noted that. there were five broad areas on which it wanted a report and recom
mendations. Those areas were: (1) grade and professional structure, (2) increase in 
the analyst proficiency in foreign languages, (3) financi~l incentives for linguists, 
(4) increase in language training funds, and (5) development of contingent resources 
to augment language capabilities in times of crisis. As a result, Admiral Inman, 
while he was still Director of NSA, established a task force to review the prpblem 
and to make recommendations that could be used as a basis for Congressional action. 
Minnie Kenney, now our Deputy Assistant Director for Training, chaired this effort 
which was completed in January of this year. Shortly after that, we took those re- , 
commendations together with other information that we had developed to see what we 
could do in terms of converting those recommendations into a legislative package that 
would provide us with the authority to move forward on those recommendations. There 
were really four recommendations of that committee that we'focussed on: (1) To estab-
lish a cryptologic reserve of military and civilian linguists knowledgeabl~ of con~ 
tingency languages to rapidly augment the Community's language capabilities during 
periods of crisis; (2) Tb permit all cryptologic linguists to take advantage bf 
government-sponsored intermediate and advanced language .training, language maintenance, 
and skill etihancement Opportunities available both in theater and at civilian institut-
ions; (3) To establish a premium pay schedule for government linguists and a finaficial 
incentive program for cryptologic linguists engaged in processing voice,coinmunications; 
(4) To provide explicit statutory authority to employ contract instructors and to afford 
them access t6 Civil Service benefits including retirement benefits. 

As you might note, there is a significant degree of commonality between the areas 
specified for action by the Congress and the recommendations made by the Task Force. 
Based on those recommandations, the areas of concern identified by the Congress, and 
some additional information that was developed primarily in terms of looking into the 
future to see what kinds of authorities that we thought we might need in the next 10 
to 20 years, a comprehensive proposal was prepared. The proposal is a combination of 
existing authority and new authority. 

What I would like to do now is outline for you the individual sections of the 
proposal that wa~ submitted both to DOD and to the Congress. The proposal leads off 
with a statement of the responsibilities of the Director, NSA, under the Secretary 
of Defense to define and set forth policies with respect to cryptologic linguistic 
training for both civilian and military.cryptologic personnel. Essentially~ the 
authority outlined here is .the same that was put forward in a DOD directive issued 
not so long ago so that there is no conflict in the auihorities that we are seeking 
in law and those which Defense has provided to us in the DOD directive. In addition, 
there is authority in this particular provision for the Director to arrange fo.r train
ing for both civilian and military per~onnel at government and non~government institut
ions. 

Another section which immediately" fol Lows this one deals with new authority to 
make contracts, grants, a.nd cooperative agreements with non-government educational 
institutions to facilitate cryptologic language training. This, I perceive, as being 
one of the more innovati~e parts of the proposal in that it gives us separate, independ
ent authority to go out and work with higher educational institutions to either preserve 
existing programs of those institutions that are of interest to us, espec~ally in the 
esoteric languages, to help to retain instructors that might be of interest to us in 
a specific language, or to take an instructor that we have and provide that instructor, 
part-time, to the university, or to support some efforts on the part of the univers
ity to develop language aids such as dictionaries or grammars. It was fortuitous that 
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we had included that provision because, at the time that we were developing it, we 
were still thinking about being able to do things under the Intergovernmental Per~onnel 
Act. With the disappearance of that act, this particular section becomes much more 
important, 

The next authority represents a combination of existing and new authority; it is 
to employ by contract, instructors, linguists, and special project personnel. This is 
an area where we have a little·bit of controversy and a iittle bit of a problem~ There 
is no problem with respect to the authority to employ by contract, instructors, ling
uists, and special project personnel, but this provision also had contained in it 
authority to permit the contract instructors to participate in the Civii Service re
tirement program provided that they pay in their share of the contrlbution to that 
fund. In the Senate, we had no problem, but in th~ House, we ran into a bit of dif
ficulty with the latter provision-~the participation in the retirement program--be
cause the House has traditionally more or less -0pposed this kind of thing although 
we were putting forward a special circumstance. They had encountered it in other 
areas, particularly with respect to so-called National Guard technicians. These were 
people who had manned the Nike sites in the fifties and early sixties. who were not 
federal employees, but ever since have been seeking status as federal employees in 
order to participate in the retirement program. So; that sort of thing was raised as 
an objection in the House. 

The next Juthority that we have is an authority to. pay tuition costs, travel and 
other allowances and benefits for people who are assigned to long-term training within 
the United States, The new authority that exists in this particular section pertains 
both to being able to provide those kinds of benefits and allowances for employees and 
for individuals who are not employees of NSA, but who agree to participate in some
thing called the Cryptologic Linguist Reserve. In addition, we would have some author
ity to pay additional allow~ncei to people who are assigned to long-term training in 
the United States. We first encountered this problem with personnel who were assigned 
overseas on long-term--18 months or two years--training assignments for language 
training. There were impediments in terms of being able to take their cars with them, 
to provide for tiavel foi their dependents, to provide for storage of household goods, 
and several other more minor types of allowances and benefits that would normally be 
provided on a permanent change of station. Last year, we acquired authority to pay 
those benefits for people who are assigned overseas. Within this proposal; we would 
obtain the same authority for persons who are assigned at some distance away from 
headquarters to long-term language training within the United States. 

The next section is a section that generated a great deal of interest, and that 
is the section that sets out authority to provide for certain incentives both for cur
rent employees and also for personnel whci are in the Cryptologic Linguist Reserve. 
The Cryptologic Linguist Reserve evolved out of recommendations made by the Task Force, 
a recommendation made by the Congress, and out of some concern and interest in the 
large number of retirees that we had and whether or not there was some way that we 
could use that expertise that was being lost. What we did was construct a situation 
where we would have authority to go out and take some of those retired employees or 
retired military who have cryptologic linguistic s_kills or other people who would 
be qualified in the areas and who are clearable and try to bring them into the Crypto
logic Linguist Reserve. What we would be doing is indicating to them that we would 
like them to retain their skills, that we would like them to come back periodically 
for retraining or to work a little bit to insure that their skills are kept up to date, 
and then, at the request of the Director if there is an emergency, to bring them back 
to work full-t{me for the period of the crisis. Now, obviously, in a situation like 
this, we need people who can leave whatever it is they are doing; the mo~t obvious 
target for that sort of recruiting would be people who are retired, who hav~ not ac
cepted a full-time second job, who could come back, who would be interested in main-
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taining some association with the Agency, and who have the skills that we need in order 
to provide for that augmentation during a ~risis period. What we have in the proposal 
is authority to do just that: (1) to train those people who agree to come back, (2) 
to bring them back when necessary, and (3) if they decide not to come back when they 
are requested to do so, to recover the cost.of the training provided them to keep 
their skills. In addition, we have included some authority to permit them, when we 
bring them back and put them t; work full-time, to earn whatever the difference is 
between their retirement pay and the pay that would be received by a current employee 
in the same kind of position. That is basically the Cryptologic Linguist Reserve. 
We are not thinking about a great many people. The numbers that have been bandied 
about are somewhere between 50 and 200 when the program gets going on a full-time 
basis, say in five years. Initially, it would start out small and then build, depend
ing on the need. Generally speaking, .it would focus on people who had skills in the 
more esoteric languages where we may have only one or two people on board and we 
would need to bring in one, two, or three more people to work during a crisis period 
or perhaps where we had no one on board at the time, but we did have someone out there 
who had the requisite skill and we could ·bring them back. In addition, there was a 
fair amount of concern on the part of the House of Represent,atives that we not compete 
with the standing military reserve. Again, there is the focus on retired personnel 
because the standing military reserve does not recruit from that pool of people. We 
could not use the standing military reserve because normally there has to be a declar
ation of national emergency for them to be called back to duty. In the case of the 
linguist reserve, the Director would simply be able to declare that there is a crisis 
situation and then go ahead and bring them on board. 

As I indicated earlier, this set of authoriti~s also includes authority to pay 
incentives to current employees. I have to caveat my discussion here becauseJ if you 

_ expect me to tell you that you, as a five-year German-language transcriber who is 
fully professionalized, will be entitled to $100 a month additional pay provided you 
can meet certain proficiency standards, you are goi~g to be disappointed because I 
cannot do that. What I can do, is tell you what we have tried to acquire from the 
Congress: as flexible a set of authorities as we possibly can get and as broad a set 
of authorities as we can possibly get. We have done that, or we think we have, be
cause it is not quite finished yet. There is flexibility for offering both profici~ncy 
incentives and incentives to acquire a second or .third language. Incentives may be 
in addition to regular pay and may be offered at variable rates. What that means is 
that you may be paid $50 a month for one level of proficiency, $100 a month for an
other level of proficiency, and yet an6ther sum for a third level of proficiency. In 
the case of second or third languages, and we are focussing particularly on the esoter
ic languages, you may be paid a certain amount a year or whatever the case may be in 
order to acquire that s.econd or third language and meet the proficiency standards for 
that language. There is a group now studying the language incentive pay options with
in DDA, and, L understand th~t, they are working with the various linguist associations 
to gather input. They expect to have their work done by the time these authorities 
are actually acquired. 

There is one additional authority that I will not dwell on. It i~ the suthority 
to pay for the training 6f family members of personnel who are assigned overseas to 
representati.onal duties if they cannot complete language training while they are in 
the United States. We can then go ahead and provide them training overseas at some 
appropriate institution. 

Where do we stand on acquiring these authorities? Relatively well at the moment, 
although there are some dark clouds on the horizon. The Senate Select Committee on 
Intelligence has reported out the language in the Intelligence Authorization Act for 
Fiscal Year 1982, S. 1127. That bili has ~een referred to the Senate Armed Services 
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Commi'ttee and the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee. There is no indication at 
this time ,that either one of those committees has any concern about the language pro
posal or our other legislative proposal for that matter. Those committees have the 
bill on what is called a "30-day referral." That means that they will be reporting 
out that bill on approximately 15_ June. The House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence has reported slightly modified language in its version of that same bill 
the Intelligence Authorization Act, H.R. 3454. That bill has been referred to the 
House Armed Services . Committee for a: 30-day referral. Again, we have no indication 
that there will be any problems. The modification~ that the House has built into the 
bill include the deletion of the authority to provide the contract instructors access 
to the retirement proiram. The Hotise version also includes a provision that there 
must be a determination by the Secretary of Defense that the Cryptologic Linguist 
Reserve isncit competitive with the standing milita1ry reserve. We do not think that 
there will be any proble~ in meeting that and getting the Secretary to agree. There 
are a couple of other items that the House has put it, including a limitation on ap~ 
propriations, but they are not really important to the basic authority. We expect 
the Armed Services Committee to report the bill favorably around 15 June. Once that 
is completed, we would expect the bills to ccime to a vote in the individual h6uses 
around the end of June or perhaps sometime in July. At that time, the two Intelligence 
Committees will take the bills, that have been reported out and voted on, into some
thing called a "conference," in which they get together to go over the differences in 
the language. We miiht then have an opportunity to have the contract instructors' 
retirement benefit restored. .It remains to be determined whether or not we can 
actually effect that. Once they fini_sh with the conference~ the bill goes back to a 
vote ·by the Senate and the House. That completes the Congressional action. It then 
goes t6 the President for signature. Once he signs it, and there is no reason to 
believe that he wo~ld not sign it, it becomes law. We expect all of these actions to 
be completed by ! · October, because, as I have indicated earlier, these provisions are 
incorporated in the Intellige~ce Authoriiati6n Act, That act covers ' our authorizations 
for appropriations, and the actions must be completed by the end of this fiscal year 
in . order for us tci have funding for the next year. 

The · dark clouds on the horizon that I spoke of consist of two things. One, we 
have had very solid support virtually across the board from the Congressional Commit
tees. We have had good su~port fro~ the Department of Defense including an infor~al 
endorsement to the co~itt_ee for this proposal. However, we have enco~ntered some 
difficulty with the Office of M~nagement and Budget. They have looked over the pro
posal, and they have come up with objections to at least two portions of it. These 
are the retirement provision for the contract instructors, for the same reason as the 
House, and the incentive for current employees although the kind of opposition we en
countered was not as strong as was first indicated. The second item that may cause 
a problem is the Congressional budget-cutting process. Congress is still engaged in 
seeking additional things to cut in this year's program. Something that is new al
ways presents a tempting target, so it is possible that, even at the last minute, they 
might intercede with this sort of thing and attempt to cut it from the Intelligence 
Auth~rization bill- as part of the comprehensive budgetc-cutting process. 0MB alsp might 
intervene to cut into those particular areas that .we talked about, so we are in a 
particularly delicate period at this point, We have legislative language in both of 
the houses, but we also have action by others that could adversely affect the status 
of those prop~sals. I might mention that, in a situation like this, it is imperative 
that we not raise questions with the Congress at this time concerning the nature ~f 
our existing proposals beca~se the only practical action that could be taken by the 
Congress would be tci delete those proposals from the existing legislation. 

In summary, we have a rather comprehensive proposal that will pro'vide ·addit.ional 
authorities to enhance our foreign language capabilities. We have been through the 
Congressional hearing process, and we have legislative language incorporated in ~ur
rent bills. Barring any unforseen ciicumstarices or strong action by 0MB or the 
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Congressional budget process, we should have these authorities by 1 October. I ap
preciate CLA providing me the opportunity.to discuss these proposals with you. 

[Mr. hudec provided t~e following ~p-date t6 his talk.] Due tb budget actions by the 
Administration and Cdrigressionai consideration of those actions, Congress has not yet 
acted on the fntelligenc_e Authorization Act • . We now expect action cin the bili prior 
to 20 November i981, the date when current temporary funding authority expires. We 
continue to'work on a draft conf:erence agreement on the bill. As expected, the House 
backed by 0MB, is opposing the retirement provision, and 0MB has directed that we not 
support it, However, we are still hopeful that the remaining cbntract authority will 
perinit us to work with OPM to obtain that authority later. 

[Followinj Mr. Hudec's talk, members of: the audience asked questions; we were unable 
to transcribe the questions, but we have attempted to reconstruct sbme of thein and 
have provided Mr. Hudet's answers in -Order to clarify some points.] 

[Will the iricentives be limited .to voite linguists?] the statutory authority will not 
iimit the incentives to voice linguists, That was part bf the Task Forc_e recommendat
ion, b~t, as I undersiand it, DDA is now st~dying the entir~ proposal~ 

[Does the Congress understand th~ retirement problem?] Bisitallf, they ate nbt obj~ct
ing to giving retirement benefits to 6ut cbntract · instrU~tors. They understarid whai 
the situation is here, and they think that that is a laudabl~ thing to do. They cite 
precedent as the reason for their opposing this particular action.· The precedent that 
they cite is that the House of: Representatives has consistently denied this sort of 
authority to agencies rot dther related-type situations. They do not want to open 
the door to ail the other groups. 

[Why didri 't we include authority to increas_e grades?] The Dtrector already has that 
authority iri something called Public Law 86-36. He ha, the flexibility to set those 
grade leveis arid job classifications _at the level that he deems necessary for _that 
particular skill ind proficiency. 

[why ndt increase grade levels instead of paying ince"~tives?] That is purely a policy 
kind of consideration, The authority is there, and if the money is available and the 
desire is there, the Director can do whatever he wants to do in that particular area 
in terins of setting the policy. But it's really not .relevant to the particular .pro
vision, It would be to an extent relevant to the considerations that DDA is under
taking at this pdint in terms of: defining a comprehensive linguist incentives ~nd 
grade and proficiency structure. I know that, at least the initial inputs focussed 
in part on that froin some of the individual organizations, that is to take a look at 
salary as well as incentives apart from salary. 

[Why can CIA do so many things arid NSA cannot, such as pay incentives?] The GIA was 
very f6rtunate in that they had a set of very broad authoriiies passed back in 1949 
which allows them to do a great many things including the setting of: salaries, pay
ment of incentives, and a number of things without reg~r·d t6 what is being done in 
the Civil Service, That gives them a great deal Qf flexibility in this irea and 
they were able to use it to establish those incentives. We, on the other hand~ hav e 
had very few statutory auth6iities. It has only been in thi last couple ot years 
that we put some focus and effort, including the establishment of my job, in this 
particular area in an attempt to provide us wi.th those authorities . that are unique 
to our agency and that are riot already possessed by the Secretary of Def:erise. As 
you know, we work for the Secretary or Defense, and we take, by delegation, from 
him those authorities that he has. But he d6es not have the flexibility in a number 
of these areas that is possessed by the CIA through their statutory authority. So, 
we are just in the process of going about trying to get the authorities that we need 
to act in these specialized areas. We did fairly well las~ year in acquiring some 
special authorities. Things look relatively optimistic at the present time. jt is 
going to be a long-term effort. We tried to do it in essentially . one fell swope a 
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year and a',half ago through Admirai Inman in something called the charter's legis
lation that\would have established a statutory charter for NSA to include the kinds 
of authori~i·rs that CIA already possesses. · .Unfortunately, the Congress decided 
that the legislation was too complex. The entire charter's bill was over 200 pages 
long and th-ey• just felt that it was too complex for them to address. They .broke 
out one parti~,ular provision relative to .Congressional oversight and passed that, 
but, for all i~tents and purposes, at ~his point the charte~ is dead. I think 
from our sta,ndp'Qint, what we have to . do from here on out is to focus on those 
things that 'require immediate attention and acquire the authorities we need in that 
area, then m~ve Qn to the next problem. So; it is really a kind of problem-oriented 
.solution. Ii really required the right kind of climate in ~he Congress buttiessed 
by the reports by 'the committees that I spoke of as well as our own recognition of 
the problem and out, own recommendations in order to be . able to move forward on a 
proposal like'.this.\ It is incredihly bureaucratic. First, ~e have to do certain 
things here. •We then have to submit them to Defense. Defense ctrculates them within 
all the Defens

0

e comp~nents; each comme·nts on it. You have to resolve all those 
cominents befor~ you g~t out of Defense. It then goes to the 0MB. From there, it 
is circulated around the major departments and agencies. They al 1 comm.ent, and you 
have to resolve', those c.omments. Finally, if you're lucky, you may get clearance from 
0MB and get som\=thing down to Congress. Then you start all over again. First, you 
have to get someone to i'ntroduce the bill. Second, you have to get someone to hold 
hearings on it.'. Then yo~ have to generate enoug~ interest so that the bill will come 
to a vote. That~ in part~ is why we are doirig some things through the annual author
ization ·bill; th~t has to tome up. It has to be pass·ed each year. So, again, that 
lends itself to ~ort of a problem-oriented approach, and that is what we have taken 
her·e. , , -----------.------....--------------------------I NS IDE THE FENtE . . . 
HIGHLIGHTS FRO~ THE JUNE ~ND JULY 
BOARD MEETINGS'. . 

Three new CLA officers hav'f! been 
elected: Member-at

0

-La~ge, j j 

to reactivate an to esta 
individual language committees for as 
many of our languages of interest as 
possible. These . committees would have 
the following purposes: Review books and 
periodicals for the Book Review section . 
of the Clarion and recommend their ac
quisition by the library; maintain biblio
graphic listings of basic and auxiliary 
references for cryptologic language tasks; 
respond to queries on the "Language Line, 
[Ed. Note: "Language Line" is a feature 
whith we are planning to implement in a 

future issue of Clarion.]; advise on the 
selection of foreign language films and 
video~apes; and advise the Board of Gover
nors on language matters. 

A membership survey was distributed 
· to ascertain members' interests and desires, 
and the results are being tabulated. 
Membership certificates are also being 
distributed; over 200 have been sent out 
so far. There has been one response fiom 
a sister agency to our request for inter
action between linguists . 

. The Spanish Club has declined our 
offer to become a . Special Interest Group 
of CLA becaue of their specific goals as 
an organization, but invited the CL1 to 
participate in Hispanic Heritage Week 
(September 14,-18) by conducting an essay 
contest with the theme, "A Shared H~ritage: 
You Don't Have to . be Spanish to have a · 
Spanish Heritage." The Russian and the 
Asian Studies Institutes held elections 
during June and Jul~. 

Logo jewelry may soon be available 
depending upon the results of a survey 
now being taken. 
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The NSA Language Library reopened 

in new quarters near Gatehouse 4 on Tuesday 
8 September. Plans are being made by. the 
Social Activities Committee to have a 
"Welcome Back Language Library!" celebrat
ion sometime in the near future to refam
iliarize linguists with the collection 
and the materials available. 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE AUGUST AND 
SEPTEMBER BOARD MEETINGS 

the DilecEor concerninJs;~~ :s!=~~~:h~:nt 
of_linkage between CLA and SCE linguists. 

~ · The Pre,sident also sent a response 
to I I th:e Canadian Senior. Liaison 
Officer1 explaining the CLA's aims and 
organiz9tion an~ discussing the possibil
ity and:nature ~fa CSE Chapter. 

:At the i1 September meeting, the 
Preside~t reported that the Director and 
Deputy Director:have both endorsed CLA's 
initiative to e~plore the feasibility of 
establ1.~hing a (inkage with the SCE's. 

:The tre~surer reported that the 
total C?sh on hand, as of 17 September, 
was $92y.64. ' 

.....:.... :The Middle East Institute reoorted 

NEW LA~GUAGE P~NEL EXE~UTIVE SEL
ECTED : . 

: C:Ongratul:ations to I I whq' 
was rec'entlv_seletted to renlaca,1 I• 

found him to be veri, helpful and easy no 
get alo:ng with. in ;connection Mit,'h -the'. 
Languag;e Career Field, we are p;la(tning 
to conduct a randam:survey of presant 
and foi:.mer language:interns and ;1,11 pub
lish tne results i'n; Clarion. We.'will be 
trying :to elicit c:a,'ndid sugges;t\'ons from 
them a~out the pro~ram. 

.. 

\ 

MEEiING OF GROUP LANGUAGE REP
RESENTATIVES 

In early July,Oconvened a meet
ing of A, B, and G language representatives 
to discuss language t~aining for possible 
future contingency situations (areas where 
little or no language competence current
ly exists). It was ~greed that the prob
lem .was of far greater concern to G than 
to A or B. • 

. 
LANGUAGE (OMMlTTEE MEMBERS PROTEST 
DEcisioN ev eANEL AND scLT NoT To 
PERMIT PQE MAKE-UPS 
[In the wake af a decision by the Lang
uage Career P~nel and the SCLT not ~o 
allow aspira.its to make-'-up missed PQE's, 
a group of Language Committee members 
sent the following let~er to the SCLT.] 

SUBJECT: 
TO: 

.PQE Make-Ups 
,' Chairman, Standing Committee 

,' on Language Testing 

We,'wish to protest the SCLT's de
cision ~f 15 October 1981 that it will no 
longer.'permit a~pirants to take PQE's ex
cept 0'n the regularly scheduled dates. 
The p~ohibition against make-up tests will 
not ~nly 1prevent aspirants from taking 
the.'language tests if they happen to be~ 
i 11' or engaged in sonie other commitment 
wh.en the test is -given, but it will also 
effectively prevent any aspiring multi
finguist from taking two or more IA's or 

.~IA's during the same testing cycle. 

This edict was apparently motivated 
• by the Language Career Panel's desire to 

reduce its own work load, as well as a 
belief that some aspirants taking ~ake
ups are cheating or likely to cheat by 
obtaining information about the PQE 1 s 
from those taking it at the regul~rly 
scheduled time. 1h~ LCP and the SCLT 
apparent 1 y believe that this change wi 11 
not inflict any hardship on the aspirants 
affected by it, since the tests they miss 
will be offered again in six months •••• 

We believe that the SCLT's decision 
is unfair both to those unable to attend 

', the regular testing session, for whatever 
~pason, and to those working on certifict
irl , several languages at the same time. 
The'x-e have not been any major problems 
(Conb~nued on p. 14) 
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OUTSIDE THE FENCE 
THE FED AND THE UNTYING OF AMERICA'S 
TONGUES 

Have you ever wondered how much a 
visit to a foreign country is enjoy~d by 
an American who has the parochial attitude 
"Why study a foreign language; they all 
speak English anyway?" While it is not 
the business of the U.S. government ~-0 

worry about whether its citizens are en
joying pleasure trips abroad, it is be
coming increasingly al~rmed about the 
paucity of language-competent Americans. 

Driven by the scare of the "Red 
Menace" in .the post-WW II era when high 
school language enrollment was down to 20 
percent and Sputniks weri raising the eye
brows of Pentagon officials, the U.S. 
Government approved the National Defense 
Education Act (NDEA) of 1958. Through 
t~e NDEA, h~ge amounts of federal dollars 
were poured into programs involving the 
study cif language as well as math and 
science. By the mid 1960s, language en
rollment in the U.S. was up considerably. 
In 1965, almost 90 percent of all learning 
institutions required knowledge 6f a for
eign language for graduation, and 33 per
cent required it for admission. Then came 

·the Vietnam War and the accompanying stu
dent campus "revolts" against many tradit
ional academic requirements. Colleges and 
universities acquiesced to. student demands 
and the foreign language programs in the 
u.s.• (already weak in comparison with 
those in Europe and Japan) began their 
downward spiral taking elementary- and 
secondary-level language programs with 
them. By 1974, only 53 percent of edu
cational institutions required knowledge 
of a foreign language for graduation, and 
only 18 percent required it for admission. 

Responsibility for this decline does 
not rest entirely on the shoulders of 
head-banded college students of the turbu
lent Sixtie~. The factors, both academic 
and philosophical, are too numerous, com
plex, and speculative to present here, 
but may be addressed in a future issue of 
Clarion. 

Nevertheless, given the problem of 
declining. language standards in the U.S., 
the President's Commission on Foreign 
Language and International Studies was 

established in April 1978. The catalyst 
for the Commission's inception was Con
gressman Paul Simon (D-Illinois), who, 
concerned about Americans being politic
ally and economically outflanked abroad, 
studied the Helsinki Accords of 1975 
(which called for the signatories to en
courage foreign language study in their 
countries) and subsequently convinced 
President Carter of the need to analyze 
foreign language study in the U.S. 

The Commission's findings were 
sobering. A few are given below: 

1. Nine out of ten Americans 
cannot read, speak, or understand any 
language but English. 

2. One-fifth of all public 
high schocils offer no foreign language 
training at all. 

3. Only 15 percent of high 
school students study any foreign lan
guage and only 2 percent go beyond the 
second-year level. 

4. Of the languages other 
than English, more than half the world's 
population speaks either Russian, Chinese, 
or Japanese. However, in 1979, only 
3,500 American high school students were 
studying Russian above the second-year 
level, only 197 were enrolled in third
year Chinese, and fewer than 200 were in 
fourth~year Japanese. 
(If you weren't sober before you read 
these juicies, you are now!) 

In November 1979, the ·President's 
Commission issued its final. report en
titled "Strength Through Wisdom: A 
Critique of U.S. (Foreign Language) 
Capability" (GPO stock number 017-
080-02065-3) which showed that fewer 
than eight percent of American colleges 
and universities then required a foreign 
language for admissicin. ~t called upon 
the President, Congress, and the nation 
to support strengthened foreign language 
and international studies programs. The 
Commission recommended an increase in 
international exchange programs, special 
funding for advanced language study .and 
funding for summer institutes to r~vital
ize the professional skills of foreign 
language teachers, since methodology of 
language teaching was a matter of. con
cern to the Commission. Also .in 1979, 
the University of Michigan Research 
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Center conducted a survey of public atti-.
tudes toward foreign language study in 
which it found that 90 percent of those 
Americans surveyed believed that languages 
should be taught in junior and senior high 
schools, and 75 percent believed that they 
should be taught in elementary schools. 
Moreover, 84 percent of those surveyed 
who had children under age sixteen said 
that they had encouraged their children 
to study a foreign language. 

Private foundations, business enter
prises, and certain government agencies, 
in late 1979, jointly established the 
National Commission on Foreign Language 
and International Studies which emphasizes 
all aspects of foreign language study in 
the U.S. (For information on this com
mission, write to .the Executive Director, 
Allan H. Kassof, 655 3rd Ave., New York, 
NY 10017). To keep Congress and the Ex
ecutive Branch informed on matters relat
ing to foreign language study, the Joint 
National Committee for Languages was est
ablished. Congressman Leon Panetta of 
California formed an informal internation
al education group of members of Congress 
to build support for legislation to im
prove foreign language and international 
studies programs, In 1980, there were 35 
members of the House and four Senators af
filiated with Panetta's group. 

Based on some of Congressman Panetta's 
initiatives, the General Accounting Office 
issued a report on April 15, 1980, which 
concluded that, "more competence in for
eign languages was needed among U.S. 
personnel stationed overseas." The GAO 
also agreed to review a wide range of 
issues related to defense-wide foreign 
language programs, including the Defense 
Language Institute in Monterey, California. 
The House Permanent Select Committee on 
Intelligence, in 1980, expressed "grave 
concern" over the shortage of linguists 
in the military. The Committee ·directed 
the Secretary of Defense an~ the Director 
of Central Intelligence to develop a pro
gram "that encompasses a community-wide 
approach toward alleviating the linguistic 
shortfalls." Included among the subjects 
upon which the Committee recommended action 
were personnel rotation policies, language 
training facilities, alternate approaches 
to language training, recruitment policies, 
career ladders, and pay policies for 

language-trained individuals. 
The efforts of Congressm~n Simon 

and Panetta in precipitating awareness 
of the language field in government 
circles have been stellar. Thanks to 
an amendment by Congressman Simon, 
foreign language and international 
studies were included among the seven 
priority concerns of the Department of 
Education. In 1980, an amendment to the 
Foreign Service Act (R.R. 6790), jointly 
sponsored by these two Congressmen, was 
approved by Cbngress. This amendment 
required the establishment of at least 
two "foreign language competence" posts 
at U.S. Diplomatic Missions abroad. 
Congressman Panetta was also in~trumental 
in an amendment to the International 
Security and Development Coop~ration Act 
which would provide for better reassimil
ation of returning Peace Corps Volunteers. 
Congressman Simon prepared a provision in 
1980 which included foreign language and 
culture studies as one of the research 
projects of the National Education Insti
tute. 

Senator Stafford- sponsored a program 
for strengthening international education 
as part of the Higher Education Act of 1980 
through which international education pro
grams received .an $8 million increase. 
Congressman Simon and Senator Tsongas spon
sor~d H.Con.Res. 303 which called for 
local agencies to improve foreign language 
study programs. This re~olution ~as pass
ed by both the House and·. the Senate. 

Despiie the relatlv~ly ~odest but en
couraging steps taken by the U.S. Government 
over the last ten years or so in building 
America's language programs,· dark clouds 
are beginning to appear on the horizon. 
The new administration's proposed budget 
cuts are lampooning federal support for 
the social sciences and dir~ctly affecting 
programs in language and linguistics. For 
example, a March 1981 budget proposal by 
the Reagan Administration called for cut
ting the budgets of every fediral agency 
which had supported the language and ling
uistics field in recent years. Most notab
ly affected were the National Science Found
ation (linguistics specifically cut 62%), 
National Endowment for the Humanities (cut 
50% from FYSO), and the National Institute 
of Education (cut 25%). Nevertheless, 
there continue to be language advocates 
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in the legislative bodies of the federal 
government who, :perhaps, will iritroduce 
measures that co'µnteract these recent 
actions of detri~ent to the language field. 

(Sources: Educational Testing Service, 
Princeton, NJ; cC::.ngressional Record, 25 
February 1981; "Summary of Achievements 
in the Foreign Language Field" by L. 
Panetta; LSA Bull(tin No. 91, June 81) 

FREE-LANCE TRAN~LATING 
I~ the next i~sue of Clarion, this 

Columri ~ill featuri an item on free-lance 
t~anslating. The staff's aim is to provide 
a modest list of organizations (with ad
dresses) that might ~ccasionally employ 
language-talen~ed in~ividuals who would 
like to keep their linguage machine well
oiled and at the sam~ time .keep their palms 
greased. Tei make th~ artic le and/or list 
most useful to Clarion readers, it would be 
appreciated if any reider with interesting 
information, experienC:es, or addresses 
would ~ontact I l(x4273s). 

FORTHCOMING fVENTS 
October 2-3, 1981--El Espanol en Los Est-

October 22-24, 1981--Rocky Mountain 
Modern Language Association, 
Boise, ID (Write: Elray L. Pedersen, 
Dept. ·Eng. Wever SC, Ogden, UT 84408) 

October 23-24, 1981--Western Conference on 
Linguistics (WECOL) 11th Annual Meet
ing. U. Washington, Seattle, WA. 
(Write: WECOL Cte, Dept. Ling., 0 
WA, Seattle, WA 98195) 

November 5-7, 1981--Sciutheastern Confer
ence on Linguistics (SECOL), 25th. 
Louisville, KY. (Write: Reza 
Ordoubadian, Box 275, MTSU, Murfree s
boro , TN 37132 ) 

November 7-8, 1981-.-New York S.tate Counc il 
on Linguistics (NYSCOL), 11th Annua 1 
Meeting. SUNY, Stony Brook, NY 
(Write: -NYSCOL 11, Proi in Ling, SUNY-
Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY i1794) 

November 20-21, 1981---,Symposium on Spanish 
and Portuguese Bilingualism, 5th. 
Amherst, MA. {Write:· Bi ling Sym Dir
ector, Dept Span & Port., U. MA, 
-Amherst~ MA 01003) 

Nbvember 20-25, 1981--National Council of 
teachers of English, 71st. Boston, 
MA (Write: NCTE, 1111 Kenyon Road, 
Urbana, IL 61801) ______________________ , __ ·~~-

. ados Unidos: An Interdisciplinary 
Conference, Univ. of Illinois, Chicago LANGUAGE TRAINING JN NURSERY SCHOOL 
Circle, Chicago IL. (Write: Lucia Vera Filby had an idea several years 
Elias-Olivares, Dept Spani Ital, & ago for very early language training that 
Port, U IL Chicago Cir, Box 4348 , might benefit NSA. She describes her 
Chicago, IL 606BO) meeting with an English polyglot and the 

October 9-11, 1981-~Boston University An- idea .s~e Eot as a result. 
nual Conference on Language Develop- In ·.our business, we meet some marvel-
ment, (6th Annual), Bost on MA. (Write lously talented people, among whom are 
Lang Dev Conf, Box F, Boston Univ,_ polyglots with mastery of a dozen or more 
Boston, MA 02215) . languages. But in England, I met the most 

October 15-17, 1981--Delaware Symposium on incredible polyglot I have ever come across 
Language Studies, 3rd, Linguistics and and a delightful lady with a gre~t sense of 
Literacy. (Write: W. Frawley, Dept. f h . 1 . 1 . -

f D 1 N. k DE 19711 ) un. Se grew up in a mu ti ingual family 
Eng., u. o e aware, ewar , . W 1 h · h h 1 f · 

b 16 17 1981 M"d A . 1 . . t· in a es, were er sc oo master ather in-Octo er - , -- i - mer1ca inguis ics . . . . . 
f · 15 h -·w· h " SU w· h "t sisted that all the child-ren speak (speak, Con erence, t , ic i ta , ic i a, . ) . .. . . . . . 

( . T" B K t. 1 . mind you Classical Lat1:n and Greek, as well KS. Write: ina ennett- as or, ing - . . · 
P D. E 1 . h w· h "t SU as Welsh, English, French, and .German. Our rogram, ept. ng is , ic i a , _ . - .·· 
w· h; KS 67208 ) conversation touched on so many languages 

.0 b 
ic

16
ita18• 1981 A . T _l tr that I began to wonder if I could mention cto er - , -- mer_ican rans _ a o s · · · . , . · . 

A A 1 C t . D llas TX any she didn t know something about; so I ssoc. nnua onven ion, a , • . · · . 
(s Cl ; · 1 2 3 lO) tried the names (which is all I know) of ee arion, vo . : no. , p. · . 

October 22-24, 1981--The Linguistic Society several Sub-Saharan languages, only to learn 
of the Southwest (LASSO) Annual Meeting that she had studied Swahili at the univer
(Write: Jon Amastae, Dept Ling, Univ sity and learned Twi ~sh~ told me another 
~exas, El Paso; TX 79968) name for it, but I forget i~), and other 
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African languages. She left me holding a 
paperback Maori grammar while she bust led · 
out to the kitchen to get tea for all of 
us. She not only has a high-spirited, 
noisy, brilliant family to look after, but 
she also runs a nursery for up to 30 or 
more children under six years old (she 
sends them home with useful little phrases 
in French, Welsh, and Zulu), and still 

instruction, arii~al languages, speech 
recognition, etc.), and scholarly investi
gations (stylistics, content analysis, 
text comparison). ACL publishes a quarterly 
journal and holds an annual conference. 
Dues are $15 for individuals. For further 
information, contact r"'7 (x1163) or write 
to: Donald E. Walker~etary-treasurer, 
ACL, SRI International, :Menlo Park, CA 94025. 

manages to toddle over to thi Bodleian for 
study arid for dis~ussions with linguist 
friends at Oxford .. Right now, she is in
terested in Berber and in Cushitic, which 
she thinks may have certain structural and 
syntactic correspondences with Welsh. 

' -----~----..--------~ 

Now I have described this occasion 
because it reminded me of a scheme I con
sidered proposing when I was president ~f 
the CLA, but didn't. You will understand 
why when I tell you that the idea, in as 
few words as possible, is: NSA should run 
a language nursery. Don't laugh. L~t me 
explain. We all know that early child
hood is the time for language learning, 
and we are all acquainted with NSAers who 
have served overseas and found their young 
children acting as translators and inter
preters. Their ~babies have learned their 
nurses' German or Japanese or Italian as 
their first language. Some parents have 
tried to help their children retain their 
foreign language skills after returning 
homeJ This is very hard to do. But, 
suppose NSA had a nursery-primary school 
for these kids. This would help to create 
a body of bilingual or multilingual chil
dren, some of whom would probably want to 
join the Agen~y when they grew up. Con
sidering what we have to go through and 
how much we have to spend and how many 
years it takes to make competent linguists 
out of young adults, the idea may not be 
as visionary (all rightj nutty) as it 
seems. 

(Cont. from p. 10) with compromises or any 
· evidence of a significanl difference in pass 
rates between the regul~f tests and the make
ups that would justify s~rious concern over 
this issue. The Panel's:assumption that the· 
delays in an individual'~ certificition 
process will have no effict on. his career 

~---~-------------ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS . 
I . I the Chairperson of 

the newly-formed L-a.qguage Automation Com
mittee of CLA, sent in' ·a-· .brochure on the 
Association for Computatio·n·a·l· .Linguistics 
(ACL) from which we selected th·e· ·f.oJ_lowing 
facts: ACL is a professi~nal society-1Qr_ 
people interested in.the use of computers 
for language research (in acoustics, ~hon
ology, lexicology, syntax, etc.), applicat
ions (translation, information retrieval, 

is erroneous; in many ca$es, professional- · 
ization is deflnitely cin~ of the factors 
taken into account when an individual is 
considered for promotion :(although the 
Lan~uage Cireer Panel a~ierts thit PQE 
resuJts ar~ not intended :to be used for 
this purpose), and a dela:y of six months 
to a year would certainly have a negative 
impact on his prospects f:0 .r rapi.d promot
ion. Furthermore, even il an andivi.dual 
is already certified in o~e or more - lang
uages, certification in others, as some 
of us have learned from personal experience, 
will enhance one's career:prospects and 
open up the possibility of diversified 
work experience elsewhere:at NSA. 

' . Aside from the personal significance 
of certification to aspir~nts, the SCLT's 
decision that an aspirant:will orily be 
allowed to work toward ceitification in 
one language at a time wi~l necessarily 
have a detrimental effect •on the develop
ment of multilingualism an NSA and thus 
hinder implementation of ane of the 
Agency's goals (at least · i;n principle), 
by artificially doubling ~r tripling 
the time required to beco~e certified 
in sever~l languages. 

In conclusion~ we cbn~ider that the 
interests of the Agency ar:ii:l its lingu_ists 
would be better served by ~escinding this 
decision, which will creat~ artificial 
obstacles to the certification process. 

Isl~ j(Memb~r, Russian 
IIA Committee) 

J(Chairman, Serbo
---~c•t•o•a•t•t•a4A PQE Comm. and 

• · • · Co-C~i~man of the 
.. ,, I 
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~\f~posed Slovene PQE 
Cdmmittee) 

,:: ',, 
',, \'.\ 
'•, ,,, 
'•. •,, 
'•. ,, 
',, 
:;, Member, 
R,ussiqtl• IIB Committee) 

. G1ia11n;:·r1, ca111oama11 I 
;P.QE codm;.. and member 
;F.r'.ench PQE Committee) 

' (President, 
;Asian ::ituo

0 

e~ Institute) 
' ' ' ' . 

[Clahop will welc~n(e any co~~n~s from 
the ~CLf or the La~guage Caree~ P~nel on 
the •above memo.] ; . • , • 

I .. I I I ----..-------paa----.~---
CLA: LIBRARY COMM 1:TTEE REORGAN•I ZED 

I 'a I I t I 

; Th~ CLA Libra;r1, Committee is, now 

of the language (advanced undergraduate 
to graduate). The text is also (second
arily) an introduction to general lingu
istic theory, but with an intentionally 
less technical approach. The essential 
elements of Russi~n phonology are covered, 
including articulatory phonetics, vowel 
reduction, spelling rules, and the assimil
ation of voicing and palatalization. More 
complex concepts, such as phonemics, 
morphophonemics, and special cases (ablaut, 
Church Slovonicis~s) are handled briefly 
iri later chapteis. A question/ans~ei 
section follows each chapter, and s~ggested 
readings are noted where applicable. ------------------JUST FOR FUN 

We hope that everyone who attempted 
last issue's puzzle-~surely that included 
all professionalized French linguists..:.
~ame up with the f~llowing solution: 
"En voiture, je mets toujours France
Musique. Je dois me battre avec ma femme 
qui, elle, voudrait ecouter les infor
mations." 

cha,5. red: by 4840s )'~ The 
oth-er members to d;ate are ', The puzzle for this issue presents 
r--,4873s), who "Will be reviewing new a somewhat different and quite a · bit more · 
~a~ions received by the Language\ difficult challenge. In t~e matrix . below 
Library' and arranging for book reviews• are the names of 35 languages in which 
to be p~blished bj the Clario~, and! ! NSA ha~ no capability, The names read , I 3'J-89s), · who will be took- forward,backward, up and down, and dia-
1.ng 1.ntp the possibility of setting up a gonally. Lettersmay be used more than 
service; to order h>ooks for Agency lingu- once. If you come up with _any correct 
ists frl'.lm foreign:publishers. The Library answers, remember they are classified 
Committ:ee recently sent out a questionnaire 1'1'!elU?'f SS8. The answe,rs wil .l be publish
to CLA ~embers 6n;the latter topic and also ed in the next issue of Claiion 
asked (or members·' · opinions and recommend-
ations ~n the sub~ect of acquiring foreign 
language literatuce and area studies books 
for the; NSA Langu;:ige Library, as requested 
by the :CLA Mana-nt Relations Committee 
and · apµroved byL_Jin an April memorandum, 
CLA wirl be discussing this matter further 
with c:Jafter the results of the survey 
are available. CLA members are urged to 
contact any of the committee members re-
garding the subjects listed above. 

BOOK NOTES 

· Wi.lliam S. Hamilton, Introduction 
to Russian Phonology and W6rd 
Structure, 1980, Slavica 

An introductory text in Russian 
phonetics for intermediate-level students 
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Study of languages beginning a comeback 
New York (NVT) - "TIie United 

States continues to.be the only country 
where you can graduate from college 
wilhout having had one year of a foreign 
language prior to and daring the Diver
sity yean. ·· wrote RepresentaUve Paul 
Slm<n ID. Ill.I ia bis ffi:<111 boot, "The 
.Tongu~ Tied Americ~" 

Now. there are sigm of a lf'OWial 
movement to make Mr. Slmoo'a ltate-
ment obsolete .. When the Stanford Unl

..._versity faculty voted lut m<io.tb to rein
state a language reqalttdleat beg1nniag 

in the fall of ·1912, lt conrtrmed a new 
trend, foUOwlng by only a·tew. wee~ a 
similar action by New York University. 

The era of educ;atiooal parochialism 
appean to be drawing to an end. For
eign Languages ~ courses dealing with 
other cultures are making a . ~t 
comeback at all edacatJODal levels. 

When lbe President's Commission on 
Foreign Language and. lntefflllUOftal -
Studies tendered Its repor:t lo November, 
1979, the situaUon looked bGpelesa. 
"Americans' IICandalou Incompetence 

Ill fore111 languages also e,;plalnl oar 
dangerously. Inadequate -..nag . 
of.world affairs," the .._tsald. 

A ~port ri,lea!ed earlier this yur by 

~.:U aa.i°'t1ie
1 ~ .. 'i.:"t1 ... ".'!u~ 

firmed lhele conceras. . 
'Ille TOte at Staafonl-ltl reqnlre

menl ltacl beeG abolished Ill Ifft at the 
belgbl of the stodeat re!JeWoa -
all reqalremeall-la =E:. lo -
CODC«111.Sol0aaew bJtbe 
New Yort City pabllc .,.i.m lbal 

all blgb acbool lltudenll mllll lake at . 
least one yen of a foreign language. 

Richan! L Brod, the Madent Laa
- ADoclatioa'a clirec:lot' of forelp 
language programs. caallrma Ille -
tnod. A suney this year abowecl th.al JO 
coll- ban establlsbed or l'Hltab-

::=,.:.!~ 1~~4:a=:: 
trodueed ·.,. reatroduced ll1ldt a require
ment for the bacbel«'s"-

Tltese dwtgea bave come OD lop ol. 

eidstlnl n,qulttmeoll reported Ill the 
Ml.A's last comprellenslve survey In 1975, 
wblcb showed t~t la.& percent of 1,285 
colleges qucsUooed at .lbe lime still bad a 
forelga language requiremfflt for aclmis
sloa and 53.2 percent called (or some such 

. stuu/ss~~t~~~o:~~~~ of in• 
1UtuUoas that recently joined the pro--lan
guag~ stream includes such illustrious 
campuses as Berkeley, the Unlventtf of 
North Carolina, Kenyon, Smith and WU-·= ~-r~~~;n=:u:~~~~~ 

,Jnstitatlon., in all parts ortbe ~try. 
At the game time the l,oacept of later

aatiooal high sdloois-publlc IChoola !bat. 
la addition to all the regular academic re
quirements. place special stress oa a 
knowledge of world affairs and luterna
Uonal relatjons-appean on the rbe. 

This year. such ·schools bave been cre
ated In such scattered places as Staten Is
land. N.Y.. Philadelphia. Atlanta and 
Monterey county. Calit Last month. the 

University ol llllaois al Urbaaa-Otam
palgn issued a paperback about a national 
seminar on bow to set ap such schools. 

All these recent developments are little 
more than a drop into a vast void created 
by decodes of neglect Coasidering that 
fewer ttian .4 percent of current public 
school graduates bave bad more ~n two 

c;:~; ~~=-~=~ wc;iJ~= 
little unless lbey are given long-term sup
port, not only by school boards and educa
tors but also by those Who detenTime em-

r.loymeot polici~ in private industry and 
ngovemmenL 

Future support. -ver. •ill depend 
I.a large measure on .an· understanding of 
wby there bas appareaUy been a tum
aroand a(ler years of neglect. Wby the en
couraging reversal now, at a time when 
the budget squeeze mates any educational 
reforms or addiUom doubly difficult? 

Part of the reason. ln the vtew of ma~ 
experts. is a growlag .public awal'Ofl<SS 
that the United states c.an no longer view 
the world as its oyster. The shock of Sl'ri.-

ous miscalculailoos, such as in Vietnam 
and Iran. and tile continuing crisis Ill lhe 
Middle East bave alerted many Am<rl
cam to ~ need to know more about peo
ple la other nations. · 

1be loss of what.used to be comidtted 
a natural and permanent su~riortty in 
such fields as tbe manufacture of automo
biles. steel and television sets bu· driven 
home the fact that Amerlcaa men:hants 

=~~di~i::r=~:~· , ________________________ _ 
-· 

Dead language shows 
signs of revival in U.S. 
lly Gene I. Mnerorr 

New y.,.t (NVT)-A -1led dead 
language.was very mucb aUYe receaUy at 
Ute City University ol New Yori< u 11.ea
ger atadeats debated the lllterpretatloa of 
Ute won! ''ftoslnlln" Ill a p1lrue fiom the 
-S.lyricoa" ol Pelronlua Arbiter. 

SwllUJ llipplag tbrougb tbelr l.alla-Ea-
5!:h dicUoaaries, tbe lludeata tn.nalaled 

_ =.,ta: =-~-==r-1; 
ll an adjectlve or a proooan. · · 

Sach arcane journeys - !dill pursued 
by a courageous minority, but there are 
signs across the couatry tbal there la a 
resurgeac,, of lnler<sl Ill Latia In eecoad
ary scbools and even la ~ el~tary 
schools. Olher fordga languages bave also 
regained some of the ground lost In ffi:ellt 
years. 

Lalin enrollments have been inching up 
since the mld-1170s, and in states as di
verse as Tens and Massachusetts there 
are loo rcw teachers lo meet the demand. 
Furthe-nilore, an espamJoa of CODege
levet Lalin studies ls ln prospect as ef(orls 
lo train more Lalin teachcn accelerate 
and greater numbers or freshmen start ar
riving OD: campuses wilfl: ba~ in 
Latin. 

"Tbere is a turnaround, and Latia Is not 
dying," said Edward Phinney. chairman of 
the classics department at lbe University 
of Massachusetts. where enrollment In 
Latin Is csp<clcd lo reacb a recwd blgb 
tblsfaU. . 

The decline In Lallo earoll~ls In sec
oodary schools soeins lo have bottomed 
oat, and as many as 170,000 students may 

enroll In counes Ibis year, -.ling to 
figures from the Amerlcaa Ooaacll OD !be 
Teaching of Foreign Languages. Latin en-
rollmen(jl·in colleges also bave apparenU:, 
~pped falling, and the annual mrollmeDt 
is holding at about 24,~. . 

Parado1:ically, Ille YttJ' forces that 
pushed Lalin from Ill oace lmportaal 
place in the curriculum now seem to be 
aldiDg the revival Tbe new lltress on IA.till 
1s,1npart.•=ct1aatot11emua-o1 
standards thal critics of -- bave 
perceived al all levels. 

"The 1970s proved th.al tbe esperi
ments or the 19605 really didn't work.," 

::d:.~ ~it~"t7.i':it;~.::: . 
~listics show that lbose wltll a back· 
gn,und In Latin do better OD liaadardlsed 
i..ts." 

Studying Latin ha~ mually been 
thought lo reinforce a student's foundation 
In English. That function now aeems es~ 
cially valuable lo educators who are 
trying to restore respect for language. 

For lhis reason, Latin has begun mak- · 
ing unlikely iriroads in lnncr~ty schools 
in Philadelphia and clse'!hett, as lcacbcn 
try to use it to give low-acblevlog student! 
insights into lhe slruc:ture of English. 
Brooklyn College also ls teacbl.ng La.Un to 
some or its remedial studeots. 

At George Washington Junior High 
School In Ridgewood, N.J., Alba Lopez. 
one of the Sp.inish teachers, was asked to 
study Latin this summer so she can start a 
Latin class ln lhe fall. 

Miss Lopcz is enrolled In lhc program 
Mr .. Nor-eland directs at City University. 

Twelve undergraduate credits can be 
earned ln the basiC courses and sis grad• 
ale credits ia lbe advanced courses. 

Students race. through what ls aonnally 
an entire year of grammar. la four weeks 
and lben plunge into Cicero's "First Ora
tion Against Catiline.'' followed by Virgil's 
"Aeneid" and some Horace. 

Working in class foi 1b and a half 
bours a day, five days a week. then spend
ing an exbaustin1.:si1: to _eigb_t ·bOIU1J: a 

night oo homework, they immerse them
selves in their studies,, an uperience most 
of the students can .. joyful" despite . lbe 
emotional and physical drain. Mr. More
l.and says the f~vered pitcb "verges SUght-
ly on being crazy." · · 
· Optional classes take place daring 
lunch. and many of tbe stu~ts gatber 

~~u~b~;!t~~~~!:'t:!/t:~!:k F;'i: 
the program .are graduate classics stu· 
dents who take lime out from sorting 
papen to answer question., about transl.a. 
lions of Ovid. 

Meeting in classrooms at the Graduate 
School's high-rise ~dqu_arters bere, tbe 
institute brinis together participants who 
range from high school s~udents to pr-ofes-
sor.s in other fields. . 

Valerie .WLSe, for Hample. bas a doc· 
tor.ate in English from Ra"ard Univer· 
slty and ia a profeaor at New York Uni
versity. She Is studjln"g Latin at the.insti
tute because site thinks It will aid her re
se.arch into Renaissance literature. 

One recent graduate of lbe institute 
was a Princeton student who decided after 
her sophomore yeu to transfer her major 
from biology lo clUSics even though sbe 
had never taken Latin. 

"She ca·me in· that · fall after going 
1 through the institute and was easily at the 

top of the class in which almost everyone 
else bad had at least two yean of college 
Latin," :said John A. Ranson, a Princeton 
profeaor whO is on the lnstitute·s faculty 
this summer. 

16 UNCLASSIFIED 

Starting with lhe President's Commls
sl<Ja, the pabllc bas beeG giV<D more of the 
bard facla by aperu who coald aot u . :a beu!f:: :! ';:!f ~ 
some IJplcal, bard-to-I~ eump1es: 

• Farmer 5eaat.or J. Wllllam Fulbrlgbl 
roporu th.al aaly one F=lga Service offi
cer ln tbe American Embassy In Kenya is 
required to speak Swablll. • 

· • · Rose· Hayden. execuUve direc.~r of 
the Nalloaal Coundl aa Fordga Langu.a .. 
and lntematiaaal Studies. recalls that 
wltetl a Russian aougbl asylom ID the 

American Embassy Ill Kabul. be could not 
find an:,o~ wbo spoke Rassiaa. · 

• ReJ)reseatative Simon writes that 
nobody ln the American Embassy iD IDdia 
speaks Hindi. 
· • Allen Kassof, a leading expert Ill ln
tcrnauonal e1:c:,U.nges. says fewer than 10 
Americans knows any of lhe laaguag<s ol 
Soviet Cetllr.al Asia and that nooe of the 
more lhail 70 slalf members of Ille Euro
pean division of the office of the secretary 
of defense speaks Gemtaa or Fm!cb. 

----~~--, 
~ MYSTERY LANGUAGE I 
I The reports of thel 

death of this I 
I language have bee) 
I greatly exaggerat 

ed; can anyone I 
identify it? I 
"Yowan a wruk I 
bysydhya y'n I 
gwylfos, ha pre- I 
goth an bysydh
yans a edrek rak I 
dewhelans pegh- I 
osow." 
Hint: It's 
Guguyalanji 
Wik-Munkun 

not 
or 

Its LaUn .and Greek Institute ls sJ)OflSOl'ed 
by Brooklyn College and Cjty University's 
graduate ~bool. 

At tbe · institute, wtiich brgan In 1973 
and bas grown each year, people like Miss 
Lopez can reach"in 10 weeks the level of 
proficiency usually attained by two or 
three years-of col.lege ~tm. A basic pro
gram in Greek and ·advanced programs lD 
both Latin aod _Greek are also- offered. 

Stadmlll will call [acuity ;round the ~'=b=~ ;::!.!s~•gnmenta. and 
-rbe,"re· · always pleilsant. no matter 

wbat time you call, lhougb someone may 
say. 'Let me get a cup of c:orre-e·.and ~ 
my book to that page,' " M1M Lopu said.· 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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FROM THE EDITOR 
First of all, Happy New Year! 

···-PJease note that, as of 25 
··3anuari;·your editor will be in 

a n·e\'i·o;ffice· j j with a new 
phone number. ( x5693) . I suspect 

. that it will ~ake me a few months 
·. ·~o memorize these-~umbers since 

·· .. r se1-dom call myself .. 1tf:t\?r a 
very enjoyable interlude in·r-, 
I will b~ going back to my t'i"'r"s"t 
love,··{ I ------~~---~-----' \ I The 'feature article in this 
issue will ·b~. helpful to linguists 
about to take ·a.PQE. Although he 
is aim:rng sp,cj fi·cal J y at Russian 

I I I I 

CONTEtns·. . . . . 
I I I I I I I 

From the Editot·~.:_ •• \ .... ...•.••. '.\•····P· 2 

Translation Gui~e i·, n'r · ~y I ' '. I 
I I ·, _.· ••• ·,··· ••••• ··:. ·P· 3 

Inside the Fence •• ~ •• · .••••• · ••••••.• .',.p. 6 
I I I I I 

Library: co:mm:i.ttee Activitie~• 
HR 3454: Pa

0

6se·d •. • 
Listing: of:cLl Offi~ers and 

Ch?irpers,~ns 

PQEs, author_ !gives 
many very useful hints to aspirants 
in any language. Since I read 
this article, I began thinking 
( always a danger) . Would it .be 
of any interest to linguists 
seeking professionalization for 
Clarion to run a series of arti
cles in which some past PQE is 

Outside the Fenc~, F_ree:,.Lance ·. . analyzed by one of the members 
Translauing'r••: ••••••• : .•••••• p.ll • of that PQE Committee? I have 

Book Notice, Just fo~ fu~ •••••• \ ••••• p.14 '. in mind taking the PQE and point-
. . • ·ing out all the mistakes made in ---------~~-------

NEXT DEADL.·I· NE:,- ·A'n. T. 1 ;.,LES F·a·R THE the translations, suggesting 
n 'I why they were made, and discuss-

APRIL ISSUE OF :CLAR, I ON-. ARE DUE BY ing possible ways to avoid making 
. the·· specific mistakes. Anyone 

26 FEBRUARY, I:Ns I DE THE FENCE inte·rested? 

ITEMS SHOULD BE: SENT T6, I \.{hy don't people return 
AND OUTSIDE THE:FENCE ITEMS SHOULD queS t iqnnaires? Last year, I 

: : : · d sent out 1000 questionnaires as 
BE SENT TO I : ·. j part of ·~ pilot project to facil-
------ww wwwwww~--- itate the. exchange of information 
OUR COVER , · between pe.ople doing research on 

At the CLA-sponsored'· Open House/ theater history. I was at first 
Welcome--'Back Party: for the La~guag·e filled wi th'.naive enthusiasm,· 
Library on 24 Nove~ber,I I but that dwi'ndled daily as the 

expected quaritity of questionnaires 
failed to appe·ar. I received 40; 
what happened b~the other 960?
CLA members seert\ to be uneasy 

2 

about returning questionnaires; 
. why is this; is tbere some lurk~ 

ing fear of the in.formation being· 
stored somewhere for use against 
us? I don't know; does anyone? ·o 

FOR OFFICl}.L U8E ONLY 
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·-.TRANSLATION GUIDELINES 
HINTS TO ASP:IRANTS TA:KING, THE RUSSIAN PQE--MAY ALSO BE OF VALUE TO 

' ANYONE TAKING ANY LAN:GUAGE'.EXAM '.INATION 

Bv '----~-~~ I 1. Always start by read10g quickly through the entire test, and 
determining how you will budget.your time. This will also give you a 
general idea of the ~ubject matt~r and context of the items. Never 
translate word by wor,d, from beginning to end, without at _least look
ing ahead to see wha~ the context·~s and whether there is anything that 
will shed light on an earlier part'-0f the item. Make sure you under
stand the text befor~ you begin to branslate.· · · 

. . .\ 

2. On your firit pass through i~e test, do not spend too much 
time worrying about style and word cho~ce, but be very careful to avoid 
grammatical and syntactic errors. Pay ~articul~r attention to case 
endings. ' 

3. Remember thit any test with all ~r a substantial. part of an 
item left undone is Mot likely to pass, and.that your first priority 
is to complete the test. Work as rapidly and as accurately as you 
can, and never waste:time by recopying ~n it~m--legibility is essential, 
but you will not be give extra credit for neati:ess or handwriting; 

4. Before you ~egin to translate J ( check to see 
whether any punctuat~on is used (TChK, ~VICiiK, L.i--1, i:JCc.L If it is, 
mark it on the test,·and, if not, separate the sentences before beginn
ing the translation.: Look at the -material logically and try to determine 
where complete thoughts begin and end~ and how they are related to one 
another. Watch out for subordinate clauses that could conceivably be 
attached to either tne preceding or following sentence .. 

5. In I Jwi th missing preposi t _ions, determine_ where 
the omissions are anu then I ok at the case endings of the words fol
lowing the omissions. Consiqer all the possibilities in light of the 
endings, and remember that the prepositions omitted afe likely to be 
the short, common ones (V, NA, S, PO, etc.). You are expected to know 
Which cases are g6verned by which prepositions; bring a reference gram
mar if you need one. Please note that conjunctions may sometimes be 
omitted as well; they may also be replaced by commas. 

6. In voice traffic, watch out for grammatical errors by the 
speaker, transcription errors or misspellings, instances in which the 
speaker is correcting himself in mid-sentence or quoting someone else, 
and so forth . . Interpret these as well as you can in light of the con
text; beware cif any contradictions of what is said elsewhere iti the 
conversation. Remember that some sentences may be broken or incomplete 
with the breaks usually indicated by ellipses( ... ). You must, however, 
be able to justify any correction of the text; do not fall into the 
trap of assuming errors when you m~y simply not understand the text. 

7. In conversations, you will frequently come across "filler 
words" like VOT and ZNAChIT. You may omit these if the speaker is 
clearly just filling in a pause in the conversation and the word has 
no -real meaning, but you ~hould translate them in an appropriate 
manner if they do play a role in the sentence, e.g. as a lead-in to 

SECRET 
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what follows. Do not automatically give them literal translations (''it 
means," repeated each time a ZNAChIT occurs, can be ludicrous). 

8. Enclose B or C validity words in single question marks, with
out parentheses. Indicate garbles by ((one word unknown)), ((few words 
unknown)) , etc. , rather than by ( lG) , (2-3G) , etc. The latter are 
transcr~ption conventions, and are not used in tran~lations. 

9. Be as literal as possible, while expressing the content of the 
Russian in . good English. Be careful of "word-'for-word" translation 
(which can end up resembling an incoherent machine translation), but 
do try to translate rather than paraphrase whenever possible. Put 
down exactly what the original intended to say,_ not the "general idea." 

10. Translate into standard American English. Do not use express
ions that are substandard or ungrammatical, or that are exclusively 
British usage. In disputed cases, the acceptability of colloquial ex
pressions will be determined.by referring to a dicticinary. You are 
encouraged to make use of an English dictionary during the test to 
answer questions on usage and spelling. 

11. Make sure that every complete sentence in Russian is rendered 
by a complete sentence in English; avoid grammatical errors in your 
English translation. 

12. Beware of false cognates (e.g. PERSPEKTIVY, AKTVAL'NYJ). 

13. You may vary your translation of a specific low-content word 
for stylistic reasons when this does not result in any change ~n mean
ing, but, in general, translate a term consistently throughout an item 
to avoid destroying the coherence of the original text. 

14. The style of your translation should be consistent with the 
style bf the original, i.e. your translation should be received by youf 
reader in the same way that the original would be by its recipient. Do 
not translate a comm6n Russian word with an obscufe English one, or a 
formal expression with an informal one, even though they may technically 
be synonymous. Ideally, a translation should read like an original 
text, with the coherence and consistency of style of something written 
in English to begin with. 

15. Do not gi~e altetnate tranilations, either in the body of the 
translation or in footnotes; this will be interpreted as an admission 
that you do not understand the Russian or are unable to decide on a 
translation for it when faced with a thoice of several possible trans-
lations. It ~s rarely justifiabli for a tr~nslatoi to leave it up to 
the reader to determine what ~s meant. 

16. Do not leave blanks in your translation or include Russian 
words within ari English sentence when you do not understand the mean-
ing of a word or phrase; at leas~ translate the expression literally 
.in order to provide a ~ontinuous text. A translator who does not make 
any effort to translate a difficult expression will be considered worse 
than someone who translates it incorrectly, but at least makes the effort. 

17, When using the dictionary, remember that you are expected to 
be able to discriminate among possible translations for a Russian word, 
when the meanings given are not synonymous. Use an English dictionary 
when necessary to determine the differences among the possible trans
lations. Decide which translation is best in light of the context, the 
semantic connotations of the words you are considering, and style. "It's 
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in the dictionary" is not a sufficient excuse for using an inapprop
riate word, particularly when the resulting translation does not make 
any sense. Your translation should furtherrnore convey the origin;l 1 i 
meaning precisely, not approximately; "the general idea" may be inac
curate or misleading. If ther~ are standard NSA translations fo~ 
certain terms (e.g. "plant" for ZAVOD), use them. Furthermore, remember 
that you cannot always rely upon dictionaries to provide solutions, 
and th~t i£ it is possible to infe~ the meaning irom the context, y6u 
may be expected tci do so, wh~ther the meaning in question can be fo~nd 
in a dictionary or not. 

18. lf interpolations are necessary to complete the meaning of a 
sentence, or to eliminate ambiguity, use them, but always enclose them 
in double pa~entheses, to indicate that they did not appear in the 
original. bo not use interpolations to suggest alternative translat
ions, to make critical comments, or to make unwarranted additions to 
the text; these may be treated as errors. 

19. Be careful not to translate Russian idioms literally if the 
result is not equivalent in meaning; you are expected to recognize 
idiomatic expressions. 

20. Abbreviations should be translated into English (except for 
equipment nomenclature, e.g. MiG-21). It is unnecessary to provide 
the Russian expansion as well. Equivalent English abbreviations, if 
in common use, are also acceptable. 

21. In cases in which an expression should be changed from passive 
voice to active in order to improve readability, do so, but make sure 
that the subject and object of the action are not inadvertently reversed 
--a surprisingly common error in hasty translations. This .also applies 
to changing active voice to passive, a procedure sometimes employed to 
reflect the emphasis implied by inverted word order in Russian, or · 
"anonymous" 3rd person plural subjects indicated only by the verb end
ing. 

22. Always read through the completed test at least once, and 
compare it carefully to the original as you do so. Examine your trans~ 
lation as critically as you can; look for ambiguous or awkward express
ions, and never underestimate your capacity for careless mistakes or 
omissions, especially in a testing environment or when you are pressed 
for time. 

23. A good rule of thumb is that ii something looks wrong, it 
probably is, and you should try to fix it. "That I s what they said 11 

is not an acceptable excuse for failing to correct something that does 
not make sense or is expressed badly. Remember that .poor translations 
often result from following the original too closely and uncritically. 

24. In general, attempt to improve your translation skills on a 
continuing basis, rather than cramming shortly before the next test. 
Keep track of the kinds of mistakes that you tend to make (keeping a 
notebook of these can help you to identify your own weaknesses). 
Practice translating traffic rather than just reading it, and make 
an effort to translate it as well as possible; ~how it to a co-worker, 
and discuss it with him or her. Test yourself with previous PQEs 
available at the Language Career Panel, and try to grade your trans
lations as a test would be graded; information on the current grading 
system can. be obtained from any committee member. If you have problems 
with a specific type of traffic, try to obtain some samples cif it for 
translation practice. Remember that there will generally be at least 
one transliterated item on the test. Keep track of how fast you can 
translate, how much you are relying on your dictionary, and how much 
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material you can handle in a give n amount of time. This should im
prove with practice. You should be able to complete a rough draft of 
a PQE in 3-3-½ hours, leaving the rest of the time for checking it and 
polishing it. Above all, develop the ability to critic:ize your own 
work; in the long run, this will be much more valuable than studying 
individual terms and target characteristics. 

25. Take RS-2OO (Intermediate Russian Technical Translation) if 
y o u have not already done so. Another possib~lity for obtaining 
practice in translation is to work part-time for one of the local 
translation agencies, s~ch as JPRS (Joint Publications Research 
Service) or Transemantics; your c hances for this are better if you 
also have some technical field of expertise, but it is wo~th trying 
nevertheless. 

26. Several articles on translation have been published at NSA 
and may be worth reading: Ccillected Articles on Trarislation (1973) 
contains a great deal of interesting infor~ation cin a . ~i4e variety of 
topics and several articles on Russian translation an4 the Russian 
PQEs have appeared in Cryptolog over the past fe~ years. 

27. For the next test, bring Smirnitskij, Ozhegov, the British 
Military Dictionary, a good general Russian-English technical d-ictionary 
(Kuznetsov or Callaham), and an English dictionary (e.g . the American 
Heritage Dictionary of the Engli s h Language). Pulkina's Short Russian 
Reference Grammar or other refe~ence 0orks may also be useful. Al~~. 
either bring a ~opy of USSID 300, or review it befo~e the test. 

·----------------------------------~-----------. 
INSIDE THE FENCE 
HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE OCTOBER AND 

NOVEMBER BOARD MEETINGS 

Commictee (which will inc lude The Clarion 
and the proposed new publi c ation.INFO,) 

------~! of the Management Relat
ions CoJYlmittee reported that a five-person 

· I commit.tee had been formed. The committee 
F~esident~------- report e d has h~ld several meetings and ha~ dis-

that he had received a r,e&ponse from , 1 · k cussed the anguage in~entive pac age 
INSCOM on establishing~ lirikage between re o ~ntly passed by congress .. The Com-
the CLA and the SCE' s. • The response was mittee also sent a questionnaire to each 
positive. He noted thit we have re- ~iA member requesting views on th~se 
ceived call~ from reprisentatives of. ,'inc e ntives. Only a small percentage of 
ESC, NSGC, and CMC and;presumed that ' the membership returned them. Based on 
offi c ial, written acknpwledgeme~t would,' the r e turned questionnaire s , it was clear 
be forthcoming. He al;so plans to send,." tha.t monetary incentives are only a small 
the Director ~nd Depu~y Dire c toi a no~e part of a worthwhil e language incentive 
on the status of this;initiative sin~ e program. Increased promotions for . ling-
the y wer~ both s uppor~ive. •• uists above GG-12 a s well as other career 

Ju otber area:: H1r:y anno,i.inc~d enhancement opportunities must be a major 
that I , _ is the,chair- part of any comprehensive incentives 
msn pro-tern of ~he so on-to-be-r~activat- package. 

ed SIGVOICE and'._ that I I I is .. ,------,of the Library Committee 
chairman pro-tern of ,the soo!1-;'to-be'-acti- repor~ed'that two more people had joined 
vated West Europ'.ean ,'lnstiqit'e. Four the ·committee. He noted that the books 
new commit · · · been . -f~r the ASI and Language Automation Com-
appointed: for th~-- mittee had been received. He also reported 
Publicity Committ',ee; • --~----=-L. that he had sent a questionnaire out to 
f~r the Program Cpm;,{itc~e; . . CLA members asking for volunteers to 'do 

CJ for the Jaffet, :.4.warci·co.~:fEtee, and book reviews. 

-, -· 1 t-ll~{:;9,e---~U bl i cat;EcRET 
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t.. .. ... . .. ,,,, ......... - ........ - .. -
. ,:, is:.. .. .. - ......... · .... 
, , ' .,'t .... Ill • 

The Af't'ica'p 1ti.i5th:J.Jte has been in members ·sno"trl-d- .not be associated with NSA. 
to:uch with the ··1'afi,lfi. D~nt.-e Group which It is the understa~ding. otOthat books_ 
pu:ts on a o'ne-h-oi.Jr ~h~~~ ,fo; ~$300. The in the languages of the communist-control led 
AI: is contacting ',Blac'i~:-~:i<:p,res;iOI1$ to countries are among those sought by CLA. 
se~ if thEfy are · .. iqterest_e.~:i:1 shar"i.~ NSA prohibits association, regardless of 
expenses.; · . ·. -_ ·:. ·• ·:_._ nature and degree, with citizens of com-

·, I~ ··h M b·,. ·:,,_:- C . ~:_._ munist and communist-controlled countries. . _o,. t,e em e.rs,u-i.p•, ommittee-; .. . . 
.,__t_d~-t'l"h_t ..... , . ,. 1 f 12 ,{ · • • Additionally, NSA personnel are not to repor e a a tpta, o L• re,Spon,ses to · ·. : .. . . . . 

th , b h' 1- · h d b • . , .• d act'l. .. vely solicit or seek out association 
~ mem ers ip su~ ve'.:{ a een, reGei ve , . .. ·.. . . . · 

an~ th t th ..... b h' .1 . , · .• / with for-e .. ign nationals. The above pro-a e new rnem ers 1p app 1ca't,lO'll ·• .. . 
1 f h d ' , f 19 N' '..,e. ) cedure wilJ- .. ensure compliance with this ren'ewa orm a nbt ~as o oveu,uer , . · .. 

b ' 1 d b o b• f • • · ·. policy. CLA' JTietnbers are reminded to eep comp ete . y ~cause o ou~ re,-:'-, • 11 • .. •• · • 

f · h · . h d . • , -use common sense, .. _good Judgment, and quests or a c ange in •t e esign. , . ·. • ·• . . _ ·. .. · 
• · . ·• discretion" in any· encounters they may 
: The Language Autom~tion Committee '•. 'have.with foreign nat'i~_na)s. 

reported that it had met"· to consider • • ... 
'. '·. On- ,the subject_ of f~te~·-language gen6ral objectives and ai6ignments. The 

foqowing statement of puirpose was ap- '. li~_e'1;ature. in the library, . ·yport~d 
pro'?ed: The Language Auto'mation Com- -_that.p ha'.$. offered to al locate . n 
mittee, (A) provides information to the F¥ 82 ·tor boo~s recommended by the CLA, 
Ass~ciation membership on d~velo.pments in'.resp'onse to 's Management Relations 
and :trends in computer suppo\rt and the Com~ittee- memo o'r .Apri 1 1981 which stressed 

the ~t;ed fo,r lingui's,ts to be able to enautomation of language processing through 
the presentation of programs ~nd the hance their 'language'skills by reading 

the "lite,rature,' histot')(, social studies, publJcation of news items and~rticles in 
and curren,t affairs associ,ated with their The Clarion, and (B) advises the Board 
targe t lang1,1age(s0, in that',language," 

of G';>vernors on all matters rel'~ted to and asking that th·~. Library l:>'e.gin to carry· 
lang';age automation. For the cd,ming , r . 

books in "virt-u,ally 'a.11 of NSA s. major year, the Committee hopes to spoqsor one 
majon program and provide related'_ infor- langµages," in ll,.dditiO"Q to the di\,tionaries, 
mation to Clarion. grammars, and tex~books'~urrently ~~ailable. 

This program wi 11 'l>e separate from r7 
regular acquisition's. of li~·guistics7ncr"" 
English-language area,studie~ books, which 
will continue as befors. CLA 'r,ecommend-

LIBRARY COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 
The CLA Library Committee has ~on

tinue~ its very active pace. In rr::n.si 
to a memo from committee chairman 

j I tprovided security guid n 
on the esta lishment of a service to 
purchase books from foreign publishers 
for CLA members. Basically, these guide
lines are as follows~ Foreign publishers 
should not be contacted directly by CLA 
members. CLA members also should not 
permit their names to become part of 
mailing lists maintained by foreign pub
lishers. All orders for foreign publicat
ions should be placed through the Globe 
Bookstore, International Learning Center, 
or other bookstores approved in advance 
by the Office of Security. Books may 
be received at the bookstores or the 
CLA's unclassified mailing address may 
be used. The bookstores may be contacted 
in the name of the Crypto~Linguistic 
Association; however, the CLA and its 

ations drawing on thel ~ill'be orily 
for books in _ foreign languages. t::]will 
accept and shelve CLA donations, but not 
as part of the regular collection; the 
CLA will have to assist i~ maintaining 
the collection. Donated newspapers will 
not be accepted due to space and manpower 
limitations. The Library Committee has 
suggested that these peoposals be imple
mented in January 1982. The Library 
Committee will serve as a channel for CLA 
recommendations and prefers to have these 
sent in through the area institute chair
persons rather than directly from any 
language committees that may be formed 
under the institutes, in order to simplify 
processing and enable the institutes to 
monitor the submission of recommendations. 
The committee suggested the following 
guidelines for recommendations: (1) not 
duplicating the type of mat~rial that is 
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normally ordered by the Language 
Library; (2) restricting the 
recommendations to books in 
foreign languages; (3) selecting 
bo~ks that are likely to be read 
for their own sake and that will 
be of interest to potential read
ers; (4) obta{~ing basic reading 
texts for languages in which such 
~aterials are not already avail
able; (5) maintaining a rough 
balance among languages; (6) em
phasizing languages for which 
teading materials are hardest 
to come by through normal chan
nels; (7) selecting both fiction 
and non-fiction, as funds permit; 
(8) in reco~ending fiction, 
generally emphasiz/ ng current 
literature rather than classical, 
and prose rather than poetry, 
and keeping in mind the needs of 
NSA linguists. The Library 
Committee feels that the money 
should be divided equally among 
the institutes. 

Late in September, the CLA 
Library Committee sent out a 

fore iKn Language 
CasSeltc Series 

Tape 
Recorders 

main library 
langua~e - dictionarics 

New Acqufsitio11s 
s1 ... 1t 

l.iLr .1 rians 

CRYPTO-LINGUISTIC ASSOCIAflON 
9800 Sa\'age Road 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755 

"Perhaps of all the creations of man, language ·is the 

IT'OSt astonishing.,, --- 'Lyttci, Strachey 

Language Library 

The Language Library is a research collectic:n of 1·anguage hx,ks, 
periodicals, tapes, and cassettes, located adjacent to .the .Main Library 

in Roan 1S042. Included are books co linguistics, dictionaries, and 
gri,111T18rs for rrost of .the =r.ld's lang,.,ages. Language aids and ·hancl!B:,ks 

published by Pl6 are also kept in this collectic:n. 

The books are arranged . accordin_g to ·language and by call riuroer 

within language. The public catalog ccntains entries to the books in 

the Language Library . Patrons are welccme to browse and borrow books. 

The librarian in the Language Library (Mrs. Dorothy Rittenhouse, 

3094s) ·,.ill provide uo;ers with info~tic:n on other sources in T5. 

The attached map shows the physical layout of the library and the . 
arrangement of books by language within the collection . 

Ja t t c 
cc..1llcction 

I_. -- P,K kt• t. IJic.:t ion.1rics -------~--~ 

c=·Crypl.oloKic Uook Collection ,, __ d 
l'olyglot 1HcLionarics __________ 

7 

E African and American Indian Languages ==J 
,.--ludonf..•sian, Tax..iloK.t Oceanic and African Lang·uages 

t I Tihc ta u, rlurmese, Thai, Lao, Cambodian, Vietuamese, 
I ndone s i.rn 

or i cnt ,.1 I • I !
-Turkish, MonRol (an, Japanese, Korean, Chinese--, 

. I . d l . . J . I collection ...:...Amharic.:, re~1ona Jn o- r ,:-,nlan, Hin 1 1 t'ers1 a n,-
~eor~ian, Turkish dialects 

J.,ttVl,111 finnish Estonian Hun arian Semitic 

~~~s iJ1t 1 ~krainian, Czech, Slovak, Polish, 
~ithuanian 

E
<.:l·rman, Yiddish, llulgarian, Serbo-Cr~-~t 'ia_n,KSlovenian, 

~ -~ss:lar 
Porlu.,;uese, Scandinavian, U~tch, Afrikaans, German 

l
-lt;.1li crn, f.r"em:h, Sp,1nlsh, PortuKuese 

f-----------,----~[ 

-lin~uistics, English, Latin, Greek, Celtic, HomanLan 

sort, wort.I lrcquency diet.; ~~neral linguistics 
I 

i 

I ..... ,. 
,--------..----~ 

(rom main 
111ai11 library la~,~~.:114l' dictionaries 

l i hr.-1ry 
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membership questionnaire requesting ling
uists' views on the proposals to add for
eign language literature to the Language 
Library and to set up a service to order 
foreign publications for CLA members. 
The questionnaire also asked members to 
specify the languages arid types of liter
ature in which they were interested. 

Most respondents favored establish
ing a foreign language reading section at 
the Language Library (67-yes, 4-no). 
Several pointed out that the Library does 
already have a small collection of French 
fiction donated by Mrs. Jaffe. Most also 
stated that they would make regular use 
of foreign language reading material in 
the library (57~yes, 11-no). The liter
ature of interest included current fic-
tion, history, and foreign affairs; , 
considerable interest was also expresse~ 
in obtaining more foreign periodicals.,' 
Regarding the book service proposal, : )2 
stated that they would make use of ,it, 
15 would not. 

1982 CLA BUDGET .( 
Treasurer I ; ' 

vided the following,s4mmary 
Budget through the,'Ca,lendar 

Anticipated Expe1lseq' 
Programs 

CL~'Essay Contest 

bas pio
of the CL'A 
year 1982 'r 

G,eneral Walters Essay Contest 
,Jaffe Award 
Miscellaneous 

-

Assets 
Cash on hand, estimated dividends, 

and anticipated 1982 dues 
less expenses -~==~---
balance 0 --------------------

It should be noted that these results 
reflect the interests of the CLA members 
who answer questionnaires, and not nec
essarily those of the general NSA ling
uist population. Some NSA languages 
(Greek, for example) are obviously not 
represented at all and the responses 
received do not always reflect the rela
tive numbers of linguists involved in 
exploiting the languages. 

HR 3454 PASSED BY CoNGREss--PROVIDEs 

FOR LINGUIST INCENTIVES; SIGNED INTO 
LAW AS PUBLIC LAW 97-89 

P.L. 97-89, the Intelligence Author
ization Act for Fiscal Year 1982, has been 
signed into law by the President. This 
la~ contains a number of significant sub
stantive amendments to the National Secur
ity Agency Act of 1959 that will require 
implementation by NSA components. Among 
the amendments of particular interest to 
linguists are the following: Section 10 
(a) provides that the Director shall ar
range for and prescribe regulations con
cerning language and language-related 
programs for military and civilian per
sonnel. Subse·ction (3) permits the Dir
ector to support language training and, 
where appropriate programs are not avail~ 
able at Government facilities, support 
through contracts, grants, or cooperation 
with non-Government educational i~stitution~. 
Subsection (4) permits ihe Director to ob~ 
tain by appointment or contract the services 
of instructors, linguists, or special 
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language project personnel. Provisions 
related to retire~ent benefits for con
tract instructors were deleted by the 
House Permanent Select Committee on In
telligence as a result of strong House 
and Office of Management and Budget op
position. Subsection (b) permits the 
Director to provide: (1) special monet
ary or other incentives to encourage 
civilian personnel to acquire ot retain 
proficiency in foreign languages or 
special related abilities needed by NSA, 
(2) for payment of tuition and other 
expenses, benefits, and allowances for 
civilian and military personnel. This 
new subsection provides significant new 
authority in the areas of incentives and 
benefits and allowances for linguists 
and iinguist training. At the present 
time, discussions at high Agency levels 
are taking place to decide how to im
plement these new authorities. Among 
the items which have to be decided are 
how much money to pay as an incentive 
and what grade cap there should be on 
the incentive pay. Clarion will have 
further details as they become available; 

~PDATED LISTING OF CLA OFFICERS AND 
CHAIRPERSONS 
OFFICERS 

LANGUAGE A~TOMATION COMMITTEE 
The ne,'.."1y-formed Language Aeitomation 

Committee h~s met and considered:its tasks 
for the co~ing year. These incl~de (1) 
efforts t;:become better acquainied with 
the techni~ues used for ~achine irans
lation, machine-assisted translat:ion, 
computatlbnal linguistics, and ar~ificial 
intelligifoce as it relates to the:Se ob
jectiveiJ (2) presentation of occ~sional 
program~· on these topics, open to• the 
generaf'membership; and (3) tontributions 
to Cla,i::'ion regarding these subjec~s. A 
meeti was held in early January:and 

is to present a talk :on 26 
emonstrating the techniq~es he 

used;to write a partial machine tr,ans-'
latton program. If you wish t6 jo~n the 
Committee or be placed on the mail~ng 
lis•t: to receive futur.e announcemen~s of 

~ntations, please inform I 
L...Jx.1103. .._ ____ _. 
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OUTSIDE THE FENCE 

FREE LANCE TRANSLATING--ADD TO YOUR 

INCOME ,WHILE GAINING VALUABLE 

EXPERIENCE 

A free-lance translator may be 
described as one who is self-employed on 
a full-time pr part-time basis to carry 
out translation work for one or more 
clients~-private individuals, translation 
bureaus, industrial concerns, etc. Their 
operations range from the all-too-freq
uently-familiar typewriter resonating 
room over the garage to the sophisticated, 
professional 6utfits complete with dicta
phones, computers, word processors, and 
reliable photo-copiers. This article 
will present some guidelines and useful 
hints for those language-competent in
dividuals who would like to grease their 
palms and keep their "language machines" 
well-oiled. 

The practice of translation has 
changed vastly since the time of the 
earliest literary translation--Homer's 
Odyssey translated from Gr.eek to Latin 
by Livius Andronicus about 250 B.C.--to 
the 20th Century with enterprises such 
as the American Chemical Society which 
regularly reviews abstracts in 12,000 
scientific and technical journals in 56 
languages. Today there are countless 
types of materials and subjects requir
ing translation from one or more lang~ 
uages into one or more other languages. 
My first paid translation, more than 10 
years ago, was a letter in Russian from 
the USSR Olympic Committee inviting the 
U.S. National Archery Association tci 
pre-Olympic competition in Moscow. It 
was difficult explaining to the president 
of the U.S. group that the Soviet organ
ization did not plan to pay the U.S. team's 
expenses. My second paid translation was 
from English into Russian for an American 
doctor who wanted to learn the secret of 
a Soviet-made drug for curing impotency 
in arthritic males; next came Russian to 
English, "On the Ultrasonic Treatment of 
Warts" and "Lamaze Psychoprophylactic 
Tr.eatment before· Childbirth," If you 
are interested in .taking on free-lance 
translation work, you must, at the outset~ 
be willing to accept material in many 

different topic areas, including personal 
items such as marriage licenses, divorce 
documents, pen pal letters, and letter~ 
from "the old country." My favorite 
of this type was a love letter in Italian 
to an American woman who, having completed 
a vacation cruise earlier, was preposed 
to by one of the ship's crew (the writer 
of the letter). I had to inform the 
woman who gave me the letter that her 
Italian "lover" was planning to leave 
his job so that he could move in with 
her. Not all free-lance translating 
is as exciting however. 

It is important to know that there 
are various types cif translation services 
to be rendered, including full translations, 
extracts, precis, gists, abstracts, and 
searches (inventions/patents). Translations 
are done primarily for one of two main 
reasons. First, they may be done for in
formation only--research, letters, company 
status reports, market positi~ns, etc. 
These types require no strict adherence 
to stylistics and they usually havi a 
shore, limited useful life. The second 
reason is for publication. For . this type, 
whether it be for a book, article, dis
sertation, patent, or advertisement, the 
translation must be as perfect as possible. 

By proiession or major field, free
lance translation falls irito several cat
egories--scientific/technical, commercial/ 
business, literari, conference proceedings, 
and special (vocal texts, op~ra libretti, 
biblical works, campaign slogans, speeches, 
etc,). Some languages in particular lend 
themselves to one or more of these cate
gories. For instance, Russian, German, 
and more recently Italian are required 
for translation of scientific, technical, 
and engineering materials, Spanish con
tinues to be useful for matters relating 
to business and commerce. Dutch, S~edish, 
and Danish may be required for tran~lators 
of works relating to trade and shipping. 
Materials in Jap~nese often relate to in
dustrial, scientific, electronics, and 
trade matters. Frequently, materials in 
French cover such subjects as linguistics/ 
literature and f~reign affairs. 

Specialization in one or more •ub
jects is very helpful and, in the case 
of some translation bureaus, it is required. 
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Because each field of specialization has 
its own technical jargon and special 
terminology, the free-lance translator is 
almost forced to specialize in one or two 
related fields of physics, chemistry, 
mathematics, biology, medicine, geologyi 
electronics, engineering, metallurgy, 
etc. The Consultants Bureau of Plenum 
Publishing Corp. requires that prospect
ive free-lance translators take and pass 
an examination in a specialty such as 
electro-optics, hydraulics, radiation 
therapy, etc. Normally, the ,prospective 
translator will be given several different 
subject areas from which to choose for 
the translation examin~tion. Finally, it 
i~ easier to specialize in specific 

fields in the common languages, but it. is 
more difficult in uncommon languages such 
as Finnish, Dutch, Arabi c , Japanese, 
Chinese. 

Finding work as a free-lance 
translator is the second most important 
point of interest in this article. There 
are several ways to find free-lance work: 
(1) contact a translation bureau (see the 
list which follows this article); (2) 
direct contact by phone or letter with 
industrial concerns that are in need of 
translations to conduct international 
transactions; (3) follow the newspapers-
The Wall Street Journal is a good one--to 
lea _rn about a company's merger o.r ventures 
with foreign enterprises; (4) consult the 
telephone books of major cities under the 
heading "Translation" in the yellow pages; 
(5) talk to colleagues who are into free
lancing--unfortunately, most colleagues 
won't share the wealth and tell you where 
their little "gold mine" is. The very 
poor response to last issue's call for 
addresses and contacts for translation 
opportunities attests co this reluctance; 
(6) start 'your own translation. service-
have cards printed with your name, address 
and languages and mail them out, pass them 
to colleagues, post them on bulletin 
boards, etc. This is a tough, slow way to 
make a buck, but it's not impossible if 
you work at it. 

Translation agencies/bureaus have 
clients ranging from small fir-ms or indi,
viduals to large firms with surplus 
material. Some agencies employ full-time 
translators or staffs to deal with the 

everyday load and free-lancers for periods 
of unusual or high volumes of work. Agen~ 
cies normally charge a commission or ser
vice fee. However, one advantage for the . 
free-lance translators is that they do not 
have to wait to be paid, u~like the agency 
that may have to wait months for payment 
by the client. Not all agencies are 
reputable, nor do they all hav~ professional 
association. Some have language checkers 
to verify the accuracy of free~lance work, 

. while others simply photo-copy the. returned 
work and send it out to the client. 

. Rates of payment for translators 
rendered (the most important point of in
terest in this article) of course vary 
for several reasons. Some payments are 
made based on dollars per thousand words 
(="kilowords") of foreign text (and/or 
English text), others are based on cents 
per word, and others are computed on 
do llars per 100 words. Basically, the 
main considerations for rates paid the 
translator are: (1) difficulty of lang
uage, (2) availability of translators of 
that language, (3) availability of technical 
aids/dictionaries, and (4) difficulty of 
the subject matter. Roughly, today's rates 
run about $30/1000 words. However, for 
French, German, and Spanish, the rates are 
lowest, at about j12/1000 words while rates 
for Russian, Chinese, and Japanese are 
considerably higher. Rates for translation 
work fall into five groups (from lowest to 
highest paid): 

Group I - Frehch, Italian, Spanish 
Group II - Danish, German, Portu

guese 
Group III - Russian, Icelandic 
Group IV - Estonian, Hungarian, 

Turkish 
Special - Japanese, Chinese 

There are also surcharges paid to free
lancers for priority work and compensation 
for specialized versus non-specialized 
work. 

Some considerations for the prospect
ive free-lance translator: 

- Must like or have a general in
terest in one or more foreign languages 

- Must have a good command of 
English 

- Must have training or some 
background in a technical field when special
izing 
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- Nust be able to type 
- Must possess or have access to 

good general:and technical dictionaries 
- Must own an English dictionary 

and a thesaur',us 
-musi have access to grammars of 

the respectiv~ language(s) 
' The se1f-employed translators must 

consider overh~ad and expenses (heat, 
lighting, furniture, typewriter, paper, 
dictionaries, ~€ference materials, 
photocopying machine, telephone, book
keeping/accounting for tax purposes, 
lettir-heads an~ advertising. The full
time free-lartcer:must deal with no job 
security and no ~rovisions for illnes~ 
or retirement. 

A major cqnsideration is the 
language into which on~ will be translit
ing. It is alway~ best to translate into 
the mother tongue ~r the "language of 
habitual use" ·also ',called the "language 1 

-of adoption". The 'translator must be 
able to acquire a s~nse of Sprachgefuhl 
or feeling of what (s correct in the 
language. This is e)pecially true in 
translating advert{s~~ents. 

A final cons~deration is that of 
certification. Certi~ied tianslations are 
those, the quality of:which has been ap
proved to the extent t'hat it can be accep
ted in case~ where certified or authen
ticated translations ate required, i.e., 
legal procedings, paten',t oppositions, 
birth/marriage or nitur~lization certi
ficate.s, meaning that they are "true and 

·correct." To become cer=.tified, one can 
go through th~ certifica~ion programs 
of the American Translator's Association 
(ATA) or the Translator'i Guild in Great 
Britain. 

are 
Best of luck to t~ose of you who 

interested in free-lan~e translating. 

I 
Recommended Reading: 

Adkinson, B.W."The Role of Translation 
in the Dissemination of Scientific 
Information", Babel, vol. IX, No. 4, 
1963, pp.176-181. 

Finlay, I. F., "The Translator's Tools 
of the Trade," Aslib Technical 
Translation Bulletin, vol.14, No. 
3, Dec. 1968, pp.96-100. 

Finlay, I.F., Translating, London, 
St.Paul's House, 1974. 

TRANSLATION AGENCitS AND BUREAUS 

; Techtran Corp., 306 Crain Highway, Glen 
Burnie, MD (tel. 766-1189) 

Export Translation Consultants, 1440 
Virginia Av~., Severn, Mb (551-5522) 

Internati6nal Trade Bureau, 1205 Juneway, 
Pasadena, MD (437-1833) 

CRH & Associates, 5823 Old Hunt Club Rd., 
Elkridge, MD (796-0962) 

Berlitz Translation Service: 
- .5 Charles Plaza, Baltimore, MD 
- 52 N. Bryn Mawr Ave., Philadelphia, 

PA, . 19104 
121 S. Broad St., Philadelphia, PA, 
19104 
1101 State Rd., Prince ton, N.J. 

- 1701 K St., N.W., Washington, D.C., 
20006 

Frank C. Farnham Co., Inc., Scientific 
Documentation Services, 133 S. 36th 
St., Philadelphia, PA, 19104 

Translation Bureau, Dr. Wenkaert, 2009 
Spruce St., Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Translation Associates, D~pt 322, Ply
mouth Meeting, PA 19462 

Carol-Joyce Howell Translator's Cooperative 
229 S. 22, Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Biosciences Information Service of Bio
logical Abstracts, 2100 Arch Street, 
Philadelphia, PA, 19103 

All-Language Services, Inc., 545 Fifth 
Ave., New York, NY 10017 

Scientific Russ~an Translating Service, 
· P.O. Box 1846, Trenton, N.J. 08607 
Consultants Bureau, Plenum Publishing 

Corp., 227 W. _17th St., New York, 
NY 10011 

Informatics TISCO, Inc: 
- 6911 Kenilworth Ave., Riverdale,MD 
- 6000 Executive Blvd., Rockville,MD 

20852 
Joint Publication Research Service, Dept. 

of Commerce, 1000 N. Glebe Rd., 
Arlington, VA 22201 

Miller Organization, 4701 Sangamore Rd., 
Bethesda, MD 20016 

Universal Translation Services, Inc., 
150 S. Washington St., Falls Church, 
VA 22046 

Translation Consultants Ltd., 944 S. 
Wakefield St., Rm. 302, Arlington, 
VA 22204 . 
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Transemantics, Inc., f901 Pennsylvania 
Ave., N.W., Washingt;.~rn, D.C. 20006 

W.J. Grimes & Co., Technr~al Translations, 
9703 Woodland Drive, Stlver Spring, 
MD, 20910 (and) P.O. Bok 66, Hingham, 
MA 02043 • 

International Translation Centef, 1346 
Connecticut. Ave., 'N.W., Wasttj.ngton, 
D.C., 20006 ' 

CCI (Colli.er) Translation Service,'•1701 
N. Fort Meyer Drive, Arlington,'va., 

explanations of the ways R;:issian verbs, 
nouns, and adjectives are ~ormed. The 
book begins with a list o(:definitions 
of linguistic terms, and p;rovides a 
working theory of Russian ~ord. structure. 
It also contains lists of :roots, nominal 
suffixes, and adjectival ;utfixes. The 
text itself is wel 1 organ1zi'!d and very 
enlightening, and might b~st be used by 
Russian linguists who hav<! .;tt Least a 
fairly good knowledge of ~u!Ssian. 

22204 
Sanz T.ranslation Service, 1404 New YorR. · _l .... ___ .., _______ _ --------· Ave.'. N.W., ~ashington, D.C., 20006 • •. JUST FOR FUN 
Translation Services, Inc., 101 Park • 

Ave., New York, NY 10011 
International Executive Services, 1823 

Jefferson Place, N.W., Washington, 
D. C • , 2.0006 • 

FoRTHCOMJNG EVENTS 
March 24-26--The Linguistic Association 

of Great Britaint Spring Meeting. 
University of Reading. (Write: M.W. 
Wheeler, Dep.t. of Linguistics, Univ. 
of Liverpool, P.O.Box 147, Liverpool 
169 3BX, England.) 

April 1--Western Humor & Irony Membership 
Conference (WHIM): The Language of 
Humor and the Humor of Language, 
Tempe, AZ. (Write: Don L.F.Nilsen, 
1982 WHIM Conference, English Dept, 
Arizona State Univ., Tempe, AZ, 85281 

April 16-17--Society for Germ~n-American 
Studies Annual ~ymposium. Fort Hays, 
Hays, Kansas. 

August 24-September 4--International 
Congress of Linguists, 13th, Tokyo. 
(Write: ICL, 1982, Off, Gakushin U., 
Mejiro 1-5-1, Toshimaku, Tokyo, 
Japan 171.) 

Here. is the solution;for the puzzle 
~rinted in the last issue:of the Clarion; 
it . you got half right, you're really 
gre~t. The new puzzle, a:matrix contain
the ~-qmes of 35 famous lii-iguists, is 
given b,elow. Can anybody: do .these? 

September 22-24--The Linguistics Assn. of r-__ -__ -_-__ -_-__ -__ -_-___ -_-__ .-_-__ -__ -_-__ -__ -_-__ -__ _ 

Great Britain Autumn Meeting, Univ. 
of Kent, Canterbury. (Write: M.W. 
Wheeler, Dept. of Linguistics, P.O. 
Box 147, Liverpool 169 3BX England). 

-----------·------·-· 
BooK Non CE 
Russian Word-Formation, Townsend, Slavica 
1975 (1980) corrected reprint. 

An excellent textbook of Russian deri 
vational morphology containing detailed 
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THE CLARI SN Is PUBLt'SiA.~D Q~/\~:fERLY 
BY THE CRY.PTO-LI NGU i::~+:i:~··,4ssoc.iAT·lON, FROM THE EDITOR 

STAFF: ·::. ·. 

-------

I I I \. ... 
... . . . ... . . . ... .. ... . . . . . . . . -..------~--...;.,--..ii 

It is with both pleasure and 
iadness that I serve a~ editor of 
thi'CLARION for both the first and 
last fim_e (for at least a year}: 
pleasure ~eca~se of the success 
of the publ~cation and because 
of the dclight~~l peo:le--namel; 

--I have had t e goo fortune o 
CONTENTS ' · .. work with: sadness at leaving 

, , : . . ·. , ',them, the CLARI nN, and the other 
From the :i;;ditor ...... : .. ·· .... .'·,p· .. 'z. CLA. and GGroup folks I have enjo"Jed 
Eavesdro~~ing School~ .. ~ .... :p.\ 3·. w~~king with over the years. Due 
CLA Boaro.:Elections .. : .. : ....... P,. ••2 ·. to'.~ TDY' abroad and a ye':r field 
J':3nguaae: incentives , . . . ·. ass:rgnment downtown, I will be 

in-ho~~e .......... ~ .. · ...... p\ 6·· ·,taking a leave of absence ,from 
in-th~~Eouse ...... : .. : ... p-. '·;to' my CLimION responsabilities. I 

Library :r;i~tes ........ ~ .. :, ... p. :i. 3 ·• h'ave tli<?roughly enjoyed my tenure 
Outside the Fence ..... : .. .', ... p. 1-4 ·• as. assoc·:t-ate editor, having worked 
Inside t~~ Fence ..... ·:· .. · •.. p. ls. ·.wit.h CLAR·!ON from t.he time it was 

:just. a glimmer in the eye of its 
e'di t@r-in~c-~ief and founding father, ' ' ' ---~----r~--------~--~~--J------- • '. ' I · I· ·,I am looking forward 

NEXT DEA.~L~NE· Articl~s f~r the \ to.returning ~o it in a year. 
· ' \ \ In the itherim, w-e are in 

nctober ts~ue of CLARidN ane due \des~~rate need bf talent, be it 
yet untapped or '!misdirected.'' 

by Sept.: 24. Send 0u tside the 
' ' 

Fence it~m~ to ~I ______ ....., _ _. 
and everyt~ing else tol 
********~*~***********~*•w~w~w~w~w~w~w~w-w-~ 

¢u~, COVER 

As I mentioned in'· the annual 
n~port, (to be publ\shecl in the 
ne1t i~sue}, CLARION has grown in 
si 4e fr'om a few pages. to this 
douple :i'.-~sue totaling',;36 pages. 
The\old sfaff, subsequeµt to my 
depa-rture \ has decreased. to two 
high\y capfble but human·~ndivi~ 
duals·~ Bob ·. and I 

The tech11i cal aspects c+ eaves- Two new writers, 
dropping~ which serve as a counter- ! ·. !, a~r~e~J'!"'o!!"'i!!"'n!!!"'!"i'!'!!"'!!!ng~o"!"u""r...---....J 
part to .raC:k Gurin I s article, are ranks, but NE, NEED MORE NEW BLOOD 

:
en;~c:e: · ;:· aP; c~ver by artist AND FRESH IDEA-S. We need repo:ters ! _ _ ____ : _ ! who also con- 1·rl_i-o could ~ont~ct the. staff with 
ri u e -~ i lustration on p. 7 tips on_goi~gsJpn of interest to 

2 

on the subJect of the linguist other linguists~ as we now have 
incentive/p~omotion problem. a readership num~•ering several 

· hundre~ who coul4 benefit from 

* * **** * * ** * * * ** * * ** * ** ** * * * ** * ** your information.·. 
, Best of luck to you all.in 

NOSE FQR NEWS? the coming year! I 'am looking 

IF YOU IL-'\\T.E ).'.:Y INFO THE 
Of US t-ilr.ET: B·: j .. /fERESTED 
CALL I I x5693. 

REST 
IN, 

forward to seeing yo~ all again. 

I 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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SHOULD EAVESDROPPING BE TAUGHT? 

JACK GURIN 

SYSTEMS RESEARCH LABS 

. Not since Secretary Stimson remarked tnat "gentlemen 
don't read each other's mail" have we blushed at the idea 
that our business requires us to eavesdrop on our targets. 
our cnarge is to read or 11sten to target tommunications, 
even though we nave not been invited to do so by those we 
listen to nor do they. make any concessions to make lite 
easier for us. In fact, both nature and m~n conspire to 
make the process difficult, 

Irt the voice intercept field, the specific task of the 
COMINT processor is to eavesdrop on conversations, to play 
the role of an uninvited third party, doing his best to 
hear, understand, and report what the others are talking 
about. Suen a task poses difficulties enough even if the 
1an1uage be!ng used is the eavesdropper's own. If the 
conversation is cryptic, or in the jargon of a particular 
trade or Profession, or difficult to hear through noise, the 
listener could be hard put to it to provide a coherent 
account of What is being said. And when one adds the 
problems of listening in on a foreign language, incompletely 
mastered, the task multiplies in difficulty. 

Eavesdropping is not taught in any of the language 
schools. It would not be polite to do so in a university, I 
suppose. But it is not taught even in tho~e institutions 
created for or dedicated to the training of future 
transcribers. This is probably because such institutions 
use uncleared instructors for the most part, and often the 
Students themse1v~s do not hold c1earances until after they 
complete theii language training. Introducing intercepted 
conver~ations into language classes would be out of the 
question. ~s a result, wnen the fledgling transcriber 1s 
confronted with voice traffic for the first time, the 
experience can indeed be traumatic. In spite of hours of 
grammar 3nd syntax, seemingly numberless words committed to 
memory, and endless drill on •useful phrases,' it 1$ 
possible to feel uttetly inadequate when faced with real 
voice tt~ffic. Ask any transcriber. 

To compensate for the prohibition against introducing 
genuine traffic into the language c1assro9m, those 
responsible for language training have come up with a number 
of 1hgen1ous substitutions over the years. Recorded dialogs 
based on lesson material, copies of radio and TV broadcasts, 
Voice of America recordings, foreign language films, and 
even synthetic traffic nave been used, Except for the 

CONFIDENTIAL 3 
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synthetic trat~ic, and that had its limitations, none of the 
substitutes ari, really appropriate for the learning of 
eavesdropping \;kills which, after all, should be the true 
goals of every ~~anscriber training program. 

' There IS a ~ay to introduce eavesdropping training into 
unclassified prOg~ams preparing students tor transcribing 
tasks. Unclassi£1eij telephone conversations, ln almost any 
language that mqy ·. be desired, can be secured without 
partiC\Jlar diffic'lJl!.Y or great expense. They can be 
recorded purposely tor use as training instruments, on 
subjects orescribe'/'.i ',by course designers. Conversations 
between native ~pe~kers recently arrived from their 
homelands are today beihg recorded for the purposes of the 
Sp. oken Langu,ge Lib(ary, an. et. fort under the joint 
sponsorship of_ '. I The activity could easily be 
expanded to provide tia1n1ng materials as well, with 
transcripts arid translafJons of all conv~rsations if 
required. Securing .nati~e speakers to record, transcribe 
ann transl-He conversations', in exchange for a very modest 
stipeoj has not proven to oe a particularly difficult task, 
depending on the languaqe in~olved • . 

Once such unclass1tiid examples of telephone 
conversations are available,'. they could be made available 
immediately for s~lf•study and ~ventually incorporat~d into 
training courses. Their valde would· obviously not be 
limited to formal programs of study but would extend to 
maintenance and enhancement of\ language and transcribing 
skills after s~hooling has been c~mpleted. Having cassette 
recordings of the conversati6ns together with the 
accompanying transcripts and tran~lations would make it 
possible to work on these conversatfqns almost anywhere. 

E~vedropPing training, no matter\what it may be called 
to make it sound more polite and less revealing, wo~ld not 
solve all our transciption problems, not by a long Shot, 
Rut it wouldn't take long before we would wonder how we ever 
got along without it. 

--------------------------~--------. . . Arling,ton, VA 22201 · 
ATTENTION FRE~-LANCE TRANSLATORS Initial conhract rates range 

The Joint Publications Research from $23-$30'.per thousand words 
Service urgently needs contract of original t,ext, and JPRS pro-
translators for Chinese, Japanese, vides translahors with all the 
Korean, Arabic, Turkish, Persian, necessary supp.lies and a number 
and Hindi-Urdu. Anyone interested of useful worki·~g aids. 
in getting contract work in these 
languages is invited to contact 
JPRS either by calling 841-1050 or 
by writing to: 

Joint Publications Research 
Service 

1000 North Glebe Rd. 

RENEWAL TIME! ! ~end in your 1982 
I 

Don't let your membership lapse and 
your name be placed in the inactive 
status. Dues are still $3.00. 

4 C6NFIDENTlz\L 
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NEW CLA noARD MEMBERS 

At the knnual CLA me~ting held in the Friedman Auditorium on 
20 May, 1982,',the following three CLA members were elected to the 
board as membe~s-at-large: 
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WANTJ;:D: Ever-expanding publi'G:ation offers positions for individuals 
with:writing, editing, typing,'·reporting, and related talents. 
Immediate vacancy. Resume not required. FAME AWAITS YOU!! Contact 

~ I (x5693) for details. '. Clarion would also like to 
deve ope a staff of local reporter~; if you would like to become 
the local reporter for your area (Gr.oup. Division, Branch, Team, 
floor, corridor, etc.) , contact I 1 

· I also~ 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

PROGRESS ON LANGUAGE INCENTIVES 

The following is Annex C to NSA/CSS Directive 40-1 which deals with NSA's 
Language Incentive Program. This revised annex became effective on 23 June 82 and 
is of great importance to those employed as or interested in becoming linguists 
for NSA. . 

ANNEX C - NSA Language Incentive Program 

1. Purpose: There is hereby established an NSA Language Incentive Program to 
encourage civilian cryptologic personnel to acquire, retain, or improve proficiency 
in foreign languages or special related abilities needed by NSA. The Incentive 
Program shall be restricted to languages for which NSA has an operational need or 
which have been designated as Class I or Class II languages. No incentive shall be 
paid solely for the completion of foreign language training. Employees and members 
of the Cryptologic Linguist Reserve who are in an active civilian status must meet 
established criteria in order to qualify for the individual incentives established 
under this program. 

2. Definitions: 

a. A Class~ language is one: 

( 1) in which NSA is manned at significantly less than the current 
required strength, and 

(2) for which there is an existing or anticipated intelligence 
requirement, or 

(3) which is necessary to the maintenance of a historical or current 
technical data base. 

b. A Class II language is one: 

(1) in which NSA has virtually no capability, and 

6 FOR. OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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(2) for which there is an existing or anticipated intelligence 

requirement, or 

(3) which is necessary to the maintenance of a historical or current 
technical data base. 

c. Special-related abilities are those abilities that are used in the 
collection or analysis of communications in foreign languages that rely on an 
understanding of the language or a graphic component thereof but .which do not meet 
the standards for qualification as a voice language techni~ian, voice language 
analyst or graphic linguist. Examples include, but are not limited to, a voice or 
morse search or collection operator and a specialist in the graphic representation 
qf a foreign language in other than its original form. 

d. The individual proficiency levels are defined as follows: 

(1) Level 1 represents successful completion of a recognized course 
of study and attainment of the minimum acceptable score on the language proficiency 
test. 

' 
(2) · Level 2 represents attainment of a passing score on the language 

proficiency test. 

(3) Level 3 represents attainment of a passing score on the Profes
sional Qualification Examination and certification as a professional linguist. 

FOR OFFICIAL U8E ONLY 7 
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3. Incentive Criteria: 

a. General: 

(1) Performance Rating: Payment of an incentive is contingent upon 
the attainment and maintenance of a performance rating of "excellent" or better, 
or any subsequently established equivalent rating. 

(2) Eligible Grade Levels: Incentives shall be available to all 
appropriate and otherwise eligible grade levels through GG-15. Eligibility for 
incentives for grades GG-16 through GG-18 or equivalents shall be limited to 
individuals assigned to technical track positions and to languages which are not the· 
primary language for linguists or the target language for other Agency personnel 
authorized an incentive under paragraph 3.b.(l) (a). 

(3) Incentive Limits: 

(a) Multiple Languages: 
one incentive for a primary language and no 
languages for which there is an operational 
languages. In no case shall the individual 

An individual may be paid no more than 
more than two incentives for additional 
need or which are Class I or Class II 
receive more than $125 per pay period. 

(b) Mutually Intelligible Languages: An individual may not 
receive an incentive for a language which is mutually intelligible to the language 
for which the individual is already receiving an incentive. A list of mutually 
intelligible languages is available from the Language Panel. 

b. Incentive Categories: 

(1) Language Use Incentives: 

(a) Cryptanalysts, intelli~ence analysts and personnel in other 
technical disciplines where a knowledge of the language of the target country is an 
integral element of the position who attain a L_evel 3 proficiency in that language: 
$25 per pay period. The position descripti.on must contain the requirement that the 
language of the target country is an integriil element of the position in order for 
an individual to be eligible for this incentive, This incentive is payable for as 
long as the individual occupies such a position. · 

(b) Foreign liaison representatives who are stationed in a for
eign country, who conduct frequent business with representatives of a foreign 
government where a knowledge of the official language of the host government is 
important to the relationship and the individual attains a minimum of a Level 2 
proficiency with a demonstrated conversational capability or a Level 3 proficiency 
with a demonstrated conversational capability: Level 2 - $25 per pay period for the 
period of the overseas assignment. This incentive is limited to individuals assigned 
to foreign liais~n positions that are not linguist positions. Persons assigned to 
linguist positions at foreign liaison posts that do not involve substantial repre
sentational duties are not eligible for this incentive but are eligible for the 
applicable Language Proficiency Incentive. This incentive is payable for the period 
of the overseas assignment. 

(2) Language Acquisition Incentives: 

(a) Agency personnel in professional disciplines who attain a 
Level 3 proficiency in a Class I lan_guage and who agree to maintain that proficiency: 

8 UNCLASSIFIED 
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$25 per pay period. This incentive is limited to specified languages within the 
Class I language category and to the specified number of language slots as deter
mined pursuant to paragraph 4.a.{3)(c). Individuals must obtain a qualifying score 
on the Language Aptitude Test in order to obtain one of the available language slots. 
Individuals must agree to periodically update their skill in accordance with guide
lines established by DDO and ADT. 

(b) Agency personnel who acquire at least a Level 2 proficiency 
in a Class II language and who agree to maintain that proficiency: a one-time cash 
award of $1000 and $25 per pay period for a specified period. This incentive is 
limited to languages in the class II category and to the specified number of language 
slots as determined pursuant to paragraph 4.a.(3)(c). This incentive is limited to 
personnel who currently do not have a capability in the specific language who agree 
to acquire such a capability and who subsequently meet the. requireme't1ts of this 
subsection. Individuals must attain a qualifying score on the Language Aptitude 
Test in order to obtain one of the available language slots. The casll award and 
incentive are payable upon attainment of the Level 2. proficiency. The incentive 
shall be payable for a period of five years provided the recipients periodically 
update their skill as required in accordance with guidelines established by DDO 
and ADT. 

(c) Multilinguists who have obtained a Level 3 proficiency in 
a language for which NSA had an operational requirement, are currently in. a linguist 
position, and who acquire a Level 3 proficiency in an additional language'- for which 
there is an operational need and which is an in_tegral element of the position or is 
a Class I l~nguage 'or a Level 2 proficiency in a language designated as a Class II 
language: $25 per pay period per language subject to a limit of two such languages. 
Individuals must agree to periodically update such languages in accordance with 
gu{delines established by the DDO and. ADT. 

(3) Language Proficiency Incentive: 

(a) Graphic linguists in a language for which NSA has an 
operational requirement who have attained a Level 3 proficiency, are certified as a 
professional in that language and who are currently in a linguist position that 
requires that language: $50 per pay period~ *(Language Interns who otherwise 
qualify for these incentives are also eligible to receive them. In all cases,\ the 
incentive is only applicable for as long as the individual continues to occupy the 
position to which the respective incentive is applicable. An individual may 
qualify for only one Language Proficiency Incentive.) 

(b) Voice linguists in a language for which NSA has an oper
ational requirement who have obtained a Level 3 proficiency,· are certified as a 
professional in that language and who are currently in a voice transcriber position 
that requires that language: $75 per pay period.* 

(c) Voice language technicians in a language for which NSA has 
an operational requirement who have completed an acceptable course of language 
training, worked as a voice language technician for a minimum of one year prior to 
receipt of an incentive, attained a Level 2 proficiency, and who are currently in 
a voice language technician position that requires that language: $25 per pay 
period.* · 

(4) Special Related Abilities Incentive: The Director, NSA, may 
approve an incentive for Agency personnel who are assigned to o_peratj.onal posit.ions 

(Continued on page 17.) 
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NEW BILL TO ESTABLISH A BUREAU OF 
LANGUAGE SERVICES NTRODUCED IN 
CONGRESS 

On 4 Manc.h 7982, Repni6entat
ive Panetta (V-CA), intnoduc.ed a 
bill, H.R. 5738, to impnove the 
tnan6lation and intenpnetation 
6envic.e6 available to the U.S. 
Govennment by pnovldlng 6on the 
e6tabliJhment wlthln the Vepant
ment 06 State on a Buneau 06 
Language Senvlc.e6 to be headed by 
an A66i6tant Sec.netany. Rep. 
Simon (V-ILLI c.oauthoned the bill. 
The bill ldentlnie6 the ovenall 
language pnoblem in the United 
State6 and 6.tnu6 e6 the lmpon.tanc.e 
06 lingui6tic.6 to 6onelgn polic.y. 
Two o 0 the dutie6 a66lgned to the 
A66l6tant Sec.netany would be the 
pnovi6ion of a cleaning hou6e &on 
lingui6t6 among all 6edenal agenc.
ie6 and the pnomotion 06 the 6tudy 
on key 6oneign language6 thnough 
enhanc.lng the nole 06 6oneign 
language 6pec.lali6t6 in the Govenn
ment. In ju6ti 0ylng the need 0on 
thl6 bill, Rep. Panetta made ne6-
enenc.e to the te6tlmony 06 Admlnal 
Inman c.onc.ennlng 6hontage6 oi 
lingui6t6. The bill wa6 ne 0enned 
to the Hou6e Committee on Fonelgn 
An n a,{n6 . A c. op iJ o 6 H . R . 5 7 3 8 l6 
g,{ven below. 

97th Congress 
2d Session H.R. 5738 

To improve the translation and in
terpretation services available 
to the United States Government 
by providing for the establish
ment within the Department of 
State of a Bureau of Language 
Services, to be headed by an 
Assistant Secretary. 

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
March 4, 1982 

Mr. PANETTA (for himself and Mr. 
SIMON) introduced the following 
bill; which was referred to the 
Committee on Foreign Affairs 

A BILL 

To improve the translation and in
terpretation services available 
to the United States Government 
by providing for the establish
ment within the Department of 
State. of a Bureau of Language 
Services, ·to be headed by an 
Assistant Secretary. 

Be U enac.ted by the Senate and 
HoMe 06 Repnue.ntauvu 06 the Uniled 
Sta.tu 06 Amenlc.a ln Congnu6 M6embled, 

That (a) the Congress finds and 
declares that--

(1} the availability of 
competent linguists for trans
·1ation and interpretation 
services is an essential pre
requisite for the effective 
conduct of United States foreign 
policy, and is moreover vital 
to the Nation's commercial 
ventures abroad and foreign 
intelligence gathering activ
ities.; 

(2) there is a critical 
and growing gap between the 
needs of United States Govern
ment agencies for foreign lang
uage specialists and the avail
able supply of such specialists, 
and this problem is aggravated 
by the lack of p·rominent career 
paths for linguists in the 
agencies of the United States 
Government, 

(3) the ability of linguists 
presently employed by the United 
States Government to provide 
translation and interpretation 
services in a highly competent 
and proficient manner is impair
ed by their subordinate status 
within the administrative struct
·ure of the Department of State 
and other agencies; and 

(4) more than twenty-five 
agencies of the United States 
Government utilize the services 
0£ foreign language specialists, 
and there is a need for greater 
coordination between these 
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agencies to avoid duplication 
of work and promote the use . of 
uniform methods of translation. 

(b) There is established in the 
Department of State, in addition to 
the positions provided under the 
first section of the Act of May 26, 
1949 (22 u.s.c. 2652), an Assistant 
Secretary of State for Language 
Services, who shall be appointed by 
the President, by and with the ad
vice and consent of the Senate. The 
Assistant Secretary shall be the head 
of a Bureau of Language Services and 
shall be responsible for--

(1} improving the translation 
and interpretation services 
available to the President, the 
Department of State, and the 
Foreign service; 

( 2 ) providing a clearing
house for the collection and 
dis-semination of information 
on translation and interpret~ 
ation services, including the 
availability of linguists, 
among all of the agencies 6f the 
United States Government. 

(3) emphasizing the import
ance of foreign language skills 

. to United States economic and 
diplomatic objectives, and 
promoting the ~tudy of key 
foreign languages by United 
States citizens through en
hancing the role of foreign 
language specialists in the 
United states Government; and 

(4) avoiding duplication of 

ON THE PROMOTION OF LINGUISTS 
(Th.1.6 ,Lti a .6u..bjec.:t :t.ha;t. 1.>eem1.> :t.o be on 
oWt mn.d.6 a lo:t. in Jtec.en:t. :Umu. I;t. 
,<,-6 ;t.he .6 u..b j ec.:t O 'ti a letteJt we Jtec.uv e,d · 
and ofi a Jtec.en:t. VVO Memo.) 

As a linguist who will be on 
the receiving end o£the proposed 
linguist incentive piogram, I would 
like to share a few thoughts on that 
program with you. 

As ambitious and as well-in
tentioned as th~ program is, if one 
of the problems that it hopes to 
solve is the retention Qf qualif
ied linguis~s in the lan~uage field, 
I feel that it is the wrong approach 
to that problem. · 

Most competent linguists leave 
the language field by grade 12 to 
become managers and staff personnel 
because there are0 virtually, no 
language positions above that grade. 
A grade 12 linguist has a choice of 

·either a ch~nge in career fields and 
an opportunity for promotion or of 
a permanent grade 12 with a $50 per 
pay period bonus, subject at any 
time to a budget cutter's whim. 

Incentive pay, which can be re
duced or eliminated at any time and 
which cannot be computed toward re
tirement, will not keep this ling~ 
uist or most other linguists in the 
language field if a management or a 
staff position with a promotion op
portunity should be offered. 

work, and promoting the use of True, not all linguists will 
uniform methods of translation, choose to leave . the field at this 
by the various agencies of the juncture; btit, I daresay, not many 
United States Government which will consciously forfeit promotion 
engage in translation activities. to a higher grade in order to .te-

. main in the language area. Most 
(c) (1) Se.ction 5315 of title linguists love their chosen field, 

5, United States Code, is amended but I think few would altruistic-
by adding at the .end thereof the ally choose pure job satisfaction 
following new paragraph: over promotion. 

"Assista.nt Secretary for 
Language Services, Department 
of State." 
. (2) The amendment made by 

paragrap~ (1) of this subsection 
shall take effect on October 1, ·· 19s2. 

It seems to me that a better 
incentive for linguists to remain 
working linguists would be to open 
up the so-called "super-grades" to 
them. The current management 
philosophy of making grade 13 and 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 11 
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above accessible only to managers 
and staff people will, despite in
centive pay, continue to drive 
th<::, arnbi t:Lous linguist s out of 
la.nquage work . 

A little extra money in the 
Eorm of incentive pay does not 
offset the status and prestige of 
promotion. Your achievement and 
:~;uccess .in government service is 
measured, rightly or wrongly, by 
th~ grade you attain. 

Basic management philosophy 
will have to change in order to 
achieve what

1

I suggest, not only 
by promoting technicians to super
grades, but perhaps also by allow
ing lower qrade managers to write 
the performance appraisals of high
er grade linguists or by establish
ing a separate langu~ge organization 
to manage all linguists, who would 
then work in production organizat
ions on a long-term basis. 

This seems to be the crux of 
the problem: a basic versus a 
sup~rficial approach to a manage
ment problem. The superficial 
approach is to give the linguist a 
few extra dollars in his/her pay 
2v0ry other week, the idea apparent
ly being that money, in larger or 
smaller amounts, i .s the universal 
panacea. The basic approach would 
be the ability to accept and to 
.implement changes in the grade 
structure and promotion philosophy 
at NSA. Without such a basic 
approach, I. fear the "language 
problem" will be with us for a long 
time to come. 

Amonq such measures .is a bonus 
system which will reward linguists 
in varying degrees according to 
their skill and application. Al-
though the details for administration 
of the system are well along in the 
staffing process, I remain concerned 
about what I see as a more deeply 
seated problem affecting our ling
uistic workforce. It may be demon 
strated statistically that we lose 
many linguists to other career fields 
at about the GG-12 level because of 
their conviction that furthe r ad
vancement is only possible through 
such a change. It is at this point 
in their careers that most linguists 
are becoming particularly product
ive, and their loss is, for that 
reason, especially damaging. 

2. Accordingly , in the course 
of promotion deliberations, I wish 
to insure that proper consideration 
is given to advancement of outstand
ing linguists particularly to grades 
within Pay Levels III and IV (GG-13 
to 15 and 16 to 18, respectively) of 
the new Language Career Occupational 
Structure. I would like the results 
to demonstrate clearly the attract
iveness of a totally linguistic career 
and thus help to dispel the perception 
among linguists that there are only 
limited opportunities in this critical 
field. 

/s/ H.J. Davis, Jr . 
Rear Admiral, U. S. Navy 

Deputy Director for Operations 

******************************* 

AR.AlHC ARRIVES AT MIDDLEBURY 

· (A .s -<-6 -in a.11/,itte,1t to le..t:t.eJL, on· :l, 
Mo..y, .the. 60-V'.ow~.ng 1?.,1en,__10_l.,.t10 .. u· ,;_::~6ue.d by 
-the. O 6 {fre_ o 6 .the. VVO) 

Middlebury College has rccentlv added 
a School of Arabic to its intei1sivc 

'-~ummer program . The summer school 
is, _a uniquely demandinrr one where 

SUBJECT: Promotion of Lingui~~s · ~ , s tude,nts live together for six to 
1. As a result of the recent''. _nine vl~pks in a totally foreig n 

Congressional enactment of PL 97-89, language.~nvironment. Other languages 
the Director has been authorized to taug'h.t dud,ng the summer are Chinese, 
take certain measures to improve I=re11ch:' ,{lerman, Italian, .Japanese, 
the l anguage posture of the Agency. Russian, and S'pa:nisl1. For details 

write: Langu11gc_'s-c!1ools, Middlebury 
C 1 V'JJJ. ,·•1• (''-~s-0 .1 e g e , , , 1 ·· _en tJ-r,f,, , i . . .1 ,) i - j . 

' ' ' .. : .. 
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FOOTNOTES FROM THE LIBRARY COMHI TTEE 

The Language Library has recently begun to shelve foreign lang
u,:;ge literature donated by CLA memberst along with excess foreign 
newspapers and journals. To tlate approximately two shelves of books 
in eight larrgua~es have been receive<lj and are available to be checked 
out by NSA l.1ng1~ists; along w:it 11 the French fiction in the Jaffe 
collection, CLA members are encouraged to make use of this material 
an<l to donate any books that they believe may be of interest to 
others, either for recreationa.l reading or for training. I (b ) (3 ) - P. L . 86 - 36 1 

- . - - ~ - - - - - -· - - - ~ - ~ - - - - - ,,._ - - ~ - - - - ~ ~ - -· - ~ - - ~ .... - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - ~ - -.. - ~ -, ~ - - - - - - - .;..,, - -

At th6 request of the CLA President,, :· l:the Library 
Committee has underta~~::: 11 a p:-oject to procuce a foreign /anguage 
periodicals cat~Jag. This catalog will list by languag~, the foreign 
language newspap8rs, magazines, and other periodicals r,eceived by the 
/1.gency. ~-1,long \vith the name> organization, and phone mimber of the 
person who can b,) contacted by anyone interested in ha'ving access to 
any to these publications. The ,\gC'ncy does not publi.sh such a list
ing, and ,..,e believe tJrnt it 1:ould be a usef;d refere:r.ke document for 
CLA members, ln o r<ler for the LilH2.ry Connri ttce to :accomplish this 
task. we need the assistance of our language area institutes. We 
would appreciate it if the meniliers of the institut~s would give this 
information to the institute chairpersons. 

On a re lat eJ Stlbj <:,ct, h'C remind you Of the r7 allocation -f OT 

foreign literature purchases, ,L:d ask for recomm'e'n:'ta t ions. In OTder 
to be acted upon, the recommendations should include sufficient 
bibliographic ~nformation for the books to be ordered; several 
recommendations ~cceived bv the Li~rarv Committee so far have not 
,,,,~,- .,. 1·1i,- ·1-,··"·,i,·-··-.,ent Tf' r'Jos-1·,._ .. ,, ,.u::,.ren·t cata· Jogs \'OU1cl t)e tl'e HI ., I.,. .... 1 -. ~} ,_ . .... 11 .. ~ ~ .. · . .._ . ... • .J. _ .:::, _ t .. 1. v , 1...~ 1. • • . 111 . . . .L 

best so~=ce of infor~ation. It might be helpful for you to contact 
Dorothy Rittenhouse at the Language LibT,lrY (300-ls; ;1•1J check on 
whether she receives any catalogs for books i:, -:-'., . .i:::.nguag(·s :in 
which you are interested. In the past she ha~ retained a fait 
nwnber of these catalogs, and allowed linguists to come to the li
brary and look through them. 

Please use the form below to suggest a book. 

Do you ~--,,<,w of a nook or periodical that should be in the NSA 
Library? lle1.'e i.s yc,'.,;.r c:wnce to recommend a book or periodical 
which will be uscft:l to NSA Lib:-:ary patrons. Just fill in the 
requested information below and forward your suggestion to TSI. 
If the book or periodical fits the criteria in the NSA Library 
Colleciton Policy Statement and funds are available, a copy or 
copies will be ordered for the use of library customers. 

Auth,,r; 
Title: 
Publisher: 

Price: _____ Source of in£or: 
Your name: 

'· . '-. ·., ··, ·-~. '•, ' . 

'. ' ....... ', ·, ·,_ . 

Organizat1on: 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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Newspapers and journals in Foreign 
languages published in the United 
States. 

Arabic: Al-Alam Al Jadid {The New 
World), 25720 York Road, 
Royal Oak, Mich. 48067 
(weekly) 

Al-Hoda (The Guidance), 16 
West 30th St., New York, 
NY 10001; Lebanese, (semi
weekly) 

Bulgarian: Makedonska Tribuna 
(Macedonian Tribune), 542 
South Meridian St., Indi
anapolis, Ind. 46225 
(weekly) 

Byelorussian: Belaruskaya Dumka 
(Byelorussian Thought), 
34 Richter Ave., Milltown, 
N.J. 08850 (semi-annual) 

Chinese: Lin Ho Jih Pao (The 
United Journal), 199 
Canal St., New York, NY 
10013 (daily) 

Croatian~ Croatian'Press (Croatian 
and English), P.O. Box 
1767 Grand Central Station 
New York, NY 10017 
(quarterly) 

Czech: C.S.A. Journal (Czech 
Society of America) 2138 
South 61 Court, Cicero, 
Ill. 60650 (monthly) 

Dutch: The Holland Reporter, 3680 
Division St., Los Angeles, 
CA 90065 (weekly) 

Finnish: New Yorkin Uutiset, 4418-
22 Eighth Ave., Brooklyn, 
NY 11220, (semi-weekly)· 

Flemish: Gazette .Van Detroit, 
11243 Mack Ave., Detroit, 
Mich. (weekly) 

French: France-Amerigue, 1111 
Lexington Ave., New York, 
NY 10021 (weekly) 

German: Der Deutsch-Amerikaner, 
4740 N. Western Ave·., 
Chicago, Ill. 60625, 
(weekly) 

Kont~nent, 601 West 26th 
St., New York, NY 10001 
(monthly) 

Staats-Zeitung und Herold, 
36-30 37th St., Long Island 
City, NY 11101 (weekly) 

Greek: Ethnikos Kerix (The National 
Herald), 134-140 West 26th 
St., New York, NY 10001 
(daily) 

Hungarian: Wisconsini Magyarsa 'G 
609 North Plankinton Ave., 
Room 508, Milwaukee, WI 
53203 (semi-monthly) 

Italian: Il Progresso Italo-Ameri
cano, 260 Audubon· Ave. , 
New York, NY 10033 (daily) 

The Echo (English/Italian), 
243 Atwells Ave., Providence 
RI 02903 (weekly) 

Japanese: Rafu Shimpo, 242 South 
San Pedro·St., Los Angeles, 
CA 90012 (daily) 

i 
Kashu Mainichi, 346 E~st 
First St., Los Angeles, 
CA 90012 (daily) 

Lithuanian: Naujienos (The Lith
uani~n Daily) 1739 South 
Halstead St., Chicago, 
Ill. 60608 (daily) 

Draugas (Friend), 4545 
West 63rd St., Chicago, 
Ill. 60629 (daily) 

Norwegian: Nordisk Tidente (Nor
wegian News), 8104 Fifth 
Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11209 
(weekly) 

Western Viking, 2040 N.W. 
Market St., Seattle, 
Washington 98107 (weekly) 

Polish: Zgoda (Unity), 1201 North 
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 
Iil. 60622 (semi~monthly) 

Portuguese: Diario de Noticias 
(The Daily News), 93 Rivet 
St., New Bedford, Mass., 
02742 (daily) 

Voz de Portugal (Voice of 
Portugal), 370 A Street, 
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Hayward, CA 94541. 

Luso Americana, 88 Ferry 
St., Newark, N.J. 07105 
(weekly) 

Russian: Novoye Russkoye Slovo 
(New Russian Word) (Affec
tionately called the "Hobo 
Press" becaue of the 
Cyrillic spelling of 
Novoye (HOBOE) 243 w. 56th 
St., New York, NY 10019 
(daily) 

Spanish: Aztlan International 
Journal of Chicano Stud
ies Research, 405 Hilgard 
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 
90024 (3 times a year) 

El Diario-La Prensa (Daily 
Press) 181 Hudson St., 
New York, NY 

American Spanish News, 
2448 Mission St., San 
Francisco, CA 94110 
(semi-monthly) 

Swedish: Svenska Amerikanaren 
Tribunen 916 West Bel
mont Ave., Chicago, Ill. 
60657 (weekly) 

Nordstjernan Svea (The 
North Star-Svea) 4 West 
22nd St., New York, NY 
10010 (weekly) 

Norden (The North) 4816 
Eighth Ave., Brooklyn, 
NY 11220 (weekly) 

Ukrainian: Ameryka, 817 North 
Franklin St., Philadel
phia, PA 19123 (daily) 

Krylati (The Winged Ones) 
315 East Tenth St., New 
York, NY 10009 (monthly) 

Yiddish: Der Taq-Morqen·Journal 
183 East Broadway, New 
York, NY 10002 (daily) 

Jewish Daily Forward, 
175 East Broadway, New 
York, NY 10002 (daily) 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 
Jul 

Aug 

30 - Aug 1---Linguistic Society 
of America, Summer Meeting, 43rd; 
university of Maryland, College 
Park, MD. 

2-4---Internationkl Symposium 
on Language for Special Purposes: 
Reading for Professional Purposes 
in Native and Foreign Languages. 
Eindhoven U. of Tech., Eindhoven, 
The Netherlands. W~ite: J.M. 
Ulijn, Eindhoven U.of Tech., 
Dept. Applied Linguistics, HG8. 
25, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eind
hoveri, the Netherlands. 

Aug 8 - 12---International
1

Joint 
Conference on Artificial In
telligence. Karlsruhe, West 
Germany. Write: Saul Amarel, 
Computer Sci Dept., Hili Ctr/ 
Busch Campus, Rutgers Univ., 
New Brunswick, NJ 08903. 

Aug 26 - 27~--ICU Summer Institute 
in Linguistics, 21st., .Tokyo, 
Japan. Write: SIL, Language 
Division, ICU, Osawa, Mitaka, 
Tokyo, Tokyo 181, Japan. 

Aug 29 - Sep 4---International Con
gress of Linguists, 13th. Tokyo. 
Write: ICL 1982 Off, Gakushin U. 
Mej iro l-5-1, Toshima-ku, Tokyo 
Japan 171. 

Oct 14 - 16---Delaware Symposium on 
Language Studies, IV. "Linguistics, 
Humanism and Information Manage
ment," U. Del., Newark. Write: 
Dr. S. Williams, Dept. Ling. & 
Lit., U. Del., Newark, DE 19711 

Oct 14 - 16-~-Linguistic Association 
of the Southwest, Annual Meeting, 
11th. Albuquerque, NM. Write: 
Department of Linguistics, Univ. 
of Texas, El Paso, Texas 79968 

UNCLASSIFIED 15 
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HIGHLIGHTS OF CLA BOARD 

The following summarizes activity and decisions of the CLA 

board meetings during the last few months. 

January: The CL.A membership committee sent out complimentary mem
ships to 144 linguists professionalized in 1981. The Hispanic 
Institute is submitting a proposal for membership .to ·the CLA. 

February: The Language Automation Committee sponsored! ! 
presentation on 26 January of his Partial Machine Translat1on ,System 
for Russian. The film and videotapes committee scheduled fue ~ilm 
··clouds over Israel," with both Hebrew and Arabic dialog, for 16 
March. A motion to establish the Hispanic Institute as a CLA · . .__. ________ _ 
Special Interest Group was accepted unanimously. . . I (b ) ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 

!far ch: President 1 1 S'eh't" ·a ·mei1fo ·t:o -the" Tii:recto)-: :pfl.ru · 
the Deputy Director concerning the establishment of lip.kage.·oetween 
CLA and tli.e SCE. The East European Institute (EEI_). -is making arrange-
ments for! I to speak on E~~tern Eur9pe. The 
Middle East lnstitue (MEI) 1s pr·e-p-a::riRg. 2.:--'l.tf~?tionna_ire for Arabic 
linguists on a lecture series, discu~sio"n groups· \rr--Ar-ab.ic, _ ?-!ls! 
video cassettes of Egyptian and $y-r-fan domestic _t·elevision prog"r"anis: · -~ 
SIGVOICE I?repa1:e~ a 27 Apri~_p-resentation ?n _\;€l"ice proces~ing, and (b ) ( 6 ) 
on 16 April a Joint CLA;-S-I-f':'.VOICE presentat19n by Jack Cur1n of . . . 
Systems Research Lap.s- ·entitled "Tech:raology- ·and the Transcriber: 
What's in the ~_r.ytal Ba .. " . 

. . . 
April:_.-EL1 membership is currentl~-~t 416. The MEI has scheduled 

---~-~ban Arabic instructor at·the school, to speak on May 28 
on ~he Iranian~Ira.qi f·;;pf1j:t ·Tb; Wrst Eur~pean Institute e. lected 
as ~ts rrew officers, ~-~---~--------·as chaiman and Bob Fowler and 

as boar mem ers. · he Social Activity committee 
~a-s~k_e_d,......,.t~vo_o_.~d-y......,W~o~odford, Director of International Programs for ETS 

in Princeton, N.J., to speak at the CLA banquet on 9 June. 

May:· The MEI's video cassette program will begin in June with two 
Syrian programs. The By-laws Committee's motion granting CLA 
associate member status to contract language instructors of the NCS 
was passed by the board. 

*****~************************************************************ 

16 

COMING ATTRACTIONS 

The next issue of the CLARION 
will includ~ a detailed account 
of the CLA banquet complete with 
photos and Jaffe Award information, 
as well as an all~inclusive report 
on the CLA annua1 meeting and 
the organization's extensive 
activities this past year. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE- ONLY 
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(continued from page 9) 
that require special-related abilities provided such an incentive is necessary to 
encourage such personnel to acquire, retain or upgrade such skills subject to 
attainment of an established level of proficiency and an incentive of no more than 
$25 per pay period. 

4. Responsibilities 

a. The DDA shall: 

(1) Administer the incentive program. 

(2) Program the funds for the NSA Incentive Program. 

(3) Upon the recommendation of the DDO and with the approval of the 
Director, NSA: 

(a) designate those categories of personnel eligible for 
incentives related to the acquisition or retentiori of proficiency in foreign 
languages or special related abilities needed by the Agency; 

(b) designate those foreign languages and special related 
abilities which make employees eligible to receive incentives when the employees 
meet the appropriate criteria; 

(c) designate the number of language slots for Class I and 
Class II languages applicable to Language Acquisition Incentives, and 

(d) determine the periods during which incentives for each 
language shall be authorized. 

(4) With the approval of the Director, NSA: 

(a) establish criteria which must be met by designated 
personnel to be eligible to receive incentives. 

(b) set the amount of incentives to be received by eligible 
employees. 

b. The DDO shall recommend to the DDA: 

(1) those catetories of personnel to be designated eligible for 
incentives related to the acquisition or retention of proficie.ncy in foreign 
languages or special related abilities needed by the Agency; 

(2) (a) those foreign languages and special related abilities to be 
designated as making employees eligible.to receive incentives when the employees 
meet the appropriate criteria; and 

(b) the number of language slots for Class I and Class II 
languages applicable to Language Acquisition Incentives. 

(3) the periods during which incentives for each language shall be 
authorized. 

c. The DDO and ADT shall establish guidelines for the maintenance of 
languages acquired under the Language Acquisition Incentive program. 

UNCLASSIFIED 17 
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d. The DDPR shall: 

(1) review the number of language slots established for Class I and 
Class II languages applicable to Language Acquisition Incentives. 

(2) advise as to the availability of funds for the Language 
Incentive Program. 

5. Transfer 

The Chief of Civilian Personnel may transfer any employee having the 
required proficiency in a Class I or Class II language and receiving an incentive 
in that language to a position for which that language is required and for which 
there is an immediate operational requirement as determined by the DDO. 

18 UNCLASSIFIED 
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THE CLARION IS PUBUSH~D\APERIODICALLY FROM THE EDITOR 
' . ' 

BY THE 
STAFF: 

(RYPTO~LINGUISTf C ·.ASSOCIATION 
' .. ... ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 

-------------------. I I II 

' •CONTENTS 

' . • 2 .. 
From the E~itor •••• ~········~··· 
Message from the President ••• ~ •• 3 

' . 
Director's Statement of 

Suppor;t •.••••••••••••••••• : •.• 8 
' ' 

Inside thE; Fence •••••• ~ ......... ~.9 

outside t~e Fence ••••••••••••• ~11 
' . 
' . ----------------~-

NEXT DEADLINE: Articles for the 

first issue of Volume4 (1983) 

should be; received by the 
' Clarion ~taff before 25 March. -~--~~-~---------~ 

SECOND- ·ISSUE OF .THE CLAXON ·: 
' ' 

we 
hope to ~e able to put out an 

issue of:the CLAXON this summer. 

A theme that has been suggested 

is 'Hitc~hiker's Guide to Crypto

Linguist~cs;• If you have any 

input f~r this wildly amusing . 

and irrevererit ( or is. it irrel-
. . I . 

evant?) :publication, send it 

in befote 30 June. 
' ' ' --------~--------

OUR COVER 

eneral; Faurer and CLA President 
ose with the 

.....,G_e_n_e_r_a-~s---~c~e~r,.....1~ficate of member-
ship in CLA. (August 1982) 

This is an urgent appeal for 
members to respond to our need for 
additional staff .help. During the 
past year we lost one of our 
associate editors and our Inside 
the Fence editor. I sent out a 
letter to all those who indicated, 
on the membership questionnaire, 
that . they were interested in work
ing on the Clarion. I asked that 
anyone still interested get in 
touch with me; no one responded. 
In our last issue, an appeal was 
made for help; no one responded 

, · to that either. The problem now 
·;;;is fairly simple. Does the member

~hip want the Clarion to· continue 
an.d to grow? If so, I as,sume that 
sdfue people will volunteer to help. 
As\always, and now even more, our 
b:i.ggest problem is clerical support, 
i.e. ·,:·,typists. I quite frankly. do 
not k~Qw how to solve this problem, 
and I ~111 welcomE;! any ~uggestions. 
With yo\,l'r support, Clarion will 
continue·;·, without it, Clarion wi 11 
die. I can forsee many improve-

• rnents in Cierion including a new 
·. format and ',i·~sues that come out 
·.on time. Ifi, ·you th~nk you can help 
'or just have ·.a. suggestion, please 
c;all me at x56,9.3. . ' 

This is art. ·~ppropriate 'time 
to', bid farewel1 ·.to one of our 
edl tors~ J · · i._ I was. the 
very fir t persofl ,to volunteer to 
helg with the Claridn. She has 
been·, of inestimable. ·n.elp. Kathy 
will ',be .at the State Dept. for a 
one y~ar tour~ our 1os~ i9 certain
ly th~ir gain. 'I hope spe has a 
good t~:)Ur there, • but I .al,so ·. hope 
that it,' s not good enough ·.to· tempt 
her to ~tay longer. • I would a1so 
like to·welcome . a , neweditoF--there 
are some'·. courageous people le.ft-_:, 
who volun,teered tq take on th~ duties 
of Ins:~de· the Fence Edi to. r. She is ! _ ! Thanks I 
and we come aboard! · . ... ---

(continued on p. 7) 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT 
(Be.fow ,(_,I.:, the text 06 the P!Lei,.{aent'l !Le.po!Lt on the Jtate 06 the MMc.,u;i;tion 
p!Luented at CLA 'J annual meeting on ZO May 198Z) 

(U) It is my pleasure and privilege as your president to present my report 
to you on the state of the Association which, incidentally, will be an annual 
function of all future CLA presidents as prescribed in our new bylaws. I will 
endeavor to share with you my perspective of what was accomplished last year in 
terms of advancing the overall interests and purposes of the Association and to 
specify some major objectives toward which we will chart our course during the 
coming year. 

(U) Without exaggeration, I can say that it has been an exciting year for 
CLA. Like all human endeavors, ours in CLA is subject to the keen disappointment 
of unattained goals. On balance, however, our successes far outweighed our fail
ures; our batting aveiage has been excellent; our prospects for the future are 
bright. 

(U) The past year for CLA can best be characterized as a year of expansion. 
Organizationally, our structure now embodies 10 special interest ·groups and 17 
committees. We have begun to explore new horizons of activities. We have under
taken initiatives which hold enormous potential for the future. 

(U) By two of the standard benchmarks. used to evaluate organizational 
health -- membership and financial condition -- our situation is excellent. During 
the past year, our membership increased from 327 to 450. Our financial condition 
is strong. In this regard, I might add that while we were planning a substantial 
enlargement of our organizational structure and increased activities, we were also 
cognizant of the reality that this had to be done in the context of sound fiscal 
management. Your Board of Governors has be.en especially sensitive to its 
responsibility, as custodians of the Association's funds, to exercise maximum 
prudence in the expenditure of these funds. For the first time in the history of 
CLA, at least to the best of my knowledge, the Board of Governors drafted and 
approved a budget. This budget was published in THE CLARION. This was a solid 

(chi fyPmPp\. land much of the credit goes to our outstanding Treasurer, I 
TU! would now like to present a brief performance appraisal for CLA.: I 

have made'~his assessment in the context of the 12 goals which i enunciated at last 
year's Annual.Meeting on 1 June 1981 and which were published in a subsequent issue 
of THE CLARION:,, , 

1. (U), Reactivation of SIGTRAN and SIGVOICE - Thanks to the st~rling 
efforts and dedicatl~n o1 l SIGVOICE has been reactivated. It :is 
still in its infancy, 'aµd there is.still more work to be done for this bud ~o come 
into full blossom. Howe'v-er, the prQgnosis for the future of SIGVOICE is ex~ellent. 
Although SIGTRAN had a ne;'cpairman ~\o-tem, it did not become active. Also on the 
minus side is the fact that S1GLING, afLer its extraordinary achievement in design
ing and orchestrating CLA's 1981,J.,anguage, Training Sym osium, has become inactive. 
This resulted primarily from the ross of its Chairman, .... .....,....,...,.._...,._.,......,....,. ......... ~· who 

· had to resign his position because ~f- _operat-:i,onal <;ommi men s, a of 
a successor and nucleus to assume the l'eaders:t\j_p of the SIG. 

2, (U) Expansion of languag;.:.a,rea 'ipstitutes - As of · 1 June t98 l, 
there were several major areas of the world 'f,9r wRich there were no CLA 19-nguage~ 
area institutes: a) Spain, Portugal, and Latin, ~rica and b),' Western Europe. 
Thanks to the initiative, resourcefulness, and dedtca~ion .of I Jin -
directing the formation of the Hispanic Institute an~ of Membet-at-L~rgec.;.::J · 

I I io A~1;1:cting the .formation of the West ELi:~~p~an ~'nstitute,, ~~ese gaps 
in our organiza tionaf ·s-c-ru1:tm:e- have _!].OW been filled. C~, lapguage-are,a, /ns t itu tes 
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now literally cover the globe. We are now structured through our.n-ei:wp-rk of 
special interest' groups to focus on the areas of professiona,L -an·d t~efmical 
commonality which are of relevance and interest to all _Li-nguists _r€°'gardless of 
language or occupational specialty and, concurrently; 'to accmnrrn;iaate the diverse 
and specialized needs and interests of groups.cf'iinguists who.identify with one 
or more specific languages and areas or_oef~~ational specialiies. 

3. (U) Estab]:·:::e:: ::1a·Language Automati,cm Committee - Under the 
out~t~nd~ng leaders~ip of I this goal has ~~en ach~eved be~ond o~r most 
optimistic expectations. m tee has sponso,t>ed a series of highly informa-
tive and stimulating programs and has establishec}.· 'a significant set of objectives 
for the future. Because of its sphere of inte,:i;:est and expertise - the computer and 
its impact on the cryptologic language effort', the language career field, and 
linguists, this committee is potentially ol"l~ of the most vital components of the 
CLA organizational structure. , ' 

4. (U) Establishment of ,language committees - This represents one of 
our unattained objectives. As our, -ranguage~area institutes, most .of which are 
relatively new, become more fir~ly established, I am hopeful that these committees 
will emerge and perform the v_atiety of functions projected for them. 

5. (U) Managem~ht relations - We have made substantial progress in 
this area. 01,r Haoag:::nr ·B:J :tions Committee, under the outstanding direction of 
its chairman, 1 __ I has been concentrating on developing a 
recommendation for aposition on what is unquestionably an issue currently of 
paramount importance to linguists and the language ·career field - linguist 
incentives. This includes both an incentive pay structure, as recently authorized 
by the Congr:ess in Public Law 97-89, and increased opportunities for linguists to 
be promoted into the GG13-18 grade range. This committee is also an extremely 
important organizational element of CLA because of its an~a of responsibility. You 
may recall that when CLA established the Management Relations Committee in early 
1981, we received a note from the . Deputy Director welcoming the formation of this 
committee. The Director also endorsed this CLA initiative. I am hopeful that we 
can make effective use of this mechanism to provide constructive recommendations 
to NSA management which will advance the cause for which the Association wa·s 

- establi~hed - the promotion of excellence in professional linguistic activity in 
the cryptologic community, and at the same time, advance the status and interests 
of the Agency linguists. 

6. ~ Linkage with the Service Cryptologic Elements (SCE) and the 
Collaborating Agencies, GCHQ, CSE, and DSD - We have received affirmative and 
enthusiastic responses from all the SCE's to our memorandum to them requesting 
their views on establishing a linkage with CLA. We have also been in contact with 
the resident liason officers of the collaborating agencies. To stimulate and 
oversee the development of these linkages, we have formed two committees - the SCE 
Liason Committee and the Inter-Agency Liason Committee. This CLA initiative to 
reach out to the SCE's was approved by the Director who encouraged us to proceed 
with this effort. 

7. (U) Increase in the participation of the CLA membership ;in CLA 
functions and activities - While more members are taking part in our functions and 
activities, we need many more of our members to staff the Association's committees 
and those of our special interest groups. 

8. (U) Programming 
a. We made significant progress in presenting more of the area

studies types of programs. At the same time, we d;id not have a sufficient number 
of technical language programs .. I attribute this primarily to the general in-
activity of SIGTRAN, SIGLING, and until recently, SIGVOICE on whom we were 
depending to spearhead this type of programming. Another factor is the relative 
newness of most of our language-area institutes. However; I am hopeful that during 
the coming program-activity year, we will have more of this type of programming. 
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Our objective in our programming will continue to be the attainment of a balance 
between the technical language world and the area studies/intelligence analysis 
world. 

b. We did not make any progress in initiating our projected CLA 
television program series. 

c. Thanks to our dynamic Asian Studies Institute, we were 
successful in launching our Foreign Language Lecture Series. . · 

d; We continue to plan for an expansion of our foreign language 
videotape presentations. The Asian Studies Institute, as CLA's participating arm 
in Asian~Pacific Heritage Week, conducted a very successful potpourri of Asian 
television programs. 

e. We have also not yet begun to organize CLA visits to other 
government agencies and organizations such as CIA, FBIS, and VOA. A "behind-the 
scenes" tour of the United Nations is also a possibility. 

9. (U) Bylaws - A major accomplishment during the past year was the 
virtually comp1ete revision of our bylaws. The new bylaws have corrected some 
serious deficiencies in the old version and provide a much stronge,r policy and 
procedural framework to enable CLA to tneet the challenges and exploit the 
opportunities of the 1980' s and beyond. , · · 

. These are but some of the more significant features of our new 
bylaws: 

a. The statement of purpose of the Association now includes 
providing to NSA management the Association's views and recommendations on 
policies, procedures, and actions affecting the language career field, linguistic 
activity, and linguists. 

b. The bylaws provide a more practical and realistic set of 
criteria for membership in CLA, enabling, for example, persons in other career 
fields and occupational specialties, who have an interest in language and who 
identify with and support our purpose to join CLA. It provides for chapter 
memberships and honorary memberships. 

c. The bylaws increase the number of members-at-large to five. 
This permits broader participation of the membership in the decision-m~king body 
and process of CLA. 

d. The bylaws specify the procedure for the establishment of 
special interest groups. 

e. The bylaws provide .for the formation of ~hapters by the SCE's 
or the collaborating agencies. In effect, there is now a legal basis and frame
work for solidifying and formalizing CLA's projected linkages with the SCE's and 
the collaborating agencies should these linkages develop to the point of a request 
for the establishment of a chapter. . 

Subsequent to the adoption of our new bylaws, we es·tablished. a 
permanent Bylaws Committee. This . has prov.en to be a wise decision because this 
committee, chaired ably byl L has already reviewed and. recommended 
approval of one major proposed amendment relating to voting procedures for the 
election of members-at-large. It is now reviewing a proposed amendment to provide 
for CLA associate membership for contrac-t,. instructors of the Nat_ional Cryptologic 
School. 

10. (U) Distinguished Service''Award - We have had a beautiful 
Distinguished Service Award Certificate desig~ep for us. This award recognizes 
distinguished and dedicated service to CLA. In ~1dition to pres~nting this 
award to the recipients, a letter of notification M the award will be sent to 
the awardee's key component chief, and a copy will b~,forwarded for inclusion in 
the awardee's official personnel folder. The first th~e awards will be . 
presented at the Annual Banquet on 9 June 1982. 

11. (U) New Publication - INFO, a new publicat~on designed to 
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document the best of. the CLA programs, including the proceedings 9f~fsymposia or 
panel discussions, remains unborn, an unattained goal. ,.'·: 

12. (U') Social Activities - Our Social Activi,t-f~s Cd~ittee, under 
the extraordinarily capable direction of its chairpersoI)-~- ' ; J J in 
addition to its magnificent work in arranging last ~ear's highlr ~u:cessful 
banquet, also organized a successful Fall event. -This was CLA-(s wet come back/ 
open house for the Language Library at which CLA'granted life't!ime' honorary 
membership to the Language Librarian, Dorot,hJ ,Rittenhouse .. ?'his.' ev~nt was 
arranged in collaboration with the Libr?-ry" Committee and wj.'th a:; 

(U) Another major achievement-last year was the co'~summation of an 
arrangement with TS, under which I5 'allocated a sum of m0r;iey, not ,to exceed $ 7 50, 
to be used in FY82 for the pur~b"a'se of foreign-language•'tiooks reccimmended by CLA 
and its members. The Langllage Library also provides qh~'lving spaGe for books and 
peri.odicals contributed bV 'j:A members. Much of the ,t!'edit. for t"fi;i..s accomplish
ment belongs to I _, the dynamic, energetic', •and innovat,i;ve chairman of 
our Library Committee, who was our negotiator with.on this pro;j;ect. 
Incidentally, this project was initiated by our Management Relations Committee 
which took action on a suggestion by a CLA membeY·. ' · 

(U) At this point, I.would like to spel,l out some goals :t0rthe coming .. 
year. . 

(U) In terms of our organizational st.tucture, I favor tne: establishment 
of a Special Interest Group for Language Training to focus on ttiis vital area of 
the cryptologic linguistic activ-ity. This ,$IG would also focus;cin training 
evaluation and language proficiency testi?g. I hope that such fi;SIG would also 
undertake the sponsorship of our 2nd Annµal Language Training SyI/Jposium. 

(U) I would also like to see ou}' Language Automation C~ittee evolve into 
a special interest group. , 

(U) In terms of programs and .activities, I believe that ~e should continue 
to pursue the commendable objectives.'that eluded us last year;. : 

1. Continue strengthen,ing of SIGVOICE 
2. Reactivation of SitTRAN and SIGLING 
3. Establishment of,ianguage Committees 
.4. Extension and c9'llsolidation of our linkage with: the SCE '. s and the 

Collaborating Agencies 
5. Increased memoership participation 
6. Increased teihnical language programming and ;the maintenance of a 

balance between this type ~t' programming and area studies/inte:tligence analysis 
subjects. 

7. CLA tourq.'to other agencies and places of in.terest 
8. Publica~ion of INFO 

(U) It is my hope that we can increase our services;to; our membership so 
that affiliation with.tLA will be truly meaningful and rewardi;'Ilg to our individual 
members. We solicit ,your suggestions an_d recommendations. · If you can assist us 
on any committee, oY' in any activity, contact me, any membe•~ ~f the Bf?at"d of 
Governors, or the ,ehairpersons of our special interest groJps: and committees. 

(U) I wan,t to extend my deepest appreciation to thti orficers and members
at~large of the ~oard of Governors. I can say without the:slightest equivocation 
that had I had the option of selecting my fellow-officers ~n~ members-at-large, I 
could not hav~·chosen a more professionally competent, ta~en~ed, cooperative, and 
dedicated gr~p of individuals than those that the CLA me-ql.hei;ship voted into 
office. I s:·annot say enough in praise of my fellow-members 9f the Board of 
Governors ¢io labored so.diligently and conscientiously with•me this past year 
our Presid'ent-Elect, Sally Botsai; our Secretary, I lour Treasurer, I and Members-at-Large~! _______________________ .... 

-----(~U"l"'),...._I __ a.,..fso want to thank and commend each of our special interest group 
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chairpersons and our committee chairpersons who have actually been the key players 
and prime movers in much of what CLA has accomplished during the past year. 

(U) By way of a concluding observation, I want to say that with our new 
bylaws, our language-area institutes, and our functional special interest groups, 
our restructuring is virtually complete. I believe that we now have an out
standing "game plan" for the future. It is up to us to implement it. To borrow 
an advertising expression from a well-known local bank, we can now be described 
as a "full service" professional association. I must emphasize that we can only 
realize our potential if we all do our share, however small that may seem to be. 
We need your help. This is your Association. You are CLA. 

(U) As I consider our current posture, our goals for the future, the 
extraordinary expertise in CLA, the magnificent support and encouragement we have 
received from the Agency's highest executive level, and the prevalence of a 
climate within the executive and legislative branches of our government for 
positive and substantial actions to improve language professionalism and to make 
language a more attractive career occupation, I honestly believe that CLA has the 
potential for greatness as a professional linguistic association. Storehouses · 
of knowledge, information, ideas, and stimulation are all within our reach through 
CLA, if we but make the effort to reach out for them. -----------------------------------(continued from p. 2) 

On pages 8 and 9, we have possible. In the next few months, 
included some correspondence to the C.taJr.j_an staff will be preparing 
and from General Faurer. we ap- a statement of editorial policy 
preciate the Director's support for the approval of the board of 
for linguists and welcome him as governors. We will appreciate 
an honorary member of CLA. hearing your views and suggestions 

If there are those at the on this. 
very highest levels of the Agency This issue is about six months 
hierarchy who support CLA, there late. I apologize. I have looked 
are also those at less lofty levels about, in vain, for some scapegoat. 
whose support has been just as I suppose it may have been due to 
strong and is equally welcome. atmospherics of some kind. New 
One of these supporters on a low- Year's Resolution #1, "Things will 
er level is I ] of be different this year." 
I I has stuff~d and addres- I was very flattered and not 
sed hundreds of C.f..aJUan envelopes. a little humbled by the Distinguished 
He bagan helping out; even before Service Award given to me last June. 
he be:came a member qf CLA. I I appreciate the recognition very 
think: the sight of $e buried in a much. It is great to be rewarded 
writhing mass of mapila envelopes for doing something that one enjoys. 
touched his heart.· He became so I will try to live up to this award. 
fasci~ated with CL/>/.

0

, no doubt by And so, onward into 1983 l A 
seein<iJ all the dist!'.inguished names very happy new year to you .all. 
on oui mailing lisi, that he joined. IP---~ 
I wouid like to see some honorary ----------------:-=""8 
membetships for people like Scott. ATTENTION ALL FRENCH LlWGUiSTSl 

:on a more serious note, You might find-~erusing the 
during the pas_t year several prob- journal META ye-ry · interesting 
lems GOncerning the editorial and helpfµJ.-:· This journal about 
policY, of C.f..aJuon : have arisen_. I transJ,a-t:ing is published by the 
feel t::hat C.f..aJuan; should be a S.ohool of Translation, Univ. of · 
soundi:ng board f<;>r a.11 agency ... ··Montreal. According to Mrs. 
lingui:sts, and tpat our edi to-rf,pl Rittenhouse, the Language Librarian, 
policy, should be; as lib~.r-a:l as · NSA has this journal, but no one 

· ; _ .. · · ___ __ .. _____ .~':~: _ ~~-aA~ _ H-_ .. J~i <LI _________ _ 

(b) (
3
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GENERAL fAURER's.STATEMENT OF SUPPORT 
In Au.gU-6f dn '1e.6Pr.oe to a. memo 611.0m 

CLA Pne.-6,i,de.n:t.._ ____ ,..._Gene.Jtal Fau.nen p~o-
v,i,de,d a. htcdeme.n:t. o 6 h_,L,6 .ou.ppou. In ne,-

c..og n,Uio n 06 tw a.nd pMt .ou.ppou, Ge.ne.Jtal 
Fa.Men ittt-6 gna.n:t.e.d hono~y li6 e;t,.,&ne, memben
-6 ~p in CLA. The, p~nen:t. doc..u.me.n:t.-6 Me 
ne.pnodu.c..e,d be.low. -------~------~-----

CRYPTO-LINGVISfIC ASSOCIATION 
9800 Savage Road 
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755 

10 August 1982 

b. An action plan be developed co correct the 
current imbalance in promOtion opportunities for linguists 
and _to eventually .achieve the specific objective of having 
a representative number of linguists in Pay Levels III 
and IV. 

c. A periodic study be conducted for the purpose 
of comparing the career fields in terms of promotions to 
GG-13 and above and assuring that there are no substantial 
disadvantages among the career fields. 

CLA believes that effective action by NSA management 
to resolve this problem will have an enormously beneficial 
effect on the language career field. It will provide the 
most cogent evidence to Agency linguists that there ·1s a 
genuine opportunity for promotio~ to the higher·grades for 
those who remain in the language career field and who 
de<l!catc their energy and talents to attain and maintain 
the higi~est levels of language proficiency and productivity. 

Sincerely, 

Pres1Jen, 

) 

Lt. Gen. Lincoln D. Fa~rer 
Director, Nai:fonal Security Agency 
Fort George G. Meade, Md. 

C rypco- L~nguis tic As"'s•o•c•i•a•c•i•o•n------------

1 (b) ( 3 ) 

Dear General Faur.er, 

The Crypto-Li~guistic Association has noted with enthusi_asm 
the recent successful effort of NSA management to achieve the 
passage of legislation d_esigned to encourage Agency linguists to 
improve their proficiency and to learn additional languages by 
granting them monetary incentives. ·CLA applauds this NSA manage
ment action which is a significant and concrete recognition of 
the criticality of the linguist in the national cryptologic 
effort and the special difficulties inherent .in developing and 
maintaining professional-level profi~iency in foreign languages. 

CLA believes, however, that NSA management has not yet 
addressed the most serious problem confronting the language 
career field today, One that is haVing a corrosive effect 
on the field and is diminishing its attractiveness as a 
career occupation · -· the general perception among Agency 
linguists that the language career field deadends at GG-12. 

sig-1 CLA"is convinced that this perception is the single Diost 
nificant reason why linguists hav~ been leaving the career 
field to seek positions in the managerial track or in other 
occupational, specialties. That this perception is indeed based 
on fact is reflected in a study for the Language Career Panel 
which clearly indicates that the career linguist is at a 
serious disadvantage in the competition for the grades beyond 
GG-12. 

CLA recently conducted a survey of its members to determine 
their views on linguist incentives. The survey showed that 
while most CU members feel-that the incentive pay program 
is a positive step, the need for increased opport.unities for 
linguists to advance beyond CG-12 is far more important. 

Unless this situation is corrected and this negative per
ception about the long-term prospects in the language.career 
field is dispelled, we will continue to lose some ·_of our most 
t~lented linguists, the potential technical leaders so vital to 
the Agency's language posture. 

CLA believes that this problem can. be solved b.ut only 
with the stimulus from the Director's level. It is for this 
reason that CLA is su_bmitting its recommendations on this 
crucial matter to you for your conside·ration. 

CLA believes that the framework for increasing linguist 
promotion opportunities already exists in the Agency's new 
career occupational struc·ture. The structtlre of Occupational 
Group 12-Language Analysis provides for p~sitions in Pay 
Level. III (GG 13-15) and Pay Level Pl (GG 16-18). What 
remains to be done is to implement this ~ew structure. To 
achieve this implementation, CLA· recOlDinends the following: 

a. Pers_ons eligible for promotion to GG-13 and 
above be identified for th€: respectiV'e· Agericy proinotiori 
boards as being in either the managerial or technical 
(that is, non~managerial) track. 

I 
I 

I 

Copy fu.rnislleJ: 
Deputy Director P . L . 

--------------------
CRYPlD-LINGVISflC issoCIATION 

· 9800 Savage Road ; 
·. Fort George G. Meade, Mar.yland 20755 

25 August•l982 

RESOLUTION 

The following resolution was adopted by · the' Boclrd of" Governors 
of the Crypto~Linguistic Association on 19 Augu4t 1982: 

Whereas, Lieutenant General Lincoln D~ Faurer, Director, 
National Security Agency/Chief, Centr8l Security Service 
has demonstrB.ted outstanding leadersh'ip of the -·national 
cryptologic effort; and ' . 
Whereas, He successfully directed the NSA effor~ to achieve 
the enactment of Public Law 97-89 wldch establishes ·a 
language incentive program for the f'irst time in the 
history of NSA and provides NSA wit~ new. authorities 
for substantially' increasing language training oppor
tunities to enable linguists to strengthen their skills 
and advance their careers i and 

Whereas, He has thereby· given sig~tficant and concrete 
recognition to the criticality of /:he linguist in the 
national cryptologic effort and the ·special difficulties 
and challenges inherent in developing and maintaining 
professional-level proficiency in'foreign languages.and 
accordingly, h·as enhanced. the status of linguists 
and the language career field; anp 
Where_as, He has ·consistently provided strong suppOrt, guidance, 
and encouragement to the Crypto-Unguistic Association by his 
approval of .Association initiatives and by his personal 
participation in the programs aDfi activities. of the 
Association; therefore.be it 

Resolved, That in recognition atld appreciation of his 
distinguished and dedicated service on behalf of lin
guist.a, the language career fie.id, and lilliuistic 
professionalism in the cryptol9tgic community, the Crypto
Linguistic Association grant LfeuteDant Getieral ·Lincoln 
D. Faurer lifetime honorary-meJPbership. 

President 
Crypto-Linguistic Association 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

memorandum 
DAT< • 27 August 1982 

REPLY TO 
ATTl'\4 o,- , DIRECTOR 

r;u&JECT· Promotion of Agency Linguists 

To : President, Crypto-Linguist i<; Association 

l. I sincerely appreciate your letter of 10 August 1982. Actions that 
implement your recormnend?tions are being taken as follows: 

a. The new occupational s tructure, which · is scheduled for i~plemen~ation 
in October 1982, is specifically designed to separat e managemen t from technical 
track positions. In the_ future, then, each eligible person recommended for promotion 
to GG-13 and above will be identified as a manager or a techn.ical track specialist 
by his/her Career Service Specialty Code and position title. 

b. 0n· 3 Hay 1982, the DDO promulgated guidance to A, B, and G Groups 
on "Promotion of Linguis.t"s 11 to GG-13 and above. In that memorandum, DDO said , 
11 

••• I wish to insure that proper consider~tion is given to adva~c~ment of outstanding 
linguists particularly to grades within Pay Levels III and IV (GG-13 to 15 and 16 
to 18, r.espe'ctively) qf the ne\w' Language Career Occupational Structure. 11 'I'.he nnO 
guidance and the new occupational structure will assist group managers in assessing 
their n·eeds for additional se!\ior technical track language positions and. ·f1,ho~ld 
enhanc e the posture of the language career field. 

c. Ccurrently monftors all _prom_otions to ensUre that a balanc~d gr3:de 
distribu-tion is' maintained in the Agency . The information derived from this 
process 1s use<( il'\cernally to develop agetlcy promotion programs, · but it is .. a~ so 
provided to Ke~ Component Chiefs on request, or as deemed necesSary to apprise 
them of a particular problem. Hence, this promotion informati'on is foI'Dl.att e d 
in such a way ~hat a variety of compariso~s can easily_ be accomplished. 

2. These: :initia tives parallel the CLA recommendations. Tog·ether with the 
recently approved Foreigri Language Incentive Program, the_y _will fc_:,ste.r a more 
positive image of t _he language career field and should also proVide fOr enhanced 
promotion opp6rtunities. However, we must give these new initiatives sufficient 
time to achie}'e the_ir intended results before attempting to ev_aluate their progress. 

3 . Thank you for your recommendatiOns. I fully support the -CLA 1 s endeavors 
to upgrade. ttfe posture of this Agency's essential cryptologic language · p~ofession. 

cc: ··ooo 

L~:UR~ 
lieutenant General, USAF 
Director, NSA/Chief, CSS 

__________ ..._ ____________ ~-~---~~-~-·-~--. 
INSIDE THE FENCE: 

The following items of interest 
were discussed ~t the June, July, 
August, and September CLA Board 
meetiq:s, ' ·. 
JUNE~~ : I announced the 
following appoiptrnents or reap
pointments of: c,ommittee chair-
persons: --------------------

of all announcements and/or tapes 
of programs be sent as a regular 
procedure to Bill Nolte, Chairman 
of the Archives Committee. 

The . Treasurer reported a total 
The of $1215.1~ in the treasury. 

Membership Committee reported a 
total of 470 members, although 117 
1981 members had not renewed their 
memberships. 

JULY-..r-7announced that a new 
memb~.F~rge was needed to re-
p],ace I I who l~ft for an 

. oversE;e1.s assignment. , With the 
aqvi·ce and consent of the Board of 

, · ·dovernors, i I announceq that 
I · was the new ____ ._ ___ ....,.-----~-----~.,... .. 

.. .. _.. .. .......................... .. . . . 
•' , - .... .; .. -...... 

.. : .. .... .... .... .. .. 
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appoin t~e. ~""'!"" __ lfPG.1:t~q. !he fol"- the focus of the Committee I s at
lowing committee a~poin~ment~·o~. tention. Also included in the 
reappoi~tments: · ·:. ·-:·. ··-.::·-.:····-dt~cussion were the Management 

, Service Award , 
The trea~urer reported a tot~l of 
$1253.31 :in the treasury.I I 
reported meeting with a CLA member 
in E and discussing the formation 
of a new SIG which would encompass 
training,: evaluation, and testing. 

The Essay Contest Committee 
submitted: ,a report which outlined 
problems ¥ith the contest this 
year as a:result cif changes in the 
rules and•reduction of the monetary 
awards. The report noted the de
cline in -the number of entries and 
suggested:some ways to improve the 
situation; These included: (1) 
raising tne amount of the awards, 
(2) consiqering articles already 
published~ and (3) establishing a 
plaque fo~ recording the winners' 
names. 

AUGUST-- ( Ad Hoc. Me.e;Ung ) This meet- · 
ing was de:voted to the question of 
establishing a CLA position on 
language incentives. The Board 
discussed the President's pro-
posed memo: to the Director on the 
subject of:increased promotion 
opporturtj_;;, for linguists. (See 
p. 8). · had prepared this · 
proposal fo owing the latest re
port on language incentives from 
CLA's Management Relations Committee 
and in view of the fact that Annex 
C to NSA/CSS Directive 40-1 had re~ 
placed the DDA paper which had been 

.. Rela:t:·i-ons Cammi ttee I s comments on . r jprb-pGS~?. memo and the 
p~9pose changes.'· .... 

AUG~ST-... _ ( Re.gula!t Me.e;Und ·) ·r-7 
noted that.there was an ~ed 
$500 remainitlg.for use by CLA in 
recommending tot::::]the purchase of 

"{oreign language t~xts. 
A letter expressing CLA's 

posi.tiqn on linguist incentives 
and advocating increased promotion 
·ppport~qities for linguists was s~ni ta the Director on 10 August. 

·. _ lreported that the 
Prog~ams Committee was completing 
a see. of guidelines for inviting 
outsia~ speakers. 

The MEI announced that it had 
another offering in its videocassette 
series--a·GIA psychological profile 
on QADHAFI. '. 

SEPTEMBER-.r-,reported receiving 
a letter f~ Director in re
sponse to the CLA letter on the 
subject of increased opportunities 
for the promotion of linguists to 
Pay Level III (13-15) and Pay Level 
IV (16-18). The Director gave his 
approval to have the exchange of 
correspondence published in Ctatuon. 
( See pages 8-9) 

Lifetime honorary membership 
was presented to the Director on 25 
August. 

The treasurer reported a total 
of $1198.88 in the treasury. The 
Social Activities Committee reported 
the results of its survey on the 
banquet. There were 71 re9ponses; 
most would not prefer a change of 
location. The Committee also re-. 
ceived a number of suggestions for 
other social activities. The Films 
and Videotapes Committee reported 
that its main supplier was filing 
for bankruptcy. The Committee is 
trying to establish contact with 
other suppliers. 

OCTOBER--The treasurer reported a 
total of $1202.64 in the treasury. 

The Archives Committee brought 
(continued on p. 13) . 
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OUTSIDE THE FENCE 
LiPDATE ON LANGUAGE STUDY IN THE 
u.s.--WE'RE STILL DRAGGIN' OUR 
FEET (AND OUR TONGUES!) 

Despite scattered moves to 
reinstate language requirements 
abandoned during the 1960s, nation
al figures on the study of foreign 
languages in the U.S. remain an 
embarrassment. Less than three 
percent of all high-school students 
attain "meaningful" foreign-lang
uage competence. At least 20% of 
high schools teach no foreign 
languages, and only eight percent 
of U.S. colleges require languages 
for entry. Dr. Rose Hayden, Exec
utive Director of the National 
Council on Foreign Language and 
International Studies, says, "we' re 
graduating people who are globally 
illiterate." There are many reasons 
for our country's geographic iso
lation, but the increasing use of 
English as a lingua franca in most 
international activities (e.g., 
world trade, science, diplomacy, 
and, yepper! pop culture) has to 
be a major fa~tor; 

Nevertheless, more than 70 
colleges and universities (ed. 
note: Someone oughta contrive an 
abbreviation for that phrase; how 
about "CAU"?) have reinstated 
language requirements since a 
November 1979 presidential com
mission report termed the level of 
foreign-language ability in the 
U.S. "scandalous," warning that it 
threatened not only the country's 
security but its international 
commerce. Richard Brod, of the 
Modern Language Association be
lieves the CAUs are reinstating 
the language requirement as a 
direct result of the commission's 
report. Others feel-- that students 
are requesting languages for prac
tical reasons. For example, with 
the country's increase in the 
Hispanic population, two-thirds 
of community college students 
taking foreign languages choose 
Spanish. 

Despite modest gains, language 
advocates are not optimistic, cit-. 
ing CAUs dropping Russian, Chinese, 
and Japanese. According to New-6weelz 
of November 15, Harvard even allows 
its students to "psych out" of its 
one-year language requirement by 
persuading health-clinic psychiat
rists to attest to their psycho
logical inability to learn another 
language. With that uncertain 
future for foreign language study 
in CAUs, Illinois Rep. Paul Simon's 
pending 1981 bill to provide aid 
to CAUs to defray language teach
ing costs is not expected to pass 
Congress before early 1983, if at 
all, in view of the present admin
istration's proposal to cut the 
$24 million international education 
budget by more than half! Although 
Congress ostensibly is resisting 
that move, Americans seem content 
to coniinue dragging their tongues. 

(For two interesting articles 
on this topic, see the 15 November 
1982 issue of New-0week and for 

·previous information on "The FED 
and the Untying .of America's Tongues 11

, 

see Claluon ,October 1981, Volume 2, 
Number 4.) 

PUBLICATIONS, DIRECTORIES AND 
LISTINGS 
Women and Language New-0 (a newsletter) 

write: Dept. of Speh Comm, 244 
Lincoln Hall, U. Illinois at 
Urbana-Champaign, Urbana Il 
61801. 

"Modern Language Assn. Directory 
of Periodicals: A Guide to Journals 
and Series in Languages and Literat
ures." published biennally, $75. 

write: Customer Services, MLA, 
62 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 
10011. 

"Women and Language" bibliography, 
$3.25. 

write: Women and Language, 
354 Loch Hall, Ann Arbor, 
MT 48109. 

"Guide to Grants and Fellowships 
in Languages and Linguistics", 

UNCLASSIFIED Tl 
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write~ Linguistic Society 
·of America (LSA), 3520 
Prospect St., NW, Washington 
D.C. 20007. 

"Directory of Programs in Linguis
tics in the U.S. and Canada", 
published August 1982, $15.00. 

write: LSA (address above) 

"Careers in Linguistics: New 
Horizons," $2.00. 

write: User Services Co
ordinator, ERIC/CLL, Center 
for Applied Linguistics, 
3520 Prospect St., NW, 
Washington,· D.C. 20007. 

"New Books for.Linguistics" from 
Cambridge University Press, 32 

East 57th St., New York, 
NY 10022. 

"Language and Linguistics Journals" 
from Cambridge Univ. Press (ad
dress above) 

Titles in linguistics from Longman, 
College and Professional Book 
Division, 19 West 44th St., New 
York, NY 10036 

Directory of Foreign Language 
Service Organizations, $4.95. 

write: User Services Co
ordinator, ERIC/CLL (ad
dress ·above). 

FREE-LANCE TRANSLATING 
Chillson Translation Service, 

8200 Imperial Drive, 
Laurel, MD 20708 
Tel: 776-1166 
Mostly patents into English; 
approximately $35 per 1000 
words. 

LTRS P.O. Box 129, 
Merrifield, VA 
Mainly seeks rare/unique 
languages. 

For a description of free-lance 
translating and an extensive 
list of addresses of translation 
agencies, see ClaJu..on Vol. 3, No. 
1, January 1982. 

1983 ED\•/ARD SAP IR :~WARD FOR PAPERS 
IN LINGUISTICS 

The New York Academy of 
Science's Section of Linguistics 
invites students to submit papers 
for its 1983 Edward Sapir Award. 
The deadline for submission of 
papers is 1 March 1983. For 
further information and rules for 
submission, write: Matthew Katz, 
Meeting Services Director, The 
New York Academy of Sciences, 2 
East 63rd Street, New York, NY 
10021. 

LSA LINGUISTICS ANECDOTES BOOKLET 

The Linguistic Society of 
America, as part of its Annual 
Fund Drive, is seeking anecdotes 
about linguists and linguistics, 
to be offered as a premium, and 
that will "preserve some of our 
important oral tradition for all 
time." Send favorite stories to 
the booklet editor, Allan Metcalf, 
English Department, MacMurray 
College, Jacksonville, Ill. 62650. 

1983 LINGUISTIC INSTITUTE TO BE 
HELD AT UCLA 

The 1983 Linguistic Institute, 
sponsored by the Linguistic Society 
of America and the Department of 
Linguistics and Summer Sessiqn of 
the· University of California, Los 
Angeles, will be held on the campus 
of UCLA from 20 June through 29 
July 1983. The Institute will 
focus on theoretical linguistics 
and graduate cour~es will be 
available on the following subjects: 
phonetics and phonology, language 
and mind, theoretical aspecti of 
applied linguistics, field methods, 
syntax and morphology, language 
change/variation, semantics and 
pragmatics, and discourse and 
functional syntax. Undergraduate 
courses will be available on 
general linguistics topics. Room 
and board will be about $600 and 
tuition is $450 without regard to 
the number of courses. Athletic 
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and recreational facilities will 
be available. Write: 1983 
Linguistic Institute, Ling. Dept., 
UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90024, Attn: 
Mr. Geoffrey Lindsey~ 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

F ebruar~ 1-3 -- Conf~r~nc~ on Applied Natural Language 
Frocessing, Sarita Monie.a, CA ll'1rlte B .. Oshi~a, 
MD 72-27 , Sy~tf'm DevE-lopment, 2~00 Colorado Ave1 
Santa Monica, CA 90406) 

F•bruary 18-19 -- Inter.national Conf~rence : Applied 
Lang _uage Study - New O~Jfctives, New Methods . 
Oldaho f11 a Stctte L1niv . (Write . John" Joseph·, Lang 
L,ept, OUahoma State Vni v . , Stillwater . OK 74078) . 

F~~ru6ry 26 -- The Uses of Phonology Confe~enie, Sout~
ern · Illinois Univ. CL,JT-ite :, G. Narl'lan, Dept Ling, 
5. 11 V, Carbondale, IL 62901). 

Horc ~1 9-12 -- GE-0T"getoum Round Table on Languages and 
Linguistics : Applied Linguistics and the Preparation 
of Second Language Teachers ''To~ard a Rationale . '' 
( Write : .J . Alatis , Sch Lang &: Ling , Georgetown U, 
1,Jash1ngton, · !:' . C. 200571 . 

March 11-12 -- ~nnual UWM Linguistics Symposium, 12th. 
· Milwau!-:ee-, ~.JI . Topic Markedness <Write: Fred R. 

Eckman, D~pt Ling, Vi,JM, l'ii,lwaukee, WI 53201). 

March 24-26 -- Linguistic S~mposium ·on Romance . Languages, 
13th . U of ifoTth CaTol ina, Chapel Hill . (Write: LaTTY 
D. King, Dept. Rom Lan~s , Dey Hal I , 014-A , V NC, 
Ch a p e I Hi I 1, NC 27 :5 I 4 ) . 

March 25-27 Stanf~fd Child Language Research Forum. 
<I.Jrite . Coordinator, SCLRF, Dept Ling, Stanford U, 
Stanford, CA 9430:5). 

March 31 - April 2 -- Western Hornor ano Irony Hember5hiP . 
Conference · ''Far Fetched Figu~es ~ The Humor of 
Linguistjc Deviance . '' <Write . Don Nilsen, Eng Dept 
ATizona State Vniv, Tempe, AZ 8:5287> . 

May 6-7 -- Third · E~itern Conference on Austron•sian 
Languages . Ohio Univ. (write : TECAL Coordinator, 
Dept Ling, . Ohio Vniv, Athens Ohio 4570.1 ) . 

Jun• 20-July 29 -- 51st Linguistic Institute, UCLA; 
La• Angeles, CA (WTite : 1983 Lingui5tic In,titute, 
Dept Ling, UCLA, Los Angele,, CA 90024) . 

July 4-August 12 -- TESOL SummeT lnstit~te . "Engli•h in 
Bilingual and MulticultuTal Societies ." U ToTonto 
and OntaTio In,titute foT Studies in Education. 
(Write : TESOL 83 , Sehl of Cont·. Studies, 1:58 St . Qeorg• 
St . , Toronto, Ontario , M5S 2V8 Canada> . 

August 1-6 -- Int~rnational Congress of Phonetic Scienc•s, 
Utrecht, NetheTland~. 

August 19-21 -- Soci~tas Li~guist1c8 furopea, 16th Annual 
Mee-ting, Adom Mickiew icz U., Po:.nan . Poland . <Call 
Ed . CLARION if yoL• c~ nvi nce se curi~y of your need to 
·go arid you 1 d _' l i k_e the ct.ddrei,,S t'o,< more info!). 

,,. 
'• ',. (continued from p. 10) , 

'1 1 
I 

up the questi0n· of havin~:a CLA 
' ,. . 

history compi·led. The records 
' I• ' are now in a•condition t.o:get 

started on ~uo~ a project :if it 
seems advisabl'e. : . 

-I ,'; lmoved that· CLA 
get a subscr1b ion to the ~ews
letter of th~ local chapter of 
l~TA; it wt11icost about; $7~00 
per year. T~e: motion ~as passed 
and in t .he d;ts:cussion tt was sug
~1ested that ;t.h;e copies, be sent 
to a named tridividual bn th~ 
ClaJU,on. staff. : · ' 

. . . . . 

NOVEMBER--'I:f1e: Spanish :club })as 
contacted qtA:about re-open~ng 
discussions on becomiog affil
iated with~CLA. Harry has -~ug
gested thal t~e club prepar~ a 
letter to ,'.CLA; on this; subj ec:t. 

The n,'ew ·chair o :te.m 
of SIGL°IN~ i; 

e new 
chairper~·on of the Public1. .. · t_y..._.· __ 
Committe~ is:Bill Hyde of~! __ _ 

The;preiident reported 
that he ;will:make one more 
attempt ·to r~acti vate SIGTRAN. 

The tre;asurer reported that 
there was a total of $1352.34 
in the ~reas;ury. 

The Programs Committee is 
trying:to g~t a speaker for an 
Inter-Agency Language Round 
Table and aiso to get Rep. Simon 
or Pan,hetta:as a guest speaker. 

NEW B00KS DONATED TO THE CLA 
BOOKSHELF : · . . . 

I· I Chairperson 
of the CLA Library Committee 
reports that Bob Fowler has 
recehtly donated 275 books to 
CLA'~ bookshelf in the L~nguage 
Libr;ary. Most of these books 
are:in itaiian or - French, but 

August 22-26 -- 51st Intl Conf on Historical Ling~istics, . . 
Poznan, Poland . there are a few .in Some Of the 

Octc~eT 22-26 -- American Association for the Advancement mor;'e exotic languages• For 
of Sla v ic StudiEs , 15th Anr,ual Con v ention , Kansas Citv , thqse Of YOU not acquainted With 
MD . (WTite _ Willian: C F'letcheT, Director, Sov and the CLA collection it is located 
E . Eur Studies, Univ of Kansai., Lawrence, KS 66045) . , ' 

· ne~t to the Language Library. 
For further information, c~ll 

__ ._1tx4814) or Dorothy Ritten-
house (x3094). 
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(U / /'flOUO, 28 April 2010 CLArion 

1. Endangered Spoken Languages List 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 

1 1 4. CLA Awards Nom1pations 
5. CLAMiscellanv and indi~ri-Website 
6. Grand Openidg · · _ 
7. From the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar t·ohgut\ 

I (b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 

.....,_ ....... ____ ... 1------------ - -----------------
CLArion Editor 

(U) 1. Endangered Spoken Languages List 

(U) This was just in the paper today. The following 18 languages have just ONE remaining 
speaker alive. Does somebody have a tape recording device? 

(U) 

1. Apiaka (Brazil) 
2. Bikya (Cameroon) 
3. Chana (Argentina) 
4. Dampai (Indonesia) 
5. Diahoi (Brazil) 
6. Kaixana (Brazil) 
7. Laua (Papua New Guinea) 
8. Patwin (U.S. California) 
9, Pazeh (Taiwan) 
10. Pemono (Venezuela) 
11. Taje (Indonesia) 
12. Taushiro (Peru) 
13. Tinigua (Colombia) 
14. Tolowa (US California) 
15. Volow (Valuwa) (Vanuatu) 
16. \X!intu-Nomiaki (US California) 
17. Yaghan (Chile) 
18. Yarawi (Suena) (Papua New Guinea) 

(U) There are 199 CRITICALLY EN DAN GER.ED languages by the way, meaning that there 
are less than ten known speakers of them. 

(U) 2. Presidential Language Trivia 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 

10/14/2010 9:03 AM 
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(U) \v'hat was the subject of the book that was translated by Herbert Hoover (31st P~sident, 
1929-1933) and his wife Lou in 19.12 from Latin to English: 

(U) 

A. Roman Mythology 
B. Children's Stories 
C. Politics 
D. Capitalism 
E. Mining 

(U) As always, the answer is at the end. 

(U/-"OU~ 1-. CLA Awards Nominations 

Language Analysts, 

(U) 2010 Call for Nominations: CLA Language Analysis Awards 

POCs: 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(b) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) Some of the finest language professionals in the world serve in the global cryptologic 
community as analysts, translators, transcribers, scientific linguists, cryptanalys_ts, teachers, 

10/14/2010 9:03 AM 
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and more. To recogruze their superb long-term accomplishments, the Lrypto-Lmgmstlc 
Association (CLA), the organization for cryptologic language professionals at N~A/CSS, 
presents four awards every year, 

- Dr. Sydney Jaffe Award, for long-term civilians 
- Captain Joseph J. Rochefort Award, for long-term military personnel 
- Mr. Norman Wild Award, for mid-career civilians 
- Colonel Alva B. Lasswell Award, for mid-career military personnel 

(U) This is a chance to honor that world-class language analyst you work with by ndminating 
him or her for one of these awards. These are not just for old-timers. \'vith the rriid-career 
awards, you can also recognize people who are relatively junior. · 

(U) Nominations are due by COB on 4 June 2010. For information about the awarqs and the 
nomination procedure, visit the CLA website at: I 

_______ L___ _ __________ ... 

.. .. .. - .. · ...... - ......... - ......... 
I 

regards, 

TheCrypto-LinguiscicAssociationAdvisoryBoard I (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

,,$ ,,,, 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 'L4----------------- 1

---------

(U//~. CLAMiscellany and Indian WebSite 

(<ii 1 (~L) I I 

, ,,, I 

, , , 
, , , , 

, . , , 
, , ' 

' ' 

--CLA has a new website. Just "go CLA'.',to becom~,bve~~~m,e with awe. 
, , 

, I t t I 

--While you are on the webpag~. ca~d are rec~vi;g fr?in y9{ir attack of awe), you can: click on 
the CLA Blog. What you \\;ilr notice thert; ,i's the latest CLArion. Furthermore, you:have an 
opportunity to respondj:0'i't (or you can j1,1st send.me an email). : 

, ' 

--If anyone wouia' like additional. topies of the 3t' March 2010 CLA r1..,an..,9..,u.,.e .. t-w ... ro,..g .. r..,a..,m--. 
containing th.e -biosraphy of Atpb~ssador. ~ndy C~urville, please contact 

Jbefore COB 30 April. : : ______ __. --------- ', , ' 

(I tern courtesy of! ! , , , 
--There are a total ot 15 auclio/talk,ing books ,(1 Gujarati, 2 Urdu, 5 Punjabi and 7 Hindi) 
published by Star Publications and, ,sold by In~aclub.com. ( http://www.indiaclub.com/ ), an 
online bookstore that operates frofn New Jeqey. 

' , 

(Item courtesy of._l ________ ___._(:' 

(U) 6. Grand Opening 

(C {{BEL) (Item courtesy o4._ _____ _.!: 

Colleagues, 

3 of5 10/14/2010 9:03 AM 
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1 ue 1'<auuua1 1v1u:;euu1 u1 Lauguage 111 '-,u11ege 1-a1K, w1.1J 111v1Le:; 111t:111uer:;, 1a11111y auu',1neuu:; 

to its Grand Opening and reception celebrating its new exhibit this Sunday, May 2, 2010 -
"Emerging 1\merican Language in 1812" (in anticipation of Maryland's celebration 'of the 
Bicentennial of the War of 1812). ' 

. 
Place: The National Museum of Language, 7100 Baltimore Avenue, Suite 202, College 'Park, 
MD 20740 ' 
Date: Sunday, May 2 
Time: 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 
Admission: Free; no RSVP necessary 
Questions: 301-864-7071 or email events@languagemuseum.org · 

The New Exhibi t consists of ... , ;/:# 
, , ::',, 

... ,, , 

(b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

Dis pays and film excerpts on the War of 1812; influential _pe6p!;; ii~~uage and happenings; 
the Noah Webster Wall; Native American Words, a D_qlley J\.!acJisqnletter and more. 

.. , , _ , 
\ 

Orin Hargraves, lexicographer, author, _and· ,expe,rt·_'in' ]3iitish and American English 
differences, will give an overview of tbe·exhibit at ·2:)0, f<;>J.Iowed by a guided tour. Members 
of the exhibit team will be on ha9d·to' discuss ~le1~ents 9f the exhibit with visitors. 

, , , , 

The first exhibit -- "Wp.tirig Language: J)a~s.irig It Qh'' -- is still on display. 
.. .. ... .. _,.. ...... ,' 

Please stoP. by: · 
. ---... , 

a J !7'FQ% ,o>, 
t . 
NSA/ CSS Sr._Lllnguage Auth'ority Office, Outreach Officer 
ADET's ~ulture aqd' Regional Studies, Liaison to Language and Intelligence Analysis 
Skill Commuruties , , ' 

(U) 7. From the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 

(U) Let us go back a year from 1812 to 1811 to "talk the talk:" 

(U) 

Apple Dumplin Shop--a woman's bosom 
Corned---drunk 
Grannam--corn 
Picaroo--a pirate; also a sharper 
Sneaker--a small bowl 

(U) FYI: Thomas Jefferson, the inventor of the wheel cipher (among other accomplishments) 
spelled it as "cypher" --don't know if N oah had any input on the spelling change here. 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
(U) What was the subject of the book that was translated by Herbert Hoover (31st President, 
1929-1933) and his wife Lou in 1912 from Latin to English? ' 

(U) 

A. Roman Mythology 
B. Children's Stories 
C. Politics 
D. Capitalism 
ANSWER E. Mining 

(U) DETAILS: The name of the book was De re Metallica (On the Nature of Medals 
(Minerals)) and the translation is valued even today since it was the first one of this: 1556 
seminal work. Hoover, by the way, was an engineer and Lou was a Latinist. ' 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
Declassify 0111 JQ]ii010. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. -...... .......... -........ 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
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(U/7"Pe>uo, 

1. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Friday) 
2. It May Not Be Funny in English ..... . 
3. CLA Nominations 
4. Latest CLA Conversation Group Schedule 
5. Language Volunteers 
6. Presidential Language Trivia 
7. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue . 

.._ _____ __.l----------------------------1 (b) (3) - P.L. 86 - 36 

CLArion Editor 

(U) 

1. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Friday) 

--Sequoya, the inventor of the Cherokee alphabet, overcame great obstacles-. -one was 
basically starting all over again because his wife, angered that he spent all of his time making 
the alphabet, destroyed all of his materials (and it was a lot). He was married several times by 
the way 

--Esperanto: 

------is the only language with its own flag 
------has a movie called "Incubus" (which CLA owns by the way) starring Wiliam Shatner 
------was seriously considered as the official language of the League of Nations but France 
opposed it 

This next one is not necessarily fun but useful.... 

The link to know more about the state of the world indigenous peoples is: 

http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/ensowip.html 

It Works--! just tried it. My interest, of course, is the dying languages aspect. 

Now back to something fun ... 

(U//1'70UO,-

2. It May Not Be Funny in .,.E_n= l_is_h_B __ u_t ..... _. · ... · ..... · --------------------------. 
Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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.... .It Is Supposed To Be In Chinese 

--Egg Pie 

Diner: Excuse me, but why couldn't I find any egg in this what you called "egg pie"? ' 
Restaurant owner: Well sir, Do you expect to find rabbits in the "Little Rabbit biscuits''.? 

' 

(Editor's Note: This reminds me of my favorite Red Skelton joke: 

' A parachutist finds that his chute does not open so, in a panic, he yells to a nearby jumper 
"Do you know anything about parachutes"? The other jumper says, "No, Do yoU: know 
anything about Colemon Stoves"?) ' 

I (b) (3) - P . L . 86 - 36 
--Speedily Forget _ 

Patient: Doctor, I'm losing my memory speedily. Please do somethio.g to stop it. 
Doctor: When did it begin? ' 
Patient: \'«hen did WHAT begin? 

(Editor's Note: If you want the actual Chinese, it is a".':;i.iiable on request. It will also be in 
future issues of ChiLangN ed. ) 

e@, 1 '.PEI) I I 

3. CLA Nominations 

Language Analysts, 

(U) 2010 Call for Nomina~ohs: CLA Language Analysis Awards 

POCs: 

(U) Some of the finest language professionals in the world serve in the global cryptologic 
community as analysts, translators, transcribers, scientific linguists, cryptanalysts, teachers, 
and more. To recognize their superb long-term accomplishments, the Crypto-Linguistic 
Association (CLA), the organization for cryptologic language professionals at NSA/CSS, 
presents four awards every year: 

- Dr. Sydney Jaffe Award, for long-term civilians 
- Captain Joseph J. Rochefort Award, for long-term military personnel 
- Mr. Norman \'vild Award, for mid-career civilians 
- Colonel Alva B. Lasswell Award, for mid-career military personnel 

(U) This is a chance to honor that world-class language analyst you work with by nominating 
him or her for one of these awards. These are not just for old-timers. \'vith the mid-career 
awards, you can also recognize people who are relatively junior. 

(U) Nominations' are due by COB on 4 June 2010. For information about the awards and the 
• • 'I 'I " 'I • I I 'I I 
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nomrnatlon procedure, v1s1t the LLA website at: I 
1 1 --------

regards, 

The Crypto-Linguistic Association Advisory Board 

--------------------------,---------- ------------------------------------------------+-_- __________ i ______ _ 

(C;','OCL) 

4. Latest Conversation Group·S.chedule 

Good morning! 

' ' 
(U / ~Please find the most ret:ent Conversation Groups schedute in the link: below. 

ema1 
. . . 

(U/,tl-OUQ, .. _'c~m_versation Groups ar~ spon.sorec} by the Crypto-Li~guistic Assc)ciation 
(CLA), and participation in these activities ·i.s considered to be work-relatep, thus attendees are 
not required to take l~ave_ if they have sup~rvi;o.r a'pproval. For more information about 
attending or starting a conversa!i-on group, visit•tpe ~LA'..website by entering "go cla" ~n your 
web browser or contact the Cl:A_ _Conversation. _Grqup._ Coordinator,:I I 

I L 

**For information on how to obt~i~-fahguage traicirig ~redjts for:~~vers~tion groups,:.~ontact 

yourgroupleaderor! _ !::_-_._'·:::. 

. ,, '' : \I 

.. .. .. .. 

(@;'ML) 

5. Language Volunteers 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. - -- ...... 

.. .. .. .. ,, 
... .. .. .. : .... ,.. .. 

·· - ::,;;~,, (b ) ( 3 ) - ;. L. 86 - 36 

................. 

--The CLA film committee plans on sho'\ving a bunch of films in June. They ~re looking for 
volunteers to show the· films (this is not very hard to do by the way). Again; here is your 
chance to give back to the language community (or at least to CLA). See I ff you 
want to help out. 

I 0/14/20 IO 9:00 AM 
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---111e 1'\Jauuua1 1v-1useuu1 u1 Lauguage 1::; 1uuK.111g 1ur uuceuLs ,espeuauy uu JaLuruay~)- 1.uur 

time commitment would not be that great (probably once a month--if even that}. If y6u want 
to do something language-related that is a little different, see myself orl (:here at 
the Agency. 

FYI: You do not have to be an expert on every exhibit--this comes over time,: 

(U) 

6. Presidential Language Trivia 
(b ) (3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 

Which president said the following: 

"At the outset I regret that I find it necessary to have a translator. I do say, though, that 
having heard his translation, he had every word right-every word." 

A. Gerald Ford. 
B. Richard Nixon 
C. Dwight Eisenhower 
D. Abraham Lincoln 
E. Ronald Reagan 

Answer at end of the issue: 

(U) 

7. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 

Rhino--money 
Cold Cook-an undertaker at funerals or carrion hunter 
Hums-people at church 
Varn per-stockings 
Banding-a young child 

Not from the book itself: 

"bid me fly" -advice given to Dolley Madison in 1814 to escape the \Vhite House before the 
British captured her (words used by Dolley herself) 

Which president said the following: 

"At the outset I regret that I find it necessary to have a translator. I do say, though, that 
having heard his translation, he had every word right-every word" 

A 1,-p,--, 1 r1 P ,--,,.,-1 
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ANS\X'ER B. Richard Nixon (37th President, 1969-1974) 
C. Dwight Eisenhower 
D. Abraham Lincoln 
E. Ronald Reagan 

DETAILS: This comes from his address to the German Parliament on 26 February ~969--he 
said it in the very beginning 

(Editor's Comment: I . linguist for the Agency,: told ~e 
that Nixon once gave him a presidential golf b_all after translating for him. Nixon ha4 a whole 
drawer full of them). ' 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
Declassify On.'N§F959ls... 

----------------'! (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 
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(U / /fi'OUO) 17 May 2010 CLArion 

1. Needed: Nominations 
I (b ) ( 3 ) - P.L. 86 - 36 

.... ::. 
2. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Monday) 
3. It May Not Be Funny in English ..... . 
4. Presidential Language Trivia 
5. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongll_;e~ - · · · 
6. First Heard (or Maybe Not) _. - · · · 

(U//FOIIOj 

CLAnon Editor 

',•• 
fir I 

''. ,', 
'', 
I' , I 

'' 

' ' ' . . . 
---------------------------------------------------- -----------------~----~--_._ ___ , ____ J _______________ . __ _ 

' . . 
(U) 1. Needed: Nominations 

,('3,</BF! ~ (Editor's Note: Below are two items about CLA a~ards The first',one is about the 
submission process and the second one, submitted hy CL~ C~air ! !is more 
details about the awards. Since the deadline is F AS1 APP;RO4CHING, I urge managers, 
supervisers, etc. to ACT FAST. Since these awards; are hird tb win, you can really make 
somebody's day (and career) by nominating him/her,.'Thank~i .. _ __. 

(U) 2010 CLA Language Analysis Awards nominatj;ns SU~
0

PENSE: 4 June 2010 

(U) Each year, the CLA presents four awards to :i;ecognize extraordinary, long-term 
accomplishment by civilian and military languag'e analysts worldwide. The awards are named 
after four giants in the cryptologic language fiel,d and are given as follows: 

Dr. Sydney Jaffe Award, originally establishecf1972, for long-term civilians 
CaptainJosephJ. Rochefort Award, establisqed 1989, fo'rlong-term military 
Mr. Norman Wild Award, established 2003,,for mid-career civilians 
Colonel Alva B. Lasswell Award, establishocl 2003, for ~id-career military . . 

I ' 

(U) All NSA and Service Cryptologic Component ,lSCC) language analysts worldwide are 
eligible (civilian and military). Language' analysts from other agencies may be nominated but 
they will be judged on the basis of thei~.'cryptologic \;nguage accomplishments. 

(U) As a general rule, mid-career .'award nominees should have at least 7-12 years of 
cryptologic language service. The long-term awaros are intended for those past mid-career 
and up to retirement. ,' ' 

(U) To ask a question or get advice on preparing~ nomination, please contact either: 
' ' 

(U / /ffiUO) ~':"":"""""':":"":~::""";::::============:!.:S;.:.e.:..:cu..:.re.:..: _96...:3_-3:....,140 
(C} /M'!L 16 T1Eh1t, FVffij ecure: 963-8938 

for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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(U//f'OU:85 Go CLA and click on "Awards" on the left side for additional information and 
examples of nominations. 

(U) Each year, as part of its mission to promote excellence in the cryptologic language field, 
the Crypto-Linguistic Association (CLA) presents four non-monetary awards to recognize 
extraordinary, long-term accomplishment by civilian and military language analysts worldwide 
Qaffe, Rochefort, Wild, and Lasswell). For the past two years, no nominations have been 
made for the Rochefort Award (which was established in 1989 for long-term military 
personnel). It is the military parallel for the Jaffe Award. I have included his biography at the 
end of the e-mail. 

(U) As the 2009-2010 Chair of the Crypto-Linguistic Association and as a military retiree, I 
know there is a military member out there who is not only eligible, but deserving of a 
nomination for this prestigous award. Please canvas your respective military populations and 
find that outstanding cryptologic language analyst whose accomplishments have set him or 
her apart from peers. At this level of competition, it is not enough to be an outstanding solo 
performer; the successful nominee must also be a · force multiplier through mentoring, 
training, and leadership, and almost always in a variety of areas and/ or disciplines. 

(U) All military NSA and Service Cryptologic Component (SCC) language analysts worldwide 
are eligible. Language analysts from other agencies may be nominated but they will be judged 
on the basis of their cryptologic language accomplishments. As a general rule, the long-term 
award is intended for those past-mid career (12-15 years) all the way up to those who are 
about to retire. This award does not replace nor is it given in lieu of established incentive and 
awards programs. It is presented by CLA to highlight linguistic accomplishments. Therefore, 
any NSA/CSS or SCC awardees are eligible for the CLA awards on the basis of the same 
performance. 

(U) Type "go CLA" in your web browser for more details and examples. Nominations should 
reflect extraordinary accomplishments that advanced the cryptologic language mission in one 
or more of the following areas/ fields: 

--Production, transcription, translation, analysis, or reporting from one or more languages 
--Collection or target development that is language-based 
--Management of language operations 
--Language training, including curriculum or course development 
~-Development of improved equipment, systems, or procedures 
--Language and linguistic research, lexicography, creation of working aids 
--Computers and language; e.g., computational linguistics, computer processing, machine-
assisted translation, etc. 
--Contributions to the morale, effectiveness, professional development, prestige, or 
advancement of language analysts 

BIOGRAPHY: Captain Joseph John Rochefort was a major figure in the U.S. Navy's 
cryptologic and intelligence developments from 1925 to 194 7. He headed the Navy's fledgling 
cryptanalytic organization in the 1920s and provided singularly superb cryptologic support to 
the U.S. fleet during World War II, leading to victory in the war in the Pacific. At the end of 
his career (1942-1946), Rochefort successfully headed the Pacific Strategic Intelligence Group 
in Washington. 
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Kochetort was born 111 1 ts':Jts and enlisted 111 the navy 111 1 ':J1 ts. He was commissioned an ensign 
after graduation from the Stevens Institute of Technology. Rochefort's tours ashore included 
cryptanalytic training under both Captain Laurance Safford and Agnes Meyer Drisc~ll in 1925; 
a stint as second chief of the Department of Naval Communications' new\y created 
cryptanalytic organization, OP-20-G, from 1926 to 1929; training in the Japanes~ language 
from 1929 to 1932; and a two-year intelligence assignment in the Eleventh Naval District, San 
Diego, from 1936 to 1938. Until 1941, Rochefort spent nine years in cryptologic or 
intelligence-related assignments and fourteen years at sea with the U.S. fleet in p06itions of 
increasing responsibility. ' 

' 
In early 1941, Laurance Safford, again chief of OP-20-G in Washington, sent Rocliefort to 
Hawaii to become Officer in Charge (OIC) of Station Hypo in Pearl Harbor. The rdsons for 
Rochefort's appointment were obvious: he was an expert Japanese linguist, an experienced and 
very talented intelligence analyst, and a trained cryptanalyst. ' 

Rochefort hand-picked many of Hypo's augmentees, and it contained the Nav.y's best 
cryptanalysts, traffic analysts, and linguists, including Thomas Dyer, Wesley A. (Ham): Wright, 
Joseph Finnegan, General Alva Lasswell, Thomas Huckins, and Jack Williams. ' 

After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Rochefort and the Station Hypo expei;ts were 
eventually able to read enough of Japanese naval communications to provide daily intelligence 
reports and assessments regarding Japanese force disposition and intentions. During the peak 
month of May 1942, Rochefort reviewed, analyzed, and reported on as many as 140 decrypted 
messages per day. These reports went directly to the highest-ranking fleet commanders\ 

' 
The most significant cryptologic success was the timely and accurate support provit}ed by 
Rochefort and his unit surrounding the Battle of Midway, considered by many to :be the 
turning point of the war in the Pacific. Station Hypo provided accurate and timely inteHigence 
reports for the rest of the Pacific \Var; these reports were used by the most senio~ navy 
officers for strategic and tactical decisions. 

Rochefort died in 1976. In 1986, he posthumously received the President's National Defense 
Service Medal, the highest military award during peacetime, for his support to the Battle of 
~~- ' 

I look forward to seeing this year's write-ups 

Chair, Crypto-Llngmsfic.J§ssociation 
Associate Directorate for Edoqtion and Training 
NSTS 968-72811 • I.. . 

--------------' -~---
. . . 

-------------------------------------------------- .. - -

(U/;'FOUO? 

.............. 

... _, .• .. , .. I _(_b_) -( -3 -) _-_P_._L_._ s_6_-_3 _6 _. 

2. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Monday) 

--Esperanto: 
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--v111uuaue \J"eurge .:,uru:; 1:; ,ur wa:;) :;uppu:;ewy 11ue11L 111 n 

--The Ayatollah Khomeini was once a supporter of it (but changed his mind later) 
--It was once the official language of the short-lived (if even that) nation of Rose Island 
--Members of the Esperanto community were targeted for elimination by the Nazis (partly 
because of the language's Jewish connections) 

Others: 

--Klingon was originally based on the Native American languages of the Northwest 
(Washington, Oregon, etc.). The founder, Marc Okrand (who was a CLA Banquet speaker) 
had a background in these languages. 

7-Speaking of Native American languages; Stephen du Ponceau was commissioned by 
Thomas Jefferson to study them. His conclusion was that they were a lot more sophisticated 
than originally thought. He also was one of the very first to argue that Chinese characters 
represent sounds rather than ideas (he reached this conclusion by noticing that Vietnamese 
had Chinese sounding words but used its own alphabet). His views were not accepted at the 
time. 

Speaking of Chinese: 

3. It May Not Be Funny in English But ..... . 

. . .. .It Is Supposed To Be In Chinese 

The Eiffel Tower 

An oil magnate came to visit Paris with his wife. He sighed before the Eiffel Tower: "It was 
here when I came here the first time 20 years ago, but still not even a gallon of oil has been 
dug out from it yet." 

(Editor's Note: If you want the actual Chinese, it is available on request. It will also be in 
future issues ofChiLangNed.) 

(U) 

4. Presidential Language Trivia 

One of Grover Cleveland (22nd and 24th President, 1885-1889 and 1893-1897)'s favorite 
wedding congratulatory cards was signed in which two languages: 

A. English and Welsh 
B. English and Chinese 
C. Cherokee and Spanish 
D. Cherokee and Greek 
E. Cherokee and English 
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Answer at end of issue 

(U) 

5. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 

Dimber--pretty 
Ken--house 
Knock Me Dow--strong ale or beer 
Tony--a silly fellow or ninny 
Winter Cricket--a taylor 

6. First Heard (or Maybe Not) 

(itemcourtesyo~._ _____ _.l---------------------------1 (b) (3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 

The University of Maryland will be hosting SLRF (Second Language Research Forum) this 
fall (mid-October). It is one of the premier intemational_e:6~ferences focusing on SLA and 
language teaching research. If you are interested, you s:a'n' simply google SLRF 2010 and find 
the UMD website. I am a member of the SLRF qi;ganizing committee and can provide more 
detals if there are any questions not covered 00 tne webpage. 

(U) 

One of Grover Cleveland (22nd and 24th President, 1885-1889 and 1893-1897)'s favorite 
wedding congratulatory cards was signed in which two languages: 

A. English and Welsh 
ANS\v'ER B. English and Chinese 
C. Cherokee and Spanish 
D. Cherokee and Greek 
E. Cherokee and English 

DETAILS: The card was sent to him on the occasion of his 1886 wedding to Frances 
Folsom. The card was sent bv Toe lames. a Chinese who lived in Philadelohia. Althoul!h 
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,I __, J l. u 

written in broken (but understandable) English, it was signed in both Chinese and English. 
James, by the way, sent the card because he wanted to thank Cleveland for his treatment of 
Chinese living in the United States at the time. · 

(U//FOUOy 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
Declassify O ·r893 5950]. 

·, 

(b) (3) - P.L . 86 - 36 

Classification: ~01 ffI0EJ (ITIAL;';'i~L T<3 t'l131 r, F v E! I 

Classification: GO) iflii9Et liTIAL;','fiEL TO USA, hUS, Ci\1 J, @@It, 1 JZL 
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(U//rouo, 

11 June 2010 CLArion 

1. CLA Film Library Additions 
2. Presidential Language Trivia 
3. English Is a Foreign Language Too 
4. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 
5. David Crystal book 
6. Free DLI Books 
7. CLA Books To Give Away 
8. Ever Hear This One Before??? 

~:, .. 

,, ,, ,, ,. 
I, 

I, 
I, 

I, 
I, 

1, 
I, 

I, 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

J (b) (3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ ,--¾--------------------------

(\!)) !t@L)= 

,,,, 
,'• 

,'• ... 
;'' 

,'• 
,'• 

,'• 

1. CLA_Film Library Additions :.'·:: ... 
(Item courtesy of longtime CLA Libraria~ .. ____ · _· __ _ 

Some recent additions to the library: 

Afghan Star Dari, Pashto, English 

X Japanese anime 

A Scene at the Sea.Japanese 

Bread and Tulips Italian 

.. . . . . . . 
, . 

', . 

The complete library list of close.to 600 videos is available on request. . , 

The CLA Film Library is;loGi~ed in Ops1, room 3N053. \Xlhen you go in the door, the film 
cabinets are at the top cf thf'ramp to the right. Let me knciw when is a good time to meet you 
there. Most days I am.at work between 0630 and 1430. 

, . 
New acquisitions to the library are usually announced on ESS 1362; you can subscribe to ESS . . 
1362 via the CL~ w~b page. 

CLA Film Libqrian 

963-6617 _1 --

(U) 

2. Presidential Language Trivia -------------------------------Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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\'vhich future U.S. president remained in Mexico for several months after serving there; in the 
Mexican-American War, among other things learning Spanish? 

A. Andrew Johnson 
B. Millard Fillmore 
C. Ulysses Grant 
D. James Buchanan 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

Answer and details at very end of issue 

7'@ '. 'f PI JS ;; 

3. English Is a Foreign Language Too 

J (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 1 

(Editor's Note: This one, courtesy ofl I is great, gettingD five star rating) _______ .. 

Mark my words; We ask the experts at a world-famous dictionary about our amazing, intricate 
English language 

Source: \W - The Washington Post (Full Coverage, Daily) 

Jun 09 01:18 

Section: Style 

Page: C10 

You might not realize it, but English is one of the most difficult languages on Earth. I ts rules 
have lots of exceptions, and its words are hard to spell. Here's a typical example of how 
confusing English can be: Say the words "mate," "eight" and "strait" out loud. They all make 
the same sound when you say them, but they are spelled totally differently! 

Pronouncing and spelling most English words probably is easy for you, but for people 
learning English for the first time, these kinds of quirks in our language make it extremely 
challenging. 

As you get ready to leave school for summer break, we thought it was a good time to learn 
some cool things about the English language. These fun facts are from the Web site of the 
Oxford English Dictionary, a highly respected authority on the language. To see lots ofother 
interesting facts, go to 

www.askoxford.com and click on "Ask the Experts." 

\Vhat other words besides "hungry" and "angry" end in "-gry?" 
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There aren't any! 

Are there any words in which the same letter appears three times in a row? 

Typically, English requires a hyphen to prevent that from happening, as in bee-eater;or cross
section. But the Oxford English Dictionary does contain a few examples without:hyphens, 
including frillless (without frills) and duchess ship (the office of being a duchess). :And, no, 
"brrr" is not a real word. · 

What's the longest one-syllable English word? 

There are several examples of one-syllable words with nine letters, including "stretched," 
"scratched" and "screeched." 

Are there any words that have no words that rhyme with them? 

There are no words in the language that rhyme with either "orange" or "silver." Pity;the poets. 

Are there any words that exist only as a plural? 

There are quite a few, including scissors, binoculars and tongs. (What do those tnree objects 
have in common?) ' 

\'v'hat is the opposite of exceed (which means to be superior to or better than)? 

There isn't one, but the editors of the Oxford English Dictionary think that one is needed. 
They are considering the possibility of "deceed," which would mean "to be less th~n." 

Is there a word for a baby hedgehog? 

Until recently, they were simply called baby hedgehogs (awww). But lately, c;xperts have 
started calling these spiny little critters "hoglets" or even the super-cute "hedgeho$let." 

-- Margaret Webb Pressler 

Copyright 2010, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved 

(U//POUO) 

------------------------1 (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(U) 

4. 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue. 
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(Editor's Note: At first I thought I would get a little vulgar (there are few in he,r~) but then I 
remembered that this newsletter is PG-rated.) 

Coker-a lie 
Cuffin-man 
Glaze-a window 
Monosyllable-a woman's commodity 
Rank Rider-a highwayman 

W 1BFF) 

5. David Crystal Book 

(b) ( 3 ) - P. L . 86 - 36 

(Item courtesy of .. 1-----.. , FYI-Crystal has spoken at the National Museum of 
Language in College Park) 

Watch your language (and here's a great guide for doing so) 
Source: WP - The Washington Post (Full Coverage, Daily) 
Jun 03 00:58 

Byline: by Michael Dirda 

Section: Style 

Page: COS 

A LITTLE BOOK OF LANGUAGE 

By David Crystal 

Yale Univ. 260 pp. $25 

Five years ago, Yale published Ernst Gombrich's "A Little History of the World.'' Its text, 
intended for children, was originally written in German during the 1930s, but Gombrich -
one of the greatest art historians of our time -- slightly revised its 40 chapters for the English 
edition. He died in 2001, at age 92, and, alas, never saw the finished book. 

"A Little History of the \v'orld" proved to be phenomenally successful, and not just among 
young people. Like the "Harry Potter" novels and the "Twilight" series, the book was read by 
many adults, who rightly admired its beautifully crafted and concise overview of humankind's 
past. 

Recognizing a winning concept, Yale has now followed Gombrich's history with "A Little 
Book of Language;' by the eminent and prolific linguist David Crystal. Best known for the 
Cambridge Encyclopedia of Language and "The Stories of English," Crystal here writes for 
the true beginner, but does so with his usual clarity and authority, as he ranges from ancient 
Pti,mnlrv,-iP~ ·tn n,nrlPr1'1 tPvt_n,p~~,0011'10- T l-,p rh,:,ntPr~ -- ,:,o-,;iin ,1.n nf thpn, -- ,:,,-p metr!P rlnnhh, 
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engaging by Jean-Manuel Duvivier's frolicsome, highly stylized black-and-white illustrations. 

Crystal begins at the beginning, with baby talk. He notes, for instance, that a newborn can · 
already recognize its mother's voice. In one experiment, scientists "put a teat into the baby's 
mouth and wire it up to a counter. The baby sucks away at a steady rate. When it hears the 
dog, man, and woman sounds, the sucking speeds up a bit and then slows down. But when it 
hears the mother's voice it sucks like crazy! It recognizes her!" That gosh-wow tone is, I 
suspect, one of the few signs that "A Little Book of Language" is directed primarily toward 
young readers. While Crystal sometimes quotes Shakespeare and Dickens, he refers just as 
often to J .K.. Rowling, Roald Dahl and Terry Pratchett. One chapter describes Grimm's Law 
-- the way that Latin "pater" becomes German "Vater" and English "father" -- but never 
mentions Jakob Grimm (of fairytale fame), who first noted this pattern. Indeed, apart from 
passing references to the slang expert Eric Partridge and to Sir William Jones -- who 
promulgated the idea that many European languages, as well as Sanskrit, derive from ancient 
Inda-European -- this book resolutely focuses on the most basic elements of linguistic study. 
There's nothing in the least academic or pretentious about it. 

Two early chapters examine just how our throats and mouths make sounds; other sections 
take up the reasons for grammar and explain some of the idiosyncrasies of English spelling. 
There are plenty of no-nonsense definitions throughout: Sentences "help us to make sense of 
words." That, emphasizes Crystal, "is what sentences are for." Vivid anecdotes clarify 
important points: "The day I kill three buffaloes and draw them as three dead animals on my 
cave wall, I'm being an artist. But the day I kill three buffaloes and invent a sign for them 
(such as {$181} = {$181}) and mark up on my cave-wall '{$181} = {$181} 111,' then I'm being 
a writer." 

Factoids abound throughout this latest "little book": There are, for instance, around 6,000 
languages in the world. However; without some effort toward preservation, roughly half of 
them will die out in the next 100 years. Did you know that nearly 'three-quarters of the human 
race grows up learning two or more languages? Today, "in half the primary schools in Inner 
London, over half of the pupils do not speak English as a mother tongue." Because there are 
competing sign-systems for the deaf, when the play "Children of a Lesser God" -- about a 
teacher and his deaf student -- was staged in London, "British deaf people couldn't 
understand the signs, and they had to employ an interpreter to translate from American into 
British Sign Language." 

In other chapters, Crystal tells us about the origin of geographical place names and our own 
personal names. "The word 'nickname,' " we learn, "first began to be used in the Middle Ages, 
where it was originally an 'an eke name.' 'Eke' (pronounced 'eek') meant 'also.' A nickname was 
an extra name, showing a special relationship.'' There are several excellent pages on how to 
use a dictionary (though Crystal refrains from making any particular lexical 
recommendations). Later sections on computer slang and texting duly remind the censorious 
that people have always used abbreviations and playful neologisms. Many adults, Crystal 
writes, will remember the meaning of the apparent gobbledygook of "YY U R YY U B I C U 
R YY 4 ME.'' Read properly, this means "too wise you are, too wise you be, I see you are too 
wise for me." He also discusses puns -- "You shouldn't write with a broken pencil because it's 
pointless" -- and palindromes ("Madam, I'm Adam") and other word games. 

Words may be used for play or poetry or persuasion, and Crystal reminds us that one 
important reason for studying language "is to make ourselves aware of the way people often 
try to manipulate our thoughts and feelings by the way they speak and write.'' Hence, the very 
same action mav be described as "Terrorists Move South" or "Freedom Fiehters Move 
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South." In its closing chapters, "A Little Book of Language" proceeds to focus on linguistics 
itself, a discipline whose students don't necessarily try to learn lots of languages but instead 
aim to discover just how those languages work. ' 

At the end of his book, Crystal lists six causes that are important to him and that h~ hopes 
will become important to his readers: 

1) The preservation of dying languages . 

2) The appreciation of minority languages, those spoken only by small groups of people\ 

3) The pleasure of learning at least smatterings of languages other than English. 

4) A greater appreciation of the variety -~ the dialects and accents -- within one's own ~ative 
tongue. 

' 
5) The importance of knowing many styles of English, from the most formal to the slangiest. 

6) The need to help people who, for whatever reason, have difficulty in learning to spe~k or 
write. 

Like Gombrich's "A Little f-listory of the World," Crystal's "A Little Book of Language" inay 
be for children (of all ages, as the saying goes), yet it's by no means childish or juvenili. In 
other words, buy it for your son or daughter, but read it yourself. ' 

bookworld@washpost.com 

Copyright 2010, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved J (b) ( 3 ) - P . L . 86 - 36 

(0; ';'ML) 

6. Free DLI Books 

(Item courtesy of .. I _____ _. 
Many older Defense Language Institute (DLI) textbooks, and , other linguistic reference 
materials (including GWOT languages) published by the Foreign Service Institute, and 
various universities, are available for free download at the Educational Resources Information 
Center (ERIC) Internet website: 

http://www.eric.ed.gov/ 

They have the complete 16-volume set of textbooks for the 47-week, 180-lesson, Chinese
Mandarin Basic Course that I took way back in 19-something-or-other, and the course's 
associated publications. If you want to get long-form character reading practice, as well as the 
full flavor of military terminology taught at DLI in a bygone era, then download the last 
textbook of that course, Volume XVI, listed below. The text they used to create the electronic 
file was not in very good condition but is still mostly readable. It has drawings of recoilless 
rifles, mortars, and other fun stuff, as well as the bonus vocabulary item ijtf,&, "company 
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grade," which doesn't appear to be in our online dictionaries . Here's a partial list of tpings that 
are available: 

Chinese-Mandarin: Basic Course, Volume XVI: Lessons 168-180 (ED184327) 

ChinesecMandarin Basic Course Glossary: Chinese-English (ED189882) 

Chinese-Mandarin Basic Course: References (ED189880) 

Chinese-Mandarin: Chinese Character Exercise Book (ED030882) (this provides tfue stroke 
order for 825 long-form characters and space to practice writing them) 

For a real challenge, try: 

Chinese-Cantonese Basic Course (ED022179) (Caution: It's a 115287K file!) 

Chinese-Cantonese (TOISHAN) Basic Course (ED022176) (foishan ... EH.1.J .. .is a su~-dialect 
of Cantonese spoken in the county ancestral home of most Chinese-Americans) 

To find these and other gems, search on keywords such as "mandarin basic course," 
"cantonese basic course," "persian," "turkish," etc., or on the ERIC Docume~t (ED) 
numbers, like those provided above, in the Search window. Be advised that. many doyuments 
listed in the ERIC database do not have downloadable text. To weed-¢ut the 
non-downloadable search results you can do an Advanced Search for Title keywords,:such as 
"mandarin basic course," check the box that says "Full-Text Availability," and then click 
"Search." \Vhen the search results come back, click on "ERIC Full Text" at the bottom of the 
document description to download the document. ' 

\Vell, I guess there are other educational topics besides languages, like archery or 1ntegral 
calculus, so search to your heart's content! 

7. CLA Books To Give Away 

CLA F ANX still has a bunch of books and tapes to give away to a good home. \v'hil~ many 
are old, I have no doubt that these books, if properly placed, will provide hours and h6urs of 
lan,uage-learing excitement for the whole family and/ or significant others. Please ~ontact 
me t:o find.out.ahQltt_ay~i_l~l?iJiJY.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ : 

--------------------------------------------------------------~---~---~---~-~~-~~-~ - - - -, ( b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 8 6- 3 6 

(U) 

8. Ever Hear This One Before??? 

"How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood?" 

I 0/14/20 IO 8:53 AM 
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I suspect many who do not have English as a first language might be hearing about this 
dilemma for the very first time. Welcome, welcome. Personally, I think that on Ground Hog 
Day mass recitation of this ought i:o become part of the ritual. ' 

(U) 

' \Vhich future U.S. president remained in Mexico for several months after serving; there in the 
Mexican-American War, among other things learning Spanish? 

A. Andrew Johnson 
B. Millard Fillmore 
ANSWER C. Ulysses Grant (18th President, 1869-1877) 
D. James Buchanan 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

DETAILS: This one is easy if you know that Grant was the only one of the b~nch (to my 
knowledge at least) to ever serve in that war. On at least one occasion, he usec;i Spanish in 
combat when dealing with the locals. 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
Declassify On: ~] ii960J 
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Recent Calendar Friends Profile Post 

(U/1Fvt::let28 January 2010 CLArion fill ml {hide) 

I 
Entry tags: cla, foreingn language, newsletter 

Classification: @Oldl"il!Jlel.JifiAL//RfiiiL ifO U§,r:, /:U§, eP:Pi, eBR, PER 

(U/tFOU@, 28 January 2010'G:l-ft.rion 

(U/?"FOUQ.) 

I 
1. CLA Banquet Preps 
2. Next NML Exhibit/ Flag Update 
3. Presidential Language Trivia 
4. En lish Is a Forei n Lan ua e Too 

(U,','FOUO~ 1. CLA Banque . .,t ... P ... re,_o.s ..... __ _ 
(@i,';'95' ),.Item courtesy of! ! • - • _-. . •• 
(U//~ Preparations are already underway_ for the anm1al-CLA Banquet that 
is scheduled to take place on 31 March 2010 in 1he-Cqnine· ll.niie?( .• Dr. Cindy 
Courville has agreed to be our guest speaker and· plans. to • fOO:Js her··. 
presentation on her previous experience as U.S. Ambassador tci 1he-~(;tt:afl •• 
Union. She will discuss AFRICOM and the launching of the African Union Mission·:· 
in Somalia (AMISOM). Mark your calendars now and stay tuned for information 
on ticket sales. Seating will be limited and CLA members will have priority. 
Don't miss it! 

(U//~ 2. Next NML Exhibit/ Flag Update 

The National Museum of Language will open its new exhibit "Emerging , • 
American Language in 1812" in mid-February. This exhibit is about Noat:i' 
Webster (and others) who shaped the language (some of it at least) which. we 
now use. The old exhibit, " Writing Language: Passing It On" will still):ie on 
display (two for the price of one!). 

' If you have never seen the International Flag of Language (IFL},' there is an 
article about it (written by yours truly) in the Fall 2009 issue of·NAVA News. It 
is pretty much the whole story of the flag (the how and ,why) and includes 
photos of the IFL (two of them), the two first place .flags as well as an 
Esperanto flag. It you want to see it, I will shotgun you ,a 'copy. The flag, by the 
way, is up for consideration in the Guinness Book of World Records "World's 
first" category. ' 

(U) 3. Presidential Language Trivia 

.. 

'.:,;~~l_(_b_l_(_3_)_-_P_._L_._s_6_-_3_6~ 

Approved for Release by NSA on 09 - 05 - 2017 , FOIA Case #61705 
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Which president's sister worked with him to improve his Greek and Latin? 

A. James Madison 
B. James Monroe 
C. John Tyler 
D. Benjamin Harrison 
E. Rutherford Hayes 

As always, the answer and details are at the very end of the issue: 

(U) 4. English Is a Foreign Language Too 

When shot at, the dove dove into the bushes 
I did not object to the object 
They-were too close to the door to close it 
The wind was too strong to wind the sail 
Upon seeing the tear in the painting I shed a tear 
I had to subject the subject to a series of tests 
There was a row among the oarsmen about how to row 
The soldier decided to desert his dessert in the desert 
Since there is no time like the present, he thought it was time to present the 
present 

(U) 6. Friday Fun Fillers--Even Though It Is Thursday 

security language 

Page2 of7 
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--While it is a good idea obviously for spoken languages to have their written 
counterpart, an attraction of Navaho in World War Two was that it was NOT 
written down--the Japanese, etc., could not get a written copy, i.e., dictionary 
of the language. 

--Murrinh-Patha, a language of the Northern Territory of Australia, has whole 
sentences which can be expressed as a single multi-syllabic word. 

--Sequoyah, the creator of the Cherokee alphabet, was so much into his 
creation that his neglected wife--in a moment of anger undoubtedly--destroyed 
all his notes (and there were a lot). He had to start all over again. 

--The University of Maryland will probably drop Yiddish due to budget cuts--it is 
one of the few schools that apparently had a stable program. 

(U) 3 . .Presidential Language Trivia 

Which president's sister worked with him to improve his Greek and Latin? 

A. James Madison 
B. James Monroe 

Page 3 of7 
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C. John Tyler 
D. Benjamin Harrison 
ANSWER E. Rutherford Hayes (19th President, 1877-1881) 

Although he had a tutor, young Hayes was not doing well with Greek and Latin. 
His sister, Fanny, learned the same material and recited it to him to reinforce 
his tutoring sessions. 

Derived From: NSA/CSSM 1-52 
Dated: 20070108 
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(U/,'Fm.JO~ 18 February 2010 CLArion 

(U/,'FOUO' 

1. Presidential Language Trivia 
2. NML Linguamon Program on Sunday (Short Notice) 
3. CLA Fort Bookswap 
4. CLA Scissors Party 
5. English is a Foreign Language Too 
6. Culture is a Foreign Language Too 
7. Upcoming Area Events 

. . 
(U/~) (Editor's Note: Since I will be.away teaching a course ,(€'arning my 
paycheck for a change) at~_er- facility, these newslette[s;' will be less 
frequent for a while. Thanks. L..J 

(U) 1. Presidential Language Trivia 
, 

(U) Which president said the following to a Sup,r€'me Court chief justice: 

(U) 

"You didn't say that right, you shoul~-ti~ve said, "Delenda est Carthago." 

. .___I ____ ______. 

Page 4 of7 
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A. Harry Truman 
B. Franklin Roosevelt 
C. Woodrow Wilson 
D. Ronald Reagan 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

(U) As always, the answer and an explanation are at the very end of the issue. 

(U) 2. NML Linguamon Program on Sunday (Short Notice) 

(U) The National Museum of Language is pleased to announce that Mr. Antoni 
Mir, director of Linguamon: House of Languages (www.linguamon.cat) in 
Barcelona, Spain, will be at the Museum this Sundary 21 February at 1330 to 
give a presentation on the development of Linguamon and its importance to 
people in Spain and the world. Anyone interested in attending should contact 
President Gary McCone ASAP at 410-707-9307 since this is very short notice 
and there is limited seating. 

Page 5 of 7 

_____________________ ,- ______ -I (b l 1,: 

(U/1 rouot 3. CLA Foreign Language Book Give-Away 

(¥/,'REI ) 

Title: CLA Foreign Language Book Give-Away (formerly Book Swap) 
Date: 04/30/2010 
Time: 1130 - 1400 
Location:._ __________ ____. 

NOTE: This is a book ive-awa However 

.... - .... - .... - _ ..... ~;,:; .... ---- -.. - .... - .... - .. - ..,, ..,, : .. : .. , ' 

may contact POC 
in advance or jus~==""l!!~--=~J---,.~~~...,.-~~!"""'!l~~-=-=.....r,~~ 
April 2010. 

.. .. .. .. 
.. .. .. -. - .. ";II_,., ----------- .. ---------

(U//~ 4. CL.f..Seisscirs Party • , 

= .(Jtem· courtesy ofl I who is a!5j0 'the POC for _the activit~.' 
or 966-3630)) · , , 

. , . 
Do you love animals, especially Africar;i. animals? Are you ,~ood with yo'ur 
hands? Do you want to support the Cr)'~to-Linguistic Associatitm as we prep.are 
for the 31 March banquet? • • , ' , 
If the answer to all these questfons is yes, please join us in making African 
animal table decorations 

1
0n • 3 March from 1100-12$)0 in the1 1 

conference room. I I will provide the animal' patterns; all we have to 
do is color them and cut them out. ' 
Please bring a pair of scissors and an assortment·of colored pencils. Tape will 
be provided. ( , ' 
Come one, come all. The more the merrier ana the faster we will make about 
100 animal decorations! ' 
See you then. 
Sue 
------------------------------------------- r----------------------------------

(U) 5. English is a Foreign Language- Too 
(U) SEEN: ' 

(b ) ( 3 ) - P .L. 86 - 36 
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-- in a Tokyo bar: "Special cocktails for the ladies with nuts" 
-- in a Copenhagen airline ticket office: "We take your bags and send them in all 
directions" 
--on the door of a Moscow hotel room: "If this is your visit to Russia, you are 
welcome to it" 
--in a Norwegian cocktail lounge: "Ladies are requested not to have children in 
the bar" 

(U) 6. Culture is a Foreign Language Too 
(U) 
Clairol once introduced the "Mist Stick," a curling iron, into Germany only to 
find out that the German word "mist" is slang for "manure." 
Sweden's Electrolux once tried to sell vacuum cleaners in the United States 
with the slogan "Nothing sucks like an Electrolux." 
Colgate once introduced a toothpaste in France called Cue, the name of a 
notorious porn star. 

(U) 7. Upcoming Area Ever:: 
1"7 11 95-, (Item courtesy o I 
Here are some upcoming! ICS liidl-900lldY want to put on your calendars : 
1. World Artists Experiences and the international Division of Maryland's Office 
of the Secretary of State will be having a ,free international film festival from 8 
Feb. to 12 Mar. at five d ifferent locations thtoughout MD (the closest being the 
MD Hall for Creative Arts, 801 Chase St., Ann~polis) . The following five films 
will be screened at all five locations (starting at T p.m.) : 
Son of the Bride (Argentina), 25 Feb. at MD Hall '· 
Decemberheat (Estonia), 4 Mar. at MD Hall 
Dance of the Maidens (Nigeria), 11 Mar. at MD Hall 
For more details, including other dates & locations, go to www.worldartists.org 
2. Back by popular demand : Alash, Throat Singing of Tuva .' ,,his group, from 
the tiny Republic of Tuva (located between Mongolia & Russia), l'\6'1s mastered a 
remarkable technique for singing multiple pitches at the same 'ao,e. If you 
missed them last year, here's your chance (again) to hear music lil<e ,nothing 
that you've ever heard before, performed in traditional Tuvan dre~s with 
authentic Tuvan instruments. The concert is free, and it will be performed at 
four locations in MD. Here is the closest venue: 
Chesapeake Arts Center, 194 Hammonds Lane, Brooklyn Park, MD; 7 p.m.;'', 
Tuesday, 9 Mar. 
For more details & other loc;:ations, go to www.worldartists.org and/or 
www.alashensemble.com 

(U) Which president said the following to a Supreme Court chief justice: 
(U) 

"You didn't say that right, you should have said, "Delenda est Carthago." 

ANSWER A. Harry Truman (33rd President, 1945-1953) 
B. Franklin Roosevelt 
C. Woodrow Wilson 
D. Ronald Reagan 
E. Abraham Lincoln 

. . 
(U) DETAILS. The chief justice who Truman corrE}c;:ted was Fr~crVinson. The two 
were having a conversation about something_ going on in C.cmgress that neither 
approved of when Vinson said: "Well, like.ola Cato said i!'l' the Roman Senate,"it 
ought to be destroyed--Carthage ought to be desti;6yed--Carthago delenda 
est." Reporters on the scene inve,stigated and discov'ered that Truman learned 
his high school Latin well. • • 

(G:'/851 ) .. I ________ .. 
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(U//~ 12 April 2010 Cl.Arion (Courtesy ~f._l ______ ,.._,.... 
(U/1 rouo, · ·· ·· ·· ·· -· ........ 
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(U/,'FOUO' 

CLArion Editor 

(U) 1. Presidential Language Trivia 

(U) 

.. 

.. .. .. 

, , , , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,. .. .. .. 

1. Which president, on his first visit to his college library,,;·discovered that it was 
filled with gigantic Bibles in every language? 

A. Rutherford Hayes 
B. Ulysses Grant 
C. William McKinley 
D. Franklin Pierce 
E. Thomas Jefferson 

(U) Answer at end of issue 

.. 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
-----------------------------------------------r,----------------------------------------

(U) 2. CLA Bookswap 

.. . . 

~G,';'Rliiils) (Item courtesy of._l _~,.;...---_. 
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Classification: UNCLASSIFIED/;'FOR OFFWLAtL USE OPJLV 

Classification: 
UNCLASSIFIED/,'F9R 9FFICML USE OPJLV 
Title: Crypto-Linguistic Association (CLA) Foreign Language Book Give-Away 
Date: Friday, April 30, 2010 
Time: 11 :30 AM - 02:00 PM 
Location :I l 
Description: Books in various- . foreign languages will be available. No 
requirement to bring a book to swa·p·. ·Plei;,!se drop by and see if we have the 
book you've been looking for. • • • 
Point of Contact:1 I 969-0454. • • • • .. 
Home Page or Website Link: I I -OR-
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I (UllFQ"Q! ______________ , _________ ::::::::::::::::::::::;;;;;~~-~t•~-]~_1_b_l _13_1_-_P_._L_._s6_-_3_6~ 

.. - .. - .. - - ...... --,• 
.... i'' 

I 

(Ui/'l"OHe,-3. CLA Conversation Hours/Films · • / 
('i;';Hillib ) A new Turkish conversation grouf)· n~s started The group meet~/ 
Wednesdays in the OPS2A/2B Cafeteriar 1100-1130. The information is on t~e 
CLA conversat;on schedule WIK!. _ - - - - // 

,::' 
,:' 

.,:' 
,f' 

~, 

(G:':'Rlil ) The CLA Spring Film Festival will have a "Brides" ttteme. The Film 
Committee has been converting VHS tapes to DVD and.~have about 40 
converted. It recently purchased and received TULPAN, its fwst film in Kazaiih. 
For more information or to get a film, try I , · ; I 
(U//J.OlelS,,, 4. STARTALK Items (Two) , 

n(G{{Rflado (This item youmay have already seen--item c6urtesy of , ...._ _____ ..,. 
U) NSA/CSS Oversees Expansion of Acclaimed STAATALK Program 
FROM: ADET I Run Date: 04/06/2010 ' 
(U) Not many of us know that for the past thr.ee years, the National Security 
Agency has managed one of our nation's ~est successful language learning 
programs. 
(U) Established in 2006, the STARTALK Program is a critical and thriving 
component of the National Security Langµage Initiative (NSLI). The NSLI was 
launched by President Bush to dramatjcally expand our nation's capacity in 
critical languages that are not widely taught in the United States. Other NSLI 
components include the Department;· of Education's Title VI/Fullbright Hays 
Program, the National Defense Wniversity's National Security Education 
Program and the State Department's study and exchange programs. From 
STARTALK's beginning, NSA/CSS bas served as Executive Agent. 

· (U/i'FOUO) As a cornerstone of _tile NSLI, STARTALK grants provide support to 
, 

security lanquaqe 

I 
I 

I • 
I • 

I • 
I • 

I • 
I • 
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new and existing language efforts from kindergarten to the university level. The 
Program's grants are primarily financed through the Office of the Director of 
National Intelligence (ODNI) with the Associate Directorate for Education and 
Training (ADET) funding a portion of the administrative costs of the program. 
(U) Since the program's implementation in 2006, STARTALK has received 
widespread praise from the national language teaching community, 
participating parents, and members of Congress. Initially, STARTALK was 
implemented in 34 states and included only Chinese and Arabic instruction. It 
now supports language programs in 43 states with targeted instruction in 
Chinese, Arabic, Hindi, Persian, Swahili, Turkish, Urdu, Russian and Dari. By 
2011, STARTALK is projected to support language programs in all 50 states. 
(U) STARTALK classrooms have provided a learning environment where 
students and teachers can bond across linguistic, cultural, and ethnic 
boundaries. For the past several years, STARTALK has produced 
groundbreaking research conclusions on foreign language instruction, 
assessment, and blended learning. The program has been a catalyst for 
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revolutionary change in foreign language instruction in our nation's education I 
system and promises to continue to be a critical component in strengthening (b ) ( 3 ) - P . L. 86 - 36 
America's language capabilities. . .... ..,.· .. ·..;·~·~-----------
(U//F6U6' For more information. 9l;>out tl:!a -ST·AfH-At.K; ·please· C0l'}tpC~ f . --~·f'. 

-- 1968-5125. Visit STARTALK'~ 9utside internee .~!i;.~ , 
at fitfp_://.s.t<:!rfa_lLyrnd,_(:!Q_lJ •. · · • · ,:· • ·: · 
(•/:'PEI ) (Item courtesy of I I The deadline ha:::~~~~ed_:' 
but,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,) _______ .. ,, , , , 

,, . I # I I 

(U) Howard County is offering a summer language learning oppoJj:unity,fq( higfl 
school students, including incoming 9th graders. STARTALK j~' a go)fe,rnment 
initiative to increase the number of Americans learning criti~~- ne~ed Ja:;rguagE;s, 
The STARTALK program pays tuition for 60 high sch_o6t stutlet1'ts:to learn 
Arabic, Mandarin Chinese or Hindi during the sumrn,er months ,in Howard 
Community College's World Languages Program. ,Students ~ar:;r 4 coll.ege 
academic credits and may also earn 1 credit toward' high s,choo~ 'gr9duation ~ith 
the prior approval of the school principal. For fyrth~r inf6rm~iof"); please go to 
http :1/www. how a rdcc. ed u/ad m issions/apply/hSJnro/Ea r~yEntra nc;e,:'.starta lk. html 
or call Cheryl Berman at 410-77-L--'4861 :'or :emj:lil Cheryl at 
cberman@howardcc.edu. The deadline fon~-pplicati~ns is ,31 March 2010 . .' 
--------------------------- # I # # , # I I 

I # # I I 

(Ui/T-06('7 5. SINIO Series , ' , ' .' ,' ,' ,' 
{-S,:,'R:EL) (Item courtesy ofl , ' I , : : : .' 
(U) Want to spend a Tuesday lunch hour getting tlie latest update on· current 

_ intelligence issues of concern to, the intelligence ana poli,cy communities°? 

What: siNio seminar,· , 
When: Tuesday, 13 April 2010, from 1100,to 1230' 
Where: I I ' : 
Overview: 

For further information ,bn this seties, I 
, 

I 

(b) (1) 
(b) (3) - P . L. 86 - 36 

... ------------

i 
I 
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- ---------- ----------------------- -------------------------- --------------------~--
(U) 6. Friday Fun Fillers (for a Monday) 
(U/fl"eJUO~ A. Spring Goodies at the NSA Drug Store ___________ ......... -. -;-
('si/:'951 ) ('tern courtesy ol.__""""!"'_"!!"""'~_.t · · · · · · · · - · · ' 
(U/~) B. Here are a couple of Chinese language jokes translated (not' by: 
me though). Actual Chinese will be provided in the next issue of ChiLa_ngNed ' 
(U) • 
THE REASON: 
Judge: Why did you steal this car? • , 
Thief: Cause it's parked beside the tomb. I thought it~ .owner must have di!:!tl. 
ARTIFICIAL LIMB: • ' 
In a clinic. 
Em ... all right, your pulse is normal. • 
But, doctor, please check my left han97-'the right is an artificial one. 
(U) C Poem 
(e;';'~iiils) (Courtesy of I I this item, from January, l-965, was 
attributed to "tsw" and points up some idiosyncracies of pronl;l11ciation in 
English) 
(U) 
I take it you already know 
Of tough and bough and cough and dough? 
Others may stumble, but not you, 
On hiccough, thorough, laugh and through. 
Well done! And now you wish perhaps, 
To learn of less familiar traps? 
Beware of heard, a dreadful word, 
That looks like beard and sounds like bird, 
And dead: it's said like bed, not bead -
For goodness' sake don't call it deed! 
Watch out for meat and great and threat 
(They rhyme with suite and straight and debt), 
A moth is not a moth in mother, 
Nor both in bother, broth in brother, 
And here is not a match for there 
Nor dear and fear for bear and pear, 
And then there's dose and rose and lose -
Just look them up - and goose and choose, 
And cork and work, and card and ward, 
And font and front, and word and sword, 
And do and go, and thwart and cart -
Come, come, I've hardly made a start! 
A dreadful language? Man alive! 
I'd mastered it when I was five! 
(U) D. "Tuf" was a spelling proposed by Noah Webster for "tough" but was 
rejected while "color" was a spelling proposed by Noah Webster that was not 
rejected (replaces "colour"). • 

(U) 7. NML Trip 
(U//'FElbl~I am taking a small grpup to the National Museum of Language 
(NML) on Tuesday 20 April to see the old exhibit (about written language) and 
the BRAND NEW one (American Eryglish during at the time of the War of 1812-
mainly about the just-referenced;Noah Webster). I will leave here at 1000 and 
we should be back by noon (13Q0 at the latest). The museum will not take long 
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at all. If you want to be in this small group,· please let me know beginning now. 
I will give priority to people who have never seen the museum. By the way, 
please ensure that your supervisers approve in advance. Thanks. 

(U) 8. From the 1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue 
(U) Speaking of the War of 1812, the following, taken from one of the NML's 
books-1811 Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue--might explain why we needed 
Noah Webster in the first place (or did we?) 
(U) 
Ace of spades--a widow 
Dispatchers--loaded or false dice 
Muckworm--a miser 
Parish Bull--a parson 
Sammy--foolish, silly 

(U) 

Which president, on his first visit to his college library, discovered that it was 
filled with gigantic Bibles in every language? 

ANSWER A. Rutherford Hayes (19th President, 1877-1881) 
B. Ulysses Grant 
C. William McKinley 
D. Franklin Pierce 
E. Thomas Jefferson 

(U) DETAILS: The college was Kenyon College in Ohio 
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